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PEEFACE.

To preserve Euclid's order, to supply omissions, to
remove detects, to give brief notes of explanation and
simpler methods of proof in cases of acknowledged
difficulty-such are the main objects of this Edition of
the Elements.

^

The work is based on the Greek text, as it is givenm the Editions of August and Peyrard. To the
suggestions of the late Professor De Morgan, publishedm the Companion to the British Almanack for 1849,
I have paid constant deference.

A limited use of symbolic representation, wherein

:^ I
the symbols stand for words and not for operations
is generally regarded as desirable, and I have been
assured, by the highest authorities on this point, that
the symbols employed in this book are admissible in
the Examinations at Oxford and Cambridge.^

I have generally followed Euclid's method of proof,
but not to the exclusion of other methods recom-

+1, Wr^^^'' *^^^ P''^''* ^ completely settled in Cambridge bvthe followuig notice.H prefixed to the papers on Euclid set ij
ttxe Senate-House Examinations :

I. In the Previous Examination

:

In amwers to these questions any intelligible symbols and abbr«.vtations may be used. ,
^'^

II. In the Mathematical Tripos :

^^!n' It J«'y
"j'^'-^^'^i'^" admittedfor the eq^xart on AB

•'re^'AB cS .." '^'^ ^^"^ rectangle contained by AB and CD,

tf*



PREFACE.iU ^
mended by their simplicity, such as the demonstrationh

by which I propose to replace (at leant for a first read-

ing) the difficult Theorems 5 and 7 in the First Book.

I have also attempted to render many of the proofs, as

for instance Pr positions 2, 13, and 35 in Book I., and

Proposition 13 in Book II., less confusing to the

1 AAPT) €^ V

In Propositions 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the Second

Book I have ventured to make an important change in

Euclid's mode of exposition, by omitting the diagonals

from the diagrams and the gnomons from the text.

In the Third Book I have deviated with even

greater boldness from the precise line of Euclid's

method. For it is in treating of the properties of the

circle that the importance of certain matters, to which

reference is made in the Notes of the present volume,

is fully brought out. I allude especially to the appli-

cation of Superposition as a test of equality, to the

conception of an Angle as a magnitude capable of

unlimited increase, and to the development of the

methods connected with Loci and Symmetry.

The Exercises have been selected with considerable

care, chiefly from the Senate House Examination

Papers. They are intended to be progressive and easy,

80 that a learner may from the first be induced to

work out something for himself.

I desire to express my thanks to the friends who

have improved this work by their suggestions, and to

b«g for further help of the same kind.

J. HAMBLIN SMITH

Cambridox, 187&
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ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

When a block of stone is hewn from the rock, we call it a
Solid Body. The stone-cutter shapes it, and brings it into
that which we call regularity of form ; and then it becomea
a Solid Figure.

Now suppose the figure to be such that the

block has six flat sides, each the exact counter-

part of the others
; so that, to one who stands

facing a corner of the block, the three sides

which are visible present the appearance re-

presented in this diagram.

Each side of the figure is called a Surface; and when
smoothed and polished, it is called a Plane Surface.

The sharp and well-defined edges, in which each pair of
sides meets, are called Lines.

The place, at which any three of the edges meet, is called
a Point.

A Magnitude is anything which is made up of parts in any
way like itself. Thus, a line is a magnitude

; because we may
regard it as made up of parts which are themselves lines.

The properties Length, Breadth (or Width), and Thickness
(or Depth or Height) of a body are called its Dimensions.
We make the following distinction between Solids, Surfaces,

Lines, and Points

:

A Solid has three dimensions. Length, Breadth, Thickness.
A Surface has two dimensions, Length, Breadth.
A Line has one dimension, Length.

A point Jias no dimensions.

?• %
\



BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

I. A Point is that which has no parts.

This is equivalent to saying that a Point has no magnitude,
since we define it as that which cannot be divided into smaller
paiis.

XL A Line is length without breadth.

We cannot conceive a visible line without breadth ; but
we can reason kbout lines aa if they had no breadth, and this

is what Euclid requires us to do.

III. The Extremities of finite Lines are points.

A point marks position, as for instance, the place where u
line begins or ends, or meets or crosses another line.

IV. A Straight Line is one which lies in the same direction

from point to point throughout its length.

v. A Surface is that which has length and breadth only.

VI. The Extremities of a Surface are lines.

VII. A Plane Surface is one in which, if any two points

be taken, the straight line between them lies wholly in that

surface.

Thus the ends of an uncut cedar-pencil are plane surfaces
;

but the rest of the surface of the pencil is not a plane surface,

since two points may be taken in it such that the straight line

joining thera will not lie on the surface of the pencil

In our introductory remarks we gave examples of a Surface,
a Line, and a Point, as we know them through the evidence
of the senses.

?



Book LJ DEFINITIONS.

The Surfaces, Lines, and Points of Geonietry may be regarded
as mental pictures of the surfaces, lines, and points which we
know from experience.

It is, liowever, to ho observed that Geometry requires us f^
conceive the possibility of the existence

of a Surface apart from a Solid body,
of a Line apart from a ^'urface.

of a Point apart from a Lino.

VIIL When two straight l-'nes meet one another, the inclina-

tion of the lines to one another is called an Angle.

When two straight lines have one point common to both,
they are said to form an angle (or angles) at that point. The
point is called the xtrUx of the angle (or angles), and the lines
are called the arww of the angle (or anglP"X

/
A

•:s TT -^

Thus, if the lines OA, OB are terminated at the same
bomt O, they form an angle, which is called the angle at 0, ort^ angle AOB, or the amgle BOA,~the letter which marks
tfte vertex being put between those that mark the arms.

Again, if the line CO meets the line DE at a point in the
^ine i^ii, so that is a point common to both lines, CO is said
to make mthDE the angles COD, COE ; and these (as having
-^ne arm, CO, common to both) are called adjacent anales

Lastly, if the lines FG, HK cut each oth«r in f,h« -o-v^

^-VIT^
'"^^^ ^'^^^^ ^''''^ '^^^^^ f'^ur angles FOIL HOG GOKROi

, and of these GOH, FOK ure called vertically opposit^
' 'igle^, as also are FOR and GOK.
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When thru or more straight lines as OA, OB, OC, OD have
a point common to all, the angle formed by one of them, OP,

with OA may be rogarded as being made up of the angles ^05,
BOC, COD

; that is, we may speak of the angle ^Oi) as a
whole, of which the parts are the angles AOB, BOC, and COD.
Hence we may regard an angle as a Magnitude, inasmuch

as «,ny angle may be regarded as being made up of parts which
are themselves tngles.

The size of an angle depends in no way on the length of
the arms by which it is bounded.

We shall explain hereafter the restriction on the magnitude
of angles enforced by Euclid's definition, and the important
results that follow an extension of the definition.

IX. When a straight line (as AB) meeting another straight

line (aa CD) makes the adjacent

angles {ABC and ABD) equal

to one another, each of the angles

is called a Right Angle ; and

each line is said to be a Per-

pendicular to the other. C" B

X. An Obtuse Angle is one

which is greater than a right;

angle.

XI. An Acute Angle is one

which is less than a right angle.

XII. A Figure is that which is enclosed by one or more
boundaries.



Book I.} DF.Frxn/of/s.

Xiri. A Circle « a plane figure contoined by one line
which « called the OiRcuMFEHENCE, and i, ,uoh, that ,li
.tm>ght 1,„» drawn to the circumference from a certain point
(cal ed the Centrk) within the figure ar. equal to ,ne
another. ^

XIV. Any straight line drawn from the centre of . circle to
the circumference is called a Radius.

XV. A Diameter of a circle is a straight Une drawn through
the centre and terminated both ways by the circumference.

Anr? '

T?'
^ *™ ^" °f "-^ -^i^"'*. '-d the straighUine

XVI. A Semicrcle is the figure contained by a diameteiand the part of the circumference cut off by the dLneter

byZhS""^^ '""''' '" '"- ""'^- - -*«'-*

sum'o'f !::Z.^'
'" ''^"•"''''^' »' " -"«'"- «««- i" 'he

JaLghttr""™"" ' " "'^"^ "^"'^ -'«'"«' "^

,..^- ^ P°^™°-- « a plane figure contained bv mo~ *u„
iuur scrai^iit lines. "
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XXI. An Equilateral Triangle ii one which

has all its sides equal.

XXII. An IsobCELES Triangle is one which

has two Bides equal

The third side is often called the 6<Me of the

triangle.

The term ham is applied to any one of the sides of a

triangle to distinguish it from the other two, especially when
they have been previously mentioned.

XXIII. A RiQHT-ANOLED Triangle is

one in which one of the angles is a right

angle.

The side suhtending, tiiat is, which is opposite the right anale,

is culled the Hypotenuse.

if

XXIV. An Obtuse-angled Trif^ngle is

one in which one of the angles is obtuse.

It will be shewn hereafter that a triangle tan have only

one of its angles either equal to, or greater than, a right angle.

XXV. An Acute-angled Triangle is one in

which ALL the angles are acute.

'

XXVI. Parallel Straight Lines are such

as, being in the same plane, never meet when
~

continually produced in both directions.

Euclid proceeds to put forward Six Postulates, or Requests,
uittf ii-w iiiaj u-= aiiu".cvi tu iiiaivc vjci Luiii uatAimpDions on ine

construction of figures and the properties of gf;ometrical mag-
nitudes.
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Postulates
Let it be granted

—

I. That a straight line may be drawn from any one point toany other point.
F •"»- «-"

X.^^^^""^
» terminated straight line may be produced to any

length in a straight line.
'

III. That a circle may be described from any centre at any
distance from that centre.

^

IV. That all right angles are equal to one another.
V. .hat two straight lines cannot enclose a space.
VI. That if a straight line meet two other straight lines

so as to make the two interior angles on the same side of it'
taken together, less than two right angles, these .traigl,;
ines being continually produced shall at length meet upon
that side, on which are the angles, which are together less
than two right angles.

The word rendered "Postulates" is in the original
oirrjfiaTa, "requests.'

In the first three Postulates Euclid states the use, under
certain restrictions, -vhich he desires to make of certain in-
struments for the construction of lines and circles

In Post. I. and ii. he asks for the use of the straight ruler
wherewith to draw straight lines. The restriction is, that the
ruler is not supposed to be marked with divisions so as to
measure lines.

In Post. Ill he asks for the use of a pair of compasses,
wherewith to describe a circle, whose centre is at one extrem-'t;
of a given hne, and whose circumference passes through the
other extremity of that line. The restriction is, that

distancer'''
^'^ """^ supposed to be capable of conveying

F.ITa'a'^'
*°? ''•/^^''" *° ^^^^^ geometrical facts, whichEuchd desires to take for granted.

fJr^'^'
""'• °'''^'. ^', ""^ '^^" «*^^^ hereafter, be deduced

from a more simple Postulate. The student must defer
the COnsidaratinn r^f ^^^i" T>,>o+„i„i.- J.M1 ^ , ...
T-+1. -n

.-."" -"C."""
"^ '-"'^^"^"'^^j "" ne naa reached the

1/th Proposition of Book I.

Euclid next enumerates, as statements of fact, nine Axioms
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or, aa ha oalli them, Common Notions, applicable (with the

exception of the ci^^hth) to all kinds of inagnitudea, and not

necessarily restricted, as are the Postulates, to geometrical

uiagnitudea.

AxioMA.

I. lyings which are rnual to the same thing are equal to

one another.

II. If equals be added to equals, the - '.loles are equal.

III. If equals he taken from equals, the remainderi are

equal.

^^^ If equals and unequals be added together, the wholea
arc unequal

V. If equals be taken from unequals, or unequala from
equals, the renaindera are unequal.

VI. Things which are double of the same thing, or of equal

things, are eqiial to one another.

VII. Things which are halves of the same thing, or of equal
things, are equal to one another.

VIIL Magnitudes which coincide with one another are

equal to one another.

IX. The whole is greater than its part.

With his Common Notions Euclid takes the ground of

authority, saying in effect, " To my Postulates I request, to

my Coniuion Notion^ 1 claim, your assent."

Euclid develops the science of Geometry in a series of

Propositions, some of which are called Theorems and the rest

Problems, though Euclid himself makes no such distinction.

By the name Theorem we understand a truth, capable of

demonstration or proof by deduction from truths previously

admitted or proved.

by the name Problem we understand a construction, capable
of beinfj effected by the employment of principles of construc-

tion previously admitted or proved.

A Corollary is a Theorem or Problem easily deduced from,

or effected by means of, a Proposition to which it is attached.

We shall divide the First Book of the Elements into three

sections. The reason for this division will appear in the course

of the work
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SYMBOLS AND ABBlilfiVIATIONS USED IN BOOK L

/Of

L

because

.therefore

.is (or are) equal to

.angle

.triangle

® for circle

Ooo circumference

II parallel

parallelogram

perpendicular

O
i.

equilat equilateral

•xtr. exterior

intr interior

pt point

recti I rectilinear

wqd required

rt right

sq square

sqq squarei

•t straight

I* is well known that one of the chief difficulties with
learners of Euclid is to distinguish between what is assumed,
01- given, and what has to be proved in some of the Pro-
positions. To make the distinction clearer we shall put in
italics the statements of what has to be done in a Problem,
and what has to be proved in a Theorem. The last line in the
proof of every Proposition states, that what had to be done
or proved has been done or proved.

The letters q. e. p. at the end of a Pioblem stand for Qwd
erat faciendum.

The letters q. e. d. at the end of a Theorem stand for Quod
erat demontiranduvi.

In the marginal references x

Po3'c. stands for Postulate.

De/. Definition.

Ax Axiom.
*• 1 Book I. Proposition 1.

Hyp. stands for Hypothesis, supposition, and refere to
flomething granted, or assumed to be iru©
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SECTION I.

Oh the PropertUs oj TriangUs.

PKopotiTioN I. Problem.

T% tUicribe an e<iuilatcral triangle on a givtfh itraiynt

Hnt.

Let ABhe the given st. line.

It it required to describs an equilat. A en AB
With centre A and distance AB describe BCD. Post. .3.

With centre B and distance BA describe &,"> ACE. Post. 3.

From the pt. 0, in which the a cut one another,

draw the st. lines CA, CB. Post. 1.

Then will ABC be an equilat. A

.

For *.• ^ is the centre of © ' '',

.-. AC^'AB. Def. 13.

And •.• B is the centre of © ACE,
.: BC^AB. Bef. 13.

Now '.• AC, BC are ^a.ch'^ABf
.'. AC^BC. Ax. 1.

Thua AC', ABi BC are all equal, and an equilat. a ABC
has been described on A B,

c. Z. F.
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P>OP0«f|i»N II. I*RORLRM.

Fmm a givtn point to draw a straight Uni •qmoI to
givtnttraiglif !tn«.

Lit A be he given pi, aud BC the giren m lino.

/< *• ..quired to drawfrom i a tt, Ime equal to BG,

From AtoB draw the st. line AB.
On AB describe the equilat. a ABD.

With centre J5 and distance B'^ describe © COH.
Produce DB to meet the Qce CGH in G.

With centre i) and distance DG describe GKL.
Produce DA to meet the Qce GKL in i.

Then will ^Z= 5(7.

For •/ B is the centre of © CGH,
.-. BC^BG,

And .• D is the centre of © GKL,
.-. DL=DG.

And parte of these, DA and DB, are equal.

.'. remainder ^Xs> remainder BG.
But BC^BG

;

.-. AL^BO.

'Hius fr(»m pt. ^ a st. line ^L has been drawn-.50.

Poet. 1.

1.1

Post. 3.

Post. 3.

Def. 13.

Def. 13.

Def. 21.

Ax. 3.

Ax. 1,
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Proposition III. Problem.

Vriym the greater of two given straight lines to evi ol

a pa/rt equcd to the less.

Let ABhQ the greater of the two given bt. lines AB^ CD.

It is required to cut offfrom AB apart^^CD.

From A draw the st. line AE=CD.
With centre Jt and distance AE describe © EFHy

cutting AB in F,

Then will ^F:f CD.

For •.• ^ is the centre of © EFH,
.'. AF=AE.

But AE=CP;
.-. AF=GD.

Thus from AB a part AF has been cut off= CD.

1.2.

Ax. 1.

Q. B. F.

Exercises.
*

1. Shew that if straight lines be drawn from A and B in

the diagram of Prop. i. to the other point in which the circles

intersect, another equilateral triangle will be described on
AB.

2. By a construction similar to that in Prop. iii. produce
the less of two given straight lines that it may be equal to the
greater.

3. Draw a figure for the case in Prop, ii., in which the
given point coincides with B.

4. By a similar construction to that in Prop. i. describe

on a givtjn straight line an isosceles triangle, whose equal sides

shall be each equal to another given straight line.
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

If two tnanghf hme two aides of the me equal to two sides
of the other, each to atch, and have lilcewue the angles contained
hij tho3e sides equal to one another, they must have theii third
sides equal; and the two triangles must be equal, and the other
angles must hs equal, each tc each, viz. those to which the equal
sid£s are o^oaite.

o

i JS jp

In the AS ABCyDEF,
let AB=DE, and AC=DF, and z BAO= l EDF.

Then must BC^EF and a ABG = a DKF, and the other
L s, to which the equal sides are opposite, must be equal, that
is, L ABC= L BEE and /. ACB= /. DEE.

For, it' A ABC be applied to a DEE,
so that A coincides with D, and AB falls on BE,

then •/ AB=DE, .'.. B will coincide with E.

And -.' AB coincides with DE, and z BAC= a EDE, Hyp.
.-.^OwiU fall on Di^.

Then •.• AC=^DE, .: C will coincide with E.
And •.• JB will coincide with E, and C with E,

.'. BG will coincide with EF

;

for if not, let it fall otherwise as EOF : then the two st.

lines BC, EF will enclose a space, which is impossible. Post. 5,

.-. BG will coincide with and .'. is equal to EF, Ax. 8.

and A ABG a DEF,
and z AOG ^ def[
•nd z ACB ^ DFE.

Q. E. D*

h *:|
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k

i

NoTEl. On the Method of SuperponHon,

Two geometrical magnitudes are said, in accordance witk
Ax. VIII. to be equal, when they c... be so placed that the
boundaries of the one coincide with the boundaries of the
other.

Thus, two straight lints are equal, if they can be so pUced
that the points at their extremities coincide : and two angles
are equal, if they can be so placed that their vertices coincide
in position and their arms in direction : and two triangles are
equal, if they can be so placed that their sides coincide in
direction and magnitude.

In the application of the test of equality by this Method of
(Superposition, we assume that an angle or a triangle may be
moved from cne place, turned over, and put down in another
place, without a,ltering the relative positions of its boundaries
We also aasun-.e that if one part of a straight line coincide

with one part of another straight line, the other parts of the
linos also coincide in direction

; or, that straight lines, which
coincide in two points, coincide when produced.
The method of Superposition enables us also to com^jare

magnitudes of the same kind that a e unequal. For example
suppose ABC and DEF to be two given angles

Suppose the arm BC to be placed on the arm EF and the
vertex B on the vertex E.

'

Then, if the arm BA coincide in direction with the arm ED
the angle ABC is equal to DEF.

'

If BA fall between ED and EF in the direction EP
-42i(7 is less than D^jP.

'

If BA fall in the direction EQ so that ED is between
EQ and EF, ABC is greater than DEF.

fe
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Note 2. On the Conditions of EquaUty of tm TriangUt,

A Triangle is composed of six parts, tliree sides and three
angles.

When the six parts of one triangle are equal to the six
parts of another triangle, each to each, the Triangles are said
to be equal in all respects.

There are four cases in which Euclid proves that two tri-

angles are equal in ail respects ; viz., when the following parts
are equal in the two triangles.

1. Two sides and the angle between them. I, 4.

2. Two angles and the side between them, I. 26.

3. The three sides of each. I. g.

4. Two angles and the side opposite one of them. I. 26.

The Propositions, in which these cases are proved, are the
most important in our First Section.

The first case we have proved in Prop. iv.

Availing ourselves of the method of superposition, we can
prove Cases 2 and 3 by a process more simple than that em-
ployed by Euclid, and with the furthe advantage of bringing
them into closer connexion with Case 1. We shall therefore
give three Propositions, which we designate A, B, and C, in
the Place of Euclid's Props, v. vi. vii. viii.

The displaced Propositions will be found on pp. 108-112.

Proposition A corresponds with Euclid I. 6.

B I. 26, first part.

I. 8.
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PhOPOSITION a. THEOtlKll.

// im side* of a triangle be equal, the angles opposite those
sides must also be equal.

Fio. 2.

c a

In the isosceles triangle ABC, let AC^AB. (Fig. 1.)
'J^m must L ABC= i ACB.

Imagine the a ABO to be t. en up, turned round and set)wn again in a reversed posi^' ' - ' ®'

the angular points A', B', C.

down again in a reversed positi. a as in Fig. 2, and designate

Then in Aa ABC, AVB',
'.• AB=.A'a, and AC=>A'B\ and / BAC=^ l CA'B',

/. z ABC= I A'V'B'.
'

I 4
But ^^'ra'-=z^e5;

Q.E.D.

Cor. Hence ersry equilateral triangle is also emuangular.

the'lr S:\ri-t':.i.t "^T "-^"^^^^ ^^^r.
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PiioposiTioN B. Theorem.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two
angles of tfie ^' • each to each, and the sides adjacent to
the equal ang

. mch also equal ; then must the PriangU$
t>e equal %n all respects.

c ir
In A 8 ABG, DEF,

tot z ABC=^ L DEF, and i AGB= , DFE, and BC=^EF
Then must AB=DE, and AG^DF, and l BAG^ l EOF

with B, and EF falls on BC

;

then •.' EF==BG, .'. F will coincide with C
;

and •/ z DEF=^ z ABG, .-. ED will fall on BA ;

.'. D will foil on BA or BA produced.

Again, •. • z DFE= z A GB, . •. FD will fall on C^
;

.-. D will fall on GA or GA produced.

.-.1) must coincide with A, the only pt. common to BAmd vA.

.'. i>i7 will coincide with and .'. is equal to AB,
and DF

j^^
^"^^^EDF

; Z'^'^'Z'Z' iBAG,
^"^ ^-^^^ AABG;

and .-. the triangles are equal in all respects.

Q. E. r>.

ih?f^^
^.^"''^; ^^ ^ P^^^®'^ ^^^® *^^* ^" P^oP- A' ''^e can prove

...e .o,fi^,-Aiug theorem

:

triangle he eanal the sides which mbtend

iUiiuw

Jf tuH) angles oj

them are also equal mud I. 6.)
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PllOPt)8ITION(!. TllKc.UKM.

M hare the thrte aidfi of thi
//• *tw<rmHy/.. /,,„.« //„ ti,r,e »uU, of the one equal to th,

Lot the three sides of the ah i Tin nrjr ^.^ i

too,.oh. ,h„t i,, ..u,^j>,- ^r=;;if2aT-;f"'""''
"'•'

"f ;>,,"'' """^'""'' ^-^' «'"'cides with £( ,„,d Z
Cask 1. Wlieii AD passes through iiC\

./I

Then in a ^M, -.. BD^BA. ., z 7?.4D- z BDA, I. AAnd m AACD, v CD==CA^ /. z (\iD=. , CD A I A

that
"'" '' ' '^-''''

'^''f
=^^""^ ^^ ^ '^ «^'^' ^'^^4,

'
Ax. 2.

hence we see, i-eferrinji to the orKrIn,.! t.,-...,.,u. *.....

/., by Prop. 4, the triangles are eqnti] i ill respects.
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Cask II. When the line joining the vertices does not oasa
through BC.

'^

Then in iiABD, v BD^HA, .: l BAB=. l BDA, I. A.
And in t, ACD, v OD^CA, ,: l CAD=- l CDA, I. A.
Hence since the whole angles BAD^ BDA are equal,

and parts of these CAD, CDA are equal.

.*. the remainders BAC^ BDC ekve equal Ax. 3.

Then, as in Case I., the equality of the original triangles

may be proved.

Cask III. When AC and CD are in the same straight
line.

Then in lABD, v BDr:^BA, .-. z BAD= i BDA, I. A.
that is, z BA (7= / BDC.

Then, as in Case I., the equality of the original triangles
May be proved.

^ M. D.
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Proposition IX. Problem.

To bisect a given angU,

1.1.

Let BA he the friven anglB,

It is required to hiaect l BAO.
In AB take any pt. D.

In ^C make AE=AD, and join DE.
On i>^, on the side remote from A, describ3 an

eqiulat. L DFE.

Join AF. Then ^F will bisect i BAG.
For in lbAFD, AFE,

',' AD=AE, and AF is common, and FD«FE,
.'. L DAF= L EAF,

that is, iBACia bisected by AF.

ofpL\v'aTd pfop'V" T' ^'^^ Proposition by meansui i-rop. IV. ana Prop, a., without applying Prop. C.
Ex. 2. If the equilateral triangie, emnlovpd in +1,^

I.e.
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pRoposiTioK X. Problem.

To bited a ^m finite straight lint.

Let ABhe the giyen at. line.

It in required to bisect AB.

On AB describe an equiJat. aACB. 1. 1.

Bisect I ACS hy thp st. line CD meeting AB in D ; I, 9.

then AB shall be bisected in D.

For in AS ACD, BCD,
'.' AC='BCy and CD is common, and ^ ^CD» ^ BCD,

.-. AD=:^BD
; X 4^

.'. ^£ is bisected in D.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. The straight line, drawn to bisect the vertical Angle
ot an isosceles triangle, also bisects the base.

Ex 2. The straight line, drawn from the vertex of an
isosceles triangle to bisect the base, dso bisects the vertical

tJi\^^ ^'f""'^/ ^7^" ""^-^e straight line to a point, such
hat the par

,
mduced may be one-third of the line, which inmade up of the whole and the part produced
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Pkoposition XI. Problem. ^

To draw a ttraighi line at right angles to a given straight
line from a given point in the same.

let ^B be the given st. line, and C n given pt. in it.

It is required to draw/ram C a st. line ± to AB.

Tuke any pt. x> in ^0, and in CB make CE=CD.
On DE describe an eijuilut. a DFK
Join FC. FC shall be ± to AB.

I. 1.

For in Ls DCF, EOF,
-.' DC^ C% and CF is common, anr', PJ)m:FE,

.'. iDCF'^iECF'y I.e.

and .-. FC is ± to AB. Bef. 9.

Q. E. F.

Cor. To draw a straight line at right angles to a given
straight line J (7 from one extremity, C, take any poii.t Din
AC, produce AC to E, making CE=CD, and proceed aa in
the proposition.

Ex. 1. Shew that in the diagram of Prop. ix. ^i?'and ED
intersect each other at right angles, and that ED is bisected
by AF.

Ex. 2. If be u .. point in which two lines, bisecting AB
«nd AC, two sides ol an equilateral triangle, at right angles,
meet

; shew that GA, OB, OC are ail equal.

Ex. 3. Shew that Prop. xi. is a particular case of Prop. ix.
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PROPOilTION XII. PllOBLKli.

To^aw a straight line pnpmdinilar to a given ttraight
line <^an unlvmited leigth/rom a given point without it.

It w nqmr u' to draivjrovi Cast, line jl to AB.

Take any pt. D on the other side of ^J5.

in TandT' ^ '"'^ ^''"'^'"'" ^^ ^''''''^'
* ® '^^''^ ^^

Bisect £F in 0, and join C% CO, CF. I. lo

Then CO shall be x to ulA

For in a s COJS:, COJ',

••• EO=FO, and CO i common, and CE^CF
.'. lCOE=^ L COFy

*

i^
.*. CO is ± to AB. j)J J)

Q. E. F.

hlf' Kyj^^ '^''''^^^ ^'"^ "^^"^ °«^ of unlimited lengthhow might the construction fail ?
** '

nn'^K* f' ^^J""
* ^"'"'^^^ ^^^ perpendicular from the vertexon the base bisect the base, the triam^le i« isosceles.

Ex 3. The lines drawn from the angular points of an

zZT "'
'' '' "''''^ ?^'"*^ '' ^^^ oppoi Sid::
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MufdUntmu Er.«reuu on Pr&p$. I. to XII.

I Draw a figure for Prop. ii. for the aM« when the jjiren
point A i«

(a) below the line BC and t« the ri«ht of it

0) below the line BC and to the left of it

2. Divide a given an^jle into four eq-ml parti.

3. The angUi B, C, at the ba«e of an iaogcelca triangle, are
biiected by the utraight lines BD, CD, meeting in D ; shew
that BDC is an isosceles triangle.

4. D, E, F are points taken in the sides BC, CA, AB, of
an equilateral triangle, so that BD^CE^AF. Shew that
the triiujglo DEF is equiljiteral.

ft. In a given straigh' line find a point equidistant from
two given points

; Ist, on the satue side of it ; 2d, on opposite
:ides of it

6. ABC is a triangle having the angle ABC acute. In BA^
)r BA produced, find a point D such that BDm,CD.

7. The equal sides AB, AC, of an isosceles triangle ABC
ire produced to points f'und Q, m that AF^^AG. BG and
CF are joined, and // is the point of their intersection. Prove
that BH:»CH, and also that the angle at ^ is bisected
by A II.

8. BAC, BBC are isosceler triangles, standing or oppo-
site sides of the same ba.. BC. Prove that the straight line
from ^ to D bisects BC at right angles.

9. In how many directions may the line ^J5; be drawn in
Prop. III. ?

10. The two dldes of a triangle being produced, if the
angles on the other side of the base be equal, shew that the
triangle is isosceles.

11. ABC, jtBD are two triangles on the same ba.^e AB
and on the same side of it, the vertex of each triangle being
outside the other. If AC=AD, shew that BC cannot »BD

12. From Cany point in a straight line AB, CD is drawn
at nght angles to AB, rr acting a circle described
A and distance AB in 1

^ew that A F.h is a right angl

and from AD, AE is cut off =^(7;
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rRupoiiTioif XIII. Thborkm.

Tkt angltM which one itraight line makm mth anothfr np&n
one nide of it are either two right angles, or together eipicU to ttoo

right angUt,

rig. L rif. &

I^t AB make with CD upon one side of it the i§ ABC
ABD.

Then tnmt thetie be either two rl. it^

or together equal to tivo rt, i $

First, if I ABC^ i ARlJ ub in Fig. 1,

each of them is a rt. i. Def. 0.

Secondly, if z ABC be not- i ABJJ, as in Fig. 2,

from B draw BE x to CD. j. 11.

Then sum of z s ^i 0, ABD'^^um of i s EBC, EBA, ABD,
and sum of z s EBG, EBD»mmm of z s EBC, EBA, ABD

;

.'. sum of IB ABC, AdD'^Bum of z s EBC, EBD
;

Ax. 1.

/. suai of z 8 ABC, ABD^Bum of a rt. z and a rt. z
;

/. z s ABC, ABD are together« two rt. / s.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Straight lines drawn ct>"»necting the opposite angular
points of a quaarilateral figure i..".»»'ject each other in 0.

Shew that the angles at are together equal to four right

angles.

Note (1.) If two angles together make up a right angle,
each is called the Complement of the other. Thus, in fig. 2,

I ABD is the complement of z ABE.
,-.> At Bwo angles together n^ake up two right angles, each

IS called the Supplement of the other. Thus, in both figures,

/. ABD is the supplement of z ABC.

*4c
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Proposition XIV. Theorem

If, at a point in a 8tradr,M line, fwo other straight lines, upon
^^^m>onte ndes of U make the aJjcwmt angle, together equaltwo rtghi angles these two straight Una must U i^ one and
the same straight line.

ii

I

J)

I. 13.

At the pt.^ in the st. line AB let the st. lines BC, BDon opposite sides of AB, make i s ABC, ABD t..etherLtwo
rt. angles.

Then BD must he in the same st. line with BG.
For if not, let BE be in the same st. line with BG.
Then i s ABC, ABE togcther=two rt. z s.

And z 8 ABC, ABD together=two rt. z s.

/. sum of /. s ABC, ABE=sum of z s ABC, ABD.
Take away from each of these equals the z ABC

;

then z ABE= z ABD, Ax. 3.

that is, the less=the greater
; which is impossible,

•. BE is not in the same st. line with BC.

Similarly i^ may be shewn that no other line but BD k inhe same st. line with BC.

/. BD is in the same st. line with BG.

Q. 12. D.

Ex. Shew tha necessity of the words the opposite side^ intw ennnriiifion, -

*
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

// two straight lines cut one another, the vertically opposite
angles must be equal.

Let the st. lilies AB, CD cut one another in the pt. R
Then must l AEC= l BED and i AED= i BEO.

For •.• AE meets CD,

.'. sum of -i s AEC, AED= two rt. z s. 1. 13.

And •/ DE meets AB,

.', sum of z s BED, AED=two rt. z s ; I.. 13^

.'. sum of ^aAEC, AED=:mm of z s BED, AED
;

.-. z AEC= z BED. ix. 3.

Similarly it may be shewn that z AED— z BEC.

Q. E. D.

Corollary I. From this it is manifest, that if two straight
lines cut one another, the four angles, which they make at the
point of intersection, are together equal to four right angles.

Corollary II. All the angles, made by any number of
straigl)t lines meeting in one point, are together equal to four
right angles.

Ex. 1. Shew that the bisectors of AED and BEC are in
the same straight line.

Ex. 2. Prove that z AED is equal to the angle between
two straight lines drawn at right angles from E to AE and
EC; if both lie above CD.

Ex. 3. If AB, CD bisect each other in E ; shew that the
triangles AED, BEC are eoiial in all respects.
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Note 3. On EuclicPs definition of an Angle.

Euclid directs ua to regard an angle as the inclination of
two stmigh: .ines to each other, which meet, but me not in
the same straight line.

Thus he does not recognise tho existence of a single angle
equal in magnitude to two right angles.

The words printed in itiilics are omitted as needless, in
Def. viir., p. 3, and that definition may be extended with
advantage in the following terms •—

Dep. Let WQE be a fixed straight line, and QP a line
which revolves about the fixed point Q, and which at first

coine*dei with QE.
\

Then, when QP has reached the position represented in
the diagram, we say that it has described the angle EQP.
When QP has revolved so far as to coincide with QW

we say that it has described an angle equal to two right

Hence we may obtain an easy proof of Prop. xiij. ; for what-
^""1

*,tV''^'°''
""^ ^^ "'^y ^^' *^^ ^-^"Sles ^hich it makes

with tVE are together equal to two right angles.

^

Again, in Prop. xv. it is evident that z AED= l BEG,
since eech has the same supplementary z AEG.

AA'e shall aVlOnr Tia^anA-^*. « 1 .«<-« r - .1 • -./....
. . ..._.v«xt.-ci, ^, i4y, now tnis definition may be

extended, so as to embrace angles ^eaX&r than t>vo right
anales. ^
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Proposition XVI. Thkoukm.

If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle i»
greater thmi either of the interior opposite angles.

Let the side BC of a ABC be produced to D.
Tlien must /.AGDhe greatet than either i CAB or l ABC.

Bisect ACin E, and join BE. I. lo.

Produce BE to F making EF=BE, and join FC.

Then in as BEA, EEC,
••• BE=FE, and EA =EC, and z BEA = i EEC, I. 15.

.-. lECF=^ lEAB. 1.4.

Now lACDis, greater than z i^Ci?*

;

Ax. 9.

.*. I ACB'xs greater than z EAB,
tfiat ij, z ^CD is greater than z CAB.

Siraiiaxiy, if AC be produced to Q it may be shewn that

I BCG is greater than z ^£0.
•'^nd iBCG= lAGD; I. 15.

.-. z ^OD is grea er than z ^5{7.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. From the same point there cannot be drawn more
than two eqiM sstraigjht lines t© meet a given straight line.

Ex. 2. If, from any point, a straight line be drawn to a
given straight line niaking witn it an acute and an obtuse
i.ngie, aiiu ii, rrora tiie same piuufc, a perpendicular be drawn to
the given line

; the perpendicular will fall on the side of the
acute Jingle.
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Proposition XVII. Theorem.

.4nv two angles of a triangk an together less than two rtgh
auglei.

'C 35

Let ^5(7 be any a.

Thm mws« any two of its l s be together less than tw,f
rt. L 8.

Produce BC to D.
Then z ^CD is greater than l ABC. I. le.

.-. z s AGD, ACB are together greater than ^sABC, ACB
But \ i8ACD,ACB together= two rt. z s. I. Ill

.'. IS ABC, ACB are together less than two rt. z s.

Similarly it may be shewn that lqABC, BAO and als(-
that L» BAG, ACB are together less than two rt. z s.

-VT . ^ Q- E. D
yoTE 4. On i. e Sixth Postulate.

We learr from Prop. xvii. that if two straight lines BM
and CNy which meet in A, are met by another straight lineDB in the points 0, F,

D

the angles MOP ara NPO are together less than two right

The Sixth Postulate asserts that if a line DE nieetins
Other lirjps B\J, CN rnnkpfl MOP, NPO

twc

the two interior
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two right
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angles on the same side of it, together less than two right
angles, 5ilf and CiVshi.ll meet if produced on the same side
ofDE on which are the angles MOF and NPO.

ihan twa

I. 16.

iC, ACB.
I. 13

i. s.

and als(/

I.

Q. E. D

lines BM
light line

Proposition XVIII. Thkorem.

// om side of a triangle be greater than a second, th.
angle opposite the jvrst must he greaier than that opposite the
second.

wo right

In lABC, Itt side ^Obe greater than AB.

Then must i ABC be greater than l ACB.

From AG cut off AD=AB, and join BD.

Then vAB^AD,

.: L ADB^ I ABD,

And •.• CDy a side of a BDC, is produced to A,

.'. L ABB is gre'.N.fcer than i ACB

;

.'. also z ABD is greater than z ACB.

Much more is z ^BCgreiater than z ACB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Shew that if two angles of a tnangle be equal, the
sides whicli subtend thera are equal also (Eucl I. ©.

1.3.

I. A.

I. 16

ting twc

inte^io^
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pHoposiTioN XIX Theorem.
^

If one angle of a triangle be greater than a secondy the
side opposite the first must be greater than that opposite the

second.

if

In A^BC?, let z ABC be greater than z ACB.

J

Then must AC be, greater than AB,

For if ^(7 be not greater than AB,

AC rauat either=^5, or be les3 than AB,

Now AC cannot =u4,i^, for then I, a.

L ABC would = z ACB, which is not the case.

And ^0 cannot be less than AB, for then I. 18.

I ABC would be less than z ACB, which is not the case
;

.*. ^0 is greater than ^5.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. In an obtuse-angled triangle, the greaiiest side is

opposite the obtuse angle.

Ex. 2. BC, the base of an isosceles triangle BAG, is pro-
duced to any point D ; shew that AD is greater than AB,

Ex. 3. The perpendicular is the shortest straight line, which
can be drawn from a given point to a given straight line ; and
of others, that which is nearer to liie perpendicular is less thar
erne more remote,
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J R0P08ITI0N XX. ThKOREM.

Any tVK) iides o/ a triangle are together greater than tht

third fide*

L A.

1.19.

Let ABC he & a.
Then any two of its sides must be together greater than

the third side.

Produce BA to I>, making AD^^AC and join DC.
Then v AD=>AC,

.'. lACD^ I ADC, that ig, i BJ)G.

Now I BCD is greater than z ACD
;

.'. L BCD is also greater than l BDG
;

.-. BD is greater than BC.

But BD=BA and AD together
;

that is, BD=BA and AC together

;

.*. BA and AC together are greater than BC,

Similarly it may be shewn that

AB and BC together are greater than AC,
and^BCandC^ AB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Prove that any three sides of a quadrilateral figure

are together greater than the fourth side.

Ex. 2. Hhew that any side of a triangle is greater than
the difference between the othf"* wo sides.

Ex. 3. Prove that the snm of the distances of any point
from the angular points of a quadrilateral is greater than
half the perimeter of the quadrilateral.

Ex. 4. If one side of a triangle be bisected, the sum of the
two other sides shall be more than double of the line joining
the vertex and the point of bisection.

. 8, E, 3
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Proposition XXI. Theorem.

If, from the ends of the eide of a triangle, there be
drav^n two straight lines to a point vrithin the Priangle

;

these will be together less than the other sides of the triangle,
but will contain a greater angle.

Let ABC be a a, and from D, a pt in the a, draw st.
liD«8 to B and C.

Then will BD, DC together be less than BA, AC,
but i BDCwill be gi-eater than i BAG.

Produce BD to meet AC in B.

Then BA, AE are together greab«r than BK J. 20.

Add to each EG.
Then BA, AC are together greater than BE, EC.
Again, DE, EC are together greater than DC. I. 20

Add to each BD.
Then BE, EC are together greater than BD, DC.
And it has been shewn that BA, AC are together greater

than BE, EC
;

.-. BA, AC are together greater than BD, DC.
Next, •.• z BDC is greater than z DEC, i. kj.

and z DEC is greater than z BAC, I. le.
.-. z BDC is greater than z BAC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Upon the base AB of a triangle ABC is described
% qui.drilateral figure ADEB, which is entirely within the
triangle. Shew that the sides AC, CB of the triangle ure
f.ogether greater than the sides AD. T)E EB ^f *»-- ^.,„j-:

lateral, " ^
"

" """^ "*""^''"
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Ex. 2. Shew that the sum of the straight lines, joininjf

the imgles of a triangle with a point within the triangle, is

less than the perimeter of the triangle, and greater than half

the perimeter.

Proposition XX II. Prohlkm.

To make a triangle, of which the tides shall be equal to

three given straight lines, any two of which are Uxfifher greaier

than th^ third.

Let ^, J5, C be the three given lines, any two of which
we together greater than the third.

It is required to wake a A having its sides = A, B, C
n^.^pedively.

Take a st. line DE of unlimited length.

In DE make DF=A, FG=B, and GH^^G. I. 3.

With centre F and distance FD, describe ®DKL.
With centre G and distance GH, describe ®HKL.

Join FK and GK.
Then aKFG has its sides =vl, -B, respectively.

For FK=FD
; Def. 13

.-. FK=A ;

md GK=GH; Def. 13.

.-. GK=Ci
arrdFG= B',

.'. a iiiKFG has been described as read. o. e. f.

Ex. Draw an isosceles triangle having each of the equal
sides double of the base.
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PiiopoBiTioN XXIII. Problem.

Ai a given point in a given ittraight line, to maJu an
angU equal to a given angle.

p..

Let ^ be the given pt., BO the given line, DBF the
given z .

It is reqd. to make at pt. A an angle = z DBF,
In ED, EF take any pts. D. F ; and join DF.

In AB, produced if necessary, make AG^DE.
In AC, produced if necessary, make AH=EF.
In EC, produced if necessary, make IIK—FD.

With centre A, and distance AO, describe © GLM.
'V^'^ith centre H, and distance HK, describe ^LKM.

Join AL and HL.

Then •.• LA=AG, .'. LA=DE
; Ax. 1.

and •.• HL^HK, .: HL==FD. Ax. 1.

Then in As LAH, DBF,
'.' LA^DE, and AH=EF, and HL^Ft)

;

.'. I LAH^ L DEF. I. c.

/. an angle LAH has been made at pt. A as was reqd.

Q. B. F.
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NoTi.—We here (fire the proof of n theoimn, necetaiiry to
he proof of Prop. XXIV. and applicable to MTenU proooei-
tions in Book III.

Proposition D. Trkorim.

Every straight line, draiim from the vertex of a tria^igU to
the base, is lest than the greater of the tm sideSf or than «<.W,
if they be equai.

In the A ABC, let tho side AC be not less than AB.

Take any pt. D in BC, and join AD.

Then must AD be less than AC.

For •.• AC is not less than AB
;

.•. z ABD is not less than i ACD. I. a. and 18.

But z ADC is greater than z ABD
; I. le.

.'. z ADC is greater than z ACD

;

.-.AC la greater than AD. L 19.

Q. B. S.
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PRopo«Tioir XXIV. Tbioum.

If two triangles hav$ twn tide* of tht one equal to two
iides of tht other^ mch to mch, hut the angh contained by
Uu two tide* of ont of thtm grmtr.r than the angi contained hf
the two tides equal tr them of the other ; the base of thiil which
has tits greater angU must be greater than the ban of the othir.

In the LnABC, DEF,
let AB'mDE and AC-^DF,

•rd ^ I BAC he greater than / EDF.
Then must BC be greater than EF.

Of the two sides DE, DF let DE be not greater than DF.'»
At pt. D in St. line ED make i EDO-m i BAG, I, 2.3.

and make DG^AC or DF, and join EO, GF.
Then vAB^DE, and AC^DG, and z B^C- i EDG,

.'. BCm^EG,
Again, v DG-^DF,

.'. iDFG'" iDGF;
.'. L EFG is greater than l DGF

;

muoh more then l EFG is greater than z EGF
;

.•. EG is greater than EF.
BntEG^BCi

.'. BO is gi eater than EF.

1.4.

1. A.

I. 10.

Q. B, D.

•This line was added by Simson to obviate a defect in Euclid's
proof. Without this condition, three distinct cases must be discussed'.
With the condition, we can prove that F must lie below EG.
For since DF is not less than DE, and DO is drawn equal to DF,

DO is not less than DE,
Hence by Prop, d, any line drawn from D to meet EG is

less than DO, and therefore DF, being equal to DG, must extend
bevQnd. MO.

For another method of proving the Proposit'on, see p. H3,
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PROPOSITION XXV. TUBORIM.

IS two trUmgki hi»o$ two ntUt of tfu on» §qwU to Iim tidm
nf tkn other, tmh to etieh, hut the hate of the one ffrmkr than

the hem of the otiur ; tht angk cU$o, contained hy the tides of
that ujhich hat the ffreater ftoM, mvst be greater than th$ anglo

contained by the tidet equal to them oj the other.

In the L% ABC, DBF,
let ^B'mDE and AC^DF,

and let BC be greater than EF.

Then mutt i BAC be greater then l EDF.
For z BAG IB greater than, equal to, or lesa than z EDF,
Now z BAC cannot— i EDF,
for then, by i, 4, BC woald^^EF ; which ii not the caw.

And z BAC cannot be less than i EDF,
for then, by ». 24, BC would be lesa than EF ; which ii

not the case
;

.*. z B^O must be greater than z EDF.
Q. B. O.

Note.—In Prop. xxvi. Euclid includes two cases, in which
two triangles are equal in all respects ; viz., when the following

parts are equal in the two triangles :

1. Two angles and the side between th^tn.

2. Two angles and the side opposite one of them.

Of these we have alreaiiy proved the first case, in Prop, b,

so that we have only the second case left, to form the subject

of Prop. XXVI., which we shnll prove by the method of

ftUperposition.

For Euclid's proof of Prop, xxvi., see pp. lH-115.
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Proposition XXVI. Theorem.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles

of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, those

sides being opposite to equal av.gle9 in each ; then must ths

triangles be equal in all respects.

In LB ABC, DBF,
let z ABC=

f
DBF, and z ACB=^ l DFE, and AB=DE.

Then must BC=EF, and AC=DF, and iBAC=' i EDF.
Suppose A DEF t^ be appliec to lABC,

so that D coincides with and DE falls on AB.

Then •.• DE=AB, .-. ^ will coincidG with B
;

and •.• I DEF=^ l ABC, .'. EF will fall on BG.

Then must F coincide with C: for, if not,

let F fall between B and C, at the pt. H. Join AH.
Then •.• z AHB== l DFE, I. 4.

.*. z AHB= L ACB,

the extr. z = the mtr. and opposite z , which is impossible.

•. F does not fall between B and O.

SimUurly, it may be shewn that F does not fall on BC
pfoduced.

.-. F coincmes with C, and .'. BC~EF
i

.-. AC==DF, and i BAC= i ELF,

and .'. the triangles are equal in all resoeota.

14

Q. E, D.
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Props. I. to XXVI.

1. M is the mi(i<lle point of the base BC of an isosceles

triangle ABC^ and -^T is a point in AC. Shew that the

difference between MB and MN is less than that between

AB and AN.

2. ABG is a triangle, and the angle at A is bisected by a

straight line which meets BG at D ; shew that BA is greater

than BD, and CA greater than CD.

3. ABy AC are straight lines meeting in A^ and D is

a given point. Draw through D a straight line cutting off

equal parts from AB, AC.

4. Draw a straight line through a given point, to make
equal angles with two given straight lines which meet.

6. A given angle BAC is bisected ; if CA be produced to

G and the angle BAG bisected, the two bisecting lines are at

right angles.

6. Two straight lines are drawn to the base of a triangle

from the vertex, one bisecting the vertical angle, and the other

bisecting the base. Prove that the latter is the greater of the

two lines.

7. Shew that Prop. xvii. may be proved without pro-

ducing a side of the triangle.

8. Shew that Prop, xviii. may be proved by means of the

following construction : cut off AD—AB, draw AEy bisecting

I BAG and meeting BC in E, and join BE.

9. Shew that Prop. xx. can be proved, without producing

one of the sides of the triangle, by bisectmg one of the angles.

10. Given two angles of a triangle and the side adjacent

to them, construct the triangle.

1 1 C!U/%r tn!^^. f'.nf^ Tif**''^'^T^fsif*nls*T

of a triangle from any point in the straight line bisecti^ig the

angle contained by the two sides, are equal.
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We conclude Section I. with the proof (omitted by Euclid)
of another case in which two triangles are equal in all

respects.

Proposition E. Theobem.

Jf two triangles have one angle of ike one equal to one
angle of the other, and the sides ahout a second angle in
each equal: then, if the third angles in each he both acute,
both obtuse, or if one of them be & right angk, the triangle*
are equal in all respects.

'V.

In the AS ABC, DEF, let l BAC=^ l EDF, AB=^DE,
BC=EE, and let /.sACB, DFE be both acute, both obtuse,
or let one of them be a right angle.

Then must A s ABC, DEF be equal in 1 respects.

For if AC be not =I)F, make AG=DF ; and join BG.
Then in AS BAG, EDF,
'.' BA =^ED, and AG=DF, and z BAG= i EDF,

.'. BG=EF and z AGB^ i DFE. I. 4-

But BC=EF, md .'. BG=BC

;

.-. z BCG= I BGC. \ I. A.

First, let a ACB and z DFE be both acute,

then ^AGB is acute, and .'. z BGC is obtuse ; I. 13.

.*. z BCG is obtuse, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Next, let / ACP. av.cl / DT^E — W-.fK .-.'Kf'.ics

then lAGBis, obtuse, and .*. z BGC is acute ; I. 13.

o". I BCG is acute, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

'"iJMft'liMMJ.I.Jiu **m>mmmimmm
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^ Lastly, let one of the third onglos AQB^ DFE be c right

•ngle.

If z ACB be a rt. z
,

then i BQG is also a rt. z ; I. a.

.*. z B BCGf BOG together =-two rt. z s, which is im-

possible. 1. 17.

Again, if z DFE be a rt. z
,

then z J[6?ii is a rt. z , and .'. z ^CC is a rt. z . I 13.

Hence z BOG u« also a rt z .

.*. z 8 BCG, BOG together «=» two rt. z s, which is impossibloo

I 17.

Hence AG ib equal to DFf

and the A s ABG, DBF are equal in all respects.

Q. A. D.

Cob. From the first case of this proposition we deduce

the following important theorem :

If tiw right^ngled triangles hme tfie hypotenuse amd

one side of the one equal respectively to the hypotenuse amd

one side of the otherj the i/ricngks a/re equal in all respects.

Note. In the enunciation of Prop, b, if, instead of the

words if one of them he a right angle, we put the words both

right angles, this oaae of the propositloii would bA identical

with I. 26.

1
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SECTION II.

The Theory of Parallel Lines.

INTRODUCTION.

We have detached the Propositions, in which EucUd treats
of Parallel Lines, from those which precede and follow them in
the First Book in order that the student may have a clearer
notion of the difficulties attending this division of the subject
and of the way in which Euclid proposes to meet them.
We must first explain some technical terras used in this

Section.

If a straight line EF cut two other straight lines AB CD
It makes with ^hose lines eight angles, to which jartioula^
names are given.

The angles numbered 1, 4, 6, 7 are called InUn<yr angles,

2,3,5,8 Exterior...
The angles marked 1 and 7 are called alternate angles.
The angles marked 4 and 6 are also caUed alternate angles.
The pairs of angles 1 and 5, 2 and 6, 4 and 8, 3 and 7 are

called corresponding angles.

NoTTi! Vrnm T 11 ;* ic
^'~r i.\; iJ3 vj

,1 J.1-.

together equal to four right angles,

cai i/iiiii/ oiiC augies 1, 4, 6, / are
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Proposition XXVll. Theorem.

If a straight line, falling upon two other straight lines, make
the alternate angles eqx d to one another; thesi. two straight

lines must he parallel.

Let the st, line EF, falling on the st. lines AB, CD,

make the alternate i s AGH, GHD equal.

Then must ABheW to CD.

For if not, AB and OD will meet, if produced, either towards

B, P, or towards A, C.

Let them he produced and n.eet towards B, D in K.

Then OHK is a a
;

and .•. L AGH is greater than z GHI I. 16.

But aAGH=iGHD, Kyp.

which is impossible.

.'. AB, CD do not meet when produced towards B, D.

In like manner it may be shewn that they do not meet

when produced towards J.. O.

n _ Jl /Tl-k
- .- <ix> aiju oxy arc pa.ru,iii;i.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition XXVIII. Theorem.

If a straight line, falling upon iwo other straight lineSf make
the exterior angle equal to the in*^ 'or and opposite Uffon the

sarm side of the line, or make the interior angles upon the same
side together equal to two right angles; the two straight Ihies

are parallel to one another.

1

Let the st. line EF, falling on st. lines AB, CD, make

I. z ©(?£= corresponding l OHD, or

II. I 8 BOH, QHD together= two rt. i s.

Then, in either case, AB must he || to CD.

L

a

••• z EGB is given= z GHD, Hyp.

and z EGB is known to be« z AGH, I. 15.

.'. I AGH= A GHD

;

and these are alternate z s

;

.'. AB is II to CD. I. 27.

•/ z s BGH, GHD together- owe rt. z s, Hyp,

and z s BGH, AGH together == two rt. z s, I. 13.

•. z s BGH, AGH together^ z s BGH, GHD together

;

/. iJGH^ I GHD)
.'. AB is II to CD. L 27

Q. B. D.
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^

Note 6. On the 8iMh Postulate,

In the place of Euclid's Sixth Postulate many modern
writers on Geometry propose, us more evident to the senses,

the following Postulate :

—

" Two straight lines which cut one another cannot both be

parallel to the same straight line.'*

If this be assumed, we can prove Post. 6, as a Theorem,
thus

:

Let the line EF falling on the lines AB, CD make the z s

liQU, OHD together less than two rt. i s. Then must 4Ji,

VD meet when produced towards B, D.

-I>

For if not, suppose AB and CD to be parallel.

Then •.• i s AGE, BGH together=two rt. i s, T. 13.

and z s OHD, BGH are together less than two rt. i s,

.'. I AGH is greater than z GHD.
Make z MGH= z GHD, and produce MG to N.

Then •.' the alternate z s MGH, GHD are equal,

.'. MN ii
II to CD. 1. 27.

Thus two lines MN, . B which cut one another are both

parallel to CD, which is impossible.

.'. AB and CD are kJt parallel.

It is also clear that they meet towards B, D, because GT)

lies between GN and HD.

Q. E, D.
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It

Proposition XXIX. Thkorem.

// a straight line fall upmi two jarallel straight lines, it

makes the two interior angles upon the swine side together equal

to two right angles, and also the alternate angles equal to one
another, and also the exterior angle equal to the interior and
opposite upon the same side,

m

I

II.

III.

Let the st. line EF fall on the parallel st. lines AB, CD.
Then must

I. z I BGH, QHD together= two rt. z a.

II. z ^(?fr=alternate z GHD.
III. z j&'G^i?= corresponding z GHD.

L s BGB., GHD cannot be together less than two rt. z s,

for then AB and CD would meet if produced towards
B and D, post. 6,

which cannot be, for they are parallel.

Nor can z 8 BGH, GHD be together greater than two
rt. z s,

for then z s AGH, GHC would be together less than
two rt. z s, I. 13.

and AB, CD would meet if produced towards A and C
Post. 6

which cannot be, for they are parallel,

.'. z s BGH, GHD together= two rt. z s.

•.• z s BGH, GHD together= two rt. z s,

and z s BGH, AGH together= two rt. z s, I. 13.

.-. z 8 BGH, AGH together= z 3 BGH, GHD together,

and .'. z AGH= l GHD, Ax. 3.

•.• z AGH= z GHD,
-«»d z AGH= L EGB, J 15

.-. z EGB= L GHD. Ax. 1

Q. E. D,
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EXEROIflKSi

1. If through a point, equidistant from two parallel

straight lines, two straight lines be drawn cutting the parallel

straight lines ; they will intercept equal portions of the

parallel lines.

2. If a straight line be drawn, bisecting one of the angles

of a triangle, to meet the opposite side ; the straight lines

drawn from the point of section, parallel to the other sides

and terminated by those sides, will be equal.

3. If any straight line joining two parallel straight lines

be bisected, any other straight line, drawn through the point of

bisection to meet the two lines, will be bisected in that point.

Note. One Theorem (A) is said to be the converse of another

Theorem (B), when the hypothesis in (A) is the conclusion in

(B), and the conclusion in (A) is the hypothesis in (B).

For example, the Theorem I. . may be stated thus :

Hypothem. If two sides of a triangle be equal

Conclusion, The angles opposite those sides must also be

equal

The converse of this is the Theorem I. b. Cor.

:

Hypothesis. If two angles of a triangle be equal,

Conclusion. The sides opposite those angles must also be

equal

The following are other instances ;

Postulate VI. is the converse of I, 17.

I. 29 is the converse of I. 27 and 28.

Ilfi.
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>i If

Profobitiok XXX Theorem.

HiraigU linn which are jmrallel to th4 tarn ttraight
line an parallel to om another.

Let the ut. lines AB, CD be each || tc EF.

Thm must AB he l| to CD.

Draw the st. line OH, cutting AB, CD, EF in the pts

Then •.• OH cuts the || lines AB, EF,
.-. I ^OP-altemate i PQF.

And •.• OH cuts the || lines CD, EF,

.: extr. / OPD-intr. z PQF;
.'. lAOP^ lOPD;

and these are alternate angles
;

.*. AB is II to CD.

1.29,

1.29.

1.27,

Q. E. D.

The following Theorems are important They admit of
easy proof, and are therefore left as Exercises for the
student.

^

1. If two straight lines be parallel to two other straight
lines, each to each, the first pair make the same angles with
one another as the second.

2. If two straight lines be perpendicular to two other
straight lines, each to each, the first pair make the same angles
with one another as the second
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Proposition XXXL ProblmI.

To draw a ttraight lim through a given point paralUl

*fi a f'.vm ttraight line.

tB

Let A be the given pt. and BC the given at. line.

It is required to draw through A a at. line
\\
to BO.

In BC take any pt. D, and join AD.

Make z DAE" i ADC.

Produce EA to F. Then EF shall be
1
to BC.

1.83.

For •.' ADt r.eeting EF and BC, makes the alternate

angles equal, that is, /. EAD'^ l ADC,

.-.EF'^WioBC. 1.2"

.*. a rt. line has been drawn through A \\
to BC.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. From a given point draw a straight line, to make

an angle with a given straight line that shall be equal to

a given angle.

Ex. 2. Through a given point A draw a straight line

ABC, meeting two parallel straight lines in B and C, so that

BC may be equal to a given straight line.
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'Propmitiom XXXII. Thiorem.

If a tide of any triamh h jnoduced, the fxterior nttgli-

U equfU to tke two %nterit>r and opponte anglea, and Ot»

thrti interior angUi of every tnangU are together equal to

two right anglti.

Let ABO b« a a , and let one of iti sides, BO, be pro-
duced to D,

Then will

t ^ACD^ibABC.BAC together.

II. i 8 ABO, BAC, ACB together^ two rt. l «.

From Cdraw CE || to AB. I. 31.

Then I. •.• BD meets the Us EC, AB,
.'. extr. I J&CD-intr. z ABC. t 29.

And •/ AG meetn the lis EC, AB,
.'. z ^Ci:= alternate /.BAC. 1.29.

.-. L s ECD, ACE together^ z s ABC, BAC together ; ,

.'. z ^(7D= z s ABC, BAC together.

And II. ••• la ABC, BAC together- z ACD,
to each of these equals add i ACB;

then z 8 ABC, BAC, ACB together^ z s ACD, ACB together,

.'. z 8 ABC, BAC, ACB together «= two rt. z s. I. 13.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. In an acute-angled triangle, any two angles are
greater than the third.

Ex. 2. The airaighc hue, which bisects the external vertical

angle of an isosceles triangle is parallel to the ba^-e.
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Ex. 3. If the tide .
• c« the triangle A BC be firiMiuccd to

D, ftnd AE bo dmwi Hfctin^ the anxlu /^/IC and meeting

BC in B; shew that li ui«leH ^i^I>, ^CZ> are together

double of the angle A Eh.

Ex. 4. Tf the straight lines bwecting the angles at the blM

of an iaoscelei triatiglo be produced to meet ;
shew that thuy

will contain an angle equal to an exterior angle at the baae of

the triangle.

Kx. 5. If the straight linft bisecting the external angle of t

triangle be parallel to the base
;
prove that the triangle it

isotoeles.

The folloviug Corollaries to Prop. 32 were first given in

Simson's Edition of Euclid.

Cor. 1. The »nm of the interior anglen of any rtdilinear

figure together xtfith four right angle* is equal to twice cm many

right angles <m the figure /uw side*

B

Let ABODE be any rectilinear figure.

Take any p . F within the figure, and from F draw the

St. lines FA, FB, FC, FD, FE to the angular pts. of the figure

Then there are formed as many i s as the figure has

sides.

The three z s in each of these A3 together= two rt. l "j.

.-.all the Z8 in thesn as together= twice as many right

z s as there are as, tht>* is, twice as many right / s as the

figure has sides.

Now angles of all the A8= z s at ^, B, C, L, E and lh

at F,

that is, = z s of the figure and z s at P,

and .•. »= z s of the figure and four rt. z s. I. 15, Cor. Z
.-. z s of the figure and four rt. / s=- twice as many rt. z -.

fts the figure has sides. _
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Cor. 9. The exterior angles of any convex rectilinear figure^

rfiadc by prod'''cing ea^h of its sides in succession, are together

equal to four right anghs.

Every interior angle, as ABC, and its adjacent exterior

angle, as ADD, together are= two rt. l s.

.*. all the ftitr. z s together with all the extr. l s

= twice as many rt. z s as the figure has sides.

But all the intr. z s together with four i t. z s

«= twice as many rt. z s as the figure has sides.

.', all the intr. z s together with all the extr. z s

=all the intr. z s together with four rt. z s.

.'. all the extr. z s=four rt. z s.

Note. The latter of these corollaries refers only to convey

figures, that is, figures in which every interior angle is less

than two right angles. When a figure contains an angle greater

'^1

than two right angles, as the angle marked by the dotted lin&

in the diagram, this is called a reflex angle. See p. 149.

Ea. i. The exterior iiijgies of a quudrilateml made by pro-

d'vjiiig the sides successively are together equal ^o the interior

jpgles.
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Ex. 2. Prove that the interior angles of a hexagon are equal
(o eight right angles.

Ex. 3. Shew that the angle of an equiangular pentagon is %
(»f a right angle.

Ex. 4. How many sides has the rect-Mnear figure, the sum
of whose interior angles is double that of its exterior angles ?

Ex. 5. How many sides has an equiangular polygon, four

of whose angles are together equal to seven right angles ?

Proposition XXXIII. Theorem.

Ths straight lines which join the extremities of two equal ami
parallel straight lines, towards the same parts, are also them

selves equal and parallel.

Let the equal and |1 st. lines AB, CD be joined towards tb^
same parts by the st. lines AC, BI).

Then must AC and BD he equal and ||.

Jv>:i BC
Then '.' ^^ is || to CD,

.'. L ^iJO= alternate z DCB. I. 29.

Then in lq ABC, BCD,

V AB^CD, and BC is common, and z ABC=- i DCB,

.'. AC=BD, Rxid lACB^i DBC. I. 4.

Tb«»n •.• BC, meeting AC and BD,

^akes the alternate z s ACB, DBC equal,

f r
^Cisllto^D.

<^ ?! Pf
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Sections 1. and II.

1. If two exterior angles of a triangle be bisected by
•truight lines which meet in

; prove .hat the perpendicular
from on the sides, or the sides produced, of the triangle are
oqual.

"

2. Trisect a right angle.

3. The bisectors of the three angles of a ti-iangle meet in
one point.

4. The perpendiculars to the three sides of a triangle drawn
from the middle points of the sides meet in one point.

R. The angle between the bisector of the angle BAG of the
triangle ^^Oand the perpendicular from A on BC, is equal
fo half the difference between the angles at B and C.

6. d the straight line AD bisect the angle at A of the
triangle ^^CVandJSi)/'; be drawn perpendicular to ylZ), and
meeting AC, or AC produced, in ^; shew that BD is equal
to DE.

7. Divide a right-angled triangle into two isosceles tri-
angles.

8. AB, CD are two given straight lines. Through a pointE between them draw a straight line QEH, such that the in-
tercepted portion OH shall be bisected in E.

9. The vertical angle of a triangle OPQ is a right, acute,
or obtuse angle, according as OR, the line bisecting PQ, is
equal to, greater or less than the half of PQ.

10. Shew by means of Ex. 9 how to draw a perpen-
dicular to a given straight line from its extremity without pro-
ducing it.
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SECTION III.

On the Equality of Rectilinear Figures in respect of Area.

The amount of space enclosed by a Figure is culled the

Area of that figure.

Euclid calls two figures e^ua/ when they enclose the same

amount of space. They may be dissimilar in shape, but if the

areas contained within the boundaries of the figures be the

same, then he calls the figures tqual. He regards a triangle,

for example, as a figure having sides and angles and area, and

he proves in this section that two triangles may have equality

of area, though the sides and angles of each may be unequal.

Coincidence of their boundaries is a test of the equality of

all geometrical magnitudes, as we explained in Note 1,

page 14.

In the caae of lines and angles it is the only test : in the

case of jigurcs it is a test, hut not the only test ; as we shall

shew in this Section.

The sign =, standing between the symbols denoting two

figures, must be read is equal in area to.

Before we proceed to prove the Propositions included in

this Section, we must complete the list of Definitions required

in Book I., continuing the nunabers prefixed to the definitions

in page 6.
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Definitions.

XXVII. A PARALL2L00RAM is a
four-sided figure whose opposite
sides are parallel.

"^

For brevity we often designate a parallelogram by two
letters only, which mark opposite angles. Thus we call thengure m the margin the parallelogram AO.

XXVIII. A Rectangle is a par-

allelogram, having one of its angles
a right angle.

Jm.ce by I. «9, all the .ngle, of » rectangle are right

XXIX. A Rhombus is a par-

allelogram, having its sides equal.

XXX. A Square is a paral-

lelogram, having its sides equal

and one of its angles a right

angle.

anS'*'
''^ ' ^'' "" *' "«''' "' » ''>"»™ ^ right

XXXI. A /rapexium is a
four-sided figure of which i»vo

sides only are parallel.

XXXII. A Diagonal of a four-sided figure is the straight
line jommg two of the opposite angnl^r points.,

'<i\. -r
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XXXIII. The Altitude of a Parallelogram is the perpen-

dicular distance of one of its sides from the side opposite,

regarded as the Base.

The altitude of a triangle is the perpendicular distance of

one of its angular points from the side opposite, regarded as

the base.

Thus if ABCD be a parallelogram, and AE a perpendicular

let fall from A to CD, AE is the altitude of the parallelogram,

and also of the triangle ACD.

.

B

If .1 perpendicular be let fall from F to DC produced, meet-

ing DC in F, BF is the altitude of the parallelogram.

Exercises.

Prove the following theorems :

.1. The diagonals of a sqnare make with each of the sides

VI angle equal to half a right angle.

2. If two straight lines bisect each other, the lines joining

their extremities will form a parallelogram.

3. Straight lines bisecting two adjacent angles of a paral-

lelogram intersect at right angles.

4. If the straight lines joining two opposite angular points

of a parallelogram bisect the angles, the parallelogram has all

its sides equal.

6. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral be equal, the

(Quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

6. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure be equal to

one another, and the two remaining sides be also equal to one

another, the figure is a parallelogram.

7. If one angle of a rhombus be equal to two-thirds of two

right angles, the diagonal drawn from that angular point

divides the rhombus into two equilateral triangles.
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Proposition XXXIV. Thkorem.

TVie nppofsite mhs and angles of a paralhlugram are equal to

'I'le ayiother, and the diagonal bisects it.

1 £9

I. 29.

D

Let ABDC be a O, and BG a diagonal of the O.
rh"n must AB=DC and AC=^DB,

and L BAC=: l CDB, and i ABD=^ l ACD
and A ABC= A DOB.

For vABi^W to CD, and 50 meets them,

.'. z ^£0= alternate z DCB ,

and •.• ^C is
II to BD, and £0 meets them,

.-. z ^05= alternate z D^a
Then in As ABC, DCB,

'.' L ABC= z DC5, and z ACB=^ z J;BC,

and £C is common, a side adjacent to the equal z s in each
;

.-. AB=DC, and AC=DB, and iBAC= i ODB,

and A ABC= A DCB. I. b.

Also '.- z .4j5C= z DCB, and / i)5C= z ACB,
.'. L s ^5C, DBC together= z s i)0J3, ACB together,

that is, L ABD= lACD.
Q. £. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that the diagonals of a parallelogram biseot

each other.

Ex. 2. Shew that the diagonals of a rectangle are eanal.
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Proposition XXXV. Theorem.

ParalUlogrmis cm ine eame hose and between ihe Barru

paralleh a/re equal.

Let the Os ABCD, FBCF be on the same base BC
and betw< a the snme ||s AF, BC.

Then mustO ABCD=CJ EBCF.

Case I. If AD, EF have no point common to both,

Then in the as FDC\ EAB,

v extr. z FDC^'intT. l EAB,

and intr. z DFC=extr. /. AEB,

and DC:=AB,

.-. LFDC=t^EAB.

NowO ABCD with a l?'i)0= figure JBCi^ ;

and £7 i^BOF with a EAB=-\^^XQ ABCF

;

.-. O ABCD with a FDC=CJ EBCF with A ^^£'.

.'. O ABCD^CJ EBCF.

Oasb II. If the sides AD, EF overlap one another

1.29.

T. 29.

1.34.

1. x6.

the same method of proof applies.
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Cas« III. If the Bides opposite to BC be terminated in
the same point i), \

JUL

the same method of proof is applicable,

but it is easier to reason thus :

Each of the Os is double of a BDG
;

.'.O ABCD^CJ DBCF.
1.34.

Q. E. D.

Proposition XXXVI. Theorem.
ParaHelograms on equal bases, and between the same

parallels, are equal to one another.

Then

Let the Os ABCD, EFGH be on equal bases BC, FG,
and between the same U AH, BG.

Then 7nustO ABCD=C7 EIJH.
Join BE, CH.

V BC=FG,
and EH=FG

;

.\BO=EH;
and BC is

|| to EH.
.'. EB is

I!
to CH

;

.*. EBCH is a parallelogram.

NowO EBCH= CJABCD,
•.* they are on the same base BC and between the same (|s

;

andO EBCH=CJEFGH, J. 35.
•• they are on the same base EH and between the same ||s

,

.-. O ABCD

=

O EFGH.
Q. E. D.

Hyp.

1.34.

Hyp.

I. 33.

1.35.
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Proposition XXXVII. Theorem.

Trianijles upon the same base, and bettvten the t<»ms

parallels, are equcd to one another.

Let 6 s ABC, DBG be on the same base BC and between

the same Hs AD, BC.

Then must a ABC= a DBC.

From B draw BE \\
to CA to meet DA produced in E.

From C draw CF
\\
to BD to meet AD produced in F.

Then EBCA a*d FCBD are parallelograms,

andO EBCA=CJ FCBD, I. 35.

•/ they are on the same base and between the same ||s.

Now A ABC is half ofO EBCA, J. 34-

and A DBC is half of ID FCBD ; I. 34.

.-. ^ABC=£^DBC. Ax. 7.

Q. B.,D.

Ex. 1. If P be a point in a side AB of a parallelogram

A BCD, and PC, PD be joined, the triangles PAD, PBC are

together equal to the triangle PDC.

Ex. 2. l{ A, B he points in one, and C, D points In

another of two parallel straight lines, and the lines AD, BC
interspct in E, then the triangles AEC, BED are equal,
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'*c- moMXXXVIII. TnBORjtM.

TruirjU4 upon equal boiei, and betwan tU tame paralleU
an ffjual to on* anothtr.

*

Let AH ABO, DEF be on equal bases, BC, EF and
between the game lis ^JP", JD.

\ Then muat A ABC^ lDEF.

From B draw BQ || to CA to meet DA produced in O,

Prom F draw FH
|| to ED to meet AD produced in H.

Then CQ and EH are parallelograms, and they are equal,

•/ they are on equal bases BC, EF, and between tlie same

Now A ABC is half ofO CG,

•nd ADEF is half otCJEH-,
.'. t, ABC'" L DEF.

L36

Ax 7.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that a straight line, drawn from the vertex
of a triangle to bisect the base, divides the triangle into two
equal parts.

Rx.2. In the equal sides AB, ^(7 of an isosceles triangle
^fiC points D, E are taken such that BD'^'AE. Shew i\^\
!;})e triangles CBD, ABE are equal
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Peopositioh XXXIX. Theorkm.

E(^vmX inanglm upm thf ««wm boat, and upon ths tcmt tid^

of it, a/re hetwun ike tanu parcUUl*.

Let the equal as ABO, DBO be on the same bf BO, and

on the same aide of it.

Join AD.

Thm mutt AD he II to BO.

For if not, through A draw ^0 || to BC, so as to meet BD,

01 BD produced, in 0, and join 00.

Then '.' as ABC, OBO &re on the same base and between

the same ||8,

.'.lABC^lOBG. L37.

But LABC" L DBO', Hyp.

.'. lOBO'^lDBG,

the less—the greater, which is impossible ;

.-.^0 is not II
to BO.

In the same way it may be shewn that no other line passing

through A but AD is || to BO

;

.-. uiD is II to BG.

Q. B. D.

Ex. 1. AD is parallel to BO ; AC, BD meet in ^ ; JBO is

produced to P so that the triangle FEB is equal to the

triangle ABO : shew that PD is parallel to AC.
nt «« T9 <• 1^1 t x«.««l£>n tx^A n.liinVi t-\\a A\ant\r\ai\a
JJiX. 2. J I OI viiC iUUiT viiaUj^I— iiii-_- ..z:^:-T^ -r-t:- •.•^i- ^-^-r -r

divide a quadrilateral, two opposite ones are equal, the quad-

rilateral has two opposite sides parallel

a. le. ?
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PmopoaiTioir XL. Trioiudi.

i^^tiol trianglet upon njual hauM, in tJu tame ihedgKf line,

and towardM Ihs tamu j^arUf art betmm the tame paralUU.

Hyp.

Let the equal £i» ABO, DEF be on equal bases BC, EF
in the same tt line BF and towards the same part*.

Join AD.

,
Then mutt AD he \l to BF.

For if not, through A draw AO || to BF, so aa to meet A'jD
or £:D produced, in 0, and join OF.

Then A ABG'^aOEF, v they are on equal bases and
between the same ||s.

j^ 3g
But lABC^ lDEF\

.'. lOEF'^lDBF,
the less— the greater, which is impossible.

.*. -40 is not n to ^J^.

In the same way it may be shewn that no other line paasinc
through A but AD is to BF,

.'. -41) is II to BF,

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. The straight line, joining the points of bisection of
two sides of a crir.ngle, is parallel to the base, and is equal to
half the base.

Ex. 2. T:,e straight lines, joining the middle points of the
aides of a triangle, divide it into four equal triangles.
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PfJiOSlTION XLI. TlIEORBlL

If a par dUh^ . and a triangh he, upon th4 tame hate, and

between the tatw 'HvralUU, the j>araUelogram it double qf the

triangle.

Let theO ABCD and the a EBC he on the same hue BO
and between the same ||s AE, BC.

Then mustO ABCD be double of A EBC,

Join A C.

Then lABC^^ ^EBC, v they are on the same base and

between the same lis

;

I. 3/.

andO ABCD is double of a ABC, \- AC is a diagonal of

ABCD ;

I- 34.

.-.O ABCD is double ol L EBC.

Qi E. D.

Ex. 1. If from a point, without a parallelogram, there be

drawn two straight lines to the extremities of the two opposite

sides, between which, when produced, the point does not lie,

the difference of the triangles thus formed is equal to half the

parallelogram.

Ex. 2. The two triangles, formed by drawing straight lines

from any point within a parallelogram to the extremities of

ifa nnriAciifa oi/lAa ova frtrraf Viar Vialf f\f fViA rtarftllplncrrfttn.
%V!T •*.•:-•trvrriVw :ri--t.-*.,i tTiV v-'Si*-- v^*»^» ...*.. ^*. -. * — ^^
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\lBm''

Proposition XLII. Problem. ^

To describe a parallelogram that shall be equal to a given
triangky and have one of its angles equal to a given angle.

Let ABC be the given a , and D the given z .

It it required to describe a £1/ equal to a ABC, havina on.-'

ofitsiS'^^D. ^

Bisect BG in E and join AE. I. lo.

,
At E make z CEFr= l D. I. 23.

Draw AFG
\\
to BC, and from C draw CQ i| to EF.
Then J^'^OG' is a parallelogram.

Now A ^^5= A A EC,

V they are on equal bases and between the same I|s. I. 38.
.

'. AABC is double of a AEC.
ButO FECG is double of a AEC,

•.* they are on same base and between same ||s I 41
.'.CJFECG-^AABC; '

Ax. 6.
andO FECG has one of its z s, CEF=^ z D.
.'.O FECG has been described as was reqd.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Describe a triangle, which shall be equal to a given
parallelogram, and have one of its angles equal to a given
rectilineal angle.

E-v. 2. Construct a parallelogi-am, equal to a given triangle
ana such that the sum of its sides shaU be equal to the sum
of the sides of the triangle.

Ex. 3. The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is greater than
vhe perimeter of a rectangle, which is of the same altitude
"With, and equal to, the given triangle.
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Proposition XLIII. Theobem.

Tht complements of the parallelograms, which are about

the diameter of any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

a:id

and

Let ABGD be a O, of which BD is a diagonal, and

EG, HK the Os about BD, that is, through which BD
passes,

and JF, FG the other Os, which make up the whole

figure ABCD,
and which are .". called the Complements.

Then must complement AF= complement FG.

For •/ BD is a diagonal ofO AG,

.'. A ABD= A GDB
;

BF is a diagonal ofO HK,
A HBF=aKFB;
FD is a di-gonal of O EG,

.'. aEFD=aGDF.
Hence sura of A s EBF, EFD=sum of a s KFB, ODF.

Take these equals from A s ABD, GDB respectively,

thcii remainingO A F= remainingO FG. Ax. 3.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. If through a point 0, within a parallelogram

ABGD, two straight hues are drawn parallel to. the sides,

and the parallelograms OB, OD are equal ; the point is

in the diagonal AG.

Ex. 2. ABGD is a parallelogram, AMN a straight line

meeting the sides BG, GD (one of them being produced) in

M, N. Shew that the triangle MBN is equal to the triangle

MDC.

1.34.

I. :i4.

1.34.

^4
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Proposition XLIV. Problem.

To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram, which
shall he equal to a give.i triangle, and have one of its angles
equal to a given angle.

Let AB be the given st. line, C the given a, D the
lj;iven z . '

It is required to apply to AB a CJ ^ lC and having one
of its I s= z £>.

Make a 0=» A C, and having one of its angles= z D, I. 42.

and suppose it to be removed to such a position that one of
the sides containing this angle is in the same st. line with A B
and let theO be denoted by BEFG.

'

Produce FG to H, draw AH || to BG or EF, and join BH.
Then •/ FH meets the l|s AH, EF,

.'. sum of z s AHF, HFE=two rt. z s
; I. 29.

.-.sum of z 8 BHG, HFE is less than two rt. z s
;

.*. HB, FE will meet if produced towards B, E. Post. 6-

Let them meet in K. ,

Through K draw KL \\ to EA or FH,
and produce HA, GB to meet KL in the pts. Z, M,

Then HJKL is a O, and HK is its diagonal

;

and AG, ME are Os about HK,
/.complement JSX= complement JSi?; I.^

.'.CJBL=lG.
Also the O 5i: has one of its z s, ABM^ z iJPtr' and

.*. ennal to z J)
"

Q E. F
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Proposition XLV. Problem.

To describe a parallelogram, which shall he equal to a
(fiven rectilinear Jigure, and have one of its angles equal *^ a
given angle.

JC n MA Ji

Let ABCD be the given rectil. figure, and E the given l .

It is required to describe a CJ — to ABCD, having on«

of its is= I E.
Join AO.

Describe aO FOHK^ a ABG, having z FKH= l E.

L 42.

To GH apply a CJ GHML=-- a CDA, having i QHM^ l E.

I. 44.

Then FKML is theO reqd.

For ••• I GUM and /. FKH are each==. z E j

.-. lGHM^ lFKH,
.-. sum of z 8 GHM, GHK=-s\im of z s i'JTJJ, C^HIT

»=two rt. z s
;

I. 29.

.'. KHM is a st. line. I. 14.

Agpin, •.• HG meets the i|s FG, KM,
iFGH^iGHM,

.-. sum of z s FGH, LGH^sum of l s GHM, LGH
= two rt. z s

;
I. 29.

.*. FGL is a st. line. I. 14.

Then '.• x. ^' is || to HG, and HG is || to LM
.-. ^# is II to LM ;

A. SO.

p^d iTM has been shewn to be 11 to FL,

.'. FKML is a parallelogram,

and •.• Fn:= a ABG, and GM--^ a GDA,
.: £7 i?'M=^whole rectil. fig. ABGD,

and £7 jPM has one of its z s, FKM= z E.

In the same way a £7 may be constructed equal io a given

rectil. fig. of any number of sides, and having one of its angles

equal to a given angle. Q- k f.
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Miacellaneom JBxerciset,

1. Ijr one diagonal of a quadrilateral bisect the other, it
divides the quadrilateral into two equal triangles.

2 If from any point in the diagonal, or the diagonal pro-
duced, of a paraUelogram, straight lines be drawn to the
opposite angles, they wiU cut oflF equal triangles.

3. In a trapezium the straight line, joining the middle
points of the paraUel sides, bisects the trapezium.

4. The diagonals AG, BD of a parallelogram intersect in
C;, and P IS a point within the triangle AOB

; prove that the
difference of the triangles CPD, APD is equal to the sum of
the triangles APG, BPU

5. If either diagonal of a parallelogram be equal to a
side of the figure, the other diagonal shaU be greater than
any side of the figure.

6. If through the angles of a parallelogram four stra'^ht
lines be drawn parallel to its diagonals, another parallelogmm
will be formed, the area of which will be double that of the
original parallelogram.

7. If two triangles have two sides respectively equal and
the included angles supplemental, the triangles are equal.

8. Bisect a given triangle by a straight line drawn fiom
a given point in one of the sides.

9. The base AB of a triangle ^50 is produced to a pointD such that Bl) is equal to AB, and straight lines are drawn
ftom A and D to £!, the middle point of BG; prove that the
triangle AD£i is equal to the triangle ABG.

10. Prove that a pair of ine diagonals of the parallelograms,
which are about the dian^eter of any parallelogram, are parallel
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Proposition XLVL Problem.

To describe a square upon a given straight Ivne.

Let AB be the given st. line.

Xt is required to describe a square on AB,

From A draw ^0 ± to AB.

In AG make AD=AB.

Through D draw DE II to AB.

Through li draw BE \\ to AD.

Then AE is a parallelogram,

and.'. AB^ED, and AD^BE.

'B\xiAj6='AD\

.\ AB, BE, ED, DA are all equal ;

.* AE\^ equilateral.

And z BAD is a right angle.

*. ^JE? is a square,

and it is described on AB.

L 11. Cor.

L31.

L31.

L3A

Def. XXX.

Q. B. p.

Ex. 1. Shew how to construct a rectangle whose sides are

equal to two given straight lines.

Ex. 2. Shew that the squares on equal straight lines are

«qual.

Ex. 3. Shew that equal squares must be on equal straight

lines.

>ToTK, The theorems in Ex. 2 and 3 art assumed by Euolid

in the proof of Prop. XLVin.
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Proposition XLVII. Theorem.

In any right-angled triayigk the square which is described on
the side subtending the right angle is equal to the squares
described on the sides which contain tJve right angle.

11

Let ABC be a right-angled A , having the rt. z BAC.
Then must sq. on i?0= sum of sqq. on BA, AC.

On BC, CA, AB descr. the sqq. BDEC, CKHA, AGFB.
Through A draw ^i

||
to BD or CE, and join AD, FC.

Then •.• /.BAG and iMAG are both rt. z s,

.*. CAQ in a st. line
; I. 14

and •.• z BAG and z GAH are both rt. z s
;

.'. BAH is a St. line. I. 14.

Now •.• z DBG= z FBA, each being a rt. z
,

adding to euwh z ABC, we have
z AJiD= L FBC. Ax. 2.

Then in as J5D, i?'J9Ci

••• AB^FB, and BD=^BC, and z ^£D= z 7^^5(7,

.-. A JBD^ A FBC. I. 4.

NowO BL is doable of a ABU, on same base 5D and
between same

|| s AL, Bf*, I. 41.

and sq. BG is double if x^FBC, on same base JP5 and be-
tween same lis FB, GC;s t 41.

.-.CD BL^sq. BG
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Similarly, by joining AEy BK it may be ihewn tiial

O C2i«Bq. AK.

Now tq. on BO—Bum ofO BL andO OX,

-Isum of sq. BQ and sq. ^E",

—Bum of aqq. on BA and AC.

Q. B. O.

Ex. 1. Prove that the sfiuare, described upon the diagonal

of any given square, is equal to twice the given square.

Ex. 2. Find a line, the square on which shall be equal to

the sum of the squares on three given straight lines.

Ex. 3. If one angle of a triangle be ec'.ial to the sum of

tlie -ther two, and on^^ of the sides containing this angle being

divided into four equal parts, the other contains three of those

parte; the remaining side of the triangle conta .. Eve such

parts.

Ex. 4. The tri ingles ABC, VEF, having the angles AGB,

DFE right angles, have also the sides AB, ^0 equal to DE,

DF, each to each ; shew that the triangles are equal in every

respect.

Note. This Theorem has been already deduced as a Co-

iv.llary from Prop. E, page 43.

Ex 5. Divide a given straight line into two. parts, so that

the square on one part shaU be double of the square on the

other.

Ex. 6. If from one of the acute angles of a right-angled

triangle a line be drawn to the opposite side, the squares' on

that side and on the line so drawn are together equal to the

sum of the squares on the segment adjacent to the right angle

and on the hypotenuse.

Ex. 7. In any triangle, if a line be diawn from the vortex at

right angles to the base, the difference between the squares on

the sides is equal to the difference between the squares on the

g^^ents of the base.
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Proposition XLVIII. Theorem.

equal to the squares described upon the other two sides of it, thsangle contained by those sides is a right angle.

\ '
Let the sq on BC, a side of i^ABC, be equal to the sum of

tnesqq. on AB, AC.

Then must i BAC be a rt. angle.

From pt. A draw AD± to AC. j jj
Make AD^AB, and join DC.

^^e^ vAD=^AB,
.-. sq. on AlJ=8q: on AB ; I. 46, Ex. 2.

add to each sq. on AC.
then sum of sqq. on AD, AC^sum of sqq. on AB, AC.

But ••• z D^C is a rt. angle,

.". sq. on i)0=sum of sqq. on AD, AC; I. 47.
and, by hypothesis,

sq. on £(7= sum of sqq. on AB, AC
\

.'.sq. oni)0==sq. >i\ BG
-,

.'.DO^BC. I. 46, Ex. 3.
Then in a s ABC, ADC,

•: ABz=>AD, and ACu common, and BC=DC,
'. I BAC^ I DAC

', I. a
and z D^Ois a rt. firi,<rle, by construction ;

.' z BAG is a rt. angle.

Q. IK. .Ml



BOOK II.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

The geoiwet»ical figure with which we are chiefly concerned

in this book is the Rectano le. A rectangle is said to be con-

iained by any two of its adjacent sides.

Thus if ABCD be a rectangle, it is said to be contained lay

AB, ADf or by any other pair of adjacent sides.

-4 i>

2 ^

We shall use the abbreviation red. AB, AD to express the

words " the rectangle contained by AB, AD."

We shall make frequent use of a Theorem (employed, but not

demonstrated, by Euolid) which may be thus stated and proved

.

PROPosmoN A. Theorem.

If the adjacent sides of one rectangle be equal to the adjacent

sides of another rectangle, each to each, the rectangles are equal

in area.

Let ABCD, EFGH be two rectangles :

and let AB'^EF and BC-o'FG.

A D II

OF a ^

Then must rect. ABCD—rect EFGH.

For if the rect. EFGH be applied to the rect. ABCD, so

that EF coincides with AB,
then FG will fall on BC, V l EFG= l ABC,

and G will coincide with C, •.' BC^FG.
Simikrly it may be shew« that H will coincide with Dj
.*. rect. EFGH coincides with and is therefore equal to rect

ABCD. q. 1. &.
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Proposition I. Thiorik.

Ifihtrt be two straight linen, one of which it divided intomy number of parts, the rectangle contained by the two straight
lines is equal to the rectangles contained Ixy the undivided Ims
and the several parts of the divided line.

Let AB and CD be two given st. lines,

and let CD be divided into any parts in B, F.

Then must rect AB, GD^sum of rect. AB, CE and red.
AB, EF and rect. AB, FD.

From Clraw CO ± to CD, and in CO make CH^AB.
Through H draw HM || to CD. i. 31
Through E, F, and D draw EK, FL, DM \\ to CH.
Then EK and FL, being each= Cjff, are each=^B.

Now Cilf=sum of CK and EL and FM.
And OiW^rect. AB, CD, -.• CH.^AB,

CK=rect. AB, CE, •/ CH=AB,
ELr^rect. AB, EF, -.• EK=AB,
FiM^ rect. A B, FD, V FL=AB;

.-. rect. AB, CD^ sum of rect. AB, CE and rect. AB, EF
and rect. AB, FD. .

Q. E. D.

Ex. If two straight lines be each divided into any number
of parts, the rectangle contained by the two lines is equal to
the rectangles contained by all the parts of the one taken
.. -j.-isiavwij wivii ail iae |>ait8 oi lim othor.
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PRop(»iTtoN II. Theorem.

If a straight line be divided into any Itvo parti, the rectangles

contained by the whole and each of the parts are together equal

to the square on the whole line.

1.46.

I. 31.

Let the st. line v4B be divided into any two parts in d
Then must

iq. on AB=sum of rect. AB, AC and red. AB, CR

On AB describe the sq. ADEB
Through Odraw CF Ii to AD.

Then AEr^mixx of AF and CE.

Now AE is the sq. on ABy

AF^reci. AB, AC, '.' AD=^AB,

C^=rect AB, CB, V BE^AB,

:. sq. on ^iJ=siim cf rect. AB, AC and rect. AB, CB.

Q. K. D.

Ex. The square on a straight line is equal to four times the

square on half the line,
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Proposition III. Theoiiem.

Ifaekav/ht line he divided into any two parts, the rectangle
contained by the whole and one of the parts is equal to the rect-
angle contained by Hie tuv parts together mth the equare orh tht
aforesaid part.

' 'i

WD JJ

Let the St. line AB be divided into any two parts in 0.

Then must

rect. AB, CB=>sum of rect. AC, CB and sq. on CB.

On CB describe the sq. CDE3. I. 4Q
From A draw AF

|| to CD, meeting ED produced in F.
Then AE=sum of AD and CE.

^ow AE=Tect. AB, CB, v BE^CB,
AD^rect. AC, CB, v CDr=.CB,

CE^sq. on CB.

.-. rect. AB, CJ5=sum of rect. AC, CB and sq. en CB.

Q. B. D.

Note. When a straight line is cut in a point, the distances
of the point of section from the ends of the line are called tho
segments of the line.

If a line AB be divided in C,

AC and CB are called the internal segments ofAB
If a line AC he produced to B,

AB and CB are called the external segments of AC.
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he rectangle

to the rect-

tiore on iht

I in 0.

3.

I. 46

I'mF.

CB.

Q. E. D.

distances

sailed thft

iR

iC,
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

If a straight li.u be divided into any two parts, tJu square,
onth, whole hm u eqnc to the sqimres on thetwojnirU t^,th^
H'^h- twice thi. rectangle cordained by the pnrU.

JL as
c

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parte in C.
Then must

sq. on AB=^mm of sqq. on AC, CB and twice rect. AC, CB.
On AB describe the sq. ABEB. I. 46.

From AD cut off ^£'= CB. Then HD=AC.
Draw CQ

|| to AD, and UK
||
to AB, meeting CG in F.

Then vBK=>AH, .'.BK^CB, Ax. i.

.*. BK, KF, FC, CB are all equal ; and KBC is a rt. z
;

.*. CK is the sq. on CB. Def. xxx.
Also RG^^sq. oil AC, v HF and ED each^AG.

Now ^^3=sum of H<^, CK, AF, FE,
AE^aq. on AB,and

HG^sq. on AC,
CK==sq. on CB,

AF:== rect. AC, CB,

FE^vect AC, CB,

CF^CB,

'FG==^AC&ndFK==CB.
sq, on ^5=sum of sqq. on AC, CB and twice rect. AC, CB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. In a triangle, whose vertical angle is a right angle, a
straight line is drawn from the vertex perpendicular to the
base. Shew that the rectangle, contained' by the segments of
the hasp, is Annul tn i-V,n c,^.-.. -_ ^_ i.i,_ _, .'_ J J

-». ^•^"f'"'\4.£^^lkH»l,
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Proposition V. Theorem.

If a straight line be divided into two equal pcuit and also

into two unequal parts, the rectangle contained by the unequal
j)arts, to^ither with the square on the line between the points of
section, is equal to the square on half the line.

\

Let the st. line AB be divided equally in C and unequally

inD.

Then must

red. AD
J
DB together urith sq. on CD=sq. on GB.

On CB describe the sq. CEFB. I. 46.

Draw BG
\\
to CE, and from it cut off DH^DB. I. 31.

Draw HLK
\\
to AD, and AK

\\
to DH. I. 31.

Then rect. jDi^=rect. ALy

Also Z(?=sq. on CD,

V BF=AC, and BD:=CL.

•.•LII=CD, and HG=CD.

Then rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CD
>='AH together with LG
=sura of ^i and CH and LG
= sum of DF and CH and LG
^CF
e=sq. on CB.

Q.IE. B.

m
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Proposition VI. Theorem.

If a straight line be bisected and prodticed to any point, the

rectangle contained by the whole line thus produced J>nd fhe pari

of it produced, together ivith the square on half the line bitected,

is equal to the square on the draight line which is made up of
the half and the part produced.

fl Ji

'S' (^ F

U

Let the st. lii»e AB be bisected in C and produced to D.

Thvn must

red. AD, DB together with sq. on CB=^sq. on CD.

On CD describe the sq. CEFD. 1.46.

Draw BQ to CE, and cut oflf BH=BD. I. 31

Through Hdraw KLM
\\
to AD i 1.31.

Through A draw AK to CE.

Now •.• BO= CD and BH=BD ; •

.\HQ=CB; Ax. 3.

.'. rect. MG—xqq\>. AL. II. A.

Then rect. AD, DB together with sq. on CB
= sum of^M and LG
= sum oi AL and CM and LQ
=sura of MQ and CM and LG
= CF
-=sq. on CD.

Q. S. IX
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Note. W© here (/ire the proof of an important thftorera,
whioli ifl UsuaUy placed as a corollary to Proposition V.

Proposition B. Theorkm.

Tht difference between the squares on any two straiyU linesM equal to the rectangle contained by the sum and difference of
those hnes.

"^

ZL^a

M

± W
Let AC, CD be two st. lines, of which ^ C is the greater,

and let them be placed so as to form one st. line AD.
Produce AD to B, making CB^AC.
Then ^D=the sum of the lines AC, CD,
and DB=the difference of the lines A C, CD.

Then 7nust difference between sqq. on AC, CD^rect. AD, DB.
On CB describe the sq. CEFB. I. 46.

Draw DO
\\ to CE, and from it cut off DH^DB. I. 31.

Draw HLK
\\
to AD, and AK

|| to ^K I. 31]
Then rect. DiJ'-^rect. AL, rBF^^ C, and J5D= CL.

Also LG=&q. on CD, '.' LH=CD, and HG=CD.
Then d fference between sqq. on JiC, CD

= difference between sqq. on CB, CD
=sura of CH and DF
=8um of CE and AL
-^'AB
-rect. AD, DH
—rect. AD, DB.

Q. E. D.

Ex. Shew that Propositions V. and VI. might be deduced
from this Proposition.
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Proposition VII. Theorem.

Jf A straight line he divided into any two partt, the

iqvarea on the whole Urn atui on one of the pariu ar? equal
to twice the rectangle contained by the i')hok andu that part
together with the aquare on the other part.

A DB,

1.46.

1.31.

1.31.

IL.

=-CD.

JD

S—iS

Let AB be divided into any two parts in G.

Then must

aqq. on AB, BO=twice rect. AB, BO together with $q. m AC.

On AB describe the sq. ADEB. I. 46.

?rom AD cut off AH= CB.

Draw CF
||
to AD and HOK \\ to AB. I. 31.

Then BF=^aq. on AC, and CK^aq. on CB.

Then sqq. on AB, £C=8um of AE and CK
-sum of AK, HF, OE and CK
« sum of AK, HF and CE.

Now ^Z=rect. AB, BC, ".• BK=BC

;

CE=rect. AB, BC, v BE^AB
;

HF^^sq. on AC.

.'. sqq. on AB, BC=twice rect. AB, BO together with sq. on ^G
Q. E. D.

Ex. If straight lines be drawn from G to B and from
to D, shew that BCD is a straight line.
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Proposition VIII. Theorem

^ a itraight line be divitUd into any iuo purU, four
ttmei the rectangle contau^ed by the whole line md one of the
parti, together vnth the gqwjire on the otlm 2>art, m equal to
Ihf gqmre on the straight line which is made up of the whoU
andthefr-st part.

M
jC! JL

.2

idEm, Hhw^i^mM

\

ir

Ji

ir

IT Z J"

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts in G.

Produce AB to D, so that BD^BC.
Then must four times rect. AB, BC together with sq. on

iC=»3q. on AD.

On AD describe the sq. AEFD.
From AE cut off JM and MX each= CJB.

Through C, B draw GH, BL
|| to AE.

Through M, X draw MQKN, XPRO
\\ to AD.

Nov •.• XE^AG, and XP^AG, .'. ^^=sq. on AC.

I. 4«.

I. 31.

1.31.

Also AQ=MP=PZ=RF,
and CK= GR^BN^^-KO

;

.*. ium of these eight rectangles

=four times the sum of AG, CK
«=four times AK
•»four times rect. AB, BC.

Then four times rect. AB, BC and sq. on AC
«=sum of the eight rectangles and XH
'=AEFD
»=sq. on AD.

II. A.

Q. B. D.

1
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'th fiq. on

I. 4«.

I. 31.

0. I. 31.

AC.

1 II . A.

u . A.

Proposition IX. Theorem.

If a straight lim fte divided into two equal, and aim into
two unequal parts, the squares on the tim uniqual part* ar«
together do, hie of the square mi half the line and oj the
square on the line between the points of section.

I. 3fi.

I. A.

Let Ah oe divided equally re C bud uneoually in D.
Then r %v.3t

fum ofAqq. on AD, Dh^tulct mrr cf sqq on AC, CD.
Draw Cti« y^-; at it. ' s to AB, r.nd ioiri EA, EB.
Draw DF at rt. z a to AB, meeting EB in F.
Draw FG at rt. i s to EC, au ' uAn AF.

Then •/ z^C^^isart. z,
.'. sum of z 8 AEC, EAC^a. rt. z ;

and •.• z AEC^ z EAC,
.'. lAEC^' ilfart. z.

So also z BEC and z EBC are each= half a rt. z .

Hence z AEF is a rt. z .

Also, •/ L rEF is half a rt. z , and z £:Oii^ is a rt. z
;

.-. z £:i?'(? is half a rt. z ;

.-. z ^i^G!= z G^iJjP, and .•. EG=GF.
So also z £i^i) is half a rt. z , and BD=DF.
Now sum of sqq. on AD, DB

=sq. on ^D together with sq. on Di?*

=sq. on AF
=sq. on AE together with sq. on EF
=8qq. on AC, EC together with sqq. on EG, GF I. 47
= twice sq. on AC together with twice sq. on GF
—twice sq. on AC together with twice sq. on CD.

Q. B. D,

I. B. Cor.

1.47.

1.47.
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PpopoHiTio'i X. Theorkm.

// a ihaight lim be I'it^ted and im>dur«d to my ootnt.
f. tqium on the wkoU Hne t.iui produced and th$ bouom oti

tl/fl i'y 1 'ro4u€4d art toaethfv douhlf of the ,quarn <m
??;{

*{«/;-^;*W'tM and of the square (m the lim tnads up
of the half and the jmrt jmnlueed. ;

'^

thf.

I. A.

Let the at. line AB be bisected in Caud produced to D.
Then muid

mifuofsqq. on AD, BD'^Uvice sum of gqq. oh AC, CD.
Draw CE± to AB, and make CE^^AC.

Join EA, EB and draw EF || to AD and DF || to CE
Then •/ i,\^PJ^B, EirU are to^^ether less than two rt. 'i s,.

.-. EB and JfD will meet if produced towards B, Dm some pt. O. -^i ^
Join AG.

Then •.' i ACE is a rt. z
,

.*. 1 8 EACf AEC together *=a rt. ^
and '.• z EAC= i AEC,

'

.-. z^i?C'=: half art. i.
So also z 8 BEC, EBC each= half a rt. z .

.-. z ^i;^ is art. z.

Also z DBG, which= z EBC, is half a rt. z .
fjid.-. z JSG^D is half a rt. z :

.-. BD=DG. I ,. (jor

.
.

z J^ii(?=half a rt. z , and EF^FG. I. b. Cor.
Then sum of sqq. on AD, DB

=»8um of sqq. on AD, DG
=8q. on AG j .m.

==sq. on AE together with sq. on EG j 47=sqq. on AC, EC together with sqq. on EF FG I 47« twice sq. on ^0 together with twice sq. on EF
r? twice sq. on ^C together with twice sq. on CD q t d



[look a.

iiiij jxnnt,

g'luar^ on
iquarn on
) made up

n.j PROPOSITI}N XI. H

to D.

CD.

CE.

rt. z 8,

.

rdsB, D

La.

r. K Cor.

L , I. 34.

[. B. Cor.

1.47.

1.47.
^ 1.47.
F
. Q. 3. D.

Proposition XI. Probudl

To dividt a ff'ven ttraif^t Hm into two jhitU^ $o ^al the rut-

"ngh emtaimd htf the whole and om of Hu part$ thall be eqMol

to ikt iquftra oh the other part.

1.46.

I. 10.

1.46.

Let ^J? be the given st. line.

On i4J3 descr. the sq. ADCB.
Bisect AD'm E and join EB.

Produce DA to F, making EF^^EB.
On AF descr. the sq. AFOU.

Then AB is divided in H so thai red. AB, BH^sq. on AH.
Produce OH to K.

Then *.• DA is bisected in E and produced to jF*,

.*. rect. DFf FA together with sq. on AE
»=8q. on EF
-sq. on EB, v EB-^-EF,
=8um of sqq. on AB, AE.

Take from each the square on AF
Then rect. DF, FA^^o^. on AB. Ax. 3.

Now FK=- rect. DF, FA, v FO^FA.
.'. FK^AC. .

Take from each the common part AK.
Then FH=HO;

that is, sq. on JH=rcct. AB, BH, v BC^AB.
Thuo AB is divided in H as was reqd.

Q. E. F.

Ex. Shew that the squares on the whole line and one of the

parts ara e(]jual to three times the square on the other part,

II. 6.

1.47.
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pRoponmoir XII. Tbcoruc
^

titA^ 0/^ ..u^ ani,i« to ths oppaiU iids produal iU i^ar.m tk4 tiJi, »ubt,ndtng the obtu,^ angi4 is grmttr than ths Juam
conti.«*^ 6y tA, nds, upon which, itAtn ;rorf,.«d, tt^ perpmdi-
tu^/o^/*, and ^ ,(raH,Ae Hn, int^nepUd without ths tHangUb4twHn the p0rp§ndMdar and the obtme anjU

„ *° ofefcuse-anKled a, having i ACB obtupe.
From A draw ^D x to BO produced.

T^m must sq. on AB he grecUer than sum of iqq. m BCOA hy tiffke rect. BO, CD.
w ^ ^'.,

For aince BD is divided into two parts in
sq. on BD-8um of ..qq. on BC, CD, and twice rect. BC, CD.

Add to each r -]. on DA : thenum of sqq. on BD, Dui-aum of gqq on BC, CD, DA and
twice rect. BC, CD. » »

»""

Now eqq. on BD, DA -sq. on AB, I. 47
and sqq. on CD, DA -sq. on CA

; I.
47*

.-. Bq. on -IB-sum of sqq. on BC, CA and twice rect. BC, CD.
.'. sq. on AB is greater than sum of gqq. on BC. CA bv

twice rect. BC, CD.
' ^

Ex. The squared on the diagonals of a trapezium are
together equal to the squares on its two sides, which are not
parallel, and twice the rectangle contained by the sides, which
»re parallel.

I
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PRoromTtoN XI n. Tbiorhi.

/i mmi triangUf tkt »^mr$ <m tkt nde tuhten^ing any uj
\ht, atvU anglu ^ Um than th*. tqvare^ on Uu tidu emlaining
that angle, by twice the redangU contadned tty eitkrr of these tidet
and the etra^^ht lint, interceoted hftvHmi the perprndieuhTt 'tt

/all u^jon it from the oppoeiU angle^ and thi acute an^
Wia 1. rm.t.

Let JBO be any a , having the z ABC acute.

From A drow AI) ± to BC or B(J produced.

Then mud gq oh AC be leu than the turn of tqq. on ABy
UCf by twice tkI. BC, BD.

For in Fig. 1 BC is divided into two parts in D,
and in Fig. 2 BD \& divided into two parts in C;

.'. in both cases

sum of sqq. on BC, l?i>»9um of twice rect. BC, BD and

8q. on CD. II, 7.

Add to each the sq. on DA, then

sum of sqq. on BC, BD, D-i-bam of twice rect. BC, BD
and sqq. on CD, DA :

.'. sum of sqq. on BC, ^JK-sura of tv.ico rect BC, BD and
»q. onJC; 1.47.

.'. 8f|. on J. is le^ than sura of sqq. on AB, BC by twice

rect. BC, BD.
The case, in which the perpendicular AD coincides with AC,

needj no proof. *^

Q. £!. D.

Kx. Prove that the sum of the squares on any two sides of

a triangle is equal to twice the sum of the squares on half the

baae and on the line joining the vertical angle with the middle
point of the ba^ie.
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Proposition XIV. Problem.

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given rectilinear

figure.

Let A be the given lectil. figure.

It is reqd. to describe a square that shall=A.

Describe the rectangularO BCBE^A. I. 46.

Then if BE^BD fheO BCDE is a square,

and what was reqd. is done.

But rSB be not=BD, produce BE to F, so that EF=ED.
Bisect BF in G ; and with centre O and distance OB^

describe the semicircle BHF.
Produce DE to H and join GH.

Then, '.• BF is divided equally in G and unequally in J^,

.'. rect. BE, EF together with sq. on GE
=sq, on GF II. 6.

=sq. on GH
=sum of sqq. on EH, GE. I. 47.

Take from each the square on GE.
Then rect. BE, EF=sq. on EH.

But rect. BE, EF^^BD, v EF=^ED

;

.'. sq. on JS?fl=JBD;

.*. sq. on EH=rect[\. figure A.
Q. B. 1'.
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Miscellaneous Exercises on Book 11.

n rectilinear 1. In a triangle, whose vertical angle is a rigni angle, a

straight line is drawn from the vertex perpendicular to the

base ; shew that the square on either of the^sides adjacent to

the right angle is equal to the rectangle contained by the

base and the segment of it adjacent to that side.

2. The squares on the diagonals of a parallelogram are to-

gether equal to the squares on the four sides.

3. If ABGD be any rectangie, and any point either

within or without the rectangle, shew that the sum of the

squares on 0-4, OC is equal to the sum of the squares on OB,

OD.

4. If either diagonal of a parallelogram be equal to one of

the sides about the' opposite angle of the figure, the square on

it shall be less than the square on the other diameter, by twice

the square on the other side about that opposite angle.

5. Produce a given straight line AB to C, so that the rect-

angle, contained ' v the sum and difference ofAB and J.C*,may

De equal to a given square.

6. Shew that the sum of the squares on the diagonals of any

quadrilateral is less than the sum of the squares on the four

sides, by four times the square on the line joining the middle

points of the diagonals.

7. If the snuare on the perpendicular from the vertex of a

triangle is equal to the rectangle, contained by the segments

of the base, the vertical angle is a right angle,

8. If two straight lines be given, shew how to produce one

of them so that the rectangle contained by it and the produced

part rnay be equal to the square on the other.

9. If a straight line be divided into three parts, the square

on the whole line is equal to the sum of the squares on the parts
A t1 ... - !il- i. !.- J.1- - i._-._l„ 1„; 3 \ U A ^r iU-

parts.
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10. In any quadriittteral the squares on the diagonals are
together equal to twice the sum of the squares on the straight
lines joihing the midrl'.o points of opposite sides.

U. If straight lines be drawn from each angle of a triangle
to bisect the opposite sides, four tijies the sum of the squares
on these lines is equal to three times the sum of the squares on
the sides of the triangle.

12. OD is drawn perpendicular to AB, a side of the triangle
ABC, m which AC-^AB, Shew that the square on CD is
equal to the square on J5D together vnth twice the rectanirle
ADy DB, *

13. The hypotenuse ^B of a right-angled triangle ABCh
trisected in the points D, E; prove that if CD, CE be joined,
the sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle CDE is
equal to two-thirds of the square on AB.

14. The square on the hypoten»vse of an isosceles right angled
triangle is fequal to four times the square on the perpendicular
from the right angle on the hypotenuse.

15. Divide a given straight line into two parts, so that
the rectangle contained bj them shall be equal to the square
described upon a straight line, which is less than half the live
divided.
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NoTB 6.—On ihn MMXWtmtni of Artas.

To measure a Magnitude, we fix upon nome magnitude of the
same kind to aenre aa a standard or unit; and then any
magnitude of that kind is measured by the number ot times it

contains this unit, and this number is called the Mkasurb of
the quantity.

Suppose, for instance, we wish to measure a straight line

AR We take another straight line EF for our standard,

if ]& d J> E~F

and then we say

liAB contain EF three times, the measure of AB is 3,
if four 4^
if « X.

Next suppose we wish to measure two straight lines AB^
CD by the same standard EF.

If AB contain EF m times
and CD n times,

where m and n stand for numbers, whole or fractional, we say
that AB and CD are ccmmeniurahle.

But it may happen that we may be able to find a standard
line EF^ such that it is contained an exact number of times in
AB

; and yet there is no number, whole or fractional, which
will express the number of times EF vl contained in CD.

In such a case, where no unit-lme can be found, such that it

is contained an exact number of times in each of two lines

ABf CD, these two lines are called incommemurahle.

In the processes of Geometry we constantly meet witfi

incommensurable magnitudes. Thus the side a^ 1 diagonal of
a square are incommensurables ; and so ar« the diameter and
circumference of a cir^l^.
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Next, suppose two lines AB, AC to be at right r.ngles ';o
each other and to be comriiensimible, :so that AU contains four
times u certain unit of linear measurement, whidi is conttuned
by A(J three times.

IJJA

C

T

17)

Divide AB, AC inio four and three equal parts respectively
and draw lines through the points of division parallel to AC,
^^respectively; then the rectangle ^CM is divided into anumber of equal squares, each constructed on a line equal to
tne unit of linear measurement.

If one of these squares be taken as the unit of area, thewmmre of rthe area of the rectangle yl CZ)J5 will be the number
ot these squares,

Now^this number will evidently be the .some as that obtained
by multiplying the measure of AB by the measure of AC

-

that IS, the measure of ^^ being 4 and the measure of ACS,
the n^easure of ACDB is 4 X 3 or 12. (Algebra, Art. 38.)And generally, if the. measures of two adjacent sides of a
rectangle, supposed to be commensurable, be a and b, then the
measure of the rectangle will be ab. (Algebra, Art. 39.)

It all lines were commensurable, then, whatever might be the
length of two adjacent sides of a rectangle, we might select the
umt of length, so that the measures of the two sides should be
whole numbers

;
and then we might apply the processes of

'^ebra to establish many Propositions in Geometry by simpler
methods than those adopted by Euclid.

Take, for example, the theorem in Book ii. Prop. iv.

If all lines were commensurable we might proceed thus —
Let the measure of AC be x,

- ofCB...y,
Then the measure of AB is x-^y.

Now (x + '>i)2^_^2 -

which proves the theorem^*-
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But, inasmuch as all lines are nof commensurable, i»e have
in Geometry to treat of magnitudei and not of nuamres:
that is, when we use the symbol A to represent a lira (ag

in 1. 22), A stands for the line itself and not, as in Algebra,
for the number of units of length contained by the line.

The method, adopted by Euclid in Book II. to explain the
relations between the rectangles contained by certain lines, is

more exact than any method founded upon Algebraical prin-
ciples can be ; berauae his method applies not merely to the
case in which the sides of a rectangle are commensurable, but
also to the case in which they are incommensurable.

The student is now in a position to understand the practical

application of the theory of Equivalence of Areas, of which
the foundation is the 35th Proposition of Book I. We shall

give a few examples of the use made of this theory in Men-
suration.

Area of a Parallelogram.

The area of a parallelogram ABCD is equal to the area
of the rectangle ABEF on the same base AB and between
the same parallels AB, FC,

Now BB is the altitude of the parallelogram ABCD if

ABhe taken as the base.

Hence area ofO -4£0D =rect. AB, BE.
If then the measure of the base be denoted b^ ft, t

and altitude h,

the measure of the area of theO will be denoted by hk
j.xiaw is, tvuuu i)Uu MclSc auu aiuiiiuuc ftio r0iuuieu{iura.'bi6,

measure of area= measure of base into measure of altitude.

ft. "1-
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h

Area of a Triangle.

If from one of the angular poiiits ^ of a triangle ABC, a
perpendicular AD be drawn to BC, Fig. 1, or to BC produced,
Fig. 3,

^«- ^ Pio. 2.

and if, in both cnaes, a pamllelograra ABCE be completed
of which AB, BC are adjacent sides,

area of a ABC-^ half of area ofO ^BCR
Now if the measure of BC be b,

and AD...h,
^measure of area ofO ABCE is hh

;

.'. measure of area of a ABC is ^.
2

Area of a Bhomhua.

Let ABCD be the given rhombus.

Draw the diagonals AC md BD, cutting one another in 0.

It is easy to prove that AC and BD bisect each other at
right angles.

Then if the measure of AC be a;,

and BD ...y,

measure of area of rhombus= twice measure of a ACD.

=twice ^

I' -2.
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Area of a Trwpmuin.

Let ABCD be the given trapezium, having the sides AB,
CD paraUel.

Draw J^ at right angles to CD.

Produce DC to F, making CF='AB.

Join AF, cutting BC in 0.

Then in ab AOB, COF,

V L BAO= L CFO, and z AOB^ l FOC, and AB=^CF\

.*. lCOF^^ aAOB. 1.26.

Hence trapezium ^5Ci)= A J.D2^.

Now suppose the measures of ABy CD, AB to be w. w, p
respectively

;

.'. measure of I>i''= TO +%, V C^i^=^J5.

Then metisure of area of trapezium

=4 (measure of DF X measure of AFi)

=^(m + w)Xl>. •

That is, the measuie of the area of a trapezium is foui t/
iiiuiupijr'iiig Hciil i/iiU xucUoUrc OI iiHc ouiuL ol Diic uaiitiiei elii^

by the measure of the perpendicular distance between the

parallel sides.
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Arta of an Irregular Polyg&n.

There are three methods of finding the area of an irregular
polygon, which ve phall here briefly notice.

I. The polygon may he divided into triangk«f and the
area of each of these triangles be found separately.

Thus the area of the irregular polygon ABODE is equal
to the sum pf the areas of the triangles ABE, EBD, DBG.

II. The polygon may he converted into a single triangle

of equal area.

If ABODE he a pentagon, we can convert it into an
«quivalent quadrilateral by the following process r

Join BD and draw OF parallel to BD, meeting ED pro-
duced in F, and join BF.
Then will quadrilateral ^5#J&=nentagon ABODE.
For aBDF=aBCD, on same' base BD and between

same parallels.

If, then, from the pentagon we remove lBOD., and add
lBDF to the remainder, we obtain a quadrilateral ABFE
equivalent to the pentagon A BODE.
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The quadrilateral may then, by a similar process, be con-
verted into an equivalent triangle, and thus a polyjjon of any
number of nuXf^n may be gradually converted into an equiva-
lent triangle.

The arf* of thia triangle may then be found.

III. The third method ii chieCy employed in practice by
^SunrAjfors

Let ABODEF7 be an irregular polygon.

Draw AE, the longest diagonal, and drop perpendiculars
on AE from the other angular points of the polygon.

The p'olygon is thus divided into figures which are either

right-angled triangles, rectangles, or trapeziums ; and the areas

ttf each of these figures may be readily calculated.

',i J "^ ^ i,-,„
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NoTi 7. On Projei^iom.

The projection oi a point B, on a straight line of unlimited
l*ngth AE, is the point M at the foot of the perpendiculai
dropped from B on AE.

The projection of a straight line BC, on a straight line of
unlimited length AE, is MN,—the part oi AE intercepted
between perpendiculars drawn from B and C.

When two lines, as AB and AE, form an angle, the pro^
jectioQ of AB on AE is AM.

We might employ the term projection with advantage to
shorten and make clearer the enunciations of Props, xii. and
XJii. ofBookll.

^

Thus the enunciation of Prop. xii. might be :—
" In oblique-angled triangles, the square on the side sub-

tendmg the obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the
sides containing that angle, by twice the rectangle contained
by one of these sides and the projection of the otLer on it."

I'ho enunciation of Prop. xiii. might be altered ia a simila*
manner.
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Nona OnLoeL

SupfvMe we have to determine the position of a point,

which ia equidistant from the extremities of a given straight

line BO.

There ia an infinite number of poin^d satisfying itiia con
dition, for the vertex of any isosceles triangle, described on
BO M its base, is equidistant from B and U

Let ABO be otu of the isosceles triangles dftscrfbed on

If BO be bisected in D, MN^ a perpendicular w BO
drawn through D, will pass through A,

It is easy to shew that any point in MN^ or MN produced
in either direction, is equidistant from B and 0.

It may abo be proved that no point out of MN is equi-

distant from B and 0.

The line MN is called the Locus of all the points, infinite

in number, wliich are equidistant from B and 0.

Def. In plane Geometry Locus is the name given to n
i:~._ _i. :~i..i. _j _ii _* »--^- sv-*_' '•_'*_ • •_uuc, s;.r;iii^Uu vi" vux°v«^<^, Hik v?i WilwoC ul/iuuo octDIotjr a s^^iZaiii

geometrical condition (or have a common property), to the

exclusion of nil o'lip- poi-;ts.
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Neti, iuppojMi w« haft to detemine the poiition of a point,

^I^tlZ^ni'^'" ''"^ '''''' ^^"^^- '' ^' ^^ ^^

Jl 7 •^'"ITp^,.''"'^ ^L "^t
^""^ ^^"^ '^" P'^''*'" equidistant

from .4 an4 B he m the Ime PA which biHeota AB «t ridit
angles.

Jl r •''J".m'^'*
^. we know that all points equidistant

from B and C he i. the line (;>A'. which bisects BO at riuht
angles. ^

Hence 0, the point of intersection of PD and 0^ ia the
only pomt equidistant from A, B and <\

PD is the Locus of points equidistant from A and B,

J^,-V": : BandG,'
and the Intersecti.m of these Loci determines the point
which IS equidistant from A, B and V.

'

Examples of Loci.

Find the loci of

(1) Points at a given distance frr ,c.. point.
(2) Points at a given distance from a given straight line. .

(3) The middle points of straight line3 drawn from a
k'lven point to a given straight line.

(4) Points equidistant from the arms of an angle.

(6) Points equidistant from a given circle.

(6) Foints equally distant from two straight lines which
intersect.
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in ih* •d^ium ^f
Now 9. Ontiu Mtthodt

Prvhlimt

In the lolutlon of acoinPtriciil R»or<M«<>ii, cjrtAin meihodi
nmy b« .j»plied with succeai to partiiMi . Ia«e3 of qoeitions.
We propoie to amke a few remarks uii theao methode, to i^y

M thoy Ai« tpplioftble to the firtt two booki of Euclid'i
ileuiente.

Thi MeOiod of Bynthmi.

In the Kxcrdsef, cttflched to the Prop<»8itions in thr pn*.
ceding pages, the constiuctii n of the diagran., necessary for the
•.ohition of each quoHiion, ha« usually beeu fully described, o.-

«uf!kiently uggeated.

The ntudent has in moit cases been required simply to
apply the georai'-rical fact, prcvcd in tHo Prni.Qgition preceding
the exercise, in o.ler tc arrive at the co. elusion demanded in
the -"iftstion.

This wny of proceediusr is called Synthesis (criJi^^ftriT- com-
position), btcauso in it we proceed by a regular chain of reiison-
inc from what is given to what is bought. This being the
method employed by Euclid throughout the Elements, we have
no need to exemplify it here.

TJie Method of Anelysit.

The solution of imny Pn.blems is rendered more easy by
mpposing the problem solved and the diagram constructed.
It 18 then often possible to observe relations between lines
angles ai i figures in the diagram, which are suggestive of the
steps by which the necessary construction might have been
effected.

This i& called the Metliod of Analysis (dvaXi^trtr-resolution^
It 18 a method of discovering truth by reasoning concerning
things unknown or propositions mmely supposed, as if the one
were given or the other were really true. The process can
best be explained bv the follnwiniT pviimr^ioa- - -- —_ _ .....,.,

Our first example of the Analytical process shall be the 31M
Propcaition of Euclid's First Book.
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Ex. 1. To draw a straight line through a given point parallel
to a given straight line. >

Let A be the given point, and BC be the given straight line.

Suppose the problem to be effected, ind EF to be the
Btraight line required.

Now we know that any straight lii.e AD drawn from A to
meet BC makes equal angles with EJ" and BG. (i. 29.)

This is a fact from which we can work backward, and arrive
at the steps necessary for the solution of the problem ; thus :

Take an^ point D in JBC, join AD, make i EAD^ l ADC
and produce EA to F: then EF must be parallel to BG.

Ex. 2. To inscnbe in a triangle a rhombus, having one of its
angles coincident with an angle of the triangle.

Let ABC be the given triangle.

Suppose the probleji to be effected, and DBFS to be tht
rhombus.

Then if EB be joined, i DBE= l FBE.
This is a fact from which we can work backward, and deduce

the necessary construction ; thus :

—"---' - -^-^'^ -J "*^ stxiiiga;/ iiUo jtM/, iileeiatig ^(J in jtJ.

Draw ED and EF parallel to BC and AB respectively.

Then DBFE is the rhombus required. (See Et. 4, p. 59.)
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Ex. 3. To determine the point in a given straight line, at

which straight lines, dravm from two given jmints, on the sam^
side of the given line, make equal angles with it.

Let CD be the given line, and A and B the given points.

Suppose the problem to be effected, and P to be the point

required.

We then reason thus :

If BF were produced to some point A,
L CPA\ being= z BPD, will be= z APO,

Again, if PA' be made equal to PA,
AA' will be bisected by CP at right angles.

This is a fact from which we can work backward, and find
the steps necessary for the solution of the problem ; thus :

From A draw ^0 ± to CD.

Produce ^0 to A', is iking OA'^OA.
Join BA', cutting 02) in P.

Then P is the point required.

Note 10. On Symmetry.

The problem, w*^ich we have just been considering, suggests
the following remarks

:

If two points, A and A', be so situated with respect to a
straight line CD, that CD bisects at right angles the straight
hne joming A and A', thenA and A' are said to be symmetrical
with regard to CD.

The importance of symmetrical relations, as suggestive of
methods for the solution of problems, cannot be fuUy shewn

-n
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to a learner, who is unacquainted with the properties of the
circle. The following example, however, wUl illustrate this
part of the subject sufficiently for our purpose at present

Find a point in a gi-m strainht line, such that the mm of its
distances from two fixed points ou the same si<le of the line is a
rmnimnm, that is, less than the sum of the distances of any other
point in the line fro n the fia^d points.

Taking the diagram of the last example, suppose CD to be
the given line, and A, B the given points.

Now if A and A' be symmetrical with respect to CD, wo
know that every point in CD is equally distant from A and A'
(See Note 8, p. i03.)

Hence the sum of the distances of any point in CD fiom J
and B is equal to the sum of the distances of that point from
A' and B.

But the sum of the distances of a point in CD from A' ^'d
£ is the least possible when it lies in the straight line joining
A' and B. ^

Hence the point P, determined as in the last exampU, is the
point required.

Norn Propositions ix., x., xi., xii. of Book I. give good
examples of symmetrical constructions.

Note 11. Undid:s Proof ofL 6,

The angles at the hose of an isosceles triangle are Mualto one
another

; and if the equal sides he produced, the angles upon the
other side of the hose shall he equal.

Let ABC he an isosceles a, having yx5= AC
Produce AB, AC to D and B.

Then must L ABC=> i ACS.

md L DBC'^ L ECB.
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In BD take any pt. F.

Fitom AE cut oflf AG=AF,
Join FO and GB.

1

1

rhen in LB AFC, AOB,

V FA=^OA, and JO=^B, and z i^^C'= z G«^B,

' FC=GB, and z ^i?'0= z ^G*£, and z J CF= z ^£G.

Again, •.• AF=AG,
of which the parts AB, iC are equal,

.*. remainder .6-^=remainder CG.

Then in AS BFG,CGB,

V BF=CG, and FC='GB, and z 5i?'0= z CG^B,

.". z ^50= z Gf(7J5, and z £(7i?'= z C^G^,

Now it has beon proved that z ^Ci^= z ^BG^,

of which the parts z ^CjP and z CBG are equal
;'

.-. remaining z ^0^= remaining z ^£(7.

Also it has been proved that z FBC= l GCB-,

1.4.

Ax. 3.

1.4.

Ax. 8.

that is. L DBC= L FOB.

Q. E. Db
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Note 12. EwXii% Proof of I. «.

If two angles of a triangle be equal to one mother, the
ttdet also, which subUnd the equal angles, shaU be equcd to
one another.

I. 4,

In nABOlet iACB=>iABa
Then mwA AB^AO.

For if not, AB is either greater or less than AC
Suppose AB to be greater than AG.

From AB cut off BD=rAC, aad join DG.
Thwnin AsDBC, JOB,

•/ DB'^AG, and BG is common, and i DBG^ lAGB
.. lDL '^lAGB',

that is, the less»the greatt ; which is absurd.

.'. AB is not greater than AG.
Similarly It may be shewn that AB is not less than AC,

,\ AB^-AG.
Q. E. D.

NoTB 13. Eudid!s Proof of I. 7.

XTpon the same lose and on the same side of it, there
cannot be two triangles that have their sides which are ter-

minated in one extremity of the base equal to one another,
and their sides which are termina*sd in the other extremity
of ui» base equal also.

If it be possible, on the same base A ^ and on the same
side of it, let there be two A s .4 GB, ADB, ji thatAG^AD

JUJ^.

Jioa GD.
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I. 4,

First, when the vertex of each of the as is owteide the

other A (Fig. 1.)

;

Pio 1. Pio. 2. .

1.5.

A.

.'. L ACD= L ADC.

But z ACD is greater than i BCD ;

.-. I ADC is greater than z BCD ;

much more is z BDC greater than z BCD.

Again, '.• BC=BD,
.-. z 5i)0- z BCD,

that is, z BDC is both equal to and greater than z BCD ;

ivhich is absurd.

Secondly, when the vertex D of one of the L a falls within

the other a (Fig. 2)

;

Produce ^0 and AD to E and F
Txien *.- AC'='AD.

.\ lECD^'iFDC. 1.6.

But z J70JD is greater than z jBCD ;

.-. z FDC is greater than z BCD ;

much more is z JSDO greater than z BCD.

Again, v BC=BD,
.-. z 5i)0= z BOD ;

that is, z UDO is both equal to and greater than z BCD
;

1 1

tDauIu.

when the vertex D of one of the as falls on a

;hat BC and BD cannot

1 • 1

mien

be equal

plai

.

<). E. D.
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Note 14. JEucMs Proof of I. 8.

If two trianglm have two sides of the one equal to two
sides of th other, each to each and have likewise their hoses

eqnal, the. angle which is contained by the two sides of the

one must he equal to the angle contained hy the two sides of
tfie other.

Let the sides of the ^a ABC, DBF be equal, each to each,
that is, ^£

=

DE, A (7=DF and BC=EF.

Then must i BAC= i EDF.

Apply the a ABC tc the a DBF.
so that pt. B is on pt. E, and BC on EF.

Then •.• BC^EF,
.'. C will coincide with F,

and BC will coincide with EF.

Then ^B and AO must coincide with DE and DF.

For if AB and AG have a different position, as GE, GF,
then upon the same base and u- on the same side of it there
can be two a s, which have their sides which are terminated in
one extremity of the base equal, and their sides which are ter-

minated in the other extremity of the base also equal ; which
is impossible.

j^ 7

.*. since base BG coincides with base EF,

aio iijttji, t^viii-^iUc Willi xjju, tiiia ji.Kj wiin ujj
;

,-. I BAG coincides with and is equal to z EDF.

Q. E. D.
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Note 15. Another Proof of I. 24.

In the AS ABC, DEF, let AB'^DE ami ^O-DJ*, and
let L BA C be greater than i KUF.

Tl H must BC be greater than EF.

(J w

Apply the A BEF to the A ABC
so that DE coincides with AB.

'/'hen ••• L EDF is less than l BAC,
DF will full between BA and AC,

- id i^ will fall on, or tt6ov<J, or below, BC.
I. If i'' fall on BC,

BF is less than BC
;

.'. EF is less than jBC.

II. If F fall aftorc BC,
BF, FA together are less than

BC, CA,

&xii[FA= CA;
.'. BF is less than BC

;

.-. EF is less than BC.

III. If F Ml below BC,

let AF cut BCin 0.

Then BO, OF together are greater than BF, I. 20.
and OC. AO AC; I. 20.

. . ^t, vix nr, ^u logeUier,

and AF=AC,
.'. BC IS greater than BF •

and .'. EF is less than BC. ^j. b. d.

s.
s
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Note 16. ii'itciid'* Proo/o/ J. 26.

1^ I'm triangles have two angles of the (me equal to tm angles
of the otheVf ea/:h to each, and one sid:', equal to one side,
viz., either the sides adjacent to the equal angles, or the sides
opposite to equal angles in each ; then shall the other tides be
equal, each to each ; and also the third angle of the one to tht
third angle of the other.

Let z HBC
ABC, DBF,
iACB== iDFB

ondif/i-st,

Let the sides adjacent to the equal i a in each h(^ equal,

that is, let BC='J^Jl

Then must ^J5«I>^,and AC^DFyOXiA lBAC^ i EDF.

For if AB be not^DE, one of them nmst be the greater.

Let AB be the greater, and make GB^DE, and join QC
Then in /^s GBC, DEF,

•/ OB==DE, and BC'^EF, and i GBC = / VEF,
.: iGCB^ ^BFE. '

1.4.

But iACB= I DFE by hypothesis

;

.\ I GGB=: I ACB

;

that is, the less= the greater, which is impossible.

.*. AB is not greater than DE.

In th/j same way it may be shewn that AB is not less than
DE;

.'. AB=DE.
I'hen in A 8 ABC. DBF.

AB=DE, and BC==EF, and z ABC= l DBF,
AC=BF, and z BAC=i EDF. I 4.
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Ntxi, let the sides which are opposite to equal angles in dach

triangle be equal, via., AB'-'DE.

Thert. must AOm.DF, and BC^EF, and l BAC - i EDF.

For if BG be noi^EF, let BC be the greater, and make

liH^EF, and join AH.

Thenia abABH,DEF,
AB^DE, and BH^EF, and i ABH^^ l DEF,

.'. L AHB^ L I)FE. 1.4.

But z -4CB = z DFE, by hypothesis,

.-. L AHB =- ^ ACB ;

that is, the exterior z of a AHC is equal to the interior and

opposite I ACB, which is impossible.

.*. BC is not greater than EF.

In the same way it may be shewn that BC is not less than

EF;
.: BC=EF.

Then in £^s ABC, DEF,

V AB^DE, and BC=EF, and z J7i(7= z i)J?2^;

.-. AC-^DF, and z JB^(?== z ^DJ*. I. 4

Q. E. U.
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, Mitcdlaneout Exercuet on Booh I. and II.

1. AB and CD are equal stnutfht lines, bisecting one ftnother
at right angles. Shew that ACBD is a square.

2. From a point in the side of a parallelogram .raw a lln«
dividing the i»uralleIogram into two equal parts,

3 In the triangle FDC, if FCD be a right an^lo, and angle
J^/J6 be double of angle CFD, shew that FI) is double
of DC.

4. U ABC he an f.,;;i!ateral triangle, and AD, BE be per-
pcndiculars to the opposite sides intersecnng in F ; shew that
the square on AB is equal to three times the square on AF,

6. Describe a rhombus, which shall be equal to a given
triangle, and have each of its sides equal to one side of the
triangle. |

6. From «. given point, outside a given straight line, draw
a line making with the given line an angle equal to a aiven
rectihneal angle.

7. If two straight lines be drawn from two given points to
meet in a given straight line, shew that the sum of these lines
18 the lea,^t possible, when they make equal angles with the
given line.

8. ABCDhB. parallelogram, whose diagonals AC, BD in-
tersect m

; shew that if the parallelograms AOBP, DOCQ
be completed, the straight Une joining P and Q passes through

ft. ABCD, EBCF&re two parallelograms on the same baseBt and so situated that CF passes through A. Join DF
and produce it to meet BE produced in K

; join FB and
prove that the triangle FAB equals the triangle FEE. '

10. The alternate sides of a polygon are produced t^ meet

;

shew that all the angles at their points of intersection together
with four righ^ ' ugles are equal to all the interior angles of
the polygon. s " "*

ii. Shew that tue perimeter of a rectangle is always greater
tnan that of the square equal to the rectangle.
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12. Shew that the opposite sides of an equUuiimkr henurc^
are paraUel, though they be not equal.

13 If two equftl stral^jht lines intersect each other an where
at right angles shew that the area of the quadrilateral formed
by joining their extremities is invariable, and equal to one-half
the square on eitaer line.

14. Two triangles ACB, ADB are constructed on the same

Au^misUf then CjJ is perpendicular to ^B.

fini^: ^^?r^^
hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle ADC:

find a point X> m AB, such that DB may be equal to the per-
pendicular from i> on ^a ^

16 Find the locus of the rertices of triangle, of equal areaon ihe same baae, and on ( .;o snnio HJdo of it.

17. Shew that the pt^nmeter of an isosceles triangle ia lets
than that of any triangle of equal area on the same base.

18 If each of the equal angles of an isosceles triangle be
equal to one-fourth the vertical angle, and from one of them a
pei-pendicular be drawn to the base, meeting the opposite side
produced, then will the part produced, the perpendicular, and
the remaining suJe, form an equilateral triangle.

19. If a straight line terminated by the sides of a triangle
be bisected, shew that no other line terminated by the same
two sides can be bisected in the same point.

20^ Shew how to bisect a given quadrilateral by a straight
line drawn from one of its nnfdes

e'ict T^""
"' ''"^' ' "' ""' '"" ^""'^ "^ » *"""'"». -'"

whose ba,e shall be in the line AB, such that its altitudrZ

tdrniral.'
^'"" '"' '"' "- »"' '^-' ^ »^« "^ "•«

23. If from any point in tho base of an ijo^celes triancrle'
perpendicular be drawn to the sides, their sum w be 2^
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w

U. If ABOh^m triangle, in wliich li » right angb, and
DS U dnwn from a point D in ^(7 at right anjflea to AB^
prova that tha raotanglea AB, AE and -4C; ^i> wa equal

2ft. A line ia drawn biawstlng pamUelogram ABCD, and
meeting AD, BOin B uid Fi ahew thai the thanglea MBF,
CKD are equal.

9e. Upon the hypotenuae P(7 and the lidea OA^ AB of a
right-angled triangle ABC, squarea BDEO, AF and ^0 are
deacribed

:
ahew that the aquarea on l)Q and EF are together

equal to fire timea the iquare on BO,
27. If from the yertioal angle of a triangle three atnlght

Imea be drawn, one biaecting the angle, the Moond biaecting
the baae, and the third perpendicular to the baae, ahew that
the arau Ilea, both la poaition and magnitude, between the
other two.

88. If lABOU a trUngle, whoae angle ^ ia a right angle,
and BB, CF be drawn bisecting the opposite sidea reEpeotively,
•hew that four times the aum of the squarea on BE and CF ia
equal to five times the square on BC,

29. Let ACB, ADB be two right-angled trianglea having
a common hypotenuse AB. Join CD and on CD produced
both ways draw perpendicuUrs AE, BF. Shew that the sum
of the squares on 0£ and CF ia equal to the sum of the squaroa
onDJSandDF. ^

m In the base W oi a triingle take any point D: bisect
AD, DO, AB, BO at the pointe E, F, H respectively.
Shew that EO is equal and parallel to FH.

31. If AD be drawn from the vertex of an isosceles triangle
J 5(7 to a point D iu the base, shew tha^ the rectangle BD, DC
\B equal to the difference between the squares on ^B and AD.

32. If in the sides of a square four points bt taken at equal
distances from the four angular points taken in order, the
figure contained by the straight lines, which jom them, shall
also be a square.

33. If the sides of an equilateral :ind equiangular pentagon
•t vv in^wt, siic-.v tiiac tuo oUui vi liic angles at the

meeting is equal to two right angles.

Ka in'Pr\/i|i-ipp.

.

point
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»4. Deacribe % %f\\intt (hut Rhall be eqitftl to thi dUTerenot
»»«twceii two given and uneqitnl Kiuares.

3ft. ABCD, AEVFure wo p«mllelogniin«, KA, AD being
in a MtniiKht line. Let i'C/, drawn pftrall.l to AC, meet BA
produced in (?. Then the triangie AliE t.qual« the frianaU
ADO, *

36. From A C, the diiigonal of a iquare A BCD, cut off AS
<qual to one.foi'Hh of AC, and join //^', DE. Khew that the
figure BA DE i» etjual to twice the iijuare on ilii'.

37. If ABC be a triangle, with the anglei at B and C each
•loubla of the angle at A, prove that the Kpiare on AB ia

iHiual to the square on BO together with tiie rectangle AB
no,

38. If two iidet of a quadrilateral be parallel, the triangle
onteined by either of the other «idt?8 and the two straight

lines drawn from its extremities to the middle point of the
opposite side is half the quadrilateral.

39. Describe a parallelogram equal to and equiangular with
a given parallelogram, and having a given altitude.

40. If the sides of a triangle taken in order be produced to
twice their ori-inal lengths, and the outer extremities he
joined, the triangle so formed wuJ >>e geven times the oriciual
triangle.

41. If one of the acute angles of a right-angled isosceles
triangle be bisected, the opposite side will be divided by the
bisecting line into two parts, such that the square on one wiU
be doable of the squ. re on the other.

42. ABC i% a triangle, right-angled at B, and BD is drawn
perpendicular to the base, and is produced to E until ECB is

a right angle
;
prove that the sq. .~^ on BC is equal to the sum

of the rectanj^les AD, DC and BD, DE.

43. Shew that the sum of the squares on two unequal lines is*

greater than twice the rectangle contained by the lines.

44. From a given isosceles triangle cut off a trapezium,
having the baae of the triangle for one of its pai-aJlel sides*

and having the other thre^ sides equal
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45. If any number of pural lologratns be constructed hafing
their sides of given length, shew that the sum of the squarps
on th6 diagonals of each will be the same. '

46. ABCD is a right-angled parallelogram, and AB is double
"f BG\ on AB an equilateral triangle is constructed: shew
that its area will bt less tl n that of the parallelogram.

47. A point is taken within a triangle ABG, such that the
angles BOC, COA, AOB are equal

; prove that the squares on
BC, CA, AB are together equal to the rectangles contained bv
OB, OC; OG, OA

;
OJ, OB; and twice the sum of the

squares on OA, OB, 00.

. 48. If the sides of an equilateral and equiangular hexagon
be produced to meet, the angles formed by these lines are
together equal to four right angles.

49. ABC is a triangle right-angled at A ; in the hyi)ote-
nuse two points D, E are -taken such that BD=BA and
CE=CA

;
shew that the square on DE is equal to twice tie

rectangle contained by BE, CD.

60. Given one side of a, rectangle which is equal in area to a
given square, find \hh (»»!. ;,](>.

51. J /.', .1 C are tli two eqnal sides of an isosceles trianglfl
;

from B, BJ) is drawn perpendicular to AC, meeting it in I)|
sne>v that the square on BV is greater than the square on CP
by twice the rectangle AD, CD,

^



BOOK III.

Postulate.

A POINT is A^ithin, or without, a cin.lf, According as its

distance from the centre is less, or grei>/.er than, the radius ot

the circle.
'~

Def. L a straight line, as PQ, drawn so as to cut a circle

ABCDf is called a Secant.

-^^

That such a line can only meet the circumference iix two
points may be shewn thus :

Some point within the circle is the centre ; let this be 0.
Join OA. Then (Ex. 1, i. 16) we can draw one, anct only one,
straight line from 0, to meet the straight lin© PQ, such that
it shall be equal to OA. Let this line be 00. 'iVen A and
G are the only points in PQ, which, are on i\ij ciroumLi'ence
of the circle.

6. E. II.
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Def. II. The portion AC of the recant P^, intercepted by
the circle, is called a Chord.

Def. III. The two portions, into which a chord divides
the circumference, as ABC and ABQ, are caUed Arcs.

Det. IV. The two figures into which a chord divides the circle,
as ABO end ADC, that is, the figures, of which the hour
danes are respectively the arc JJ5(7 and the chord AG, and
the arc ABC and the chord AC, are called Segments of the
circle.

DBF. V. The figure AOCB, whose boundaries are two rac'ii

and the arc intercepted by them, is called a Sector.

Def. VI. 4. circle is nid to be described about a rectilinear
figure, when the circumference passes through each of the
angular points of the figure.

And the figure is said to be inscribed in the cir^Ifk
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Proposition I. Theorem.

Ths line, which bisects a chord of a circle cU right angUt,
mwt contain the centre.

Let ABC be the given ©.

Let the st. line CE bisect the chord AB at rt. . ngles in i>.

TTien the centre of the © must lie in CE,

For if not, let 0, a pt. out of CE, be the centre ;

and join OA, OD, OB.

Then, in A s ODA, ODB,

V AD = BD, and DO is common, and OA = OB',

.-. iODA = iODBi Lc.

and .-. I ODB is a right l. I. Def. 9

But I CDB is ; right z , by construction

;

.'. z ODB = z CDB, which is impossible

;

.*. is not the centre. »

Thus )t may be shewn that no point, out of CE, can be tha

centre, and .*. the centre must lie in CE.

CoR. If the chord CE be bisected in F, then F is the cmtn
of the circle.

i 1
''

1
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Proposition II. Theorem. ^ •

// any two pointn he talen in the circumfer:nce of a circk,
tht straight line, which joins them, mist fall within tC
circle.

Let ^^and B be any two pts. in the Oce of the ® ABC.

* Then must the st. line AB fall within the 0,

Take any pt. D in the line AB.

Find the centre of the ®

.

III. 1, Cor.

Joixx OA, OD, OB.

Then •.• z OAB = z OBA, I, a.

and z ODB is greater than i OAB, I. 16*.

/. z ODB is greater than z OBA ;

and .'. OB is greater than OD. I. 19.

.-. the distance of D from is less than the radius of the ®

,

and /. D lies within the ®. Post.

Axi^ the same may be shewn of any other pt. in AB.
.'. AB lies entirely within the 0.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition HI. Theorem.

If a straight line, drawn through the centre of a cvrde, bisect

a chord of the circle, which does not paso through the centre, it

must cut it at right angles ; and converselyi if it cut it aJt right

angleSf it must bisect it.

In the © ABC, let the chord AB, which does not pass

khrough the centre 0, be bisected in E by the diameter CD,

Then must CD be ± to A3.

Join OA, OB.
Then in abAEO,BEO,

'. AE=BE, and EO is common, and OA» OB,

For

.-. L OEA= I OEB.
Hence OE is ± to AB,

that is, CD is x to AB.

Next let CD be ± to AB.

Then must CD bisect AB.

.' OA^OB, and OE is common,
in the right-angled A s AEOy BEG,

'. AE^BE,
that is, CD bisects AB.

I.C.

I, Pef. 9.

I. E. Cor. p. 43.

Q. £. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that, if CD does not cut AB at right angles,

it cannot bisect it.

Ex. 2. A line, which bisects two parallel chords in a circle,

is also perpendicular to them.

Ex. 3. Through a given point within a circle, which is not

the centre, draw a chord which shall be bisected in that point.
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

// in a ciTck two chords, which do not both pass through the
centn, $ut one another, they do not bisect each othi^.

I- ft

Let the^chords AB, CD, which do not both pass through thecentre, cut one another, in the pt. E, in the © ACBD.

Then AB, CD do not bisect each other.

y.^L^A^^^^^^^'^^ *^'^"^*^ *^^ ««°*^e, it is plainly notbisected by the other, which does not pass through Ihe centre

S GE^ED
i find the centre 0, and join OE,

Then •/ OE, passing through the centre, bisects AB,
.'. L OEA is a rt. z . jjj 3And •/ OE, passing through the centre, bisects CD,

\ '

•*• ^ OEC is a rt. z
; jjj 3

.-. z OEA=. z OEC, which is impossible
;

.'. AB, CD do not bisect each other. q. e. d.

Ex. 1, Shew that the locus of the points of bisection of .llparallel chords of a circle is a straight line.
'

Ex. 2. Shew that no parallelogram, excent thosA «!,,•«», ...
rectaiiguiar, can be inscribed in a" circle. '

'"^^ ^"^
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Proposition V. Theorem.

If two circles cut one another, they cannot ha/ve the $ame centre.

I. Def. 13.

I. Def. 13.

If it be possible, let be the common centre of the ®s
ABC, ADC, which cut one another in the pts. A and C.

Join OA, and draw OEF meeting the ©s in 1? and F,

Then •.• is the centre of © ABC,

.'. OE=OA
;

• and ••• O is the centre of © ADC,

.'.OF^OA;

.'. OE~OF, which is impossible
;

.'. is not the common centre.

Q. B. D.

Ex. If two circles cut one anotherj shew that a line drawn
through a point of intersection, terminated by the circumfer-

ences and parallel to the line joinvng the centres, is double of

the line joining the centres.

NoTB. Circles which have the samt centre are called Con»

centric. *
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NoTB 1. On the Contact of (HreUs.

Def. VII, OircleB are said to touch each other, which meet

but do not cut each other.

One circle is said to touch another internally, when one
point of the circumference of the former lies on, and no point
without, the circumference of the other.

Hence for internal contact one circle must be smaller than
the other.

Two circles are said to touch externally, when one point of
the circumference of the one lies on, and no point within the
circumference of the other.

N.B. No restriction is placed by these definitions on the
number q^ points of contact, and it is not till we reach Prop.

XIII. that we prove that there can be hut one point of coniact
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Proposition VI. Theorem.

// mu circle touch anotiier irUernallyf they cannot havt the

same centre.

Let © ADE touch © ABC intonially,

and let ^ be a point of contact

Then some point E in the ^ce ADE lies mihin © ABC.

Def. 7.

If it be possible, let be the common centre of the two ® s.

Join OA, and draw OEG, meeting the Oces in JS? and C.

Then •.• is the the centre of © ABC,

.'.OA^^OC; I. Def. 13.

and *.• is the centre of © ADE,

.'.OA^OE. I. Def. 13.

Hence OE=OG, which is impossible ,

,'. is not the common centre of the two ©s.

(^ E« P*
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Proposition VII. Theorem.

If fnm any point mthin a circle, which m not the centre
Btratght hues be drami to the circumference, the greatest of these
Imea u that which passes through the centre.

Let lABC be a ©, of which is tho centre.

• *!r ^1^7 P*- "^^^^'^ *^^ ®' *^'**^ *ht, 6t. line PA, pass-mg through O and meeting the Oce in ^.

Then must PA be greater than any other st. line,
drawn from P to the Oce.

For let P£ be any other st. line, drawn from P to meet theOce m B, and join BO.

Then •.• AO=BO,
.'. ^P=sum ofBO and OP.

But the sum of BO and OP is greater than BP, J. 20.

and .-. AP is greater than BP.
q^ ^ ^

n^f' \l\i^ -^1 P'*'^'''^ *° "^^'^ *^^ circumference inD, shew that PD m less than any other straight line that can
be drawn from P to the circumference.

fromVio^^!""
*^'^ ^^ continually decreases, aa B passes

Ex. 3. Shew that two straight lines, but not three, that shall
be equal, can be drawn from P to the circumference.
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Proposition VIII. Theorbm.

// from any point unthout a circu straight line* he drawn to

the circumference, the leant of these limn is that which, when pro-

duced, pcuaea thrmgh the centre, and the greaUtt is ^uU which

passes through (he centre.

Let ABC be a (?) , of which la the centre.

From P any pt. outsia: the ©, draw the st. line PAOO,
meeting the Oce in -4 and C.

Then must PA he less, and PC greater, than any other si ^n^
drmonfrom P to ih.s Oce.

For let PB be any other st. line drawn from P to meet the

Oce in B, and join BO.
Then •,• sum of PB and BO is greater than OP, 1. 20.

.'. sum of PB and BO is greater than sum of AP and uiO.

But BO^AO
;

.'. PB is greater than AP.
Again •/ PB is less than the sun olPO, OB,

.'. PB is less than the sum of PO, OC

;

.'. PB is less thin PC.

Ex. 1. Shew that PB continuuUy increases as B passes

from -4 to C
Ex. 2. Shew that from P two straight lines, but not three,

that shall be equal, can be drawn to the circumference.

Note. From Props, vii. and viii. we deduce the follov^ing

Corollary, which vre shall use in the prf if of Props, xi. and jeiii.

Cor. If c point he taken, within or xdthout a circle, ty*" all

straight lines drawn from it to the circumference, the greatest is

thai which meets the circumference after passing through the centre'

L 20.

Q. E. D.
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PKOPOfllTtON IX ThIOBXM.

If a point he taktn uritkin acircU, from which then fall mon
than two equal ttraight linu to ths c^rmmftrtnctt that point m
the antre of tht circle.

Let be a pt. in the © ABC from which more than two st

lines OAf OB, OC^ drawn to the Oce, are equal.

Then tnmt be the centre of the (t).

Join AB, BC, and draw OD, OE ± to AB, BG.

Then •/ OA^OB, and OD is common,

in the right-angled As AOD, BOD,

.'. AD=:DB
;

.'. the centre of the © is in DO.

Similarl)' it may be shown that

the centre of the © is jffO

;

.*. is the centre of the ©.

I. E. Cor. p. 4.3.

III. 1.
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PROPOftlTTOH X. THIOtXM.

Two eircUi cannot havt mtire than two yainti wmmon to

both, wUh<nU caintiding entirely.

If it be posrible, let ABC and ADE be two ©8 which hare

more than two pt«. in common, as Aj B, C.

Join AB, BC.

Then •.' ABib a chord of euch circle,

,% the centre of each circle lies in the strrlght line, which

bisects AB at right angles
;

III. 1.

and •.' BC is a chord of each circle,

.'. the centre of eacn circle lies in the straight line, which

bisects BC at right angles. III. 1.

.'. the centre of each circle is the point, in which the two

straight lines, which bisect AB and BC at right angles, meet.

.*. the ©8 ABC, ADE have a common centre, which is

iirpossible
;

III. B and 6.

.*. two © 8 cannot have more than two pts. common to both.

Q. £. D.

Note, We here insert two Pronositions, Eucl. iii. 25 and

IV. 5, t7hich are closely connected with Theorems i. and x. of

this book. The learner should compare with this portion of

the subject the note on Loci, p. 103.
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Proposition A. Problem. (EucI. hi. 25.)

^

An a/rc of a circle being given, to complete the circle of which
it 18 a part.

\ Let ABC be the giTen arc.

It w required to complete the ® of which ABC is apwrt

Take B, any r n arc ABC, aad join AB, BC.

From D and ii, the middle pts. ofAB and BC,

draw DO, EO, ± s to Jifi, BC, meeting in O.

Then •.• AB is to be a chord of the ®,

.*. centre of the ® lies in DO

;

III. l.

and •.• BC is to be a chord of the ®

,

.'. centre of the ® lies in EO. III. i.

Hence is the centre of the ® of which ABC is an arc,
and if a ® be described, with centre and radius OA, this
will be the ® required.

Q. E. F.
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Proposition B. Problem. (Eucl. iv. 5.)

To describe a circle about a given tri/mgU.

Let ABC be the given A

.

It is required to describe a © about the A

.

From D and E, the middle pts. of AB and AC, draw DO,
EO, J. 8 to AB, AC, and let them meet in 0. ,

Then *.• AB is to be a chord of the ©,

.*. centre of the © lies in DO. III. l.

And '.'AC is to be a chord of the ®,

.-. centre of the © lies in EO. III. 1.

Hence is the centre of the © which can be described
about the A , and if a © be described with centre and radius
OA, this will be the © required.

Kx. Tf Ti yi f1 Ina a rirrlif othtIq oVirtTir *V.o4. /l

with the middle point of BC.

Q. E. F.

mil uuxuuxuu
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Proposition XL Theorem. ^

If one, circle touch another internally at any point, the
centre of the interior circle must lie in that radius of tht
other wrcle which passes through thai point of contact.

Let the © ADE touch the © ABC intemaUy, and let A be
a pt. of contact.

Find the centre of © ABCj and join OA.

Then must the centre of © ADE ^'e in the radius OA.

For if not, let P be the centre of © ADE,
Join OP, and produce it to meet the Oces in D and B.
Then •.• P is the centre of © ADE, and from are drawn

to the Cce of ADE the st. lines OA, OD, of which OD passes
through P,

.-. OD is greater than OA. III. 8, Cor.

ButO^= OP;
'

.'. OD is greater than OP,
which is impossible.

.*. the centre of © ADE is not out of the radius OA.
.'. it lies in OA.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition XII. Theorem.

Ij two circles totich one another externally at any point, the

straight line joiniyig the centre of one with that point of contact

must when produced pass through the centre of the oth&r.

Let © ABC touc^ © ADE externally at the pt. A.

Let be the centre of © ABC.

Join OA, and prodace-it to E.

Then must the centre of ® ADE lie in AE.

For if not, let P be the centre of © ABE.
Join OP meeting the © s in £, i> ; and join AF,

ThmvOB^OA,
mdPD=AP,

.*. OB and PD together=0J. and AP together

;

.'. OP is not less than OA and AP together.

But OP is less than OA and AP together, I. 20.

which is impossible

;

.*. the centre of © ADE cannot lie out of AE. ,

Q. B. D.

Ex. Three circles touch one another extemaiiy, whose

centres are J., J5, C. Shew that the difference between AB
and J.0 is half as great as the difference between the diameters

of the circles, whose centres are B and Q.
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Proposition Xiri. Thkorem.

Ont drcU cannot touch another at vnore points than one,
whether it towh it internally or externnily,

Firit l«t the (?) JDE touch the © A BC internally at pt. A:

Then tlma emn in w# other point of contact.

Take the centre of © ABO
Then P, the centre of © ADE, lies in OA. HI. 11.

Take any pt. E in the Qce of the © ADE, and join OE.

Then '.• from 0, a pt. within or without the © ADE, two
lines OA, OE are drawn to the Qce, of which OA passes

through the centre P,

/. OA is greater than OE, m. 8 Cor.

and .'. ^ is a point within the © ABC. post.

Similarly it may be shewn that every pt. of the Qce of the

--J --Avcpsj .a, iiuo iM?ic/j,i/i tne © A.J5V
;

.'. -4 is the only point at which the ® s m«et.
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Next, let the ©s ABG^ ADE touch externally at the pt. A,

'Chen there can be no other point of conta4:t.

Take the centre of the ® ABC.
Then F, the centre of the © ALE, lies in OA produced.

III. 12.

Take any pt. D in the Qce of the © ADE, and join OD.
Then '.• from 0, a pt. without the © ADE, two lines OA,

OD are drawn to the Qce, of which OA when produced passes
through the centre P,

.\ OD is greater than OA
; . HI. 8.

.*. D is a poin* without the © ABC. Post.

Similarly, it may be shewn that every pt. of the Qca of

ADE, except J, lies without the © ABC •

.'. ^ is the only point at which tiie ©s meet.

j

Q. B. D.

Def. VIII. The DJSTANCB of a chord, from the centre i&

measured by the length of the perpendicular drawn fronj. the

centre to the chord.
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Proposition XIV. Theorkm.

Equal chords in a circle are equally distant frcm the centre

;

and conversely, those which are equally distant frm^ the cmtre,
cure equal to one anothe •,

Let the, chords AB, CD in the © ABDC be equal.

Then must AB and CD he equally distant frrm the centre 0,

Draw OP and OQ i. to AB and CD ; and join AO, CO.
Then P and Q are the middle pts. of AB and CD : III. 3.

&ndv AB=CD,,:AP=CQ.
Then-.' AP=CQ,mdAO=CO,

in the right-angicd ^b AOP, COQ,
•'OP^^OQ',

I. B. Cor. p. 43.

and .-. AB and CD are equally distant from 0. Def. 8.

Next, let AB and CD be equally distant from 0.

Then must AB= CD.

For •.' OP=^OQ, and AO=^CO,
in the right-angled A& ^OP, COQ,

.'.AP^CQ,

md .'. AB^CD.
I. E. Cor-

ic 111 irtAn/va

Q. E. D,

»1 JEx. In a circle, whose diamftt^r

drawn, which is 8 inches long. If another chord be drawn, at
a distance of 3 inches from the centre, shew whether it is equal
or not to the former.
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

The, diameter is the greatest chord in a circle, and of all othert

that which ia nearer to the centre is always greater than one

more remote ; and the greater is nearer to the centre than the

lets.

Let AB be a diameter of the © ABDC, whose centre is 0,

and let CD be an;^ other chord, not a diameter, in the ©

,

nearer to the centre than the chord EF.

Then must AB be greater than CD, and CD greater than EF.

Draw OP, OQ ± to CD and EF ; and join OC, OD, OE.

Then -.- AO=^CO, and 0B= OD, I. Def. 13.

.-. AB^mra of CO and OD,

and .
•. AB is greater than CD. I. 20.

Again, •. * CD is nearer to the centre than ^J**,

.'. OP is less than OQ. Def. 8.

Now •.• sq. on 00= sq. on OE,

,\ sum of sqq. on OF, P0=8um of sqq on OQ, QE. I. 47.

But sq. on OP is less than sq. on OQ ;

. *. sq. on PC is greater than sq. on QE

;

.•. tC is greater than QE

;

»

and .*. CD is greater than EF.

Next, let CD be greater than EF.

Then must CD he nea/rer to the centre than EF,

For •.' CD is greater than EF,

,'. PC is greater than QE.
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Now the sum of gqq. on OP, PC=.8um of sqq. on OQ, QE.
But sq. on PC is fjreater than sq. on QE

;

.'. sq. oil OP is less than sq. on OQ
;

.-. OP is less than OQ
;

and /. CD is nearer to the centre than EF.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Draw a chord of given length in a given circle, which
shall be bisected by a given chord.

Ex. 2. If two isosceles triangles be of equa' altitude, and
the sides of one be equal to the sides of the other, shew that
their bases must be equal.

Ex. 3. Any two chords of a circle, which cut a diameter in
the same point and at equal angles, are equal to one another.

Def. IX. A straight line is said to he a Tangent to, or t(f

touch, a circle, when it meets and, being produced, does not cut

the circle.

From this definition it follows that the tangent meets the
circle in one point only, for if it met the circle in two points
it would cut the circle, since the line joining two points in the
circumference is, being produced, a secant. (III. 2.)

Def. X. If from any point in a circle a line be drawn at

right angles to the tangent at that point, the line is called a

^
Normal to the circle at that point.

Def. XI. A rectilinear figure is said to be described about a

circle, when each side of the figure touches the circle.

And the curcle is said to be inscribed in the figure.
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Proposition XVI. Theorem.

Tht straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter of a
circle, from the extrendtij of it, is a tangent to the circle.

Let ABC be a ®, of which the centre is 0, and the diameter
JOB.

Through B draw DE at right angles to AOB. I. 1 1.

Then must DE he a tangent to the ®

.

Take any point P in DE, and join OP.

Then, •. • i OBP is a right angle,

.*. I OPB is less than a right angle, I. 17.

and .-. OP is greater than OB. I. 19.

Hence P is a point without the ® ABC. Post.

In the same way it may be shewn that every point in DE,
or DE produced in either direction, except the point B, lie*

without the ®

;

.*. DE m a tansrent to the (»)

.

T)af Q

Q. E. D.
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Proposition XVII. Problik.

To draw a it^aight line from a given poini^ either wmioUT
or ON t^ circwnference^ which shall touch a given circle.

k

Then

and

' Lot ^ be the given pt., without the © BCD.
Take the centre of © BCD, and join OA.

Bisect OA in E, and with centre E and radius EO describe
© ABOD, c'«tting the given © in ^ and D.

Join AB, AD. These are tangents to the © BCD.
Join BO, BE.

OE=^BE, .'. L OBE'^' I BOB
; I. a.

z ^J5?5- twice I OBE
; I. 32.

AE^^BE, .'. L ABE=^ i BAE
; I. a.

.-. I OEB ^i\,ice l ABE
; I. 32.

.*. sum ofzs AEB, OEB^Wxq.^ sum of/s OBE, ABE,
that is, two right angles =« twice z OBA

;

.'. z OBA is a right angle,

and .-. AB is a tangent to the © BCD. LU. 16.
Similarly it may be shewn that ^D is a tangent to © BCD.
Next, let the given pt. be on the Qce of the ®,mB.

Then, if BA be drawn x to the radius OB,
BA is a tangent to the © at B. m. le,

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that the two tangents, drawn from a point with-
out the circumference to a circle, are eaiial

Ex. 2. If a quadrilateral ABCD be described about a circle,

shew that the sum of AB and CD is equal to the sum of AD
andJSa
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Proposition XVIII. TnioRiai.

If a ttraight line trmeh a tircUy th$ »traight lint Arawn from
the cfntrt to the point of cofitact tniut 6« perpendicular to the

line touching the cirde.

I^t the St. line DE touch the © ABO in the pt C
Find the centre, and join 00.

Then must 00 he i. to DE.

For if it be not, draw OBFi. to DE, meeting the Oce in B.

Then •.• i OFO is a rt. angle,

.-. z OOF is less than a rt. angle, I. 17.

and .-. 0(7 is greater than OF. I. 19.

But 0C= OB,

.'. OB is greater than OF, which is irapoasible
;

.*. OF is not ± to DE, and in the same way it may be
shewn that no other line drawn from 0, but 00, is x to DE

;

.-. 00 is ± to DE.

Q. E. D.

Ex. ii two straight lines intersect, the centres of all circles

touched by both lines lie in two lines at right angles to each

NoTK. Prop, xviii. might be stated thus :—All radii of a
circle are normals to the circle at the points where ihey meet the

circumference.

'\t
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PROPOSITIOJC XIX. Tnk^)HEl|.

// a »irmqhi Urn touch a circle, andfrmn the point of cmy.
tact a itraight line he dramn at right angles to thi touching lins,
the centre of the circle must be in thcU line.

Let the 8t. line DE touch the © ABC at the pt. C, and
from C let CA be drawn x to DE,

Then mmt the ctntre oj the ® he in CA.

For if nof, let F be the centre, and join FC.
Then / DCE touches the ©, and FC is drawn from centre

to pt. of contact,

.'. I FCE is a rt. angle. III. 18.

But ^^C^ is art. angle.

.'. I FCE = L ACE, which is impossible.

In the same way it may be shewn that no pt. out of CA
can be the centre of the © ;

.'. the centre of the © lies in CA.

Q. £. D.

Ex. Two concentric circles being described, if a chord of
the greater touch the less, the parts of the chord, intercepted
between tho twn rircloa a„r. «r.„„i

Note. Prop. xix. mighc be stated *hu8 -.—Every normal to
a circle passes through the centre.
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'hiopoiiTioif XX. Thiorem.

Tht angh at tht e$ntn pf a eircU it doubU of the antjU at thi

cireum/erencs, tttbtmdid by the tame ore.

Let ABC be a ©, the centre,

BO any arc, A any pt. in the Oce.

Then must i BOC- ttoiee i BAC.

Firat, suppcM to be in one of the lines contftxninff the
I EAO. ^ *

Then •/ OA - 00,

.\ /. OCA ^ I OAG

;

.-. sum of z 8 OCA, OAC « twice z OAC.

But I BOC = sum of z s OCA, OAC,

\ 1 BOC == twice I OAC.

(joai is, z BOC= twice ^BAC.

La.

L32.
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Nej^t, suppose to be within (fig 1), or without (fi<?. 2) the

c:bag.
'

Join AO^ and produce it to meet the Oce in D.

Then, as in the first case,

z OOB = twice z CADy

and z BOB = twice z i5^D

;

."., fig. 1, sum of z s COB^ BOD = twice sum of z o CAD,
BAD,

that is, z BOC = twice z B-40.

And, tig. 2, difference of z s COD, BOD = twice difference

of z s C:4D, 5^2), that is, z 50C = twice ^ BAC.

Q. E. D.

Ex. From any point in a straight line, touching a circle,

a straight line is drawn through the centre, and is terminated
by the circumference ; the angle between these two straight

lines is bisected by a straight line, which intersects the straight

line joining their extremities. Shew that the angle betwee**

the last two lines is half a right angle.

\
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Note 2. On Flat and Reflex Angles,

We have already explained (Note 3, Book L, p. 28) how
Euclid's definition of an angle may be extended with advan-
tage, so as to include the conception of an angle equal to two
right angles : and we now p jceed to shew how the Definition
given in that Note niay be extended, so as to embrace angles
greater than two right angles.

Let WQ be a straight line, and QE its continuation.

Then, by the Definition, the angle made by WQ and QE,
which we propose to call a Flat Angls, is equal to two right
angles.

Now sunpose QP to be a straight line, which revolves about
the fixed point Q, and which at first coincides with QE.

When QP, revolving from right to left, coincides /ith QW,
it has described an angle equal to two right angles,

-"^hen QP has continued its revolution, so as to come into^

the position indicated in the diagram, it has described an
angle EQP, indicated by the dotted line, greater than two
right anglri, and this we call a Reflex Angle,

To assist the learner, we shall mark these angles with dotted
lines in the diagrams.

Admitting the existence of angles, equal to and greater than
two right angles, the Proposition last proved ma- be extended,
as we now proceed to shew.
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Proposition C. Theorem.

The angle, not less than tro rigid angles, at the centre of a
circle is double of the angle at the circumference, subtended by
the tame arc.

Fig. 1. Fig. a.

In the © ACBD, let the angles AOB (not less than two
right angles) at the centre, and ADB at the circumference, be
subtended by the same arc ACB.

Then must l AOB= twice l ADB.

Join DO, and produce it to meet the arc ACB in C.

Then •.• z !40C=twice z ADO, III. 20.

and z BOC=: twice z BDO, III. 20.

/. sum of z s AOG, i?OC=twice sum of z s ADO, BDO,

that is, z ^0J5= twice z ADB.

Q. B. D.

Note, In fig. \,iAOB is drawn a flat angle,

and in fig. 2, a AOB is drawn a reflex angle.

Def. XII. The angle in a segment is the angle contained by
two straight lines drawn from any point in the arc to the ex-

tremities of the chord.
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Proposition XXI. Theorem.

The, angles in the same segment of a circle are equal to one
another.

Let BAG, BBC be angles in the same segment BADC,
Then must l BAC= l BDG.

First, when segment BADC is greater than a semicircle,
From 0, the centre, draw OB, OC. (Fig. 1.)
Then, •.• z J500= twice z BAG, III. 20.

and z BOG=- twice z BDG, HI. 20.

.. I BAC= /i BDG.
Next, when segment BADG is less than a semicircle,

L-et E be the pt. of intersection of AG, DB. *(Fig. 2.)
Then •. • z ABE= z DGE, by the first case,

and z BEA = z O^D, i. j 5.

.-. z j;^5= z ^DC, I. 32.
that is, lBAG= L BDG. q. e. d.

Ex. 1. Shew that, by assuming the possibility of an angle
being greater than two right anglen, both the cases of this
proposition may be included in one.

Ex. 2. If two straight lines, whose extremities are in, the
circumference of a circle, cut one another, the triangles formed
by joining their extremities are equiangular to each other.
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Proposition XXII. Theorem.

Tht, opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure, inscribed in

a circle, are tcgi'^ier equal to two right angles.

Let ABGD be a quadrilateral fig. inscribed in a ©

.

Then must each pair of its opposite is he together equal to

two rt. L s.

Draw the diagonals AC, BD.

Then •.• i ADB= i ACB, in the same segment, III. 21.

and z BDC= l BAG, in the same segment ; III. 21.

/. sum oil s ADB, BD(7=sum oi i a ACB, BAG

;

that is, I ^DO=sum of z s ^ GB, BAG.

Add to each i ABC.

Then z 8 ADC, ABC together=sum ofzs ACB, BAG,
ABC;

and .-. z s ADC, ABC together=«two right z s. I. 32.

Similarly, it ^xiay be shewn,

that I a BAD, BCD together=two right z s.

Q. E. D.

Note.—Another method of proving this proposition is given

on p£^e 177.
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Ex. 1. If one side of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a

circle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the opposite

angle of the quadrilateral.

Ex. 2. If the sides AB, DO of a quadrilateral inscribed in

a circle be produced to meet in E, then the triangles EBO,

EAD will be equiangular.

Ex. 3. Shew that a circle cannot be described about a

rhombus.

Ex. 4. The lines, bisecting any angle of arquadrilateral figure

inscribed in a circle and the opposite exterior angle, meet in

the circumference of the circle.

Ex. 6. ABy a chord of a circle, is the base of an isosceles

triangle, whose vertex G is without the circle, and whose

equal sides meet the circle m. Dy E : shew that CD is equal

to CE.

Ex. 6. If in any quadrilateral the opposite angles ba to-

gether equal to two right angles, a circle may be described

about that quadrilateral.

Propositions xxiii. and xxiv., not being required in the

method adopted for proving the subsequent Propositions in

this book, are removed to the Appendix. Proposition xxv.

has been abeady proved.

Note 3. On the Method of Superposition, as applied

to Oircles.

In Props. XXVI. xxvii. xxviii. xxix. we prove certain

relations existing between chords, arcs, and angles in e()[ual

circles. As we shall employ the Method of Superposition, we

must staoe the priuuiplus wuluii reiiuef tula uletuOu u>ppli-

cable, as a test of equality, in the case of figures with cwcvhr

bovind^ie§.
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Dbf. XIII. E(iv.al circleB a/re those, of which the radii are
equal.

c a
For suppose ABO, A'FC to be circles, of which the radii

are equal.

.

Then if © A'B'C be applied to © ABC, so that (X, the
centre of A'B'C, coincides with 0, the centre of ABC, it is

evident that any particular point A' in the Qce of the former
must boincide with so^ne point ^ in Qce of the latter, because
of the equality of the radii O'A' and OA,

Hence Qce A'B'C must ccincide with Qce ABC,
that is, © A'B'C=(-)ABC.

Further, when we have applied the circle A'B'C to the
circle ABC, so that the centres coincide, we may imagine ABC
to remain fixed, while A'B'C revolves round the common
centre. Hence we may suppose any particular point B' in the
circumference of A'BC to be made to coincide with any par-
ticular point B in the circumference of ABC,

Again, any radius CA' of the circle A'B'C may be made to

coincide with any radius OA of the circle ABC
Also, if A'B' and AB be equal arcs, they may be made to

coincide.

Again, every diameter of a circle divides the circle into

equal segments.

For let AOBhQQ. diameter of the

circle ACBD, of which is the centre.

Suppose the segment ACB to be ap-

plied to the segment ADB, so as to

keep AB a common boundary : then

the arc ACB must coiiicide with the

arc ADB, because ev y point in

^ach is equally distant I'rc 0.
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Proposition XXVI. ThaoREM.

In equal circles, ike arcs, which subtend equal angles, whether
they he ai the centres or at the circumferences, must he equal.

Let ABC, DBF be equal circles, and let z s BGC, EHF at
their centres, and lb BAG, EDF at their Qces, be equal

Then must arc BKC=arc ELF.

iof, if ABO be applied to © DEF,

0 that G coincides with H, and GB falls on HE,
then, •/ GB^HE, .: B will coincide with E.

And •/ I BGC= i EHF, .: GO will fall on HF
-,

and •.• GC=HF, .'. Owill coincide with F.

Then .' B coincides with E and C with F,

.'. arc BKG will coincide with and be equal to arc ELF.

Q. E. D.

Cor. Sector BGCK is equal to sector EHFL.
NoTE- This BV'^ ^^^ iVi-naii ^^11/%^ir^^^ "D.«^^^«:a.: J

will hereafter be assumed to be, true for the same circle as well
as for equal circles. *
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Proposition XXVII, Thkorem.
'

In equal circles, the angles, which are subtended by equal arcs,

whether they ore at the centres or at the circumferences, must be

equal.

Let ABC, IfEF be equal circles, and let z a BGC, EHF at

their centres, and ib BAC, EDF at their Qces, be subtended

by equal arcs BKC, ELF.

Then miist l BQC= l EHF, and iBAC^i EDF.

For, if © ABC be applied to © DEF,
so that G coincides with H, and GB fallf on HE,

then ••• GB=HE, .: B will coincide with E ;

and ••• arc BKC=&rc ELF, .: C will coincide with F.

Hence, GO will coincide with HF.
Then •.' BG coincides with MI, and GC with HF,

.: L BGC will coincide with and be equal to i EHF.
Again, •/ z B^O=half of z BGC, III. 20.

and z EDF=U\{ of z EHF, III. 20.

.-, z BAC= L EDF. I. Ax. 7.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. If, in a circle, AB, CD be two arcs of given magni-

tude, and AC, BD be joined to meet in E, shew that the angle

AEB is invariable.

Ex. 2. The straight lines joining the extremities of the

chords of two equal arcs of the same circle, towards the same

AT*A "Tkai^allal fn ^unll nfTlPP
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Proposition XXVIII. Theorem.

In equal circles^ the arcs, which are subtended hy equal

chords, must be equal, the greater to the greater, aud the less to

the less.

Let ABC, DEF he equal circles, and BC, EF equal diords,

subtending the major arcs BAC, EDF,
and the minor arcs BGC, EHF.

Then must arc BAC = arc EDF, and arc BGC = arc EHF.

Take the centres K, L, and join KB, KC, LE, LF.

Then •.' KB==LE, and KC^LF, and BC^EF,
.-. z BKG = L ELF. I. G

Hence, if © ABC be applied to © DEF,
so that K coincides with L, and KB falls on LE,

then •.• I BKG = i ELF, .: KC will fall on LF ;

and .KG-= LF, .'. G will coincide with F.

Then '.• B coincides with E, and G with F,

.-. arc BAG will coincide with and be equal to arc EDF,
md&TcBGG EHF.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. If, in a circle ABCD, the chord AB be equal to the

chord JJG, AD must be parallel to BC.

Ex. 2. If a straight line, drawn from A the middle point

of a.n arc BC, touch the circle, shew that it is parallel tow the

chord BC.

JJy H If fm-j-v oniial /ilinfcla in a rrivon nirnin nnf r»np SLfl-
i

*
5 " """ o "

Other, the segments of the one shall be equal to the segments

'>f the other, each to each.
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Proposition XXIX. Theorem.

e^iual circles, the ehordif which iubtend equal arc$, muH
be equal.

Let ABC, DBF be equal circles, and let BC, EF be chords

subtending the equal arcs BOO, BHF.

Then must chord BC = chord EF.

Take the centres K, L.

Then, if © ^BO be applied to © DBF,

so that K coincides with X, and B with jE?,

and arc BGC falls on arc EHF,
'.' arc BOC=&rc EHF, .: C will coincido with F.

Then '.• B coincides with E and C vitb F,

,\ chord BC must coincide with and be equal tc chord EF.

Q. £. D.

Ex. 1. The two straight lines in a circle, which join the

extremities of two parallel chords, re equal to one another.

Ex. 2. If three equal chords of a circle, cut one another in

the same pointi. within the circle, that point is the centre.
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Non 4 On tA4 Sy^mmn^xrieai proptrHa of the OircU wUh
ngard to it* diam^er.

The brief ramarlu on Symmetry in pp. 107, 108 may novr

be extended in the following way

:

A Jigure is said to be symnietriad with regard to a line,

when every perpendicular to the line meets the figure at

points which are equidistant from the line.

H^nce a Circle is Symmetrical with regard to its Diameter,

because the diameter buecUi every chord, to which it is per-

pendicular.

Further, suppose AB to be a diameter ©f the circle

ACBD, of which is the centre, and CD to be a chord

perpendicular to AB.

Then, if lines be drawn as in the diagram, we know that

AB bisects

(1.) The chord CD, III. I.

(2.) The arcs CAD and CBD, III. 26.

(3.) The angles CAD, COD, CBD, and the reflex

angle DOa 1.4.

Also, chord 05= chord DB, I. 4.

and chord ^C= chord AD. I. 4
These Symmetrical relations should be carefully observed,

because they are often suggestive of methods for the solution

of problems.
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Proposition XXX. Problem.

To bUect a given arc

Let ABC be the given ara

It it required to biteet the arc ABC.

Join AC, and bisect the chord AC 'm D,

From D draw DBl to AC.

I. 1^

Lll.

Thm will the arc ABC he bisected in B,

Join BA, BC.

Then, in t,% ADB, CDB,

V AD^CDj and DB is common, and i ADB - z CDB,

.'.BA^BC. 1.4.

But, in the same circle, the arcs, which are subtended by

equal chords, are equal, the greater to the greater .md the

less to the less
; 111. 2S.

and •.' BD, if produced, is a diameter,

.*. each of the arcs BA, BG, is less than a semicircl
,

and .'. arc B-4=«arc BC.

Thus the arc ABU is bisected in B.

Q. B. r.

Ej:, If, from any point in the diiTmeter of a semicircle,

here be drawn two straight lines to ihe circumference, one

to the bisection of the circumference, and the other at right

angles to the dlauieter, liie a4utire» ou lue»e two line?- are

together double of the souure on the radius.
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PRoropi,ioN XXXI. Trborbm.

'he angle in a itmuircU ii a rinht angle ; and

- u tegment greater than a temidrcU u It^n than a
' and the angU in a legment Uu than a BcmicircU

m a right angle.

Let ABC be a © , its centre, and BC a diameter.

Draw AG, dividing the © into the segments ABC, ADC,
Join BAy AD, DC, AO.

Thin must the l in the semicircle BAG he a rt. i , and l in

segment ABC, greater than a semicircl), less than art. /. , and l

in segment ADC, lets than a semicircle, greater than art. i

.

First, •.• BO'^AO, .'. l BAO^^ l ABO
;

1. a.

.-. z 00^ -twice z BAO', I. 32.

and '.• CO-=AO, .: l CAO^ l AGO ;
I. a.

.-. z 50^ = twice iGAO', I. 32.

.-. sum of z 8 COA, BOA==tvf[ce sura ofz s BAO, CAO, that

is, two right angles= twice z BAC.

.: L BAG is a right -angle.

Next, •.' z BAG is a rt. z
,

.*. z ABC is less than a rt. z . I. 17.

Lastly, •.• sum of z s ABC, ADC^tyvo rt. z s, III. 22.

and z ABC is less than a rt. /
,

.*. z AL C is greater than a rt. z „ Q. e. d.

JToTE.—For a simpler proof see page 178.
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Ex. 1. If a circle be described on the radius of anc ther circle

as diameter, any stra.ght line, drawn from the point, where
they meet, to the outer circumference, is bisected by the in-

terior one

Ex. 2. If a straight line be drawn to touch a circle, and be

parallel to a chord, the point of contact will be the middle

point of the arc cut off by the chord.

Ex. 3. If, from any point without a circle, lines be drawn
touching it, the an^^e contained by the tangents is double of

the angle contained by the line joining the pomts of contact,

and the diameter drawn through one of them.

Ex. 4. The vertical angle of any oblique-angled triangle

inscribed in a circle is greater or less than a right angle, by the

angle covtained by the base and the diameter drawn from the

extremity of the base.

Ex. 5. If, from the extremities of any diameter of a given

circle, perpendiculars be drawn to any chord of the circle that

is not parallel to the diameter, the less perpendicular shall be

equal to that segment of the greater, which is contained between

the circumference and the chord.

Ex. 6. If two circles cut one another, and from either point

a intersection diameter'^, be drawn, the extremities of these

diameters and the other point of intersection lie in the same

straight line.

Ex, 7. Draw a straight line cutting two concentric circles,

CO that the part of it which is intercepted by the circumference

of the greater may be twice the part intercepted by the circum-

ference of the lesB«
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Proposition XXXII. Theorem.

If a straight line touch a circle, and from tUe point of contact

r». straight line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles made hy

this line ivith the line touching the circle must be equal to the

angles, which are in the alternate segments of the circle.

Let the st. line AB touch the © CDEF in F.

Draw the chord FD, dividing the © into segments FCD, FED,
Then must i DFB= l in segment FCD,

and L DFA = i in segment FED.
From F draw the chord FC± to A2.

Then FC is a diame'ier of the ©

.

III. 19.

Take any pt. E in the arc FED, and join FE, ED, DC.

Then .' FDG is a semicircle, .'. z FDC is a rt, z ; III. 31.

.-. sum of / s FCD, CFD=--& rt. i . I. 32.

Also, sum of z s DFB, CFD=b, rt. l .

.'. sura of z DFB, CFD^sum of z s FCD, CFD,
&nA .: I DFB= L FCD,

that is, z DFB= z in segment FCD.

CDEF is a quadrilateral fig. inscribed in a ©

,

. . sum of L s FED, FCD=two rt. z s. III. 22.

Also, sum of z s DFA, DFB= two rt. z s. I. 13.

.-. sum of z s DFA, DFB=sum of z s FED, FCD ;

and z DFB has been proved= z FCD ;

.-.iDFA^ lFED,
that is, z DFA= z in segment FED.

Q. E. D.

Ex. The chord joining the points of ocmtact of parallel tan-

gents is a uirtuioier.

Again,

vF-,
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Proposition XXXIII. Problem.

On a given straight line to describe a segment of a ^rde
capable of containing an angle equal to a given angle.

L*t AB be the given st. line, and C the given z .

It is required to describe on AB a segment of a ® which
shall contain an ^ = i C.

At pt. A in St. line AB make i BAD= i C. I. 23.
Draw A El. to AD, and bisect ^i? in i^.

From F draw Fa± to AB, meeting AE in Q. Join QB.
Tlien in a s AQF, BOF

;

•/ AF='BF, and FG is common, and z AFG= l BFO •

.-. GA = GB. { 4With G as centre and GA as radius describe a © ABH.
Then will AHB be the segment reqd.

For •.• AD isx to AE, a line passing through the centre,
.-. ^D IS a tangent to the © ABH. Ill 16And •.• the chord AB is drawn from the pt. of contact A,

^

.-. z BAD= L in segment ABB, HI. 32.
that is, the segment AHB contains an z = z C,

and it is described on AB, as was reqd.

Q "PJ Xp

Ex. 1 Two circles intersect in A, and through A is drawn

?hf«;fJl. W '"''^^\^ ^^' '""^^'^ ^^"^'^ ^" ^' ^ Prove thatthe angle between the tangents at P and q is equal to theangle between the tangents at ^.
^

u«?* •^' ^™™ *'?''? ^^^^^ P^^°^^ °" *^e same side of a straightme, given m position draw two straight lines which shall con.
" " o'-^ii ^iijjic* aiiu uu leruiiiiaLcu lu ihe given line.
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Proposition XXXIV. Problem. .

To cut off a segment from a given circUy capable of con-

taining an angle equal to a given angle.

/
at

Let ABC be the given © , and D the given z .

It is required to cut off from © ABC a segment capable of

containing an i = a D.

Draw the st. line EBF to touch the circle at B.

At B make i FBC = iD.

Then •.* the chord BC is drawn from the pt. of contact B^

,'. L FBC = L in segment BAC, \A. 32

that is, the segment BAC contains an z = z I)

;

and .'. a segment ha3 been cut off from the © , as was reqd.

o. E. F.

i. 1. If two circles touch internally at a point straight

line passing through the point will divide the.ciicies into seg-

ments, capable of containing equal angles.

Ex. 2. Given a side of a triang'e, its vertical ;uigie, and the

radius of the circumscribing circle : con'.truot the triangle.

Ex. 3. Given the base, vertical angle, and the perpendicular

from the extremity of the base on the oppoebe side : construct

the triangle.
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PRO!M)S!T!t)N XXXV. ThKoUKM.

J[jf Urn ehorih m a eireh ent om another, ihe rfictangh eon-

tainmi hij the «<ij3ftrtfl«^« of otw of thf^mt it «5f/tm/ to the rentanpU

eontaiimi b\f tim s^iiisnU of the oth«r,.

J

h&

it }

eir(

the

Let tho choi'ds A(\ BD in tho i.^ A UVD intorsoct in the pt. P.

Thm mmi rM. A l\ n'^nrt, HP, PD.
From 0, the uentrt-, druw 0M\ ON L»io A<1 BD,

Jtmi join (U, O/J, OP.
Then •.• AC is divitUMi equally in M mul uneriually in P,

.-. root. Al\ rc with »n. on iU/'-Bij. on AM. II. 6.

Addintjt t" *^Ht^h tho sq. on MO,
wot i4P, PC with s»i(i. on A//\ A/0=»..sqq. on AM^ MO

;

.'. root. Al\ /'(» with s,|, on 0/'««q. on 0^. I. 47.

In the sjuno way it nuvy ho shi^wn that

root. Bi\ VI) with sq. on OFm.Hn. on OB.
Th<»n *.• aij. on O.i—sq. on O//,

.-. root. AP, PC with sq. on 0P» roct. BP, P/> with m
oil OP

;

.'. IVOt. AP. rC^vvvi. Hl\ rO. q. B. D.

E\, I. .4 jjuil P aiv ti\(Ml poitits, n\u\ two circloa are
desoribod ^xw^ing throuijh them; Pi\}, P CQ' ore chords of
those eiroles intorseeting in i\t\ point in AB \ shew that tUe
rectangle CP, VQ is oqnal to the rectangle OP', CQ\

Ex. 2. If throvf rh any point in the common chord of two
circlea, which iru-i-seot one another, there be drawn any two
other chords, one in each circle, their four extremities shall all

lie in the circumference of a circle.

aiM^
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PllOPOHITION XXXVI. TlIKOHKM.

//, from, any point vnihtmt a fiirch, tmn ttraight liiir.^

h diumif ove 0/ whiek cut.i the circh% and the other touchen

it i tht rtiiangh cmitaimd htj the whole Urn which cut» the,

einh^ and the part uf it mUhont th» circle, mmt lie equal to

th& iiq%iare on tiU line v' Ich tonvhea it.

Let D be any pt. without tiie © ABO,
and lot the st. lines DHA , DC ho drawn to out and touch the ©

.

Then mnat rect, AD, DB'^mi. mi DC
From 0, the centre, draw OM bisecting Ali in M,

and join Oli, 00, OD.
Then '.' AB h bisected in M and produced to D,

.'. rect. AD, DB with sq. on MjB— aq. on MD. II. 6.

Adding to each the sq. on MO,
rect. AD, DB with sqq. on MB, M0«> sqq. on MD, MO.

Now the angles at M and are rt. i a ; III. 3 and 18.

.*. rect. AD, DB with s(i. on OiJ—sq. on OD
;

.*. rect. AD, DB with sq. on OB»sqq. on OC, DC. I. 47.

And sq. on OJS=sq. on 0(7;

.*. rect. AD, /)B=«aq. on DC. Q. e. D,
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Proposition XXXVII. Theorem.

Ify frmn a point without a circle^ there be drawn two straight
lines, one of which cuts the circle, and the other meets it ; ij
the rectangle contained by the whole line tvhich cuts the circle,

and the part of it without the circle, be equal to the square on
the Urn which meets it, the line which meets mud touch the circU

Let ^ be a pt. without the © BCD, of which is the centre.

From A let two st. lines ACD, AB be drawn, of which
ACD cuts the and AB meets it.

Then if rect. DA, AC=sq. on AB, AB must touch the 0.
Draw AE touching the © in E, and join OB, OA, OE.

Then '.• ACD cuts the © , and AE touches it,

.-. rect. DA, AC=sq. on AE. III. 36.

But rect. DA, ^C=sq. on AB
; Hyp.

.*. sq. on ^jB=sq. on AE

;

.'. AB=AE.
Then in the a s OAB, OAE,

V OB—OE, and OA is common, and AB=AE,
.-. ^ ABO = z AEO.
Butz ^^Oisart. z ;

.-. z ABO is a rt. z .

Now BOf if prodpced, is a diameter of the ©

;

,". AB touches the ®.

I.e.

III. 18.

III. 16.

Q. E. D.
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Miaedlaneotu Exerciset on Book III.

1. The aegments, into which a circle is cut by any straight

line, contain angles, whose difTerence is equal to the inclination

to each other of the stniight lines touching the circle at the ex-

tremities of the straight line which divides the circle.

2. If from the point in which a number of circles touch each

other, a straight line be drawn cutting all the circles, shew
that the lines which join the points of intersection in each circle

with its centre will be all parallel.

3. From a point ^ in a circle, QN is drawn perpendicular to

a chord PP'y and QM perpendicular to the tangent at P : shew
that the triangles NQP', QPM are equiangular.

4. AB, AC are chords of a circle, and D, E are the middle

points of their arcs. If DE be joined, shew that it will cut

otf equal par'" from AB, AG.

5. One angle of a quadrilateral figure \v iihed in a circle is

a right angle, and fiom the centre of the circle perpendiculars

are drawn to the sides, shew tl u.t the sum of their squares is

equal to twice the squaie of the radius.

6. A is the extremity of the diameter of a circle, any

point in the diameter. The chord which is bisected at O sub-

tends a greater or less angle at A than any other chord through

0, according as and A are on the same or opposite sides of

the centre. ,

7. If a straight line in a circle not passing through the centre

be bisected by another and this by a third and so on, prove that

the points of bisection continually approach the centre of the

circle.

8. If a circle be described passing through the opposite

angles of a parallelogram, and cutting the four sides, and the

points of intersectirn be joined so as to form a hexagon, the

straight lines thus drawn shall be parallel to each other.

9. If two circles touch each other externally and any third

oircb touch both, prove that the difference of the distances of

!'>

iv
1'
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the centre of the third circle from the centred of the other two

is invariable.

10. Draw two concentric circles, such that those chords of

the outer circle, which touch tlie inner, may equal its dianieter.

11. If the sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle be

bisected and the middle points of adjacent sides joined, the

circles described ebout the triangles thus formed are all equal

and all touch the original circle.

12. Draw a tangenir to a circle which shall be parallel to a

given finite straight line.

13. Describe a circle, which shall have a given radius, and

its centre in a given straight line, and shall also touch anothci

straight line, inclined at a given angle to the former.

14. Find a point in the diameter produced of a given circle,

from which, if a tangent be drawn to the circle, it shall be

equal to a given straight line.

15. Two equal circles intersect in the points -4, 5, and

through B a straight line QBM is c'^awn cutting them again in

(7, M. Shew that if with centre C and radius BM a circle be

described, it will cut the circle ABC in a point L such that arc

^L==arc AB.

Shew also that LB is the tangent at B.

16. AB is any chord and -4Ca tangent to a circle at A \

GDE a line cutting the circle in D and B and parallel to AB,
Shew that the triangle ACD is equiangular to the triangle

EAB.

17. Two equal circles cut one another in the pointd A, B ;

BG is a chord equal to AB ; shew that ^C is a tangent to the

other circle.

i8. A, B are two points ; with centre B describe a circle,

such that its tangent from A shall be equal to a given line.

19. The perpendiculars drawn from the angular points of »

teij>ngl« to the opposite sides pass through the same point.
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20. If perpendicnlara be dropped from the angular pointi of

a triangle on the opposite sides, shew that the sura of the

squares on the sides of the triangle is equal to twice the sum of

the rectangles, contained by tho i)erpcndicular8 and that part of

each intercepted between the angles of the triangles and tht
poirt of intersection of the perpendiculars.

21. When two circles intersect, their common chord bisects

their common tangent.

22. Two circles intersect in A and B. Two point* C and D
are taken on one of the circles ; CA^ GB meet the other circle

in E, F, and DA, DB meet it in G, E : shew that FQ is

parallel to EH.

23. A and B are fixed points, and two circles are described
passing through them ; CP, GP' are drawn from a point G on
AB produced, io touch the circles in P, P' ; shew thai
GP'^GP'.

24. From each angular point of a triangle a perpendicular is

let fall upon the opposite side
; prove that the rectangles con-

tained by the segments, into which each perpendicular is divided
by the point of intersection of the three, are equal to each other.

26. If from a point without a circle two equal straight lines

be drawn to the circumference and produced, shew that they
will be at the same distance from the centre.

26. Let 0, (y be the centres of two circles which cut each
other in Ay A'. Let B, B' be two points, taken one on each

circumference. Let C, G' be the centres of the circles BAB\
BA'B'. Then prove that the angle GBG' is the supplement of

the angle OA'a.

27. The common chord of two circles is produced to «ny
point P ; PA touches one of the circles in A ; PBG is any
chord of the other : shew that the circle which passes through
A, P, G touches the circle to which PA is a tangent.

28. Given the base of a triangle, the vertical angle, and the
length of the line drawn from the vertex to the middle point of

the base : construct the triangle.
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so. If a circle be described about the triun^^Ie ABC^ and a

stmight line be dmwn binecting the angle /iilC and culting

the circle in I), shew that the angle DCB will be equal to half

the angle liAO.

3(). If the line AD bisect the nngle A in the triangle 4-^C^

and BD be drawn without the triangle making an imi^le with

BO equal to half the angle BAC, shew that a circle may be

described about ABCD
31. Two equal circles intersect in A^B; PQT perpendicular

to ^fi meets it in Tand the circles in i*, Q. Al\ BQ meet in

B ; AQ, BF in 8 ;
prove that the angle liT8 is bisected by

TI.

32. If the angle, contained by any side of a quadrilateral and

the adjacent side produced, be equal to the opposite angle of

the quadrilateral, prove that any side of the quadrilateral will

subtend e^ual angles at the opposite angles of the quadrilateral.

33. If DE be drawn parallel to the base BC of a triangle

ABCf prove that the circles described about the triangles ABO
ftnd ADE have a common tangent at A.

34. Describe a square equal to the difference of two given

squares.

35. If tangents be dmwn to a circle from any point without

it, and a third line be drawn between the point and the centre

of the circle, touching the circle, the perimeter of the triangle

formed by the three tangents will be the same for all positions

of the third point of contact.

36. If on the sides of any triangle as chords, circles be de-

scribed, of which the segments external to the triangle contain

angles respectively equal to the angles of a given triangle, those

circles will intersect in a point.

37. Prove that if ABC be a triangle Inscribed in a circle,

such that BA=BG, and AA' be drawn parallel to BC, meeting

the circle again in A\ and A'B be joined cutting ACin E, BA
touches the circle described about the triangle AEA'.

38. Describe a circle, cutting the sides of a given square, so

that its circumference may be divided at the points of inter-

section into eight equal arcs.
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39. A B is the diameter of a gemlcircle, D and E any two

fK)intH on itN circumference. Shew that if the chords joining

A and B with h and E, either way, intersect in F and G, the

tai.gents at D and E meet in the middle point of the line FO,

.md that FO produced is at right angles to AB.

^. Shew that the square on the tangent drawn from any

point in the outer of two concentric circles to the inner equaln

the difference of the squares on the tangents, drawn from any

point, without both circles, to the circles.

41. If from a point without a circle, two tangents PT, PT,
at right angles to one another, be drawn to touch the circle,

and if from T any chord TQ be drawn, and from T ft perpen-

dicular TM be dropped on TQ, then T'M'mQM.

42. Find the loci

:

(1.) Of the centres of circles passing through two given pointo.

(2.) Of the middle points of a system of parallel chords in a

circle. *

(3.) Of points such that the difference of the distances of each

from two given straight lines is equal to a given straight line.

(4.) Of the centres of circles touching a given line in a given

point.

(6.) Of the middle points of chords in a circle that pass

through a given point.

(6.) Of the centres of circles of given radius which touch a

given circle.

(7.) Of the middle points of chords of equal length in a circle.

(8.) Of the middle points of the straight lines drawn from ft

given point to meet the circumference of a given circle.

43. If the base and vertical angle of a triangle be given, find

the locus of the vertex.

44. A straight line remains parallel to itself while one of its

extremities describes a circle. What is the locus of the oiher

extremity ?
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45. A ladder slips down between a vortical wall and %
horizontal plane : what is the locus of its middle point ?

46. ABC is a line dra^vn from a point A, without a circle,
to meet the circumference in B and 0. Tangents are drawn
to the circle at B and G which meet in D. What is the locua
ofD?

47. The angular points ^, C of a parallelogram ABCD
move on two fixed straight lines OA, OC, whose inclination is
equal to the angle BCD

; shew that one of the points B, D
which is the more remote from 0, will move on a fixed straight
line passing through 0.

48. On the line AB is dencribed the segmert of a circle in
the circumference of which any point C is taken. If A(1 BG
be joined, and a point P taken in AG so that GP is equal to
CC, find the locus of P.

^

49. The centre of the circle CBED is on the circumference
of ABD. If from any point A the lines ABC a,nd AED be
drawn to cut the circles, the chord BE is parallel to GD,

60. If a parallelogram be described having the diameter of
a given rircle for one of its sides, and the intersection of it«
diagonals on the circumference, shew that the extremity of
each of the diagonals moves on the circumference of anothei
circle of double the diameter of the first.

51. One diagonal of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is
fixed, and the other of constant length.. Sliew that the sides
wiU meet, if produced, on the circumferences of two fixed
oircles.
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We here inaert Euclid's proofs of Props. 23, %i of Book IIL
fint observing that he gives the foUowing definition of similar
segments :

—

Bbf. Similar >iepneais of circles are those in wkith the angles
are eq-uai, or which contain equal angles.

i

Proposition XXIII. Theorem.

Upon the same straight line, and upon the samie sitU 0/ »e,

there cannot be two similar' segments f»/ drcles, not coinciding
with each athsr.

If it he possible, on the same base A B, and on the same side
of it, let there be two similar segments of ©s, ABC, ABD,
which do not coincide.

Because © ADB cuts © ^CB in pts. A and J5, they cannot
cut one another m any other pt., and .*. one of the segmente
must fall within the other.

Let ADB fall within ACB.

Draw the st. line BDG and join CA, DA.

Then *.• segment ADB is similar to segment ACB,

.. I ADB= L ACB.

Or the extr. ^ of a A =the intr. and opposite i , which is

lmpo3sible

;

.'. the segments cannot but coincide.

<).&n.
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Proposition XXIV. Theori?m.

Similar segments of circles, upon equal straight Une», are
tqual to one another.

Let ^BC, DEF be similar segments of ©s on equal st. lines
AB, DE.

Then must segment ABC= segment DEF.
For if segment ABC be applied to segment DEF, so that

A may be on D and AB on DE, then B will coincide with E,
and AB with DE

;

,'. segment ABC must also coincide with segment DEF
;

III. 23.

.'. segment ^£C=segment DEF. Ax. 8.

Q. £. D.

We gave one Proposition, C, page 150, as an example of the
way in which the conceptions of Flat and Keflex Angles may
be employed to extend and simplify Euclid's proofs. We here
give the proofs, based on the same conceptions, of the impor-
tant propositions xxii. and xxxi.
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Proposition XXII. Theorem.

TKt opposite anglta of any quadrilateral Jigure, inscribed in,

a circle, are together equal to two right angles.

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral fig. inscribed in a ®.

Then mv^st each pair of its o^iposite i s he together equal to

hoo rt L8. .
-

From 0, the centre, draw OB, OD.

Then •.' i J50I>=twice z BAD, III. 20.

and the reflex i DOB= twice l BCD, III. C. p. 160.

.*. sum of z s at 0= twice sum of z s BAD, BCD.

Eui sum of z 8 at 0=4 right z s ; I. 16j Cor. 2.

.'. twice sum of z 8 BAD, BCD^4 right z s
;

/. sum of z 8 BAD, BCD— ty/o right z s.

Similarly, it may be shewn that

sura of z s ABV, ADC=« two right z s.

<IR
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Proposition XXXI. Theorem.

In a circfo, </^ angU in a aemieircU is a right angle ; and ihe

angle in a segment greater than a semicircle m less than a right

angle, ; ami the angle in a segment hsi than a semicirch ia

greater than a right angU.

V

Let ABC be a ®, of which is the centre and BO a

diameter.

Dmw AG^ dividing the ® into the segments ABC, ABC.

Join BA, AD, DC.

Then must tlie l in the semicircle BAC be a rt.i, and i in

isgiytntt ABC, greater than a yiidrcle, less than art. i , and l

in se/gmcnt ADC, less than a semicircle, greater than art. i .

First, •.• the flat angle £00= twice z BAC, III, C, p. 150.

.*. z BAC is a rt. z .

Next, '.• z BAC is a rt. z
,

.'. z ABC is less than a rt. / .
T 17

Laatur. •.' sum of z s ABC, ADC=t^o rt. /. s, III. 22.

and z ABC is less than a rt. z ,

.

.*. I ADC is greater than a rt. z .

Q. E. D.
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BOOK IV.
V

INTRODrCTORY REMARKS.

Euclid gives In this Book of the Elementa a seriM of

Problem! relating to cases in which circles may be described

in or about triangles, squares, and regular polygons, and of the

last-mentioned he treats of three only :

the Pentagon, or figure of 5 sides,

Hexf^on, „ 6
»i

>i
Quindecagon,

»

n 16

»

n

The Student will find it useful to remember the following

Theorems, which are established and applied in tha proofs of

the Pr'^/positions in this Book.

I. The bisectors of the angle? of a triangk', square, or

regular polygon meet in a point, which is the centre of the

inscribed circle.

n. The perpendiculars drawn from the middle pointe of the

sides of a triangle, square, or regular polygon meet in a point,

which is the centre of the circumscribed circle.

III. In the case of a square, or regular polygon the inscribed

and circumscribed circles have a common centre.

rV. If the circumference of a circle be divided in:o any

number of equal parts, the chords joining each j^ir ot conai^cu-

tive points form a regular figure inscribed in the circle, and the

tangents drawn through the points form a regular figure de*

scribed about the circle.

in
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PRorosiTioN I. Problem.

In a given circle to draw a chord equal to a given itraight

Une, which i» not greater than the diameter of the circle.

Let ABC he the given ®, and D the given line, not greater

than the diameter of the ®

.

It is required to draw in the © ABC a chord =.D.

Drav.' EC, a diameter of ® ABC.

Then if EC—D, what was required is done.

But if not, EC is greater than D. From EC cut off EF=D,
and with centre E and radius EF describe a © AFB, cutting

the © ABC in A and B ; and join AE.

Then, -.' E ia the centre of © AFB.

.'. EA=EF,

and .'. EA=:D.

Thus a chord EA equal to D has been drawn in © ABC.

Q. E. r.

Ex. Draw the diameter of a circle, which shall pass at a

given distance from a given point.
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Proposition II. Problem.

In a given circle to intcribe a triangle, equiangular to a givm
triangU,

— - -i. 3<r-

L^t A.'TVyr^ 'he given
- i;., ^nd D^r iha given A.

It is required to inscribe in © ABC a A, equianaular
to A DBF.

Draw OAH touching the © ABC at the pt. A. III. 17.

M*>ke z GAB= i DFE, and /. IIAC^ l DBF. I. 23.

Join BG. Then will a .l^Cbe the required a.

For '.- OAH is a tangent, and AB a chord of the ©,

.'.I ACB== L GAB, III. 32.

that is, lACB=^ I DFE.

So also, L ABC= l HAC, HI. 32.

that is, /. ABC^ l DEF
;

.*. remaining i J5^1C= remaining /. EDF
-,

.'. A ABC is equiangular to A DEF, and it is inscribed in
the © ABC.

Q. E. r.

F.X. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, prove
that the radii, drawn to the angular points, bisect the angles of
the i;riangle.

i

;

i
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Propositjobt III. Problem. ^

Ahoni a giveji ctrele to deteribi a triangle, e^ianguleur to a

givf.H triangU.

Let ABC be the ^ven , nnd DBF the given A

.

li is required to describe cd)ont the Q a A equiangular

to A EDF.

From 0, the centre of the ©, draw any radius 00.
'

Produce EF to the pts. G, H.
Make i COA = z DEG, and z COB= l DFH. I. 23.

Through A, ByC draw tan^jents to the ©, meeting in L, M, N.

Then will LMN be the A required.

For *.• ML, LN, NM are tangents to tlie ,

.*. the /Ls lit A, B, C are rt. z s. III. 18.

Now z 8 of quadrilateral AOCM together= four rt. z s.

;

and of these z OAM^d z OCM are rt. z s
;

.*. sura of z 8 COAy AMC=two A. z s.

But sum of z 8 DEG, DEF=tv/o rt. z s
;

I. 32.

.-. sum of z 8 COA, ^M0=8um of z s DEG, DBF,
and z 00^ = z D^Gf, by construction

;

.-. lAMC^' uDEF;
that is aLMN= l DEF.

Similarly, it may be shewn that z LNM— z Di^J&
;

.-. also z ML2V^= z EDJ'.

Thus a A , equiangular to A DEF, is described about the (l

Q. E. F.
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ppoi»<)HiTioK IV, PRonjai.

Ttf t>Men6« a twtU in a given. triangU,

immmm

i«i

Let ABC he the given h,

~.t M required to in$er%be a (>) %n the £> ABC,
J5l8ect Z8 ^irC, Jf/i by the at. lines BO, CO, meeting

"* ^'
1. 9.

If>ora draw 0/>, OJS;, OF, ± b to ^B, BC, CA. I. 12.

Then, in lb EBO, DBO,
V ^ J?2fO= z DBO, P.nd z Bi?0- z BDO, and OB is common,

:.OEm.OD. . 1.26.
Similarly it may be shewn that OE^OF.

If then a be described, with centre O, and radius OD,
this will pHss through the pts. I), E, F

;

and •/ the z s at X>, E and F are rt. i a,

.'. AB, BC, CA are tangents to the © ; III, 16.

and thui a © DEF may be inscribed in the A ABC.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Shew thai, if OA be drawn, it will bisect the angle
BAC
Ex. 2. If a circle be inscribed in a right-angled triangle, the

tiifference between the hypotenuse and the sum of the other
sides is equal to the dianreter or the circle.

Ex. 3. Shew that, in an equilateral triangle, the centre of
the inscribed circle is equidistant from the tdree angular points.

Ex. 4. Describe a circle, touching one side of a tri-^.ngle and
the other two produced. (Note, lliis fy d»rleO an escribe
circle,)
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K9TI. Euclid'ii 6ftli PropotitioQ of tUli Book hait l)eeit

•faMdy gWen on page l^

pROFOfilTION VI, Pr(,BLRM.

To intcriitt a »qmire in a given cir^U,

liet ABCD be the given ®.

It is required to itise* ihe a aquary. in the ©,

Through O, the centre, draw the diameters AC, BD, x ta

each other.

Join AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then •.• the ^ s at are all equal, being rt. z s, I. Post. 4.

.-. the arcs AB, BC, CD, DA are all equal, III. 2ft

and .'. the chords AB, BC, CD, DA are all equal ; III. 29.

and z ABC, being the z in a semicircle, is a rt. z . III. 31.

So also the isBCD, CDA, DAB are rt. z s ;

.'. ABCD is a square,

and it is inscribed in the © as was required.

Q, B, r
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Proposition VIT. Pkobuoi.

To duffibt a tqwin about c givtn cvrfk»

Let ABCD bo tho jfiven 0, of which is tlio icntw.

It it Tequirul to describe a tqnare about the 0,

DniT the aiametcra AC, BD, x to each otuer.

Through A, B, C\ JJ dmw EF, FG, OH, HE
touching the .

Then the i a &t A, B, C, D a'^a rt. z i.

Now '. the z s at -4, 0, C are all rt. 1 1,

.'. FEyBD, md Gil M^ nil W;

and '.• the lA&tB, 0, 1) arc all rt. z s,

.-. F(?,^C, and i;/i ire uU II;

.:FE and Glieach^^BD,

and FG and A7/ each - ^C.

And •.' BD « ^C,

.'. FE, GH, FG, Ell, are all equal

Af^ain, '." FO is a O,
.-. z AFB - z vlOB,

and .•. z ^FB is a rt. z .

So also the z s at G^, fi, and E are rt. z a.

Hence EFGH is a square, and it is described about the ©

.

Q. E. r.

Ex. In a given circle inscribe four circles, equal to each

<itber, and in mutual contact with each other and with th^

given circl?,

III. 17.

III. 16,

1.27.

1.34.

1.34.

1.34.

>>.
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Proposition VIII. Problem.

To inscribe a circle iii a given square.

Let ABCD be the given square.

It is required to inscribe a © in the square.

« Bisect ABy AD in E, F, I. 10.

and draw EG II to AD or BC, and FH II to AB or DC.

Let EG and FH intersect in O.

Then -.-^O is a O,
.-. OE==FA and OF=EA. I. 34.

But •.• AB=AD, and E, F are the middle pt«. of J 5, JD,
.\FA=EA,

and.-. OE=OF.
Similarly, it may be shewn that OG==OF, and OH=OE,

and .-. Oj;, OF, OG, OH are all equal

;

and a © , described with centre and radius OE,

will pass through E, F, G, H,

and it will be touched by each of the sides of the square,

'.• the z s at j;, F, G, H are rt. z s. III. 16.

Thus a © EFGH may be inscribed in the sq. ABCD.

Ex. 1. In what parallelograms can circles be inscribed '{

Ex. iu. If, from any point in the circumference of a circle,

straight lines be drawn to the angular Doints of the inscribed

square, the siini of the squares on these four lines will be

double of the square on the diameter.
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Proposition IX. Problem.

To d/vcribe a circle ttbout a given squwre.

Let ABCD be the given square.

It is required to describe a © about the square.

Diaw the diagonals AC, BD, intersecting each other in O.

Then \-
1 DAC >= I ACD, I. a.

and ^BACr^ alternate z A CD, I. 29,

.\ I DAG =^ L BAG.

Thus the diagonal AC bisects i BAD,
and .-. I 0^£=half a rt< z .

Similarly it may be shewn that / OjB^=half a rt. z
;

.-. z OBA = z OAB
;

.'.OA= OB. I. B. Cor.

Si nilarly it may be shewn that OC=OB, and OD=OA;
.'. OA, OB, OC, OD are all equal

;

aufl
.-.^ a ®, described with centre anxi radius 0^,'will

pass tbrojigh A, B, Cy U, and will be described ubout the
sounve. Its was required.

Q. jk sj,

-!
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Proposition X. Problem.

To describe an isosceles triangle, hming each of the aitgles at

the base double of the third angle.

Take any st. line AB and divide it in 0,

BO that rect. AB, BC = sq. on AG. II. H.

With 'centre A and radius AB describe the BDE,
and in it draw the chord BD—AC; and join AD. IV. 1.

Then ivill a ABD have each of the ^ s at the base double

of L BAD.
Join CD, and about the aACD describe the©^CD. IV. 5.

Then •,• rect. AB, BC == sq. on AC, and BD=AC,
.'. rect. AB, BC — sq. on BD,
and .-. BD touches the © AGD. III. 37.

Then '.• BD touches © ACD, and DC is a chord of the ©
.'. L BDC = z CAD. III. 32.

Add to each / CDA.
Then z BDA=mm of z s CAD, CDA,

.: L BDA = z 5(71). I. 32.

But z ^X)^ = z C5D ;
I. a.

.-. z ^CD = z CBD,
and .\BD = CD. I. b. Cor.

But BD=CA;
.'. CA = OA

and .-. z (7DJ[ = z C^P. .. A.

Hence sura of z s CDA, CAD = twice z CAD,
.'. z BCD = twice z JB.4D. I. 32.

.'. z ABD and z JDjB are each = twice z 5yl D
;

and thus an isosceles a ABD has been described as v»»t

required. Q- e- *•
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Proposition XI. Problem.

To inaaibe a regular itentagon in a yiven circle.

Let ABODE be the given ®.

It is required to inscribe a regular pentagon in the ©

.

Make an isosceles a FGH, having each of the z s at 0, H
double of lat F.

In©ABCDE inscribe sl^ACD equiangular to a FGH, iv. 2.

having/: 3 at A, C, D=the/.a at F, G, II, respectively.

Then a ADC= twice l DA 0, and a ACD= twice z DA C.

Bisect the z s ADC, ACD by the chords DB, CE.

Join AB, BG, DE, EA.
Then will ABCDE be a regular pentagon.

For •.' z s ADC, ACD are each=twice z DAC,
and z 8 ADC, ACD are bisected by DB, CE,

.-. AsADB, BDC, DAC, ECD, ACE, are all equal

;

and .-. arcs AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are all equal ; III. 26.

and .-. chords AB, BC, CD, DE, FA are all equal. III. 29.

Hence, the pentagon ABCDE is equilateral.

Again, •.* arc CD= arc AB,
adding to each arc AED, we have

arc AEDC=iivo BAED,
and .-. z ABC= z BCD. III. 27.

Siraaarly, z s GDE, DEA, EAB each= a.'BC.

Hence, the pentagon ABCDE is equiangular.

Thus a regular pentagon has been inscribed iu the .

Ex. Siltv that CE is parallel to BA.

Q. E. F.
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Proposition XII. Problem.

To describe a reyular peutatjim about a yiveti circle.

Let ABODE be the given ©

.

It is required to describe a regular pentagon about the ®.

Let the angular pts. of a regular pentagon inscribed in the &
be at A, B, C, D, E,

so that the arcs AB, BO, CD, DE, EA are all equal.

Through A, B, C, D, E draw GH, HK, KL, LM, MG
tangents to the ®

;

take the centre 0, and join OB, OK, OC, OL, OD.

TheninAs OBK,OCK,

•/ OB=OG, and O^is common, and KB=KG,
I. E. Cor,

.'. z BKO= L CKO, and i BOK= i COK,

that is, I BKC==twice i CKO, and z 50C= twice z COK.

So also, z i>iO= twice z GLO, and z I>OC= twice z GOL.
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Now '.• arc BC—arc OJP,

.-. L BOC^ L DOG,

and /. I COK= l COL.

Hence in A s OCK, OGL,

\' I COK^ L GOL, and rt. z OGK=Tt. l OGL, and OG ia
common,

.-. I GKO=- L CLO, and OK==GL, I. b.

and .-. I irKL= l MLK, and ii:i=iwice KG.

Similarly it may be shewn that ^ s KEG, ROM, GML each
= I EKL,

.'. the pentagon GHKLM is equiangular.

And since it has been shewn that KL=twke KG,

and it can be shewn that .ff^= twice KB,

and •.• KB=:KGy I. E. Oor.

.*. IIK=KL.

In like manner it may be shewn that EG, GM, ML, each
^KL,

.*. the pc-ntagon GEKLM is equilateral.

Thus a regular pentagon has been described, about the ®.

«. B. r.
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Proposition XIII. Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given regular pentagon*

A

c ir

Let ABODE be the given regular pentagon.

It i- required to inscribe a © in the jientoffon,

Biaect ^ s BCD, CDE by the st. lines CO, DO, meeting in 0.

Join OB, OA, OE.
Then, in AS £CO,i)CO,

•/ BC=DC, and CO is common, and i BCO= z DCO,
.'. L OBC= L ODC. I. 4.

Then, •.• l ABC= l CDE, Hyp.

and z CDE= twice z ODC,
.•.z^^C= twice z OBC.
Hence OB bisects z ABC.

In the same way we can shew that OA, OE bisect

the z s BAE, AED.
Draw OF, OG, OH, OK, 0L± to AB, BC, CD, DE, EA.

Then, in AS GOC, HOC,
'.' L GCO= z HCO, and z OGC= z OHC,

and OC is common,

.\OG=OH. I.2e.

So also i* may be shewn that OF, OL, OK are

each= OC or OiZ";

/. OF, OG, OH, OK, OL are all equal.

Hence a © described with centre and radius OF
will pass through G, H, K, L,

and will touch the sides of the pentagon,

•.• the z s at J?'; G, H, K, L are it. z^s. III. 16.

Thus a © will be inscribed iu the pentagon, q. e. f, P
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PaoPosiTioN XIV. Problem.

jTo describe a circle about a given regular pentagon,

.A

Let ABODE be the given regular pentagon.

It is required to describe a © about the pentagon.

Bisect the z s BCD, CDE by the st. lines CO, DO, meeting

in a
Join OB, OA, OE.

Then it may be shewn, as in the preceding Proposition, that

OB, OA, OE bisect the /. s CBA, BAE, AED.

And ••• L BCD= i CDE,

and L OCi)=half z BCD, and z ODO=half z CDE,

.'. L OCD= L ODC,

and.\OD=OC.

In the same way we may shew that OB, OA, OE
each=01) or OC

;

.'. OA, OB, OC, OD, OE are all equal,

and a described with centre and radius OA will pass

through B, C, D, E,

and will be described about the pentagon. *

^ K, F.
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Proposition XV. Problem.

To intcribe a regular hexagon in a given cireU,

Let ABCDEF be the given 0, of which is the centre.

It fs required to inscribe a regular hexagor in the 0.

Draw the diameter AOD,
and witli centre D and radius DO describe a © EOCO

Join '10, CO, and produce them to B and F.

Join AB, BG, CD, DE, EF, FA.
Then *.• is the centre of © ACE, .*. OE=OD',
and •.• D is the centre of © GCE, .'. OD=DE ;

.*. OED is an equilateral A

,

and .*. I EOD= the third part of two rt. z s, I. 32
So also /L DOC= the third part of two rt. z 8,

and .*. z £00= the third part of two rt. is. L 13
Thus I s EOD, DOC, BOC are all equal

;

and to these the vertically opposite z s BOA, AOF, FOE
are equal

;

I. 15.

.-. isAOB, BOC, COD, DOE, EOF, FOA, are all equal,

and .-. arcs AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA are all equal.

III. 26.

and .-. chords AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA are all equal.

III. 2a
Thus the hexagon ABCDEF is equilateral.

Also '.• each of its z s= two-thirds of two rt. z s,

.*. the hexagon ABCDEF is equiangular.

Thus a regular hexagon has been iiiscribed in the 0.

o. E. F.
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Proposition XVI. Probueic.

2b Mwortie a regular quindecagati in a givm oir^

Let ABC be the given ®.

It is required to inscribe in the ® a regular quindecagoik

Let AB be the side of an equilateral a inscribed in the ® f

IV. a.

and AD vhe side of >'. regular pentagon inscribed in the ® .

IV. n.

Then of such equal parts as the whole Oce ABC contains

fifteen,

arc ADB must contain five,

and arc AD must contain three,

and .'. arc DB, their difference, must contain two.

Bisect arc DB in E. III. 30.

Then arcs DE, EB are each the fifteenth part of the whole

Oce.

If then chords DE, EB be drawn,

and chords equal lo them be plac^^d all round the Oce', IV. 1.

a regular quindecagon will be inscribed in the ®.

Q. E. F.
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H

MuceUane<m$ Exereises on Book IV,

1. The perpendiculars let fall on the aides of an equilateral

triangle from the centre of the circle, described about th«
triangle, are equal

2. Inscribe a circle in a ^ven regular octagon.

8. Shew that in the diagran; A Prop. X. there is a second
triangle, which has each of two of iti angles double of the third.

4. Describe a circle about a given rectangle.

5. Shew that the diameter of the circle which is described
•bout an isosceles triangle, which has its vertical angle double
of either of the angles at the base, is equal to the base of
the triangle.

6. The side of the equilateral triangle, described about a
circle, is double of the side of the equilateral triangle, inscribed

in the circle.

7. A quadrilateral figure may have a circle described about
it, if the rectangles contained by the segments of the diagonals

be equal

8. The square on the side of an equilateral triangle, inscribed

in a circle, is triple of the square on the side of the regular

hexagon, inscribed in the same circle.

9. Inscribe a circle in a given rhombus.

10. ABC is an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle ;

tangents to the circle at A and B meet in M. Shew that a

diameter drawn from Af, and meeting thecircumference in T) and

w, bisects the angle AMB, and that DC is equal to twice MD.

11. Compare the areas of two regular hexagons, one in-

scribed in, the other described about, a given circle.

12. Inscribe a square in a given semicircle.

15. A circle being given, describe six other circles, each of

them equal to it, and in contact with each other and with the

given circle.
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14. Oiren the anf^Iei of a trianf^le, and the perpendicular!

from any point on the throe sideii, construct the triangle.

1ft. Having given the radius of a circle, determine its centre,

when the circle touches two given lines, which are not parallel.

16. If the distance between the centres of two circles, which

cut one another at right angles, is equal to twice one of the

radii, the common chord is the side of the reg\»lar hexagon,

inscribed in one of the circles, and tbo side of the equilateral

triangle, inscribed in the other.

17. If ffom 0, the centre of the circle inscribed in a triangl*

ABGy OD, OEf OF be drawn peipendicular to the sides BC,

GA, AB, respectively, and from any point P in OP^ drawn

pamlU'l to AB, perpendiculars i%>, PR be drawn upon OD
and OE respectively, or these produc»!d, shew that the trianglt

QMO \m equiangular to the triangle AB^l

Mi
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Euclid Papert ut in the Mathematical Tripot at Camhridgt

from 1848 to 1872.

Questions arising out of the Propositions, to wliich they

are attached, have been proposed in the Kiiclid Papers to

Candidates for Mathematical Honours since the year 1818.

A complete let of thjse questions, so far as they refer to

Books i.-i\, is here given. The Pgures preceding each question

denote the parti'' !ar Proposition to which the question was
attached. It is expected that the solution of each question is

to be obtained mal iy by using the Proposition which precedes

it, and that no P'-oposition which comes later in Euclid's order

should be assumeu.

Of some of the questions here given we have already made
use in the preceding pages. As examples, however, of what
has been hitherto expected of Candidates for Honours, and in

order to keep the series of Papers complete, we have no'

hesitated to repeat them.

1848. I. 34. If the two diagonals be drawn, shew that a
parallelogram w'V he divided into four equal

parts. In what Ciise will the dia'^onal bisect

the angles of t' <; paruUt-ogrjim ?

III. 16. Shew that all equal straight lines in a circle

will be touched by another circle.

m. 20. If two straight lines AEB, CED in a circle

intersect in E, the angles subtended by ^C
and BD at the centre are together double of

the angle A EC.
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1848. I. 1. By A method snnilar to that ui«d in thb pro-

bi«m, (lMcrib« on a given finite Btraight line

•a iaoactlea triangle, the tXAw uf which ahull

be each equal to tw ice the bwt.

n. 11. Shew that in Euclid's figure four otner Uaea

bciiide the given line, are divided in the re-

quired manner.

IT. 4. Describe a circle touching one side of a triangle

and the produced parts of the other two

1850. I. 34. If tho opposite sideo, or the opposite angles, o»'

any quiidrilateral figtire be equal, or if its

die;;onal8 b ect each other, the quadrilateral

is a parallelogram.

II. 14. Given a square, and one side of a rectangle

whic'i is equal to th? square, find the other

side,

zii. 3k. The gf^ateat rectangle that can be inscribed in

a ''iicle is a Hquure.

III. 34. Divide a circle into trvo segments such that the

angle in one of them shall be five times the

angle in bhe other.

IV. 10. Shew that the base of the triangle is equal to

the side of a regular pentagon inscribed in the
• smaller circle of the figure.

1851. 1. 38. Let ABGy ABD be two equal triangles, upon

the same base AB and on opposite sides of

it : join CD, meeting AB in E : shew that

CE is equal to ED.

I, 47, If ABC be a triangle, whose anj^le ^ is a right

angle, and BE, CF be drawn bisecting the

opposite sides respectively, shew that fc\r

times the sura of the squares on BE and CF
is equal to five times the square on BC,

III. 22. If a polygon of an even number of sides be in-

scribed in a circle, the sum of the alternate

angles together with two right angles is equal

to as many right angles as the figure has sid^.
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185 Jl. IV. 16. In a given circle inscribe a triangle, whose

angles are as the numbers 2, 5 and 8.

1862. I. 42. Divide a triangle by two straight lines into

three parts, wliich, when properly arranged,

shall form a parallelogram whose angles are

of given magnitude.

IT. 12. Triangles are described on the same base and

having the difference of the squares on the

other sides constant : shew that the vertex of

any triangle is in one or other of two fixed

straight lines.

tV. 3. Two equilateral triangles are described about

the saiiie circle : shew that their intersections

will form a hexagon equilateral, but not gene-

\
rally equiangular.

1803. r,B.Cor. If lines be drawn through the extremities of the

base of an isosceles triangle, making angles

with it, on the side remote from the vertex,

each equal to one third of one of the equal

angles, and meeting the sides produced, prove

that three of the triangles thus formed are

isf sceles.

L 29. Through two given points draw two lines, form-

ing with a line, given in position, an equi-

lateral triangle.

n. 11. In the figure, \i B. be the point of division of

the given line AB, and DA be the side of the

square which is bisected in E and produced
to Fy and if BR be produced to meet BV in

i, prove that BL is perpendicular to BF, and
is divided by BE similarly to the giv i line.

III. 32. Through a given point without a circle draw a

chord such that the difference of th3 angles

in the two segments, into which it divides uhe

circle, may be equal to a given angle.

From a given point as centre describe a circle cut-

ting a given line in two points, so that the rect-

angle contained by their distances from a fixed

point in the line maybe equal to a given square

til, OU.
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1854.

1855.

I. 43. If iT be the common iinjjular point of the paral-

lelograms about the diameter, and BD the
other diameter, the difference of the paraU
lelograms is equal to twice the triangle BKD,

II. li. Troduco a given straight line to a point such
that the rectancrle contained by the whole
line thus produced and the part produced
filmll bo equal to the square on the given
straight line.

m. 22. If the opposite sides oi' the quadrilateral be pro-
duced to meet in P, Q, and about the tri-

angles so formed without the qurdrilateral

circles be described meeting again in R, shew
that P, P, Q will be in one straight line.

IV. 10. Upon a given straight line, as base, describe an
isosceles triangle having the third angle
treble of each of the angles at the base.

I. 20. Prove that the sum of the distances of any point
from the three angles of a triangle is greater
than half the perimeter of the triangle.

I. 47. If a line be drawn parallel to the hypotenuse
of a right-angled triangle, and each of the
ac^te angles be joined with the points where
this line intersects the sides respectively oppo-
site to them, the squares on the joining lines

are together equal to the squares on the hypo-
tenuse and on the line drawn parallel to it.

II. 9. Divide a given straight lins into two parts, such
that the square on one of them may be
double of the square on the other, without
employing the Sixth Book.

in. 27. If any number of triangles, upon the same base
BG, and on the same side of it, have their

vertical angles equal, and perpendiculars
meeting in D dp diawn from £', Oupon tlie

opposite sides, find the locus of D, and shew
that all the lines which bisect the angle JBDC
pass through the same point
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1865,

1866,

IV. 4. If the circle inscribed in a triangle ABC touch
the sides AB, AG'm the points D, E, and a
stictight lin be drawn from A to the centre
of the circle, meeting the circumference in G,
shew that G is the centre of the circle m-
scribed in the triangle ADE.

I. 34. Of all parallelograms, which can be formed with
diameters of given length, the rhombus is

the greatest.

II. 12. If AB, one of the equal rides of an isosceles

triangle ABC, be produced beyond the base
to D, so that BD=AB, shew that ti:c souare
on CD is equal to the square on AB together
with twice the square on BC.

IV. !l6. Shew how to derive the hexagon from an equi-
lateral triangle inscribed in the cirr.le, and
from this construction shew that th<} side of
the hexagon equals the radms of the circle,

and that the hexagon is double of the tri-

angle.

clBC is an Ie )sceles triangle^ of which A is the
vertex: AB, AC are bisected in D and E
respectively

; BE, CD intersect in F : shew
that the triangle ADE is equal to three times
th( triangle DEF.

U, 13. The base of a triangle is given, and is bisected
by the centre of a given circle, the circum-
ference of which is the locus of the vertex :

prove that the sum of the squares on the two
sides of the triangle is invariable.

nr 22. Prove that the sum of the angles in the four
segments of the circle, exterior to the quadri-
lateral, is equal to six right angles.

IV. 4. Circles are inscribed in the two triangles formed
by drawinr? a nftrnpTiHipnlor fr^ivi or, ...,,.1^ ^f

a triangle upon the opposite side, and analo-
gous circles are described in relatiou to the
two other like perpendiculars : prove that tho

1867. I. 35.
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sum of tliO diameters of the six circles toge-

ther with the sum of the sides of the original

triangle is equal to twice the sum of the three

perpendiculars.

1858. L 28. Aesuming as an axiom that two straight lines

cannot both be parallel to the same straight

line, deduce Euclid's sixth postulate as a

corollary of the proposition referred to.

II, 7. Produce a given straight line, so that the sum
of the squares on the given line and the part

produced may be equal to twice the rectangle

contained by the whole line thus produced and

the produced part.

III. 19. Describe a circle, which shall touch a given

straight line at a given point and bisect the

circumference of a given circle.

1869. I. 41. Trisect a parallelogram by straight lines drawn

from one of its angular points.

II. 13. Prove that, in any quadrilateral, the squares

on the diagonals are together equal to twice

the sum of the squares on the straight lines

joining the middle points of opposite sides.

III. 31. Two equal circles touch each other externally,

and through the point of contact chords are

drawn, one to each circle, at right angles to

each other: prove that the straight line,

joining the other extremities of these chords,

is equal and parallel to the straight line

joining the centres of the circles.

ly. 4. Triangles are constructed on the same base with
equal vertical angles : prove that the locus

of the centres of the esciibed circles, each of

which touches one of the sides externally

and the other side and base produced, is an
arc of a circle, the centre of which is on' the

circumference of thfl circle circumscrihing the

triangles.
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1860. L 36. If a straight line DME be drawn through the

middle point M. of the base BG of a triangle

ABC^ so as to cut off equal parts AD^ AE
from the sides AB, AC, produced If neces-

sary, respectively, then shall BD he equal co

CE.

II. 14. Shew how to construct a rectangle which shall

be equal to a given square
;
(I) when the

sum, and (2) when the difference of two ad-

jacent sides is given.

III. 36. If two chords AB, AG he drawn from any point

^ of a circle, and be produced to jD and E,

80 that tho rectangle AG, AE is equal to tlie

rectangle AB, AD, then, ii be the centre

\ of the circle, AO is perpendicular to DE.

IV. 30. If A be the vertex, and BD the base oi the

constructed triangle, D being one of the points

of intersection of the two circles employed in

the cmstruction, and E the other, and AE
be dri n meeting BD produced in F, prove

that i IB is another isosceles triangle of tie

same kind.

1861. L 32. If ABG be a triangle, in which C is a right

angle, shew how, by means of Bool^ I., to

draw a straight line parallel to i given

straight line so as to be terminated by CA
and GB and bisected by AB.

U. 13. If ABG be a triangle, in which C is a right

angle, and DE be drawn from a point D in

AG at right angles to AB, prove, without

using Book III,, that the rectangles AB, AE
and ACf AD will be equal

in. 32. Two circles intersect in ^ and B, and GBD is

drawn perpendicula > AB to meet the

circles in G and D i if AEF bisect either the

interior or exterior angle between GA and

DA, prove that the tangents to the circles at

E and F intersect in a poinc on AB produced*
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1861. IV. 4. Describe a circle touching tho side BC of the

triangle ABGy and the other two sides pro-

duced, and prove that the distance between

the points of contact of the side BG with *he

inscribed circle, and the latter circle, is equal

to the difference between the sides AB and

AG.

1862. I. 4. Upon the sides AB^ BG, and CD of a parallelo-

gram ABGD, three equilateral trianghs ire

described, that on BG towards the same parts

as the parallelogram, and those on AB, GD
towards the opposite parts. Prove that the

distances of the vertices of the triangles on

AB, GD, from that on BG, are respectively

equal to the two diagonals of the paraHeio-

gram.

II. 10. Divide a given straight line into two parts, so

that the squares on the whole line and on

one of the parts may be together double of

the square on the other part.

m, 28, A triangle is turned about its vertex, until one

of the sides intersecting in that vertex is in

the same straight line as the other previously

was: 'prove that the line, joining the vertex

with the point of intersection of the two

positions of the base, produced if necessary,

bisects the angle between these two positions.

Tf. 10. Prove that the smaller of the two circles, em-

ployed in Euclid's construction, is equd to

the circle described about the required tri-

angle.

1863. I. 47. Two triangles ABG, A'B\f have their sid»^

respectively parallel. BBi, GGi are drawn

perpendicular to B'G'; GG^, AA^ to G'Af-, and

AAa, BBi to A'B'. Prove that the sum of tne

squares on AB^, BG^, GA3 together, is equal

to the sum of those on AGi, BA^, GBa together.

II. 11. Dinde a given straight Ime into two parts, such
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that the rectangle contained by the whole and
one part may be equal to that contained by
the other part and a given straight line.

1863. III. 2d. Two equal circles intersect in A, B
-, PQT

perpendicular to AB meets it in T, and the
circles in P, Q. AP, BQ meet in R ; AQ,BP in Si prove that the angle BT3 is bi-
sected by TP.

1864. I. 38. If a quadrilateral figure have two hides parallel,
and the parallel sides be bisected, the lino
joining the points of bisection shall pass
through the point in which the diagonals cut
one another.

ii. 14. Dfvide a given straight line (when possible)

^

into three parts such that the rectangle con-
tained by two of them shall be equal to a
given rectilineal figure, and Lhat the squares
on these two parts shall together be equal to
the square on the third.

III. 36. If from a given point A wiilioat a given circle
any two straight lines APQ, ABS, be drawn,
making equal angles with the diameter which
passes through A, and cutting the circle in
P, Q, and R, S, respectively, then PS, QR,
shall cut one another in a given point.

IV. 11. If a figure of any odd number of sides have all

its angular points on the same circle, and all

its angles equal, then shall its sides be equal.

1865. I. 20. Give a geometrical construction for finding a •

point in a given straight line, the diflfere- ce of
the distances of which from two given points
on the same side of the line shall be the
greatest possible.

n. 12. The base BG of an isosceles triangle ALC is

produced to appoint D , AD k joined, and in
AD a point ii' is taken, such that the rect-
angle AD, AE, is equal to the square on either
of the equal sides AB, AC, of the triangle:
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prove that the rectangle BD, CD is equal to
the rectangle A D, ED.

i«66. III. 18. A given straight lino is drawn at right angles
to the straight line joining the centres of two
given circles : prove that the difference be-
tween the squares on two tangents drawn,
one to each circle, from any point on the
given straight line, is constant.

IV. 6. Having given one side of a triangle, and the
centre of the circumscribed circle, determine
the locus of the centre of the inscribed circle.

1866. I. 33. Prove that a quadrilateral, which has two op-
posite sides and two opposite obtuse angles
equal, is a parallelogram.

Shew that the figure is not necessarily a paral-
lelogram, if the equal angles are acute.

IL 9. Prove this -\-^o by superposition of the squares
or their halves.

nr. 32. If four circles be drawn, each passing through
three out of four given points, the angle be-
tween the tangents at the intersection of two
of the circles is equal to the angle between
the tangents at the intersection of the other
two circles.

IV. 2. In a given circle inscribe a triangle such that
two of the sides of the triangle shall pass
through given points and the third side be at
a given distance from the centre of the given
circle.

iS67. r. 16. Any two exterior angles of a triangle are together
greater than two right angles.

T. 43. What is the greatest value which these comple-
ments, for a given parallelogram, can haite ?

1- 1*. i-iTivie a j^ivcu suuigiii, iiue into two parts such
that the squares on the whole line and on one
of the parts shall be together double of the
square on the other part.
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1867^ 111. 22. If the chords, which bispct two angles of a

trianj^'lo inscribed in a circle, be equal, prove

that either the angles uro equal, ov the thiro

•ngle is ecjual to the angle of an equilateral

triangle.

186S. I. 41. OKBM and OLDN are parallelograms about

the diameter of a parallel -grum ABCD. In

AfiST, which is parallel to BAy take any point

P and prove that, if PC, produced if neceg-

sary, :uoet KL in Q, BP will be pamllel

to DQ.

II. 22. In a triangle ABC, D, E, F are the middle
points of the sides BO, CA, AB respectively,

and K, L, M are the feet of the perpend

i

I
culars on the same sides from the opposiu

angles. Prove that the greatest of the rect-

angles contained by BC and DK, CA and
EL, AB and FM, is equal to the sum of thto

other two.

'IF. 35. Through a point within a circle, draw a chord,

8u:h that the rectanj,le contained by the whole
chord and one part may be equal to a givei*

square.

Determine the necessary limits to the magnU
tude of this square.

£V. 4. If two triangles ABC, A'B'C be inscribed in

the same circle, so that AA' BB' CC meet
in one point 0, prove that, if be the centre

of the inscribed circle of one of the triangles,

it will be the centre of the perpendiculars of

the othe:'.

186P. 1. 40. ^i50 is a triangle, E and F are two points ; if

the sum of the triangles ABE and BCE be
equal to the sum of the triangles ABF and
BOF, then under certain conditions EF will

be parallel to AC. Find these conditions,

and determine when the difference instead of

the sum of the triangles must be taken.
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186U. II. 11. Shew that the point of section lies between the

cxtreniitieH of the line.

III. 33. An ucuto-un){Icd triangle it ini>icribed in a
circle, and the paf.-r is folded along each ^^l

the dides of the triangle : Shew that the

ciicunifcrcnces of thn three segnientH will pass

through the same point. State the c(iuivulent

])ropo8ition for an obtuse-angled triangle.

IV. 11. Shew that the c'-des, each of which touchei

two sides of a regular pentagon at the ex-

tremities of a third, meet in a point.

1870. I. 26. ABCL) is a square and E a point in BC ; a

struighc line J'JF is drawn at right angles to

J. is', and meetf the straight line, which bisects

the angle between CD and BC produced in a

point F : prove that AE is equal to EF.

ri. 9. The diagonals of a quadrilateral meet in E, and

F is the middle point of the straight line

joining the middle points of the diagonals

:

prove that the sum of the squares on the

straight lines joining E to the angular points

of the quadrilateral is greater than the sum of

the squares on the straight lines joining F to

ihe same points by iour times the square

on EF.

III. 32. ABf CD are parallel diameters of two circles,

and AC cuts the circles in P, Q : prove that

the tangents to the circles at P, Q are parallel.

IV. 10. Hence shew how to describe an equilateral

and equiangular pentagon about a circle with-

out first inscribing one.

I. 38. Through the angular points A, B, C, of a

triangle are drawn three parallel straight lines

meeting the -opposite sides in A', B', C re-

spectively : prove that the triangles AB'C\
BCA', CA'B' are all equal

II. 10. Produce a given straight line so that the square

on the whole line thus produced may be

double the square on the part produced.

16

1871.

m^ i^

H:

it ,!»'

I
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1871. III. 32. The oppoaite Hides of a (jurtdrilateral inscribed

in tt circle are produced to meet in /*, Q, and
about the four triangles thus formed circleH

arc described : prove thai the tangents to thcHe

circleH at i' and ^ form a quadril. i-eral equal

in all respects to the original, and that the

line joining the centres of the circles, about

the two quadrilatenils, bisects PQ.

IV. 8. A triangle is inscribed in a given circle so as

to u«, c its centre of perpendiculars at a given

point : prove that the middle points of its

sides lie on a fixed circle.

1^72. I. 47 If C£J, BD be the squares described upon the

side AC^ and the hypotenuse AB, and if

,
EB, CD intersect in F, prove that AF bi-

sects the angle EFD.
III. 22. Two circles intersect in A, B : PAP\ QjiQ' are

drawn equally inclined to AB lo meet the
circles in P, P', Q, Q' ; prove that FP' is

equal to QQ'.

IV. 4. Having given an angular point of a triangle, thfc

circumscribed circ'io, and tho centre of the in^

.scrioed oirde, construct the f.riangie.

11



BOOK V.

SECTION t

On Multiples and Equimultiples,

Def. I. A ORKATBR magnitude is a MuXii'pU of a leas magni-

tude, when the greater contains the less an exact number

of times.

Def. II. A less magnitude is a Suh-multiph of a greater

magnitude, when the less is contained an exact number of

times in the greater.

These definitions are applicable not merely to ^ometrical

magnitudes, such as Lines, Angles, and Triangles ; but also to

such M are included in the ordinary sense o*" the word Magni-

tude, that is, anything which is made up of parts like itself,

Buch as a Distance, a Weight, or a Sum of Money.

li *

Postulate.

Any one magnitude being given, let it be granted that any

number of other magnitudes may be found, each of which is

t'(iual to the first.
3 T

Method of Notation.

Let A represent a magnitude, not as one of the letters used

in Algebra to represent the measure of a magnitude, butjiet A
-X-_ -I f-- X\-

-

:i...J^ lt^^^fi rrU.m if wwrr, i^nnn\>A A OQ rOTirO.
SIUIIU lur mv UiUgllluUUC it=Ci.-.. iuu,-, ix n-^ ivgtt:i« •• '— •• I

senting a weight, we mean, not the numher of pounds con-

tained in the weight, but the weight itself.

itiiil

s in

m
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1^

Let the word* A^ B togtther represent the nm(;nitucle obtained

by p«itting the mA^nitiidu H to the mngnitiide A,

Let Af A together be abbroviatiui into 2/1,

A, A, A together 3^,

and HO on.

Let A, A rei)Ortted m ti.r.es be denoted by mAf
m standing for a whole nuwhei .

Let mAf mA repeated n times be denoted by nmA,
whore nm stands for the arithmetical product of the whoU

nuniberH n and m.

Let (w + n) A stand for the majjriitnde obtained by putting

nA to mA, m and n standing for whole numbers.

These, and thei»i only, are the symbols by which we propose

to shorten ana simplify the proofs of this Book : ciipita)

letters standing, in all c;i8e8, for magnitudes ; and small letters

standing for whoU umber**

Scales of Multiples.

By taking a number of magnitudes each equal to A, and

putting two, three, four of them together, we obtain a set

of magnitudes, depending upon A, and all known when A is

known ; namely,

A, 2^- ^A, 4A, 6A and so on ;

each being obtained by putting A to the preceding ona.

This we call the Scale of Multiples of A.

If m be a whole number, mA and mB are called Equir

multiples of A and B, or, the same multiples of A and B
respectively.

Axioms.

1. Equimultiples of the same, or of equal magnitudes, are

animl to on6 ac^thers

2. Those magnitudes, of which the same, or equal, magni-

tudes are equimultiples, are equal to one another.
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3. A multiple of a greater magnitude ia greater than the

Hame multiple of a lest.

4. That magnitude, of which a multiple is greater than the

same multiple of another, ia greater than tliat other magni-

tude.

NoTi 1. If A and B be two commonmirable magnitudes, it

i** easy to show that there ia ioi»« multiple c» Jl, which b

('(lual to iOfmt multiple of h.

For let M be a common measure of A and h\ then the

scale of multiples of M is

Af, 2Af. 3Af,

Now <mt of the multiples in this scale, suppose |)3f, is equal to A ,

and 09M suppose ^xV, if.

Hence the multiple qpM is equal to ^X, V. Ax. 1.

and the same multiple is equal to yB\
and therefore (lA « yB, L Ax 1.

PuoposiTioN I. (Eucl. V. 1.)

Tj any nuwoer of magnitudes he equimultiples of as many,

each of each ; whatever multiple any one of them is of its sub-

multiphf the same .aultijle must all the first laagnitudes, taken

together^ he of all the other, taken together.

Let A be the same multiple of G that B is of D.

Then must J., B together he (he same multiple of C, D ton'>,ther

that A is of G.

Let A tm C, G, G ...repeated m times.

Then£ >» D,D,D .epeated m times.

..A,B together = 0, D ; G,D, G,Di repeated m times.

.'. At B together Ifl the same multiple of C\ D together that

4 is of <7. ^ B, D.
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m
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'

te#*-

Proposition II. (Eucl. v. 2.^

If the first he the same multiple of the second that the third ii

of the fourth, and the fifth the same multiple of the second that

the sixth is of the fourth ; the first together with the fifth must he

the same multiple of the second, that the third together ivith the

sixth is of the fourth.

Let A, B, C, D, E, F be six magnitiidea, such that

A is the same multiple of B, that C is of D, and

E is the same multiple of B, that F is of D.

Then must A, E together he die same multiple of B,

that C, F together is of D.

Let A = B, B, B, repeated m times
;

then C = D,D,D, repeated m times.

,
Also, let E = B, B, B, repeated r tinges

;

then F == D,D,D, repeated n times.

.'. A,E together = B,B,B, repeated m + n times,

and C, F together = D,D,D, repeated m+n times.

.'. A, E together is the same multiple of B,

that C, F together .^ of D.
Q.B.D.

Proposition III. (Eucl v. ?
*

If the first he the same multiple of the second that the third

is of the fourth ; and if of the first and third there he taken

equimultiples, these must he equimultiples, the one of the second,

and the other of the fourth.

Let A be the same multiple of B that G ia oi D ;

and let E and F be taken equimultiples of A and C,

Then must E and F he equimultiples ofB and D.

For let A = B, B, repeated m times=m£ ;

then = D, D, repeated m times=mi>.

Again, let jE? = A, A, repeated n times •

then F = C, C, repeated n times.

»'. E = mB, mB, repeated n times—wm5

;

andF = mZ), mD, repeated n times=nm/).
.*. E is the same multiple of B that F is of D.

Q. S. D.
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SECTION II.

On Ratio and Proportion,

Dep. III. I- A and B be magnitudes of the same kind, the

relative greatness of A with respect to B is called the ratio of

-4to^.

Note 2. When A and B are commensurable, we can estimate

their relative greatness by considering what multiples they are

of some common standard. But as this method is not appli-

cable when A and B are incommensurable, we have to adopt

a more general method, applicable both to commensurable and
incommensurable magnitudes.

If A and B be magnitudes of the same kind, commensurable

or incommensurable, the scale of nmltiples of A is

A,2A...mA, (m+l)A...2mA,{2m+l)A...3mA...nmA...

and the Ratio of £ to ^ is estimated by considering the posi-

tion which JB, or some multiple of B, occupies among the

multiples of A.

If A and B be commensurable, a multiple of B can be found,

such that it would occupy the same place among the multiples

of .4, which is occupied by some one of the multiples of A
;

that is, this particular nuiltiple of B represents the same
magnitude as that, which is represented by some one of tha
multiples of A. See Note 1, p. 213.

If, for example, the 7th multiple in the scale of B represents

the same magnitude as that which is represented by the 5th
inaiLip-ic iii Liic =waic ul .a., ui iii uilitir WUiUa, il i Jj =: 5^, Wfc

are enabled to form an exact notion of the greatness of B
relatively to A.
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When A and B are incommensurable, the relation mA^nB
can have no existence ; that is, no pair of multiples, one in

each of the scales of multiples of A and JB, represent the same

magnitude. But we can always determine whether k 'par-

ticular multiple of B be greater or less than some one of the

multiples of A ; that is, we can always find between what two

successive multiples of A any given multiple of B lies.

Hence, whether A and B be commensurable or incommen-

surable, we can always form a third, scale, in which the

multiples of B are distributed among the multiples of A.

Suppose, for example, we discover the following relations

between particular multiples of A and B :

B greater than A and less than 2-4,

tB greater than 3^ and less than 4-4,

35 greater thai 5J. and less than 6^4,

and so on ; the third scale will commence thus

i, B, 24, 3^, 25, 4^, 5J, 3B, 6^,

and so on ; the sciile not being formed by any law, but con-

structed by special calculations for each term.

Such a scale we call the Scale of Relation of A and By

and we give the following Definition :

—

The Scale of Relation of two magnitudes of the same kind

is a list of the multiples of both ad infinitum, all arranged in

order of magnitude, so that any multiple of either magnitude

being assigned, the scale of relation points out between which

multiples of the other it lies.

Note 3. It may here be remarked that, if A and B be

two finite magnitudes of the same kind, however small B may

be, we may, Dy continuing the scale of multiples of B suffi-

ciently far, at length obtain a multiple of B greater than A.

Also, if B be leaa than A, one multiple at least of the scale

of B will lie between each two consecutive multiples of the

scale of A. From these considerations we shall be justified in

(Vmuming
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(1.) That we can always take mB greater than A or than fA.

(2.) That we can always take nB such that it is greater than

•pA but not greater than i^, provided that B is less

than J., and p than q.

We can now make an important addition to Definition iii.,

so that it will run thus :

—

If A and B be magnitudes of the same kind, the relative

f,'reatness of A with respect to B is called the Ratio of A to ii,

and this Ratio is determined by, that is, depends solely upon,

the order in which the multiples of A and B occur in the

Scale of Relation of A and B.

Def. IV. Magnitudes are said to have a Ratio to each othor,

which can, beii.^ multiplied, exceed each the other.

This definition is inserted to point out that a ratio cannot

exist between two magnitudes unless two conditions be ful-

filled :— first, the magnitudes must be of the same kind;

secondly, neither of them may be infinitely large or infinitely

small. See Note 3.

Dep. V. When there are four magnitudes, and when any

equimultiples of the first and third being taken, and any equi-

nuiltiples of the second and fourth, if, when the multiple of the

first is greater than tl) it of the second, the multiple of the

third is greater than that of the fourth, and when the multiple

of the first is equal to that of the second, the multiple of the

thirc' is equal to that of the fourth, and when the multiple of

the first is less than that of the second, the multiple of the

inira is less man inai< 01 tuo luuiiii, i/uuu luc uisl ui Lue

original four magnitudes is said to have to the second the

same ratio which the third has to the fourtl^,
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Note 4.—To make Def. v. clearer we give the following

illustration. Suppose .1, B, 0, D to be four magnitudes ; the

scales of their multiples will then be

—

A, 2A, 3A mA ,

B, 2B, W nB ,

a, 20, 'MJ mC ,

D, 2D, 3D nD ;

where mA, mC stand for any equimultiples of A and C, and

uB, nD stand for any equimultiples of B and D: then the

Definition may be stated more brietly thus :

A is said to have the same ratio to B which C has to i>,

when mA is found in the same position amon^ the multiples

of B, in which mG is found among the multiples of D ; or,

which is the same thing, ivhen the order of the multiples of A
and B in the Scale of Relation of A and B, is precisely the same

as the order of the multiples of G and D in the Scale of Relation

of G and D ; or, when every multiple of A is found in the same

position among the multiples of B, in which the same mulMple

of G is found among the multiples of D.

\ Note 5. The use of Def. v. will be better understood by

the following application of it.

To show that rectangles of equal altitude a/re to one another

as their bases.

a a e j> ff u

Let AG, ac be two rectangles of equal altitude.

Let B, B' and R, R' stand for the bases and the areas of

these rectangles respectively.

Take AD, DE, EF, m in number, and all equal,

And ad, de, ef,fg, gh, .n'm number, and ail equal,
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Complete the rectangles, as in the diagiaiu.

Then base AF *= mBf
base ah = nl^.

rectangle AP = mR^
rectangle ap — nli',

Now we can prove, by superposition, that if ^^ be greater

than ah, AP will be greater than op, and if equal, equal ; and

if less, less.

That is, if mB be greater than nB', mR is greater than nR';

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Hence, by Def, v.,

B is to B' as R is to R'.

Hence we deduce two Corollaries, which are the foundation

of the proofs in Book vi.

Cor. I. Parallelograms of equal altitude are to cue another

OS their hoses.

For the parallelograms are equal to rectangles, on the same

bases juid between the same parallels.

Cor. II. T'iiangles of equal altitude are to one another as

their bases.

For the triangles are equal to the halves of the rectangles,

on the same bases and between the same parallels.

N.B.—These Corollaries are proved as i'. direct Propositior,

In Eucl. VI. 1. Cor. ii. could not, consistently with EuclidV

method, be introduced in this place, for it assumes Proposi^

tion XI. of Book v.

Def. VI. Magnitudes which have the same ratio are called

Proportiunals.

If A, B, C, D be proportionals, it is usually expressed by

saying, J. is to JS as is to D.

The magnitudes A and are calxed the Antecedents ofthe ratios.

B andD Consequents .».

The antecedents are said to be homologous to one another^

that is, occupying the same position in the ratios (ofioKoyoi), and

the consequents are said to be homologous to one another.
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])EF. VII. When of the equimultiples of four magnitudea,

taken as in Def. v., the multiple of the first is greater thw [or

is equal to] the multiple of the second, but the multiple of the

third is not greater than [or is less than] the multiple of the

fourth, then the first is said to have to the second a greater

ratio, than the third has to the fourth.

NoTR 6. The meaning of Def. V!i. may be expressed, after

taking the scales of multiples as in the explanation of Def. v.,

thus :

—

A is said to have to 5 a greater ratio than Chas to D,

when two whole numbers m and n can be found, such that

mA is greater than nB, but mO not greater than nD \ or,

such that wA is equal to wii, but mQ less than nD.
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SECTION III.

Containing the Propositions mostfrequently referred to in

Book VI.

Note 7. The Fifth Book of Euclid may be regarded in two
aspects : first, as a Treatise on the Theory of Ratio and Propor-

tion, complete in itself, and depending in no way on the pre-

ceding Books of the Elements ; and secondly, aa a necessary

introduction to the Sixth Book.

If we make the number of references in Book vi. a test of

the importance of particular Propositions in BooK v., they
will be arranged in the following order ;—

Proposition v. is referred to 23 times.

VI. .. 14

»

J)

VIII.

XXI.

XVI II.

XII.

7

5

3

2

Propositions x., xi, xv., xvi., xix., xxii., are referred to onc^

It is Jesirnble, then, that the student should observe that

the ihre^ Propositions, which are of especial importance for

Book VI., are included in this Section.
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Proposition IV.

Iffour magnitudea he proportionals^ and any equimultiphi

be taken of the first and third, and also auy t'qnimultiples of

the second and fourth, if the multiple ofthefirnt he greater than

that of the second, the multiple of the third must be greater than

that of the fourth ; and if equal, equaJ, ; and if lets, Ui$.

Let ^ be to 5 aa (7 is to D,

aad let any equimultiples mA, mC be taken of A and C,

and any equimultiples nB, nD of B and D.

Then ifmA he greater than nB, mC must be greaier titan nD
;

and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Foip if mA be greater than nB, but mC not greater than

nD, then will A have to ii a greater ratio than C has to D

;

which is not the case. V. Def. 7.

Hence ifmA be greater than nB, mC must be greater than nD.

Similarly it may be shown that, if mA be equal to, or less

than, nB, mC must also be equal to, or less than, nD.

Q. E. D.

N.B.—We have added this Proposition to meet an objection,

which might be made to a reference to Definition v., when the

converse of that Definicion is wanted. This reference is of

frwjuent occurrence in Simson's edition.

Proposition V. (Eucl. v. 11.)

Ratios that are the same to the same ratio, are the same to one

<%nother.

Let -4 be to £ as is to D,

and i? be to i^ as is to D.

Theji must A be to B as E is to F.

Take of A, C, £ any equimultiples mA, mC, mB,
and of Bf D. F any equimultiples nB, nD, nF,

p|
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Then •.• ^ is to C as (7 ia to D,
.'. MmA bo greater than n^, mC is greater than nD

\

and if equal, equal
; if less, less. V. 4.

Again, •.• is to I) m E is to F,
.•. if mC bo greater than «i>, mE is greater than uF

;

•ind if equal, equal ; if less, less. V, 4.

Hence, if mA be greater than nB, mE is greater than uF
\

and if eouaJL equal ; if less, less.

^ IS to li as ^ is to ^. V. Def. 5.

« & D.

Proposition VI. (End. v. 7.)

Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the sam^ magni-
tude ; and the same has the saTne ratio to equal magnitudes.

Let A and B be equal magnitudes, and C any other magni-
tude.

Then must A be to C as B is to (7,

and G must be to A as G is to B.

Take mA and mB any equimultiples of A and B,
and uG any multiple of C.

Then '.' A = B, .-. mA = mB. V. Ax. 1.

.'. if mA be greater than nO, mB is greater than nG ;

and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

.'. ,4 is to as £ is to G. V. Def 5.

Again, if nG be greater than mA, nG is greater than mB;
and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

.'.OiBioA&aGiBtoB. V. Def. 6.

q. s. p.
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PnopowrTroN VTT. (Eucl. v. 8.)

Of two uiuqnal via>jnilu(kif, tfie greater has a greattr ratio to
any other muynitmle than the 1ms has ; and the mme vuvjuUude
has a greater ratio to the less, of two other magnitudes, than it

has to the greater.

Let A and B bo iiny two nmgnitiules, of which A ia th«
greater, and let D be any other magnitude.

Then must the ratio of A to D be greah.r

than the ratio of Ji to D.

Take such eciuiimiltiples of A and B, qA and ?J5,

that each of them n)ay be greater than D. Note 3, p. 21l8.

Then •/ A is ijrcator than B,
' .,qA is greater than qB. V. Ax. 3.

Let qA - qB, li together.

Then, however small R may be, we can find a multiple of
H, suppose mR, such that mli is greater than qB. Note 3.

Take equimultiples of qA and qB, mqA and mqB, and take
a multiple of i>, nD, such that nD is not less than mqB and
not greater than {viq + q) B.

Then '.• mqA — mqB, mR together,

and mR is greater than qB,
.'. mqA is greater than (r/19 f q) B,

and, a fortiori, mqA is greater than nD.
But mqB is not greater than nD,

.'. the ratio of ^ to D is greater than the ratio of B to D.

V. Def. 7.

Also, the ratio of D to B must be greater than the ratio of
D to A.

^

For, the same multiples being taken as before,
'.• nl) is not less than mqB,

and nD is less than mqA,

,% D has to jB a greater ratio than D haa to A.
V. Def. 7.

Q. E. 0,

Note 3.

V. L
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Proposition VIII. (Eucl. v. 9.)

Magniiudtt, which hai'e the name ratio to the tame magnitudSf
are equal to one another ; anil those, to which the »am.e magni'
tude hn.s the mme ratio, are equal to one another.

Let A iiuJ B jiave the siiiiie ratio to 0.

2 hen must A B,

For if A were greater than B,

A would Imvo a greatjr ratio to C than £ has to C ; V. 7.

A/L.ch is not the case.

And if A were less than B,

B would have a greater ratio to C than A has to C\ V. 7

which is not the case.

.*. A ^ B.

Next, let C have the same ratio to A that C has to A
Then must A =» B.

For we can show, as before, that A cannot be greater or h
than^

.'. A >" B, Q. E. b.

Proposition IX. (Eucl. v. 10.)

That magnitude, which has a greater ratio than another ^a-

to the same magnitude, is the greater of the two; and that

magnitude, to which the same has a greater ratio than it has

to another magnitude, is the less of the two.

Let A have to a greater ratio than B has to C.

Then must A be greater than B.

For if A were equal to B, then would A have the same
ratio to C thut B has to C ; which is not the case. V. 8.

And if A Mere less than B, then would A have to a ratio

less than UiaLwhich B has to C ; which is not the case. V. 7.

.'. ^ is greater than B.

Next, let C have a greater ratio to 8 than it has to A.
Then must B he less than A.

For if B were equal to A, then would C have the same ratio

to B which it has to A ; which is not the case. V. 8.

And if B were greater than A, then C would have to B a,

ratio less than that which C has to J ; which is not the

case. V. 7.

.: B is less than A. q. e. d.
10
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pRoruHiTioN X. (Eucl. V. 12.)
i

If (my numW of matjnitudei be proportionalu, at one of tki

antect<Uni» it to iU eotuufuenit to mutt all the anUceMnU taken

together be to all the eonteqiient*.

Letany immberof inagnitiulfHii, B,C, 't, E, F...he proportionula

that ia, A to li im C io I) und ua /v' w to F...

Then mmt Abeto lia» A,C, IS. ..together utoB, I), F. ..together.

Take of A, 0, A',. ..any eqiiimiiltiplfH mA, mC\ mE...
and of /i, D, /''...any o(juiiiiultiplt!.H nli, nO, nF...

Then •.• A is to iJ a« ia t<j iJ and aa E ia to F...

.'. if mA be greater than nli, mC is Kmitor tlum nD,
and mE ia greater than nF... ; and if equal, equal ; if leas,

leas. V. 4.

.'. if mA be greater than nfi, mA, mC, m&'... together are

greater than nB, nD, nF... together ; and if Cjuul, equal; if

Ic 8, leita.

Now mA and mA, mC, m^... together are equiamltiples of

A and A, C, /';...toj^rether. V. 1.

And nB and nB, nD, nF... together are equimultiples of

B and B, D, F... together.

/. ^ ia to -B aa A, C, i5. . .together is to B, D, F...together.

V. Def. ft.

Q. K. D.

Proposition XT. (Eucl. v. 16.)

Magnitudes have the same ratio to one anoOur tvhich their

equimultiples have.

Let A be the same multiple of C that 7? is of D.
Then must C be to D as A to B.

Divide A into magnitudes E, F, (?,...each equal to 0,

and B into magnitudes //, K, i,...each equal to D,

the number of the magnitudes being the same in both cases,

because A and B are equimultiples of C and D.
Then •.• E, F, O are all equal,

and H, K, L are all equal.

/. j; is to I/, as F to K, as to L...

.'. £ IB to H OB E, F, (?...together is to

together,

V.6
H, K, L.,

that is, ^ is to fl" as ^ to J5

and '.• E = C, and H ^ D,
.'. C is to Z) as .-i to B,

V. 10

Q.B. D.
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SECTION IV.

On Proportion by Inversion^ AlU nation^ and SiParation.

Proposition XII. (Eucl. v. B.)

Iffmir motgniiudM be proporiionals, they mutt alio hi pro-

portionals when iken invertely.

Jjet A he to B aa G is to D.

Then inversely B mui be to A (u D is to 0,

Take of A and Cany equimultiples mA and mG,

and uf £ and D any equimultiples nB and nD.

Then *.• J is to £ as (7 is to D,

.•. if mA be greater than nB, mG is greater than nD ; and

il' equal, equal ; if lesa, less. V. 4.

Ilencc, if nD bo ^renter than mA, nD is greater than mG;
and if •uiuil, eqtinl ; if less, leas.

. . 7; is te ^ us /» is to G, V. Def. 6.

Q. S. D.
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Proposition XIII. (Eucl. v. 13.)

If the first has to the ser.07id the same ratio which the third has
to the fourth, but the third to the fourth a greater rati than the

fifth has to the sixth ; the first must also have to th second a
greater ratio than the fifth has to the sixth.

Let A have to B the same ratio that G has to D,
but C to D a greater ratio than E has to F.

Then must A have to B a greater ratio than E has to F,

For •.• C has to I? a greater ratio than E has to F,
we can find such equimultiples of G and E, suppose mOand mE,

and such equimultiples of D and F^ suppose nD and nF,
that mG is greater than nDy but mE not greater than nF.

V. Def. 7.

Then V AhioBd^G is to D, Hyp.
and mC ^ greater than wD,
.*. mA greater than nB. Y. 4.

And mE is not greater than nF.

,\ A has to £ a greater ratio than E has to F. V. Def. 7.

Q. £. D.

U

Proposition XIV. (Eucl. v. 14.)

If the first has to the second the same ratio which the third
has to the fourth; then, ifthefi^st be greater than the third the

second must be greater than the fourth ; and if equal, equal

;

and if less, less.

Let A have the same ratio to B that G has to D.

Then ifA be greater than G, B must be greater than D.

For •.• ^ is greater than 0,

and B is any other magnitude,

.'. ul has a greater ratio to B than C has to B. V.7.
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But -4 is to 5 as C is to D.
.*. C has a greater ratio to D, than (7 haa to B. V. 13.
.'. jB is greater than D. V. 9.

Similiirly it may be shown that if A be less than C, B musi
be less than D ; and that if ^ be equal to 0, B must be equal
to i?, Q, B. D.

Proposition XV. (Eucl. v. 16.)

If four magnitudes of the mrm kind he proportionals, they

rmist also be proportionals when taken alternately.

Let A, B, C, Dhe four magnitudes of the same kind, and
let J be to J5 as C is to D.

Then alternately A must be to C as B is to D.

Take of A and B any equimultiples mA and mJ?,

and of C and D any equimultiples nC and nD.

Then '.• mA is to mB as A is to B, V. 11.

and (7 is to D as ^ is to B, Hyp.

.'. mA is to m5 as C is to D. V. 6.

But nC is to nD as (7 is to P ; V. 11.

and .-. mA is to mJB as nC is to r»D, V. 5.

If .*. mA he greater than nO, mB 'm greater than nD
;

and if equal, equal ; if less, less. V. 14.

••. -4 is to C as £ ii toA V. Def. 6,
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Proposition XVI. (Eucl. v. 18.)

If magnitudes taken separately he proportionalSf they must 6«

^proportionals also when taken pintly.

Let A have the same ratio to B that C has to D.

Then must A, B together have the sam^ ratio to J5,

that Gj D together has to D.

First, when all the magnitudes are of the same kind,
••• A is to B m G is to D,
.*. ^ is to as 5 is to D. 4', 16.

.'. A,B together is to 0, D together as B is to D, "V. 10.

and .'. A, B together is to B as C, Z> together is to D. V. i5.

Next, when all the magnitudes are not of the same kind, w©
may employ a method of proof which includes the former

case : thus

—

Take of A, B, G, D any equimultiples mAf mB, vnG, mD,
and of B and D take any equimultiples nB, nD.

Then ••• ^ is to B as (7 is to D,
.*. if mA be greater than nB, mG is greater than nD ; and

if equal, equal ; if less, less. V. 4.

If then mA, mB together he greater than mB, nB together,

mG, mD together is greater than mG, nD together
;

and if equal, equal ; if less, less. I. Ax. 2, 4.

Now mA, mB together is the same multiple of A, B together

that mG, mD together is of 0, D together
;

V. 1.

and mB, nB together is the same multiple of B
that mD, nD together is of D. V. 2.

.*. Af B together k lo B as G,D together is to D. V. Def. 5.
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SECTION V.

Containing the Propositions occasionally referred to in

Boo/i VI.

Proposition XVII. (Eucl. v. 4.)

If the first offour magnitudes has to the second the same ratio

which the third has to the fourth, and any equimultiples of the

first and third be tahiUy and also any equimultiples of the second

and fourth, then must the multiple of the first have the same

ratio to the multiple of the second which the multiple of the

third has to that of the fourth.

If ^ be to £ as C is to D,

and mA, mC be taken equimultiples of A and (7,

and nB, nD ofJ5aiid/),

then must mA be to nB as mC is to nD.

Take of mA, mC any equimultiples pmA, pmC,

and of nB, nD qnB, qnD.

Then pmA, pmG are equimultiples of A and 0, V. 3.

and qnB, qnD of^andD. V. 3.

And '.* A iato B as C is to D,
.'. iipm^A be greater than qnBf

pmC is greater than qnD ; V. 4.

and if equal, equal ; if less, less.

Then '.* pmA, pmO are equimultiples of mA, mC,

cllia JYIX>, qUJ^ v/I tlJJ, U-L/,

.'. mA is to w£ as mC is to nD. V. Def. 6.

Q. B. D.
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Proposition XVTTI. (Eucl. v. A.)

// i}it first of four magnitudes have the same ratio to the
tecond that the third has to the fourth, then, if the first he greater
than the second, the third must he greater than the fourth ; and
if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let ^ be to £ as C is to D.
Then if A he greater than B, G must he greater than D

;

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Take any equimultiples of each, mA, mB, mC, mD.
Then •. ^ is to 5 as is to D,
.: if mA be greater than mB, mC is greater than mD

;

and if ^qual, equal
; and if less, less. y. 4.

First, suppose A greater than B,
then mA is greater than mB, V. Ax. 3.

and .•• mC is greater than mD,
and .*. C 13 greater than D. V. Ax. 4.

Similarly the other cases may be proved.

Q. S. D.

Proposition XIX. (Eucl. v. D.)

If the first he to the second as the third is to the fourth, and if

the first he a multiple, or a submultiple, of the second, the third
must he the same multiple, or the sami submultiple, of the

fourth.

Let ^ be to i? as C is to D,
and, first, let A he a, multiple of B.

Then must he the sarnie, multiple of D.

Let A =mB, and take mD the same multiple ofD that A is of B.
Then .• ^a is to i5 as is to D,

.'. A w to mB SLS C ia to mD. V. 17,

But A = mB, and . •. C = mD. V. la
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Next, let -4 be a aubmultiple of B.

Then must G be the same stihmultiph of D.

For '. • u4. is to J5 as C is to D,
.'. jB is to ^ as D is to (7, V.ll

Now £ is a multiple of A,

and .•. D ii he same multiple of 0, by the first case.

Hence C is L.e same aubmultiple of D, that A is of B.

Q. B. D.

Proposition XX. (Eucl. v. 20.)

If there he three magnitudes, and other three, which have the

sa/me ratio, taken two and two, then, if the first be greater than

the third, the fourth must he greater than the sixth ; and if equal,

equal ; if less, less.

Let A, B, be three magnitudes, and D, E, F other three,

and let -4 be to B asD is to E,

and £ be to C as J? is to F.

Then if A be greater than C, D must he greater than F ; and

if equal, equal ; if less, less.

First, if A be greater than G,

A has to 5 a greater rntio than G has to B. V. 7.

But has to 5 the same ratio that F has to E, Hyp. & V. 12.

. •. A has to JB a greater ratio than F has to E.

.: D haa to E & greater ratio than F bar E. V. 13,

.'. 7) is greater than J**. V. 9.

Similarlj the other cases may be proved.
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Proposition XXI. (Eucl. v. 22.)

If there he any number of magnitudes, and as muny othen^

which have the same ratio taken tivo and two in order, the first

m7t8t have to the lout of the first magnitudes the same ratio which

the first of the others h^s to the last of these.

First, let there bt three inagnitudes A, B, C, and other

three 2>,^, F.

And let ^ be to B iis D is to E,

and B be to C as E is to F.

Then must A he to C oji T) is to F.

Take of A and D any equimultiples mA, mDf
of B and E nB, 7iE,

of CiiudF pC,pF.

Then •.* ^ is to B as D is to E,

.'. mA is to nB as mD is to nE. V. 17.

So hlso, nB is to pC as nE is to j^F.

.'. if mA be greater than pC, mD is greater than pF,

and if equal, equal ; if less, less. V. 20.

.-. ^ is to C as D is to F. V. Def. 5.

The proposition may be easily extended to any number of

magnitudes. q. e. d.

Pr( -osiTioN XXII. (Eucl. V. 24.)

If the first have to the second the same ratio which the third

has to the fourth, and the fifth have to the second the satne ratio

ichieh the sixth has to the fourth, then the first and fifth together

must have to the second the same ratio which the third and sixth

logether have to the fourth.

Let J. be to J5 as C is to D,

and Eheto B as F is to />.

Then mtist A, E togeth' • be to B as C, F together is toD.

For •• E is to J? as i^ is to D,

.-. JB is to j; as D is to F. V. 12.

And •.* A is to J? as (7 is to D,
and B is to ^ as £> is to F,

.-. ^ is to ^ as is to F. V. 21.
I? — n
.LJ ns \^-,

T? i- i-U^. i._ El

and E is to 5 as J^ is to D
;

»; A, E together is to £ as 0, J* together is to D. V. 21.
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SECTION VI.

Containing the Propositions to which no reference is made

in Book VI.

Proposition XXIII. (Eucl. v. 5.)

If one, magnitude he the same multiple of another, which a

magnitude taken from the first is of a magnitude taken from the

other, the remainder must be the same multiple of the remainder,

that the whole^s of the whole.

Let B and D be the magnitudes which are taken away,

and A and C the magnitudes which remain,

then A, B together, and G, D together will be the wholes.

And let A,B together be the same multiple of C, D together,

that B is of D.

Then must A be the same multiple of G that A, B together is

of G, D together.

Take E the same multiple of G that B is of D,

Then E, B together is the same multiple of 0, D together

that B is of D. V. 1.

But A, B together is the same multiple of C, D together

that B is of D.

.'. E, B together = A, B together, V. Ax. 1.

and .-. E = A. I. Ax. 3.

.*. il is the same multiple of G that B is of D.

Q. B. D.
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Proporitfon XXIV. (End. v. fl.)

// two magrntndes be equimnltiplvH of two others, and ij
f'lHimnltiplea of them he taken from thejirnt two, the remainden
are exUuir equal to these others, or equimnltiplea of them.

Let B and /) be the inuKnitudes which are taken away,
and A and C the magnitudes which retuain

;

then A, B together and C, D together will be the wholea.

Let A, b together bo the same multiple of P^
that C, D together is of Q,
and let B be the same nmltiple of P, that D is of Q.

Theri must A and C he equal respectively to P and Q,
or A and C be equimultiples of P and Q.

For let A, B together = P, P repeated m + n times,
then C, D together = Q, Q repeated m-\-n times.

Also, let 5 = P, P repeated n times,
then B =: Q, Q repeated n times.

• Hence J =P,P repeated m times,
and C = Q, Q repeated m times.

If then A ^ P,m = \, and .-. = (j)

;

«nd if J be ft multiple of P, m the same multiple of Q.

Ij
'-

i
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pROPOfliTTON XXV. (Eucl. r. 17.)

If magnitudes, taken jointly, he j)roportionah, they shall alto

he proportionah when taken separately ; that is, if two magni-
tudes together have to one of them the same ratio which two
others have to one of these, the remaining one of the first two

must have to the other the same ratio which the remaining one

of the last two has to the other of these.

Let A, B together have the same ratio to B
that C, D together have to D.

Then mtist A he to B as G to D.

Take oi A, B, C, D any equimultiples mA, mB, mC, mD,
and again of B, D take any equimultiples uB, nD.

Then *.• mA is the same multiple of A that mB is of B,

.: mA, mB together is the same multiple oi A, B
together that mA is of vl. V. 1.

And ••• mC is the same multiple of C that mD is of D,
.'. mC, mD together is the same multiple of G, D

together that mC is of G. V. 1.

But mA is the same multiple ofA that mG is of G.

.'. mA, mB together is the same multiple of A, B
together that mG, mD together is of G, D together.

Again, mB, nB together is the same multiple of B that

mD, nD together is of O.

Now, since A, B together is to i^ as C, D together is to D,
.'. if mA, mB together be greater than mB, nB together,

mG, mD together is greater than mD, nD together ; and if

equal, equal ; if less, less. V. 4.

That is, if mA be greater than nB, mG is greater than nD
;

,', A is to Bob C\m to D. V. Def. 6.

Q. 8. D.
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Proposition XXVI. (Eucl. v. 19.)

// a yehcXt magnitude he to a whole as a magnit'ude taken

from the Jirnt it to a magnitude taken from the oth'r, the re-

mainder must be to the remainder as the whole ia to the whole.

lift A, If toj^etlier have the same rutio to C, D toj^'ether thiit

Ji hii8 to D.

Then mtut A be to C oi A, B together is to C, D together.

For '.' Af /? together is to C, D together as ^ is to Z>,

.'. A, B together is to Baa 0, D together is to Z), V. 16

and .'. ^ is to ii as is to D, V. 25

Hence A is to C as B is to D. V. 1ft.

IJut A^ B together is to 0, D together as B is to /). Hyp.

. ) ^ is to Cas ^, £ together is to 0, D together. V. 6.

Q. E. D.

Proposition XXVII. (Eucl. v. 21.)

// there he three magnitudes, and other three, which have the

mme ratio, taken two and two, hut in a cross order, th^n if the

fird he greater than the third, the fourth m^ist he greater than

the sixth ; and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

Let A, B, G be three magnitudes, and D, E, F other three,

and let -4 be to J5 ns E is to F,

and jB be to ns 1) is to E.

Then if A he greater than (\ /> must he greater than F;
and if equal, equal ; and if less, Itms,

First, if A be greater than G,

A has to B a greater ratio than G has to B, V. 7.

And. .'. E has to F a greater ratio than C has to B. V. 13.

Now ••• J? is to C as X> is to ^,
.*. C is to JB as j& is to D.

Hence E has to F & greater ratio than E has to D.

Similarly the other cases may be proved.

V. 12

V. ft.
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Proposition XXVIII. (Eucl. ?. 83.)

If <fc«r« ht nnij mimher of mngniliuUs, and as many othtrt,

which have the same ratio, tahen two and two in a croaa order,

the first must have to the laM of thi -rst ma4fnitudet Ou same

ratio which the first of the others has to the last of these.

Let A, B, C be three majjnitudes, and D, E, F other three,

and k't A 1»e to B m E is to F,

and /? he to as X) is to E.

Then must A he to C as D is to F.

Of A, B, D take any eciuinmltiples mA, mB, mD, and

of C, E, F take any e(iuiniultiples nC, nE, nF.

Now •.• ^ is to B as E is to F,

.'. mA is to mB as nE is to nF
;

and •. • B is to C as D is to Ej

.: mB is ,0 nC «a mD is to nE.

V. 11, and V. 5.

V. r

Hence, if mA be greater than nC, mD is greater than nF

,

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less. V. 27.

. •. A is to as 7> is to F. V. Def. 5.

The propo^itiou may be easily extended to any nnmber of

magnitpdea, a «• d.
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Proposition XXIX. (Eud. v. 26.)

1/ four magnitudefi of the tamt kirid be jrroportionala, the

greatest and least of them toQether must be greater than the other

two together.

Ttet il be to B as (7 is to D,
and '"t U be the greatest of the four magnitudes, and conse-

quently D the least. V. 18, and V. 14.

Then must A, D together be greater than i?, C together.

Let A '» B^ P together, and C ^ D, Q together.

Then '.' B, P together is to B aa D, Q together is to I>,

.'. P is to B&&Q\B to D, V. 26.

and B is greater than D.

.*. P is greater than Q. V. 14.

Hence P, By D toynther are jn-eater than Q, B, D
togetner. I. Ax. 4,

.*. Af D together are greater than B^ C togeiner.

q. X. D.
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PROPOiiTioN XXX. (Eucl. V. 0.)

If ihe fmt be Ou tatne multipU of the xecond, or th« ianu
tulmiultiph of it, that the third it of the fourth, thefirtt muii

bt to the second a$ the third i» to the fourth.

Fi»^t, let A he the siinie multiple of B, that U of D.
Then must A be to B as C it to D.

Let A '^ pB jind . •. (7 pD.

Take of A and C up- equimultiples viA, mO,
and of B uiul Duny equinuiltiples nB, nD.

Then mA — mpB and mC — mpD. V. %,

Now if mpB be greater than nB^
mpD in greater than nD ;

and if equal, equal ; if loss, less.

That is, if mA be greater than nB, mC is greater than nD
;

and if equal, equal ; and if less, less.

.-. J. is to B as C is to D. V. Def. 6.

Next^ let A be the same tiuhmultiple of B, that C is of D.

Then must A he to B as C is to D.

For '.'A is the same submultiple of B, that C is of D,
.'. J5 is the sama multiple of ^, that D is of 0,

.
'. JB is to ^ as D is to (7, by the first case,

and .-. ^ is to ^ as C is to D. V. 12.

Q.9.D.

«'

sr
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Proposition XXXI. (licl. v. E.)

Iffour magnilndes be jrro'portioncds, they must also be pro-

portionals hy conversion ; that is, the first must he to its eaxess

above the second as the third is to its excess above the fourth.

Let A, B together bo to B as 0, D together is to D.

TJidn must A, B together he to A as C, D together is to C.

For '.• Ay B together is to £ as (7, D together is to D,

.*. ^ is to jB as 'B to D, V. 26.

and .*. J5 is to ^ as i> is to (J, V. 12.

and ,'. A/B together is to ,4 aa 6', i> together b to C. V. 16.



BOOK VI.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

Tre chief subject of thir Book is the Similarity of Recti-

linear Figures.

Def. I. Two rectilinear figures are called similar, when they

satisfy two conditions :

—

I. For evenr angle in one of the figures there must be a

correspondiii juai angle in the other.

II. The sia,.ii containing any one of the angles in one of the

figures must bo in the sani ratio as the sides containing the cor-

responding angle in the other figure: the antecedents of the ratios

being sides which are adjacent to equal angles in each figure

Thus ABC and DEF are similar triangles, if the angles at

A, By C be equal to the angles at D, E, F, respectively, and

if BA be to ^C as ED is to DF,
and ^0 be to CB as DF is to FE,
and CB be to BA as FE is to ED.

Fn r f:

The sides adjacent to equal angles in the trinngles are thus

itt/mologons, that is, BA, AC, CB are respectively homologous

to ED, DF, FE.
It will be shown in Prop. iv. that in the case of triangles the

second of the abovejconditions tollows from the first.

Idl th? case of quadrilaterals and polygons both condi-

tions are necessary : thus any two rectangles have each angle

of the one equal to each ang^e of the other, but they are not

necessarily similar figures.

iST.S.—The very important Prop. xxy. (Eucl. vi. 33) is indepen-

dent of all the other Propositions in this Book, and might be

plac ?d with advantage at the very commencement of the Book.

^1
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Proposition I. Theorem.

Triangles of the same aUitwh are to one another as their

bases.

Let the as ABC, ADC have the same altitude, that is, the
perpendicular drawn from A to BD.

TJien Thust a ABC be to a ADC as base BC is to base DC.

In DB produced take any number of straight lines

BG, GH each== BC. 1.3.

In BD produced take any number of straight lines

DK, KL, LM each=DC. I. 3.

Join AG, AH ; AK, AL, AM.
Then •.• CB, BG, GH are all equal,

.-. as ABC, AGB, AHG are all equal. 1,38.

.'. A AHG is the same multiple of a ABC that HC is of BC.

So also,

A AMC is the same multiple of a ADC that MC is of DC.

And A AHC is equal to, greater than, or less than A AMC,
according as base HC is equal to, greater than, or less than
base MC. I. 38.

New A ^//C and base ifO are equimultiples

of A ABC and base BC,

and A AMC and base MC are equimultiples
of A ADC and base DC.

.-. A ABC IS to A ^DC as base BC is to base DC. V. Def. 5.

Q. E, D.
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Cor. I. Pmrcdlelograms of the same altitude are to one another
as their banes.

Let ACBEj ACDF be parallelorrranis having the same alti-

tude, that is, the perpendicular drawn from A to BIK

Then must CJACBE be to CJACDF as BC is to DC.

FoTrJACBE=twice a ABC,
nndCJACDF= twice a ADC.

1.41.

1.41.

.'.CJACBE is toO ACDF-.iB a ABCis to a ADC, V. 11.

and .
•.O^OB^ is toO ^ ODi*' as J5C' is to DO. V. 5.

Q. E. D.

Cor. II. Triangles and Parallelograms, that have equal
altitudes, are to one another as their bases.

Let the figures be placed, so as to have their bases in the

same straight line
; and having drawn perpendiculars from the

vertices of the triangles to the bases, the straight line, which
joins the vertices, is parallel to that, in which their bases are,

because the perpendiculars are both equal and parallel to one
another. i. 33.

Then, if the same construction be made as in the Proposition,

the demonstration will be the same.

Ex. 1. ABC, DEFare two parallel straight lines ; show that

the triangle ADE is to the trijingle FBC as DE is to BC.

Ex. 2. If, from any point in a diagonal of a parallelogram,

straight lines be drawn to the extremities of the other diagonal,

the four triangles, into which the parallelogram is then divided,

must be equal, two and two.
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Proposition II. Theorem.

If a straight line be drawn parallel to one of the sides of a
triangle, it must oit the other sides, or those sides produced, pro-

liortionally.

If '
*'^

Let DE he drawn || to BC, a side of the a ABC.
Then must BD he to DA as CE to EA.

Join BE, CD.

Then •.• a BDE= a CDE, on the same base DE
and between the same ||s, DE, BC. I. 37.

.-. A BDE is to A ADE as a CDE is to a ADE V. 6.

"But A BDE'm to A ADE as BD is to DA, VI. 1.

and a OD^ is to A ^D^ as CE is to EA ; VI. 1.

.-, BD is to DA tis CE is to EA. V. 5.

Ex. 1. If any two straight lines be cut by three parallel

i.jies, they are out proportionally. (j\^.£.—This is of great

use.)

Ex. 2. If two sides of a quadrilateral be parallel to each

otiier, a straight line, drawn parallel to either of them, shall

cui the other sides, or these produced, proporti- nally.
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And Conversely,

If ihe Bides, or the sides produced, he cut proportioncdly, the

straight line which joins the points of section must be parallel to

the remaining side of the triangle.

Let the sides AB, AC oi the A ABC, or these produced,

be cut proportionally in D and E, so that

BD is to D^ as OJ^ is to EA,
and join D^.

Then must DE he parallel to BG.

The same construction being made,

•/ BD is to DA ds CE is to EA,

and BD is to DA as a BDE is to A ADE, VI. 1.

and CE is to EA as A CDE is to a ADE, VI. 1.

.-. A BDE is to A ADE as A CDE is lio A ADE, V. 5.

and .-. A BDE= a CDJSJ
; V. 8.

and they are on the same base DE
j

.-. DE is
II
to BC. I. 39.

Q. Z. D.

Ex. 3. If there be four parallel straight lines, two of these

lines interceptupon two given lines, of unlimited length, OA,OB,
parts proportional to the parts intercepted upon OA, OB, by

the remaining two parallel straight lines.

Ex. 4. If the four sides of a quadrilateral figure be bisected,

the lines joining the points of bisection will form a parallelo-

gram.

Ex. 5. A quadrilateral figure has two parallel sides : shew

that the straight line, joining the point of intersection of its

other two sides produced and the point of intersection oT its

diagonals, bisects the two parallel sides.
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Proposition III. Tiieouem. '

If the vertical angle of a triov<jle he bisected htf n, Hiraighi

line, which aho cuts the bane, the st'gr)ie)itx of the base mnst hare

the same ratio, which the other sides of the triangle have to owe

another.

1.31.

I. 29.

I. 29.

Ax. I.

I. B. Cor.

Let . IIAC of A ABC be bisected by the st. line AD,
which meets the base in D.

Then must BD be to DC as BA is to AC.
Througli C draw CE || to DA,

and let BA produced meet CE in E.

Then /. i?^Z>= interior i AEC,
and z CAD = alternate z ACE,

But z BAD= L CAD, by hypothesis,

and.\iAEC=^ACE,
and.'. AC = AE.

Then •.• AD is 1| to EC, a side of A BEC,
.-. BD is to DC as BA is to AE, VI. 2,

and .-. BD is to DC as BA is to A (\ V. (>.

Ex. 1. Shew that in a parallelogram the diagonals do not

bisect the angles, unless the sides are equal.

Ex. 2. Shew how to trisect a strai<flit line of iinite length.

Ex. 3. Shew that the bisectors of the angles of a triangle

meet in the same point.

Ex. 4. The bisectors of the angles A and O, of a triangle

ABC, meet the opposite sides in the points D and F : BA and

BC are produced to F' and D', so that AF\ AC and CD' are

all equal : prove that F'D' is piwallel to FD^
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And Conversely,

If the tegvuvh of 'he hose have the same ratio, which the other
sides of the triangles have to one another, the straight line,

drawn from the veriex to the point of section, must bisect the

vertical angle.

r^et BD be to DC as BA is to AO,

and join AD.

Then must l BAD^ l CAD,

The same construction being made,

•/ BD is to DC as BA is to AC, Hyp.

and BD is to DC as BA is to AE, VI. 2.

.-. BA is to AC as BA is to AE^ V. 5.

and .-. AC=AE, V. 8.

and .-. z AEC ^ i ACE. I. ^

But z -4i?C= exterior z BAD, I. 29.

and z ^0^= alternate z CAD, J, 29.

.-. z B^D= z CAD. Ax. 1.

<). E. D.

Ex. 5. Two straight lines are drawn, bisecting the angles at

the base of an isosceles triangle. Shew that th-^" straight line,

joining the points, in which they cut the sides, is parallel to the
base.

IJii:I
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Proposition A. Theorem.

// tht exterior angle of a triangle be bisected by a straight linf,

which aho cntx the base iH'oduced, the Heijmentn, between the

dividing straight line and the extremities of the base, must hare

the same ratio, which the other aides of the triangle have to one

another.

Let z EAC, an ext' i of the A ABC, be bisected by the

8t. line AD which meets the base produced in D.

Then must BD be, to DC as BA is to AC.

Throujrh C draw CF \\ to DA, meeting AB in F. f. 31.

I. 2i).

I. 29.

Then /. Evli)= interior z AFC,

and z CAD = alternate z A('F.

But iEAD= L CAD, by hypothesis.

.'. L AFC = L ACF,

AC^AF.
AD is II to FC, a side of a FBC,

BD is to DC as BA is to AF,

BD is to DC as BA is to AC.

and

Then

and

Ax. 1.

I. B. Cor.

VI. 2.

V. 6.

Ex. 1. If the angles at the base of the triangle be equal,

how is the proposition modified ?

Kx 2 If B be anv noint in a straifht line AC. irte^'fipoipd

by another, CD, give a geometrical construction for determin-

ing a point D in CD, such that AD is to DB as ^C is to CB.
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And Oonvenelj,

If 0ie segments of the hcue produced have the same ratio, which
the other siden of the triangle have to one another, the straiyht
line drawn from the vertex to the point of tection mu»t binect the

txterior angle of the triangle.

Let BD be to DC as BA is to AO,

and join ADt

Then must iCAD== i BAD,

l^OTf the same construction being made,

•.• BD ia to DC mBAia to AC,

and BD is to DC as BA is to AF,

.*. BA \3 to AC us BA is to AF,

and .-. AC=AFj
md.: I A FC= l ACF.

But L AFC= exterior i BAD,
and I -4 (7i^= alternate /. CAD,

and .-. z CAD^ l BAD.

Hyp.

VI. 2.

V. 6.

V. 8.

I. A.

I. 29.

1.29.

Ax.l.

Qi B. D.

Ex. 3. If the base be divided into two segments, having the
same ratio with the segments specified in the Proposition, the
straight lines, drawn from the two points of section to the vertex
of the triangle,, are at right angles to each other.

Ex. 4. If the angle, between the internal bisector 9,nd a
side, be equal to the angle, between the external bisector and
«be base, the perpendicular to the greater side, through the
vertex, will bisect the segment of the base, cut oflf between
the bisecting lines.
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

IVmi «tdM ohoni the equal angles of triamjlen^ vhich are equi-

angular to one nnnflu'Vy are proportionals ; and those whieh are

opposite to the equal aikylM, are homologous aiden.

Let 'AB(^, DEF be two A s, having the is&t A,B, C equal

to the ^ 8 at D, E, F respectively.

Then vinst the nidat about the equal l » he propmiionalH,

thorn being homologous aides, which are oppoHite the equal l m.

For suppose a DEF to be appliid to a ABC,
so that D coincides with A and DE falls on AB

;

then •• / BAC = i EDF, .'. DF will fall on AC.

Let G and // be the points in AB and AC, or these pr<i-

duced, on which E and F fall.

Join GH. GH will be || to BC, v i AGH== L ABC. I. 28.

Then BA is to GA as CA \h to HA, VI. 2.

and .'. BA is to ED as CA is to FD, V. 6.

whence BA is to ^0 as ED is to DF. V. U.

Similarly, by applying the A DEF, so that the z s at jF", E
may coincide with those at C, B successively, we might show

that

^C is to CB as DF is to FE, and that

CB is to BA as FE is to ED.
Q. E. D.

Ex. Divide a given angle into two parts, such that the

perpendicuLirs from any point of the dividing line upon the

two arms of the angle may be in a given ratio.

I
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Proposition \' Tiikoukm.

If the Hiden of tiro triwKjIiH, nlutnf mrh of their attglex^ he.

pro; ortionahy the triamjien nimt be tqniamjnhir to oto' annthir,

and miiHt have tho»t atujlca equal, ivhieh arc oppoAitc to the honuh

loyoKH sides.

Let the as AIU\ hEF have their sides propoitional,

so tiiiit HA is to AC as FA> is to 1)F,

and AC> is to VB as DF is to FE,
and CB is to HA as FF is to ED.

Then must a ABC hn equianynlar to A Ff)F, those, l ?

heimf equal, which are ojiposite to the hotiioloi/inia sidts, tlxtl /•-,

I HAC= L FDF,and l ABC= l DFF,:xud l ACI:= l DFF.
In AB, produced if necessary, make A(J=^I)F,

and draw OH \\ to BC, lueoting AC in //. I. :U.

Then a ^G// is efiuiani^'ular to A AB(\ I. '1\).

and .'. BA is to AC as CA is to A II. VI. 1.

But ED is to DFa^ BA is to AC \ Hyp.

and .-. ED is to AFas GA is tj A IL V. n.

But ED=aA, and .'. I)F=AII. V. 11.

So also it may be shown that <ni=FF.
Then in \& AC II, JfFF

'.- GA = ED, and *i 11=^ DF, and HG= FE,
.'. lGAH= L EDF ; l AGJI = z i^f;/*' ; z A IIG^ l DFE.

I, c.

But/ GATI-^ L BAC\ L \GH= i ABC- l ATTG^ l ACB.

L BAC== L EDF ; l ABC= l DEF, and l ACI ;=- L l>FIL
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PnorOHlTIDN VI. TifKOHEM.

// ttm trinnffhH have otie amjle of (he one equul to one mifjJe

of the ofhet't ami the mhn ahtmt the kihoI amjIcM iwVftorttoHtih^

the tnaiujlen mittit he etiinamjiilae to one another, and ninxt have

those antfles eqnal, rhieh arc Oftj>oHite to the homoloijoHA huIm.

In the AS An(\ l>Kh\ let i liAV^ i KDF,
aiul let HA he to AC m HI) to i>F.

Thenrnnst a AIW l,r i,iiilan<iiilnr to a l)Ht\

xn<l L A lU '- I hKb\ ,nn\ . ACli^ l \)FK.

In AU, |H'(Mlnce<l if neeessiiry, make /l(V= />/!7,

and (haw (III \\ to /;/'.

Then a AGIl \h e(|nianj;ii!ar to a AliC,

and .'. (IA is to .1 // as BA is to 16',

and .-. (I A is to AU as JW is to DF.

I. 31.

I. 'J!).

VI. !.

v./:.

and

Then

and

But (tA =Kl)y hy eonstruction,

All = hb\

(IA =/*;/>, and An=J>FMu] i OAll^ l FDF;
L AG 11= z DhJF, and i A IKI^ t 1>FK, I.

I AtSG= L DKF, and ' .l(7>'= / f)FK

, Q. K. I).

VjX. I. If from H, T, the extremities of the base of a triangle

AIU\ he drawn HI), CF, perpendicular to the opposite sides,

»hv\v that the triant?leg ADE, A l--f- i^re ef|uiangn!ar.

Ex. 2. A variable chord OP is dmwn throufjh a fixed point

O on the circumference of a circle, and Q is taken in it, so that

the rectangle OP^ OQ is constant, find Cc locus of Q.
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Mi. ellaneoHi Excnuen on i'rojm. I. to VI.

1. If two triuii^loH Ktand on th«» «aiiH' hnsv, nui\ thoir vprticon

be y »n:»ri iy a HtriiiKht lino, tho (tiun^U's aii' uh the purta «>f

this III • ' "rct»ptj'«l butwet'ii the vcrtici'M and llu- haso.

2. If '• circle he dcbcrilM'd on the mdiuM of another circle

as iti 'ianieter, and any Htrai^ht line be drawn thronj^h th«>

poii. ui contact, cuttini; the two circh'H, the part, intercepted

nctween the great«>r i^..d lesaer circleM, shall b' equal to the
part within the IcHiter circle.

3. The side /?C', of a triangle A fiC, is hisected in />, and
any straight line is drawn throu^'h i>, nieeting All, A(', pro-

duced if necessary, in I'J, F, respect ively, and the straight line

through Af parallel to BC, iu G. Prove that /V/i' is to DF
as OF is to OF.

4. If the angle A, of the triangle ABC, bo bisected by Alt,
which cuts li(y in I), and O bo the middle point of li(y, tlxri

01) bears the f -»tne ratio to OH that the jliflerence of the sides

bears to their sum.
6. The lines drawn from the base of a triangle perpeiidiciij.ir

to the line bisectinn^ ihe verticil angle, are in the s.imm' ratio

as the sides (»f the triaii<,de.

(5. If D, E be points in the sides AB, AC respectively of
the triangle ABC, such that (tie triangles DAC, FAB are
e«iual, shew that the sides AB, JCare divided pronortionallv
in JJ and E.

i i j

7. If two of the exterior angles, of a triangle ABC, W
bisected by the lines COE, liOl), intersecting in 0, and meet-
ing the opposite sides in E and I), prove that OD is to OH
as AD is to AB, and that OC is to OE as AC is to AE.

8. C, B, the angU.'s at the base of an isosceles triangle, are
joined to the middle points, E, F, of AB, AC, by lines inter-
secting in G. Shew that the area BCG is equal to the area
AE(}F

9. If, through any point in the diagonal of a parallelogram,
a straight line bo drawn, meeting two opposite sides (>f the
figure, the segments of this line will have the same ratio as
those of the diagonal.

10. The sides AB, AC, of a triangle ABC, are i)roduced to
IJ and E, so that i>£; is parallel to BC, and the straifr'lit line
I)E is divided in F, so that DF is. to FE as BD is %r. /'A' =

shew that the locus of jF is a straight line.

to CEi
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PuorosiTfoN VII. Thkouem.

//" /"'(> iriavffKx haw, one iiihjIc of the, om nfnoj fn (Y)it angle

of Ihe other, and the Huh's aJtoiit a sevond tnnjtr in, each projnu-

tloiials ; then, if the third aii(/leH in eiu-h, he both acute, hofk

ohtnxe, or if one of fheni Itc a right angle, the triangles mud
he eiiuian'fnJar to one another, and must have thosb angles

eiinal, about which Ihe sides arc i>roi)ortionals.

%

In tho AS ABC, DEF, lot z BAC= l EDF,

.Mild let J /.' he to /,'(' as i/A' is to A'F,

siiul lot z s ACIi, DFE be both acute, both obtuse, or let

0110 of them be a right nr'^le.

Then mud a s A Bi\ DEF he equiangular to one another,

haoing l 'aBC=-- l DEF, and i AOB= l DFE.

For if z AB(1 be iiot= z DEF, let one of them, as z ABC,
be greater tlian the other, and make z ABQ= z DEF, I. 23.

and let BG meet AC in G.

Then •.' z BAG=^ z EDF, and z ABG^ z DEF,

.: A ABG is equiangular to a DEF, I. 32.

imd .: AB is to BG us DE is to EF. VI. 4.

But AB is to BG as DE is to EF, Hyp.

.'. AB is to BGaaAB is to BG, V, 5.

&m\.\BG=BC, V. 8.

and .-. z BCG^ z BGC. I. a.
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both acute,

then L AGB is acute, and .'. i BGC is obtuse ;
I. 13.

.-. I BCO is obtuse, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Next, let 1 A CB and z DFE be both obtuse,

then z AOli is obtuse, and .'. z BGC is acute ;
I. 13.

.-. /_ BCG is acute, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Lastly, let one of the third ibACB, DFE be a right z .

If z AGB be a rt. z
,

then z BGC IB also a rt. z ;

.-. z 8 BCG, BGC together= two rt. z a,

-vhich is impossible.

Again, if z DFE be a rt. z ,

then z AGB is a rt. z , and .'. z BGC is a rt. Z .

Hence z BCG is also a rt. z
,

and .-. z s BCG, BGC together= two rt. z a,

which is impossible.

Hence z ABC is not greater than z DEF.

So also we might shew that z D^F is not gieater than

' ^^^^*
.-.z ^J5(7=z M#,

and.-.z ^0£ = z i)!*'^. 1.32.

Q. E. D.

2^.B.—This Proposition is an extension of Proposition e of

Book I. p. 42,

Note.—We have made a slight change in Euclid's arrange-

ment of the four Propositions that follow, because Eucl. vi. 8

is closely connected with the proof of EucL vi. 13.

La.

1.17.

1.13.

I. A.

1.17.

18
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PiiorosiTioN VIII. Pkohlkm. (Eiul. vi. 9.)

From a given straiffht line to cut of au if mh multiple.

Let ABhe the given st. line.

It Hs required to shew how to cut off any suhmMltiph from AB.

From A draw AG making any angle witli AB.

In AG take any pt. Z>, and moke AG the same multiple yil

AD that ^li is of the submultiple to be cut off from it.

Join BG, and draw I)E \\ to BG. I. 31.

Then '.• ED is I| to BG,

.'. GD is to DA as BE is to EA, VI. i.

and .-. CA is to DA as BA is to EA. V. Hi,

.'. EA is the same submultiple of J5J thatD.-l is of (\\

V. 1!)

Hence from AB the submultiple required is cut off.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Cut off one-seventh of a given straight line.

Ex. 2. Cut off two-fifths of a given straight line.

JVofe.-—This Proposition is a particular case of Proposi-

tion IX.
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Proposition IX. Problem. (EucL vi. 10.)

To divide a yiveu siraujht line similarly to a given straight

line.

Let AB be the st. line given to l)e divided, and AO tbe

divided st. line.

It is refpiired to divide AB similarlji to AG.

Let AC he divided in the pts. 1>, E.

Place AB, A C so as to contain any angle.

Join BC, and through I), E draw DF, EG 11 to BO.

Tlirough I) draw DJIK 11 to AB.

Then •.' FN and GK are Os,

.-. FG=DH, and GB= HK.

And •.• HE is || to KG,

.'. KJf is to IW as 0^ is to ED,

hat is, i>C/ is to GF as C/;; is to ED.

Again, •.• FD is H to Oi-J,

.'. GF is to i^Tl as ED is to D4.

Hence AB is divided sirnilaHy to AG

L31.

L3L

I '^4

VJ2.

VL2.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Produce a given straight line, so that the whole pro-

duced line shall be to the produced part in a given ratio.

Ex. 2. On a given base describe a triangle, with a giveu

vertical 'igle and its aides in a given ratio.
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If

Proposition X. Problem. (End. vi. 11.)

Tojind a tiiird jyroportional to two fjiven straight lines.

Let AB and ^0 be the given st. lines.

Uis required tojind a third jmrportional to AB, AC.
Place AB, AC m as to contain any an<flo.

Produce AB, AC to D and E, makin;? BD=AC. I. 3.

Join BC, and throtigli D draw DE \\ to BG
Then '.• BC \^\\io DE,

.'. AB is to BD as JOi? to C%
and .-. AB is to AC as ^0 is to CE.

Thus C*^ is a third proportional to AB and AG

I. 31.

VI. 2.

V. 0.

Q. E. F.

Note. This Proposition is a particular case of Proposition xi.

Def. II. When three niacruitndes are proportionals, the Hrst
is said to have to the third the duplicate ratio of that, which it

has to the second.

Thus liere AB has to CE the duplicate ratio of AB to AC.

Bef. III. When three magnitudes are proportionals, the first

is said to have to the third the ratio cojnpounded of the ratio,

which the first has to the second, and of the ratio, which the
second has to the t' ^rd.

Thus here AB nas to GE the ratio cDiiipounded of the
ratios of AB to ^C and ^C to CE.

:\ I
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J^KoposiTioN XI. Thkorkm. (Eucl. VI. 12.)

To find a fouuth 2^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ three given straight

lines.

Let A, B, Che the three given st. lines.

It is required to find a fourth proportional to Ay B, C.

Take DE, l)F, two st. lines making an l EDF, and in these

make DG?=^, GE=B, and DH=G,

and through E draw EF \\ to GR.

Then, •.• Gil is |1 to EF,

.-. DG is to GE as DII is to HF,

and .-.A is to 2J as is to HF.

Thus Hi'^ is a fourth proportional to A, B, G.

1.3.

1.31.

VI. 2.

V. 6.

Q. E. F.

Ex. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and BD is

drawn to meet the tangent to the circle at A in D, at an angle

ABD equal to the angle ABC. Show that AC is a fourth

proportional to the lines BD, DA, AB.
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Proposition XII. Tiikohkm. (End. vi. 8.)

In a right-angled triangle, if a pfrpemlicnlar he dravm frmn
the right angle to the hoM, the trianghs on each side of it are
similar to the whole triangle and to ore another.

- ^ ^
Let ^l?rbe a right-angled a, having l BAC art. l , and

from A let AI) be drawn ± to 1U\

Then must ls DBA, DAC be siuilar to a ABC, and to

each other.

For •/ rt. I BDA=Tt. l BAC, and z ABD=^ l CBA,
.'. lDAB^ lACB. I 3-7

/. A DBA is equiangular, and .*. similar to a ABC. VI. 4.

In the sanio way it may be shown

that A DAC IS eqaiangular, and .'. similar to a ABC.
Hence a DBA is similar to a DAC.

Q. K. D.

Cor. I. DA is a mean proportional between BD and DC,
For BD is to DA as DA is to DC. VI. 4.

Cor. II. BA is a mean proportional between BC and BD,
For BC is to BA as BA is to BD. VI. 4.

Cor. III. GA is a mean proportional between BC and CD
For BC is to CA as CA is to CD. VI. 4.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 5 is a fixed point in the circumference of a circle, whose
centre is C; PA is a tanj^ent at any point P, meeting CB pro-
duced in A, and FD is drawn perpendicularly to CB. Prove
that the line bisecting the angle AFD always passes through B.
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PiiorosiTioN XTII. Problem.

To Jind a mkan projiortional hit ween two given straight

lines.

Let AB and BC be tlic two <(iven st. lines.

It is required to find a mean itrojnwtional between AB
and BC.

Place AB and Jj«/so as to make one st. line A(^,

and on ylC describe the semicircle J '

From B draw BD Lio AC, and join AD, CD. I 11.

Then •.• ^ ADCri? a rt. z
,

111.31.

iind 1)B is aAo AC,
.'. JJB is a mean proportional between A^B and BC.

VI. 12, Cor. 1.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. Produce a given straight line, so that the given liii.-

iii;>y be a menu proportional between the whole line and iIm-

]»:ut produced.

I']x 2 Shew that either of the sides of an isosceles trian-ile

1^ a Jiiean proportional between the base and the half of the

segment of the base, produced if necessary, which is cut otf

Ijy a straight line, drawn from the vertex, at right angles to

the equal side.

Ex. ,3. Shew that the diameter of a circle is a mean propor-

liunal between the sides of an equilateral triangle anS a

hexagon, described about the circle.

Ex. 4. From a point A, outside a circle, a line is drawn,

cutting the circle in B and 0. Find a mean proportional

between AB and AC.
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Def. IV. Two fi^rures are suid to have their sides about two

of their anj^ies reciprocalIij praportiaiial, when, of the four

terms of the iiioportion, the first antecedent imkI the second

couspquent are sides of one fi^'ure, and the second antecedent

and first consequent are sides of the other figure.

Thus, in the diti.Trani on the opposite page, the figures AB
and BG have their sides about the angles at B reciprocally

proportional, the order of the proportion being

DB m U) BE oa QB ia to HIT,

III

H
*

1 ''

1_ 'k-

J ^

1 |:

iflj
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PUOPOMITION XIV. TllKoHKM.

Kqual laralhhxjinms, irhick have otte aiiylr of thr owe rjinal

to one aiiiilc of ihi othn; hace their ttlda abonl Iha iqiutl anglei

rcciprocallij proinrriional.

I A'

V

Let AB, BChe equal Oa, hw'wA i-
/''/.'/>= l EBG.

Thm mmt DB he to JIN <is Uii U to Bb\

Place tho Os so tliut Dll and BE aro in tlu' same st.

then umst Uli and />'/'' also bo in oiu' st. lino.

Complete tho O FK.

Tiien •.' CJ AB = O 7i(\ and FN is another O,
.-, O AH is to O FN MS O 7i<.' is t.) LJ FN.

But as C7 A B is to Z=7 FK so is />/.' t<. />'/•;, \' I
•

1
,

(

and as O /.V* is to CJ FE so is (iB to i^i*'. \' I. I
,

<

.-. DV.U to BE A^dBiH Ui BF.

line ;

I. il.

V. 6.

'oil. T.

'ui:. 1.

V. r>.

And ( onvcrscly,

ParalhJogrnm!^, which hare one n>njlr of the uxc rijiod h>^ one

nitgle of the other, and their mien about the equal aoijleii recii^ro-

eaily ]>roi:ortional, are I'l'ml to one another.

lA't the sides ahout the oiiual /s he reciprocally propor-

tional, that is, let />/>' I'o to EN as (Ui is to BF.

Then mnstCJ AE-^lUBll

For, the same eonstiuctidii ]n'\uz made,

•.• />/>' is to /.'/<; ;s (UJ is t.. /;/'',

and Miat DB is to BN as fj A E is to O NE, VT. 1, Cor. I.

and that GB is to BF as O i;C is to n FE, VI. 1, <.V)K. T.

.'. O .41>' is to CJ FE as O i>C is to FE. V. 5.

and .-. O ^4iJ=ZZ7 L'C. V. 8.

Q. K. D.
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Pl!(»lf»SlTlON XV. TllKuKKM.

%««/ h'iiiugl,H, irliirh hire ime ntnjf,- of tin' one ,;i„„/ to one,

i'vffh- of the oflur, him their itiiles about the equal auyks recip-
nMullif (irojtortiomd.

I

Let ABC, ADE bo cqiml as, having i fiAC^ l DAK.
That must i\i he to AT) an I]A w to All

Placo the AS so that CA and AJ> aie in the sanio st. line
;

then must EA and .1 />' also be in one st. line. I. 14.

Join liD.

'rh.-n •/ A A IK '= A A DE, and ABD is another A

,

.*. A A Hr is to A J Bl) as A ADE is to a .1 BD.
V.xt as A A B(! is to A ABD so is CA to AD,
and as a A DE is to A A BD so is EA to A B.

.'. CA is to A D as EA is to AB.

V. G.

VI. I.

VI. 1.

V. 5.

Ex. 1. Shew that, provided the sides of one of the triangles
be nia<le the extremes, it is indifferent, so far as the truth of
liie Proposition is coneerned, in what order the sides of the
other trianole aic takcu as the means of the four pro-
portionals.

Ex. 2. ABb, ArC are two given straight linos, cut by two
others B(\ be, so that the two triangles ABC, Abe m;iy be
equal

;
shew that the lines BC, be divide each other in

reciprocal proportion.
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And Couvureely,

TiiaiiyUa, uhich have om angle 0/ t'ui on€ eijinal In ont angtt

of th€ other, and Ihtir gidcn ahoul the equal amjleit reciprwally

jrroiHMrtional , are eqiial to one another.

Let the sides nhnni the equal i s be nciprooully proportioiiul,

that is, let CA bo to A I) us KA is to A If.

Then mutt £i ABC^ L AVE.

For, Uio siinio construction being niiulo,

•/ CA is to AD as EA is to AB,

and that CA is to yJD ns A ABC is to a ABD, VI. i.

and tliat KA is to AB as ^ A DE is to a A lit), VI. 1.

/. LABC {» io L ABD M c^ A DK is to a ABD. V. 5.

and .'.lA BC'« a AVE, V. 8.

q. K. D.

Ex. 3. Through the extremities of the base BC*,of a triangle

^BO, draw two parallel lines, BE md CD, meeting AC and

AB produced in E and D respectively, so that BCD may bo

equal in area to ABE.

Ex. 4. P is any point on the side A C, of the triangle A fiC
;

(7Q, drawn parallel to BP, meets AB produced in Q ;
AN,

AM are mean proportionals between AB, AQ, and AC, AP,

respectively.
' Shew that the triangle ANM is equal to the

triangle ABC,

ii^
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Pnoi'osiTioN XVI. Thp:orem.

Jfj'niir afraiffht lives be propryrtinnnh, the rectaugh contained
hij the cxtremcH is equal to the rectangle contained by the means.

a— -H

Let the four st. lines AB, CD, EF, GH be proportionals,

so that AB is to CD us EF is to GH.

Then must net. AB, GII=rect. CD, EF.

Draw AM± to AB, and CN± to CD
; I, 11.

and make AM-^GII, and CN=EF;
and complete the Os BM, DN. I. 31.

Then •.• AB is to CD as EF is to Ji/,

and that Ei^'^OiV, and G«fr=^ilf,

.-. AB is to CD a.s CN is to AM. V. 6.

Thus the sides about the equal z s of the equian^ul ir

CJb BM, DN are reciprocally proportional

and.'. CJ BM=^CJ DN
;

that is, rect. AB, .4M=rect. CD, CN.

/. rect. AB, Gil = rect CD, EF.

VI. 14.

Ex. 1. If E be the middle point of a semicircular arc AEB,
and EDG be any chord, cutting the diameter in D, and the
circle in C, prove that the square on CE is equal to twice the
quadrilateral AEBC,
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And Conversely,

If the rectangle contained hy tJie extremes be equal to the rect-

angle contaimd by the means, the fov/r straight lines are pro-

portionals.

Ijet rect. AB, GH^vect. CD, EF.

Then must AB be to CD as EF is to GH.

For, the same construction being made,

•.' rect. AB, OH =rect. CD, EF,

.'. rect. AB, ^M=rect. CD, CN,

that is, O BM=CJ DN.

and these Os are equiangular to one another,

and .*. the sides about the equal z s are reciprocally

proportional, VI. 14.

and .'. AB is to CD as CN is to AM,

and .-. AB is to CD an EF is to GH, V. 6.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 2. If, from an angle of a triangle, two straight lines be

drawn, one to the side subtending that angle, and the other

cutting from the circumscribing circle a segment, capable of

containing an angle, equal to the angle, contained by che first

drawn line and the side, which it meets ; the rectangle, con-

tained by the sides of the triangle, shall be equal to the rect-

angle, contained by the lines thus drawn.

I i
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Proposition XVII. Tiikorkm.

fBook VI

//* Ihne straight lines be proportionals, the lertnngle contained
liij thi: (wtirmes is equal to the square on the mean.

B-

^ S
Let the three st. lines A, B, C be proportionals, and let

^4 be to 5 as 5 is to (7.

« Hien must rect. A, C=sq. on B.

Take D=B.
Then •.* A is to B as B is to C,

.'. ^ is to B as D is to 0, V. 6.

and .'. rect. A, C=rect. B, D, VI. 16.

that is, rect. A, C=sq. on B.

And Conversely,

If the rectangle contained hy the extremes be equal to the

square on the mean, the three straight lines are proportionals.

Let A, B, C be three straight lines such that

rect. A, C—sa. on B.

Then must A be to B as B is to 0.

For, the same construction being made,

*.• rect. A, 0=sq. on B,

and B=D,
.'. rect. A, (7= rect. B, D ,

and .-. ^ is to J5 as D is to 0, VI. 16.

that is, ^ is to JS as £ is to C. V. 6.

Q. £. B.

II 1
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Proposition XVIII. J'kohlem.

TJ'pofti a given straujht line lo ihnniUc a rreHlinmr figuvt,

similar and similarlif sit natal to a (jiiuu ndUiuturJijiire.

Let AB 1)0 the given st. line, and CDEF the given leclil.

fig. of/our sides.

It »'« required to describe on AJi a Jig. similar and similarly

situated to CDEF.
Jc.in JJF, and at A and B, make z BAG = l J)Vl\ and
lABG=iaiJF;

then A BAG is equiangular to d.DCF.
Ai G and />', make i BGn= l DFF, and z GBH=^ l FDE ;

then A GIIB is equiangular to A FED.
Then •.• I AGB= l GFJJ, and z BG]T= l DFE,

.-.lAGU^lVFE. Ax. 2.

So also z ABH= z ( 7>i;.

And we know that z i>^tr = z />0J^,

and that z GHB = z i^i-;/),

.'. recti), fig. ABNG is equiangulir to fig. CDEF.
Also, •.• A BAG is equiangular to A i>>(7J^,

.-. J5yl is to AG as i>(' is to CF
; VI. 4.

and •.• A BGH is equiangular to a DFE,
.: GH is to GH as FD is to i^^. VI. 4.

Also, AG \^ to GB us CF is to /'D.

.-. AG is to (^fTas Cl^ is to FE. V. 21.

Similarly, it may shown that

GH is to HB as FE is to ^D,
and that HB is to i?vl as ED is to i>C*.

. . tne icutii. ugs. xii5xiu uuu k^jjujF are siimJai-.
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Nkxt. Let it be required to describe on A ft a fij;., ainiilar

and similarly sitimted to the recti!. fi<<. CDKKF.

I

Join D^, and on AB describe the fig. ABHO, similar and

similarly situated to the quadrilateral CDEF.

At B and H make l HBL^^ l EDK, and z BHL= z DEK
;

then 4^ HLB is equiangular to a EKD.

Then •.• the figs. ABUG, CDEF are similar,

.-. iGUB=: iFED;
and we have made i BJIL— l DEK ;

.-. v/holc z (?HL= whole z FEK. Ax. 2.

For the same reason, z ABL= l CDK.

Thus the iig. AGHLB is equiangular to fig. CFEKD.

Again, '.• the figs. AGIIB, CFED are similar,

.-. G!/i is t Ji/i as i^i; is to ED :

also we know that HB is to HL iis ^J) is to EK, VI. 4.

.-. GB is to //L as FE is to i^iiT. V. 21.

For the same reason, ^J5 is to BL as CD is to DK.

And BL is to LH as D/^T is to KE ; VI. 4.

.-. the five-si.led figs. AGHLB, CFEKD are similar.

In the same way a fig. of six or more sides may be described,

on a given line, similar to a given fig.

O, E. F.
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rilOl'OHITlON XIX. TlIKdRKM.

Similar trianghA are to one another in tlie duplicate ratio of

their homoloyo'is sides.

Let ABC, BEF be similar a s,

having z s at ^, B, C= z s at 1), E, E respectively,

80 that BC and EE are honologous sides.

Then must A ABC have to A DEE the duplicate, ratio rf
that which BC has to EE.

Suppose A DEE to be applied to A ABC, so that

E lies on B,EDoi\BA, and .'. EE on BC.

Le. E and Q be the pts. in BA, BC on which D and F fall.

Join AQ. «

Then a JJE^O is to A ABQ as BC is to BQ, VI. 1.

and A ABQ is to a FBQ as AB is to BP. Vf. 1.

But AB is to BP as BC is to i^Q, VI. 4.

.-. A ABQ is to A PBQ :js £C' is to BQ. V. 5.

Hence a ABC is to A ABQ as A ^5Q is to a PBQ. V. 6.

.'. lABC has to A PBQ the duplicate ratio

of A JBO to A ABQ
;

VI. Del'. 2.

.*. A ^4^0 has to A PBQ the duplicate ratio

oi BC to BQ. V. 5.

that is, A ABC hiis to A I>ii^J' the duplicate ratio

oi BC to EE.

Q. £. D.

Cor. If MN be a third proportional to BC and EE,
BC has to MN the duplicate ratio of BC to jE/i^, VI. Def. 2.

and .-. BC is to MN as a ABC is to a D£;i^.
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Miicellaneous Exercises chujly on Proposition XIX.

Ex. I. Prove this Proposition without drawing any line

In^Me cither of the triungles.

Ex. 2. In the figure, if BC be equal to FD, shew that the
triangles will be in the ratio of A(' to EF.

Ex. 3. Cut off the third part of a triangle by a straight line

parallel to one of its sides.

Ex. 4. AB, A C are bisected in D and E. Prove that the
quadrilateral DBCE is equal to three times the triangle

A hi:.

Ex. il If a regular hexagon, a square, and an equilateral

triangle be inscribed in the same circle, prove that the squares

described on their sides are proportional to the numbers 1, 2, 3.

Ex. 6. A straight line drawn parallel to the diagonal Bl> of a
parallelogram ^/^(7> meets A li, Bt\ CD, DA, in E, F, 0, H,
Prove that the triangles A Fii, VEll are equal.

Ex. 7. If two triangles have an angle equal, and be to each
other in the duplicate ratio of adjacent sides, they are similar.

Ex. 8. If two triangles have a common angle, she ,v that the

areas of the triangles are proportional to the rectangles con-

tained by the sides of the triangles about the common angle.

Ex. 9. From the extremities A, B, of the diameter of a circle,

perpendiculars A F, BZ, are let fall on the tangent at any
point G, Prove that the areas of the triangles ACY, BCZ are

together equal to that of the triangle A(JB.

Ex. 10. If to the circle, circumscribing the triangle ABC^ a

tangent at G be drawn, cutting AB produced in D, shew that

AD is to DB in the duplicate ratio of ^0 to GB.

Ex. 11. Construct a triangle which shall be to a given
triangle in a given ratio.
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PROPOBITION XX. TlIEORKM. (Euci. VI. 21.)

Rectilinear fgura^ which are siiyiilar io the iame rectilinear

figurCf are aho similar to aich other.

Let eacb » 'ho loctilinear tigures A and B be similar to the

recvi'" ifeitT i'.;,air« C.

T?^' must tMfigi're A he firMlar to the figure B.

tTor •/ A is ttinvXht to (?,

.*, A if) eri[niangnlai* to 0,

and A and C have tacir sides about the equal z s pro-

portionals. VI. Def. 1.

Again, *.• B is similar to 0,

.*. B is equiaii^iilar to (7,

and B and have their sides about the equal z s pro-

portion IS, VI. Def. 1.

Hence A and B are each equiangular to C, and have the

sides about the equal z s of each of them and of C pro-

portionals.

.*. A is equiangular to B, Ax. 1.

and A and B have their sides about the equal z s pro-

portionals. V. 6.

.'. the figure A is similar to the figure B. VI. Def. 1.

Q. E. o.
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Proi»osition XXI. TiiKouRM. (Eucl. VI. 2<>.)

SimHar polygons viay he t\iru\id into the same number of

itnnlar triangles, hating the mute ratio to one another, vhieh

the polfigoni: have ; and 'he polygons are to one another in the

dv2)licate ratio of their homologous sides.

A
F

jar- e K II

Let ABCDE, FGJTKL he ainiilar polyrjons.. and let .4f? be

the side homologons to FG.

I. The polygons may he divided into the same nnmher of

iimilar .'ss.

II. TheM A« have each to each the same ratio vhieh the poly-

gons hare.

III. The polygon ABCDE has to the /polygon FGUKL the

dnplieate ratio of that vhieh the side AB has to the sitle FG.

Join BE, EC, GL, HI : then

I. •.' the poly{,'nn AB(^DE is similar to the polygon

FGHKL,
.-. z BAE = I GFL,

and BA is to A E as GF is to FL.
.'. A ABE is sinular to A FGL. VI. (i an<l t

and .-. z ABE = z FGL. VI. Def. 1.

Again, '.• the polygons are similar,

.-. iABC= lFGII, VI. Def. 1.

and .-. z EBC = z LGH
; Ax. 3.

and '. the AS ABE, FGL are similar,

.-. EB is to AB as LG is to FG ; VI. Def. 1.

also, *.' the polygons are similar, »

.-. AB is to BC as FG is to GH
; VI. Def. 1.

and .'. EB is to BC as LG is to GH, V. 21.

and .-. since z ^BC = z 161^^,

the A EBC is similar to A LGH. VI. 6 and \

For the same reason the A ECD is similar to a LUK.
Thus the polygons are divided into the same number of

fiimilar as.
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IL '.' ^ ABE U limikr u> a FUL,

,\ A ABE Hrts r/» A FfiL th« ilupIuMtc ratio of

BE to OL, VI. 10.

So also, A EBC has to a LOlf the ilnplirntp mtio of

BE to (?£. VI. iO.

.-. £i ABE iBiot FGL as a i?fiO is to a LQll. V. 6.

Agiiin, •.• A fe'fiC is similiir to a fGlI,

.'. A EBG has to a £(?i/ the duplicate ratio of

EC to LH. VI. 19.

So also, A A'CD has to lLUK the duplicate ratio of

EC to LH. VI. 10.

.. A EBG is to A /:(?// lis A ECD is to A IffX. V. 6.

But A EBG is to A LO^ as A idBE is to A FGf li.

,\asi dABE is to a FOL so is a ii'ifC' to a LGU,

and A J5CI> to a LHK.

Now as one of the antecedents is to one of the consequents

10 are all tlie auiecedents together to all the consequents

together, V. 10.

and .'. A ABE is to A FOL us poly^'on ABCDE is to polygon

FQHKL.

III. Since A ABE has to a FGL the duplicate ratio of

AB to FG, VI. 19.

.*. polygon ABCDE has to polygon FGllKL the duplicate

ratio of AB to FG. V. 5.

Q. E. D.

Cor. I. In like manner it may bo proved, that similar

figures of four or any vumher of sides, are to one another in

the duplicate ratio of their homologous sides : and it has been

already proved for triangles, vi. 19. Therefore, universally,

similar rectilinear figures are to one another in t^ie duplicate

ratio of their homoloijous sides.
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Cor. II. If MS be a third proportional to All u.mI FH,
AH liiut to MN tli« iluplicjitw ratio of Ati to >'r/, VI. Ih-f. 2.

niitl .•. yl// Ih to MN HA tlij fluiiro on Alt to lliu Hiniilur luiil

nimilariy (leHcrilu'd Hj^'nrt' on fV/ ; timt bfin;? true in tlio cjw
of 4H;nliilatt'riiI« ami polyj^onn, which hiw hecn ulrtiHly nrovnl
for trianxIoB. VI. 1J> t'or.

Proposition XXII. Tfikori m. (EuoI. vi 31.)

/n right an ijlxf h-vimjIiH, thv netiUtn'w figure,^ ducnlml upon
the »uh oi loxiti to the rhjht niujle, in rtjual to the. nlniilur ami
Himilarhj daeribed Jiyurts upon the nideH containimj th< right

angU.

Let ABC he a rij,'iitai.;L'lt'il a , havinj? the right iBAC
Then mnst the reetiliniar Jignre, deHenMed on 1U\ h, >'iu<d

to the niniilar and Himilarhj described Jig uvea on BAj AC.
Drtiw ADlIo BC.
Then a A B( ' i.s sijiiilar to a DBA, VI. 12.

and .-. BC is t.. BA as BA is to BD, VI. 4.

and .'. as BC is to BJ) so is the fi«rui-e <losciibed on BC tx

tlie siniiiar and similarly described figure on BA, VI. 21, Cor. 2
and .-. as JJD is to BC so is Hgure on BA to figure on BC

T. t.
V. 12

i' or the same ronson

as DC is to BC so is figure on A C to figure on BC.
Hence as BD, y>(' together are to ^6* so are figures on I\A,

-46' together to figure on J5C V 22.

But BD, DC together are equal to BC, and
.-. figures on BA, ^40 together = figure on BC /. 18.

<^ £. D.
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NtiTR.—.Th© Proposition which follnwn U not ^ivcn iy
Eucii.l, but Im nAcmiRnry U* th<* proof of IV'M). kkiv.

Proposition XX III. Thkoukm.

// two "H't'JiMar Jignren U t,pinl and aim iimilar, their
honntoijouH nidei, mint fte tqiuU, mch In nuh.

Ui the rcctil. fi^s. A Ili'DK, FtfllKL Im c(iiml and similar,

and let D(Uuu\ Kll bo Iminologoiu aides of the figures.

ThmmugfDC^KH.
For, if not, let DC bo ^rpcater tha.i KU
Then .• 1>V is to DK .is Kll is to Kl\

'. DE is greater than K!j. v. 14.

Hence If a Kill bo jipplied to a DKd, so that KU falls on
iiV and KL on DE {ion aIKL = l VIjK\ HL will fall

entirely within a l)K{\

.: A KLll in k'ss than A DEC.
Buf.A/>AV; ih to A KIM as Hgijif! AlU'DE is to

figure FGHKLj VI ^i I

.

and fi^Mire ABCDE^^gnvc FdllKL
.\£^DEC=^lKLH, V. la

or the greater = the less, which i« impossible.

.*. DC is not greater than KH.
Similarly it may be showr hat DC is not less than KH.

.-. DC=:^KH.

Q. £. D,

I - f -m 1
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Proposition XXIV. (Eucl. vi. 22.)

Tf four straight liven he proiioH'umah, the. dmihir r>rfl-

linmr figures similarly described upon them must also he jm)-

portionals.

A*

a 2?

Lot the four straight lines AB, CD, EF, Gil be propor-

tionals, that is, AB to CD -d^ EF is to Gli
;

\\\\i\ upon ABy CD let the similar rectilinear fitrures KAH,

LCD be similarly described ; and upon EF, GH the similar

rectilinear fiiruros MF, NH in like manner.

Then must KAB he to LCD as MF is to NH.

To AB, CD take a third proportional X and

to EF, GH take a third proportional 0. VI. 1().

Then •.' AB is to CD as EF is to GH,

.-. CD is to X as GH is to 0, V. 5.

and .'. AB is to X as EF is to 0. V. 21.

But as AB is to X so is KAB to LCD, VI. 21, Cor. 2.

and as EF is to so is Mi^ to NH. VI. 21, Cor. 2.

,-. KAB is to iCD as MF is to iVff, V. 5.

M
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VI. 18.

And Conversely,

If the similar figures, similarly described on four straight

lines, he proportionals, those straight lines must be proportionals.

The same construction being made,

let KAB be to LCD as MF is to NH,

then m-UGt AB he to CD as EF is to GH.

Make as AB to CD so EF to PB, VI. 11.

and on PR describe the rectilinear figure SB, simUar a^d dmi-

larly situated to either of the figures MFy NH.

Then, by the first part of the proposition,

KAB is to LCD aa M^ is to SB.

But KAB is to LCD as MF is to NH.

.'. SB=NH,

Also, Sh and NH&re similar and similarly situated,

and .'. PR^-GE. ^I- 23-

Now AB is to CD as EF is to PR,

aad .', AB \a to CD aaEFui to GH. V. 6.

t. S. D.

Hyp.

V.8.
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PRorosinoN XXV. Iiikoukm. (Kud. vi. ;J3.)

hi cqvnl eirvles, aiiglrx, irhclhn- nt thu autns or the Kirniw-
fWnurs, have, to one another the same ratio iis the arcs which
$ubtmd them ; and so also have the sectors.

In the equal (?3 ABC, T)EF let the z s BGC, EHF at the

oontres, and the i s BAH, EDF at the circumferences, bu sub-

tended by the arcs BC, EF.

Then I. i BGC must he to l EHF as arc BC is to arc EF.

Take any nuinbor of arcs CK, KL, each=B(;
and any number of arcs FM, MN, NR each=^ EF.
Then •.• arcs BC, CK, KL are vU equal,

/. z s BGC, CGK, KGL are all equal. III. 27.

.-. z BGL is the same multiple of z BGC that

arc BL is of arc BC.

So also, z EHR is the same multiple of z EHF that

arc ER is of arc EF.

Axi^LBGL is equal to, greater than, or less than
z EHR,

according as arc BL is equal to, greater than, or less tliim

arc ER. jU 37.

Now z BGL and arc BL areequimultiplesof z BGC andarc J5( ',

and z EHR and arc J/i^areequimultiplcsof z EHFandarcEF.
.'. I BGC h io L EHF as arc BC is to arc EF. Y. Def. 5.
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II. L BAG must be to I EDFm arc BC is to arc EF.

For •.• I BQC= tv/ice l BAC, and z EHF= twice l EDF,
III. 20.

/. I BAG h to L EDF as i BGG is to / EHF, V. 1 1.

and .-. I BAG is to I EDF as arc BG is to arc EF. V. 5.

III. Sector BGG rmist be to sector EHF as arc BG is to

arc EF.

For sectors BGG, GGK, KGL are all equal, III. 26, Cor.

and sectors EHF, FHM, MHN, NHB, are all equal,

in. 26, Oor.

/. gector BOL is the same multiple of sector BGG thai

trc BL ie of arc BG,

and sector EHR is the same multiple of sector EHF that

u/c ER is of arc EF
;

also, sector BOL is equal to, greater than or less than

sector EHR, according aa

arc BL is equal to, greater than, or less than arc ER, III. 26.

and .'. sector BGG is to sector EHF as arc BG is to arc EF.

Q. E. D.

Cott. In the same circle, angles, whether at the centres or
I he Circumferences, have the same ratio as the arcs which sub-
tend thtim ; and so also have the sectors.
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II

Proposition B. Theorem.

If an angle of a trianrfle he hUeded hj a straight line, which

llh'iriHC eiitx the hast; ; the reefniHjh, contained by the sides of

the triaiiffle. is etjual to the rectanyU, contained hy ihe segmentH

of the base, together with the square on the line bisecting the

a)igle.

Let ^.BACb( the a ABC be bisected by the st. line AD.

Then red. BA, A('= red. Bf), DC together with sq. on AD.

Describe the ABC about the a
,

III. b. p. 135.

produce AD to meet the Oce in E, and join EC.

Then •.• z BAD = l CAE, Hyp.

and I ABJ) = a A EC, in the same segment, III. 21.

.', A ABD is ecinianguhir to A AEC. I. 32.

.-. BA is to AD as EA is to AC VI. 4.

.-. rect. BA, AC^vect. EA, AD, VI. lo.

=rect. ED, DA together with sq. on AD.

II. 3.

erect. BD, DC together with sq. on AD.

III. 35.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition C. Theorem.

If from any angle of a triangle a straight line he dravm per-

pm<ll<n/ar to the bane, the rcdangU', contained hg the sides of

the triangle^ in equal to the rectangle, contained, hg the per-

pendicular and the diameter of the circle described about the

triangle.

III. A

III. 31.

Lot ABC be a A , and AD the ± from A to BC.

Describe the © ABC about the A ABC,
draw the diameter AE, and join EC.

Tlien must reel. BA, AC = recL EA, AD.
For *.' rt. L BDA = l EGA, in a semicircle,

and I ABD = z AEC, in the same segment, III. 21.

.*. A ABD is cquianfc'-dar to the A AEC. I. 32.

.-. ^yl is to JZ>as£^l isto^O, VI. 4.

and .. rect. BA, vlO=rect. EA, AD. VI. 10.

Q. E. D.

Ex. 1. Shew that the rectangle contained by the two sides

^an never be less than twice the triangle.

Ex. 2. ABC is a triangle, and AM the perpendicular upon

BC, and P any point in BC ; if 0, 0' be the centres of the

circles described about ABP, ACP, the rectangle AP, BO
is double of the rectangle of AM, 00'.

Ex. 3. A bisector of an angle of a triangle is produced to

iacet the circumscribed circle. Prove tluit the rectangle, con-

tained by this whole line and the part of it within the triangle,

is equal to the rectangle contninod by the two sides.
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Proposition D. Theorem.

77t6 rertangle, rmitained bjf the diagonals of a quadrilaternl
nmribed in a cirde, is equal to the sum of the rectangles, con-
laiiied by its opposite sides.

Let ABCD be any quadrilateral inscribed in a ©.
Join AC, BD.

Then red. AC, BD=rect. AB, CD together with red.

Makei ABE = /.BBC;
and add to each the i EBD.

Then z ABT) = l CBE
;

and I BDA = l BCE in the same segment

;

.-. A ABD is equiangular to a BCE,

.-.AD is to BD as CE is to BC,
and .-. root AD, BC= red. BD, CE.

Again, r l ABE = i DBC, by consti action,

and z BAE = z BDC, in tlie same segment,
.-. A ABE is equiangular to a BCD.
.'. AB is to AE as BD is to CD,

and .-. lect. AB, CD=rect. BD, AE.
Hence rect. AB, CD together with rect. AD, BC
= rect. BD, AE together wiih rect. BD, CE.
=rect. AC, BD.

AD, BC.
I. 23.

III. 21.

VI. 4.

VI. IG.

III. 21.

I. :i2.

VI. 4,

VI. 16.

II. 1.

Q. E. D.

Ex. If the diagonals ont one another at an angle equal to one
third of a right angle, the rectangles contained by the opposite
sides are together equal to four times the quadrilateral figure.
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PkoI'OSITIOX XXVI. TllKOKKM. i^KllcI. VI. 23.)

Eqniangu/ar jKiraJlilngirnHH hair to one. another the ratio,

which in compoutukd of the ratios of their sides.

\
n

K-
z-

M-

Let ylCand CF be cquianf^nilarOs, havinrr i BGD= L ECG.

Then mustO AC have to ZZ7 CF the ratio comjiounded of

the ratios of their sides.

Let BC and CG be placed in a straight line.

Then DC and CF are also in a striiight line. I. 14.

Complete the O DG, and taiting any st, line K,

make as BC is to CG so K to L VI. 11.

and mako as DC is to CF so L to M. VI. 11.

Then '.' K has t(» M the ratio compounded of the ratios of

K to L and L to 3f,

.". jr has to M the ratio compoumk'd <»f the ratios ot

tiie sides. VI. Def. 3, p. 2fiO.

Now BC is to CG as CJ Ada to C7 CH, VI. 1.

and DC is to CF asO CH is toO Ci^, VI. 1.

.-. K is to i as /Z7 AC is toO CIT, V. 5.

and L is to M asO C// is to O Ci^, V. 5.

Hence K is to M asO ^C is to CJ CF
;

V. 21.

and .". O ^0 has to O CF the ratio compounded of the

ratios of their sides.

Q. E. D.
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l*ltor08ITlf)N XXVII. TitKORKM. (Rucl. VI. 24).

PnralltloffrawK nhoiif (h, illinnrttr of any jmralklogram are

similar '.o the whole paralhloyrani and to one another.

r

I.

il

I^t ABCD be rt O, of wliich tho diameter is AC; and
AEFO, FJK 'K the Os about the diameter.

Then miiHl these 0« he itiinilar to ABCD and to each other.

For '.• GF is
II to I)(\ .-. z AGF = l ADC, I. 29.

and •.• EFis \\ to JiC, .'. l AEF = z ABC ; I. 21).

and each of t' e z s EFG, /ir7>>= opposite z iJyli>, I. 34.

and .'. L EFG= z BCD. Ax. 1.

Thus tho Os AEFG, ABCD are equiangular to one
another.

Again, •.• EF is || to BC,

.'. AB is to BC as ylJ? is to EF \ VI. 4.

and since the opposite suU's of the Os are equal,

.-. AB is to AD as ^£ is to ^(?, V. 6.

and />(' is to CB as (^F is to FE, V. (J.

and CD is to /U as FG is to (r^vl. V. (J.

Thus tho sides of the ZI7s ^lA^FG, Ji^c:^ about their equal

angles are proportional.

.-. CJ AEFG is similar to O ABCD.
Similarly, O FHCKia similar to O ^£67)

;

and .-. O ^i;2^(^ is similar to O J'^Cir. VI. 20.

q. E. D.

Ex. Show that each of the compl-^ments of the parallelogram
is a mean proportional between tho parallelograms about the

diameter.
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pRoroHiTioN XXVIIT. TnKORKM. (Eucl. VI. 26.)

\f two niniilar parnlkhgrama have a commdm. angle, and he

similarly situated, they are about the same diamder.

Let the Os ABCD, AEFO be similar and similarly

situated, and have i DAB common.

Ttien must ABCD and AEFO he about the same diavneter.

For, if not let ABCD ha\e its diameter, AHC, not in the

same st. line with AF, the diameter of AEFO.

Let OF meit AHC in H, and draw HK II to AD. I. 3L

Then Os ABCD, AKHO, about the same diameter, are

similar. * !• 27.

and .-. DA is to AB as OA is to AK. VL Def. 1.

But •.* ABCD, AEFO are similar Os,

.-. DA is to AB as OA is to AE.

Bence A is to AK SiS GA h to AE, V. 5.

mA.:AK=AE, V. 8.

the less= the greater, which is impossible.

.-. ABCD and AKHO are not about the same diameter,

and .-. ABCD and AEFO must have their diameters in the

same st. line, that is, they are about the same diameter.

Q. E. P.

«e
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Proposition XXIX. PiionLF.M. (Kucl. vi. 25.)

To di'scribe a redilituar figure, which nhall be similar to o?i«,

and equal to another, given rectilinear Jigure,

I

ill

Let ABC and D be two given reciilincnr figures.

It it required to describe a figure similar to ABC and equal

toD.

On BC describe theO BLEC equal to ABC, and I. 45, Cor.

on CE describe theO CEFMe(\m\ to />, I. 4.'5, Cor.

and having ziY*jy = i CBL.

Then BCand CF are in a straight lino, I. 20 and 14.

and LE and EM are in a straight line.

Find GH, a mean proportional between 50 and CF, VI. 13.

and on GH describe the rectilinear figure KGll, simihir and

similarly situated to ABC. VI. 18.

Then '.• BC is to Gil as GH is to CF,

.-. as BC is to CF so is ABC to KGH. VI. 20, Ci)r. 2.

But as BC is to CF so is EJ BE io CJ EF, VI. 1.

and .-. as ABC is to KGH so is CJ BE to £J EF. V. 5.

Now ABC is equal toO iiii;, Constr.

and .-. KGH -O Ei?'. V. 14.

ButO i;i?'=the figure P.

/. KGH =D ; and KGR is similar to J BO.

Hence a figure KGH has been described as was required.

Q. E. F.
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Dw. V. A straight lino is wid to b« cut in extreme and

mean ratio, when the whole is to the greater segment as the

greaier segment is to the leii.

PROPosirioM XXX. pRonLRM. (Eucl. VI. 30.)

To CMi (t straight line in cxtrevu and nuan ratio,

J. $ B

Let ^J5 be the j^iven st. line.

It w rcquireA to cut A B in extreme and mean ratio.

Divide Ali in tlu- pt. (', so that rect. A IS, BC = sq. on AC.

U. 11.

Then •/ rect. AB, BC = sq. on A 0.

.'. AB is to ACm AC is to BC, VI. 17.

and .•, AB is cut in extreme and mean ratio in G. Def. 6.

Q. E. F.

Ex. 1. If two diagonals of a regular pentagon be drawn to

cut one another, they cut one another in extreme at.u mean

ratio.

Ex. 2. If the radius of a circle be cut in extreme and mean

nitio, the greater segment will be equal to the side of a regular

decagon described in the circle.
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PROrOSITTON XXXI. TlIRORFM. (Kucl. VI. 32.)

i/ Upo triangle*^ mimilahlt bituatkd, which have two tidm

of the one prtyjH^rtional to ttro niths of thr other, In, jtnnui at

one angle, «o at to hare fhtir h' inologom tiulej fiaralUl, each

to each, the nmaining tide* mutt be in a ttraight line.

III

Let the u8 AhV, DCK be similarly situated, having the

iides BA, Jf^ proportional to C*i>, DE, and let BA \>o II to

CD.&ViiiACWUDE',

Then mmt BC and CE be in one at. line.

For •/ AC meets the ||s BA, CD,

.'. lBAC= alternate l A CD. I. 29.

And ••• CD meets the hs AC, DE,

.'. lACD= alternate l CDE. I. 2!).

Hence l BAC = l CDV Ax. 1.

Then •.• BA is to AC as CD w ' E, and / HAC = l CDE,

.'. A ABC is pquiangi.Iar to A DCE. VI. il

.'. i ACB = I DEC

i

VI. Del'. 1.

and /. I 8 ACB, ACE together = z s ACE, DEC together,

= two right angles. I. 21).

.'. BC and CE are in the same st. line. I. 14.

Q. E. D.
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Muettlamout Exercimt on Book \L

\. Two common tangenti to two circlet mi»et at A. If Um
dinmetcr of the BmuUer circle, the dutanco bi'tw(»(;n the centrit,

ntul the diameter of the larger circle, be in the ratio of 1,2, 3,

prove that the dintanco from A to the centre of each circle is

eii'ial to the diameter of that circle.

2. Straight linett are drawn through the angular pointe of ft

triangle, pumllcl to the opposite Rides, and through the m^ <W
points of the triangle thus foimod straight lines are drav.i,

parallel to it« opponito Hitics, and so on ; show that all these

triangli's are similiu to the original triangle, and that any one

of them has its sides bisected by the angular points of the pre-

ceding trinnf^le.

3. Tf a point be taken within an equ'atoral triangle, the pcr-

^^.^diculars drawn from it to the chrec sides are together equal

to the perpendicular drawn from oue of the angles to the

opposite side.

4. Upon ^ ZJ as base two triangles AbC, ABD are describee*.,

and a lino cutting CA is drawn parallel to CD. From the

points where this line meets AC^ AD, lines are drawn to meet

CBf DB; ''nd parallel to the base. Shew that thesu lines are

equid.

5. If be the centre, and AB the dia'.ieter of a circle, and

if on ^0 as a diameter a circle bo described, then the rircuni-

ference of this circle will bisect any chord, drawn through it

from A to meet the exterior circle.

6. On a given base describe a triangle, having a given

vertical angle, and one of its sides double of tne other.

7. From a point E in the common base of two triangles

ACS, ADB, straight lines are drawn parallel to AC, ADf
meeting BG^ BD in J and O. Shew that the lines joining;

F, G and 0, D will be parallel.

8. From the angular points, of a trian^jle ABC, straight lines

ADf BEf CF, are drawn perpendicular to the opposite sides
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I <

i!

lij

and terminated by the circumscribing circle ; if X be the point

of their intersection, shew that iD, LE, LF are bisected by
the sides of tne triangle.

9. If D and E be points in the sides of a triangle ABC,
rtiich that ^Dand AE arc respectively the third parts of^Band
AGy shew that BE and CD cut one another in a point of

quadrisection.

10. In ABy AG, two sides of a triangle, are taken points

D, m ; AB, ^C are produced to F, 0, such that BF=AD, and
CO=AE: and BG, CF, FG are joined, the two former meet-
ing in H. Show that the triangle FHG is equal to the
triangles BHG, ADE together.

11. If the angle, between the internal bisector of the angle
of a triangle and the base, be equal to the angle Ijetween the

exteAial bisector and the greater side produced, a perpen-
dicular on this side through the vertex will bisect the segment
of the base between the internal and external bisectors.

12. Triangles on equal bases and between the same parallels

will have equal areas cut off by a line parallel to their bases.

13. From A, B, the extremities of the diameter of a circle,

lines AGE, BGD, are drawn through a point C, on the circum-
ference, to points E and D, such that EB and DA touch the

circle. Shew that ED meets the tangent at G in AB produced.

14. Draw a straight line cutting two concentric circles, so

that the part of it which is intercepted by the circumference

of the greater may be four times as great as the part inter-

cepted by the circumference of the less.

15. Shew how to inscribe a rectangle DEFG in a triangle

ABGf so that the angles D, E may be in AB, ^ i^jpectively,

the side FG coincident with the base, and the area of the rect-

angle be equal to half that of the triangle.

16. If the bisectors of the opposite angles A, G, oi & quadri-
Taforal finrii-pQ A TiflTi ip+Qr'Qo/»f n-n +V«/\ ^^n^^Y.^! T>T\ xl .•11
3t»Vv «. "•• Ji^'-tiv ^j-f ..-«', t!ilv ! ..". v,l) \rix file ixia^uiiai XJXA tliCXI VVili

the bisectors of the angles B, D meet on A G.

17. Two sides of a quadrilateral described about a circle are
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parallel ; if the points of contact divide the other two sides

proportionally, they are equally inclined to the first two,

18. If two triangles, on the same base, have their vertices

joined by a straight line, which meets the base, or the base

produced, shew that the parts of this line, between the vertices

of the triangles and the base, are in the same ratio to each

other as the areas of the triangles.

19. If perpendiculars be drawn from any point on the cir-

cumference of a ciic'j to two tangents and the chord joining

the points of contact, shew that the s(|uare on the perpendicu-

lar to the chord iy equal to the rectangle contained by the

other perpendiculars.

20. If the angles B, 0, of the triangle ABG^ be respectively

(•([ual to the angles D, E^ of the triangle ADE and the angles

i>, Ef of the triangle ABE, to the angles D, 0, of the triangle

ADC, then these pairs of taangles shall be respectively equal

to each other ; and if BE, CD, intersect in F, the triangles

BED, GEE, shall also be simihir.

21. If, from the extremities of the diameter of a semicircle,

perpendiculars be let fall on any line cutting the semicircle,

the parts intercepted between those perpendiculars and the

circumference are equal

22. In a given circle place a chord, parallel to a given chord,

and having a given ratio to it.

23. ABC is an equilatsral triangle. Through C a line is

drawn at right angles to AC, meeting AB produced in D, and

a line through A paraHel to BC in E. Through K, the middle

point of AB, lines are drawn respectively parallel to AE, AC,
and meeting DE in E and G. Prove that the sum of the

squares on KG and EG is equal to three times the square

on FE.

24. Find a point in the base of a right-angled triangle pro-

duced such that the line drawn from it to the angular point

onnosite to the base, shall be to the base produced as the

perpendicular to the base itself.

um
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26. ^fi is a given straight line, and D a given point in it

;

it is required to find a point P, in AB produced, such that
AV is to FB as AB is to DB.

26. If two circles toujh each other externally, and parallel
diameters be drawn, the straight line, joining the extremities
of those diaraeters, will pass through the point of contact.

^
27. If two circles touch each other, and also touch a straight

line
;
the part of the lino, between the points of contact, is a

mean proportional between the diameters of the circles.

28. Two circles touch each other internally, the radius of
one being treble that of the other. Shew that a point of tri-

section of any chord of the larger circle, drawn from thn puint
of contact, is its intersection with the circumference of the
smaller circle.

?9. If ABC be a right-angled triangle, and D my point in
its hypotenuse AB, determine by a geometrical constru.j-
tion the point P, to which AB must be produced, so that PI
is to BB as AT) is to DB.

30. If a line touching two circles cut another line joinirg
their centres, the segr lents of the latter will be to each tthor
as the diameters of the circles.

31. If through the vertex of an equilateral triangle a per-
pendicular be drawn to the side, meeting a perpendicular to
the biise, drav/n from its extremity, the line, intercepted
between the vertex and the latter perpendicular, is equal to
the radius of the circumscribing circle,

32. If on the diagonals of a quadrilate^-^^! '>« bases, parallelo-
gram? be described, equal to the quadrilateral, find the ratio
of their altitudes.

33. The opposite sides AB, DG of a quadrilateral ABCD,
which can be inscribed in a circle, mset, vhen produced, at E •

F is the point of intersection of the diagonals, and EF meets
AD in G

;
prove that the rectangle EA. AB is to the r*^^tan'^i'»

£D, DC as AG \a to GD.
' ' " '"'^
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34. If from the extremities of the diameter of a circle

tangents be drawn, any other tangent of the circle, terminated

by them, is so divided at its point of contact, that the radius

of the circle is a mean proportional between the segments of

the tiingent.

36. If the sides of a triangle, inscribed in the segment of a

circle, be produced to meet lines drawn from the extremities

of the base, forming with it angles equal to the angle in the

segment, the rectangle contained by these lines will be equal

to the square on the base.

36. Describe a parallelogram, which shall be of a given

altitude, and equal and equiangular to a given parallelogram.

37. Two circles touch each other internally at the point A,

and from two points in the line joining their centres perpen-

diculars are drawn, intersecting the outer circle in the points

By G, and the inner circle in the points 2), E Shew that AB
is to ^0 as AD is to AE.

38. Given of any triangle the base, and thft point, where the

line, bisecting the exterior vertical aiigle, cuts the base pro-

duced, find the locus of the vertex of the triangle.

39. Draw a line from one of the angles at the base of a

triangle, so that the part of it cut off by a line drawn from the

vertex parallel to the base, may have a given ratio to the pan
cut off by the opposite side.

40. If AC be drawn from .4 to a point (' in the base of the

triangle ABD, so tiiat ABI), ACD are similar triangles, shew

that J>A touches the circle described about ABG.

41. If the centres ^4, B, of two circles be joined, and P be

the point in the line AB, from which equal tangents can be

drawn to the circles ; the tangents drawn from any point in a

line, which passes through P at right angles to AB are all

equal.

42. Construct a triangle, similar to a given triangle, and

having its angular points upon three given straight lines, which

meet in a point.

i
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43. Let ABQD be any parallelogram, BD its diagonal,
ilun the perpendiculars, from A on BD, and from B ^nd D
upon ^/> and AB, shall all pius.s through a point.

44. If a quadril.itoral be inscribed in a circle, its diagonals
?«hnll be to one another as the sums of the rectangles confined
by the sides adjacent to their extremities.

45. A square is described on the base of an isosceles triangle,
remote from the vertex. Prove that, if the vertex be joined
to the corners of the sc^uare, the middle segment of the base
will be to the outer one in twice the ratio of the perpendicular
on the base to the base.

AQ. The base AB of an isosceles triangle ABC is produced
both ways to I) and A', so that the rectangle AD, BE is

equal to the scjuare on AC. Shew that the^trlangles DAG,
KBC, arp similar.

47. If each of the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle
bo double of the angle at the vertex, shew that either side is a
mean proportional between the perimeter of the triangle, and
the distance of the cei re of the inscribed circle from either
end of the base.

48. ABC is a triangle, and is the centre of the circle

inscribed in the triangle. Shew that /1 passes through the
centre of the circle described alumt the triangle 1UK\

4;). Draw a line panillel to one of the sides of a tri ngle, so
that it may be a mean proportional between the segments into
which it divides one of the other sides.

50. If an equilateral triangle be inscribed in a circle, and
the adjacent arcs cut off by two of its sides bo bisected, shew
that the line joining the points of bisection will be trisected by
the sides.

51. ABC is an equilateral triangle, BG is produced to D,
and CD is made equal to BC : CE i '-awn at right angles
to DCB, and at A the angle GAE is made equal to the angle
DCA

;
DE, DA are dravn Sli«w that th« rectangle DA,
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CE is equal to the rectangle DE^ AC together with the square

on CB.

62. Tw straight lines AB, CD, intersect in E. If r,^^hen

AC, BD :>: joined, the sides of the triangle ACE, tiiken in

order, aiC protjortional to those of the triangle JJJiE, taken in

order, shew that A, C, B, I), lie on the circumference of the

same circle.

63. If any triangle be inscribed in a circle, and from the

vertex a line be drawn parallel to a tangent sit either extremity

<»f the base, this line will be a fourth proportional to the base

and two sides.

64. If a triangle be inscribed in a semicircle, and a per-

pendicular be drawn from any point in the diameter, meeting

one side, the circumference, and the other side produced : the

segments cut off will be in continued proportion.

55. If ABCD be any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a

circle, and BK, DL be perpendiculars on the diagonal AC,

shew that BK is to DL as the rectangle AB, BC is to the

rectangle AD, DC.

56. If a rectangular parallelogram be inscribed in a right-

angled triangle, and they have the right-angle common, the

rectangle, contained by the segments of the hypotenuse, is

equal to the sum of the rectangles, contained by the segments

of the sides about the right angle.

57. If from the vertex of an isosceles triangle a circle be

described, with a radius less than one of the equal sides, but

greater than the perpendicular from the vertex to the base,

the parts of the base cut off by it will be equal.

58. Through a fixed point ^ on a circle, a chord AB ia

drawn, and produced to a point M, so that the rectangle con-

tained by AB and AM is constant. Find the locus of M.

59. If two sides of a triangle be unequal, the sum of the

greater side and the perpendicular upon it from the opposite

anule ia greater than the sum of the less side and the perpen-

dicular upon it from the opposite angle.

I »
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60 From one angle of a triangle, perpendiculars are dropped
on thiB external bisectors of the other two angles

;
prove that

the distance between the feet of these perpendiculars is equal
to half tl • sum of the sides of the triangle.

61. /I, /i, P, g, /J, are five points in the circumference of
a cirt'K'

; />, 7, r, are the intersections of perpendiculars of the
triangles AhP, ABQ, ABR respectively; prove that the
triangles FQR, pqr are similar, equal, and similarly placed.

62. AD, BE, CF&re perpendiculars from the angular points
of a triangle on the opposite sides, intersecting in P. Prove
that the rectangle AP, BG is equal to the sum of the rectangles
FB, AG And PF,AB.

63. ABG is a triangle, and AD, AE, are drawn to ooints
D, E, in the base, so as to make equal angles with AB, AG,
respectively. Shew that the square on ^B is to the square on
^Oas the rectangle BD, BE is to the rectangle GD, GK

64. Find a straight line, such that the perpendiculars, let
fall upon it from three given points, shall be in a given ratio
to each other.

65. Find a fourth proportional to three given similar
triangles.

66. If the sides of a triangle be bisected, and the points
joined with the opposite angles, the joining lines shall divide
each other proportionally, and the triangle, formed by the
joining lines, and the remaining side, shall be equal <-o a third
of the original triangle.

67. Find the locus of a poin^. such that the distance between
the feet of the perpendiculars from it upon two straight lines,

given in position, may be constant.

68. ABGD is a parallelogram, AG, BD diagonals. If
parallel lines be drawn through A, G, and also through B, D,
the diagonals of all parallelograms so formed will pass through
the same point.

69. OPQ is any triangle. OR bisects PQ in R ; PST
bisects OR in S, and cuts OQ mJT^ Shew that 0^=302'.
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70. If the Bide BO, of a triangle ABC, be bisected by a line,

which meets ylDand AC, produced if necessary, in D and E
respectively, i^hew that AE is to £0 as AD i& to DB.

71. Two ciicles are drawn in the same plane, having a com-

mon centre 0. If the tangent, at any point P of the inner

circle, meet the outer in <?, and he produced both ways to

points A, B, such that QA, QB, are each of them equal to QC,

the area of the triangle CAB will be constant.

72. From P, a point without a circle, whose centre is G,

two tangents PA, PB, are drawn, and also a line, meeting the

circle in D, and AB in E. If GF be perpendicular to PD,

then FD is a mean proportional between FP and FE.

73. Three circles touch the sides of a triangle ABC in the

points where the inscribed circle touches them, and touch

each other, in the points Q, H, K. Prove that AG, BH and

CK meet in a point.

74. If ABC he & right-angled triangle, and EF, parallel to

BG, the hypotenuse, nT^ct AB, AG in E, F, then EH, FL,

AK being drawn perpendicular to BG, shew that the difference

of the rectangles CK, GH and BL, BK is equal to the differ-

ence of the squares on AB, AC.

75. From a point A in the circumference of a circle two

chords AB, AG are drawn, cutting off arcs greater than a quad-

rant and less than a semicircle ; and from the extremity B of

the greater chord, a line BD is drawn in a direction perpendi-

cular to that of the diameter through A, and vneets AG pro-

duced m D. Shew that AD is to AB as AB is to AG.

76. Two circles intersect, and through a point of intersection

two lines are drawn, terminated by the circumferences of both

circles ; one of these lines remains fixed, while the other may

have any position. Shew that the locus of the intersection of

the lines joining their extremities is a circle.

77. If the side BG of an equilateral triangle ABC be pro-

duced to any point D, and AD be joined, and if a straight line

Oiv be arawn paiauci vo ^jj, uutting ^x- i" -^j y —
square on AE is to the rect. DA, DE as the rect. GE, GBmio

the square on DC»
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78. In a triangle, riKht-angled at A, if the side ylObe doubl«

i>f ABy the angle B is more than double the angle C.

79. From the obtuse angle of a triangle draw k line to the
l»iWo, which shall be a mean proportional between the segments
into which it divides the base.

80. AB, ^Care two straight lines, B and C given points in
the same; BD is drawn perpendicular to AG, and DE per-
IK'ndicular to ^fi

; in like manner CF is drawn perpendicular
to AB, and FQ to AC, Shew that EQ is parallel to BQ,

81. AB is the diameter of a circle, and CD u chord at right
angles to it, E any point in CD. If AE and BE be drawn
and produced to cut the circle in F and (?, the quadrilateral
FCQD has any two of its adjacent sides in the same ratio as
the remaining two.

82. ADEB is a semicircle
; AB the diameter ; DF, EO

perpendiculars on the diameter
; C the centre of a circle, which

touches the semicircle and these perpendiculars ; and CH is

drawn perpendicular to the diameter. Shew that CM ia &
mean proportional between A F and BG.

83. Divide a straight line in a given ratio, and produce it
so that the whole line thus produced shall be to the part pro-
duced in the same ratio ; shew that the circle described on the
line between the two points of section, as diameter, is such,
that if any point of its circumference be joined with the ex-
tremities of the given line, the straight lines so drawn shaU
also be in the given ratio.

84. If any secant be drawn through the intersection of two
tangents to a circle, and if the points of intersection be joined
to the points of contact of the tangents, shew that the rect-
angles under the paii-s of opposite sides of the quadrilateral
formed by the joining lines are equal.

85. Triangles on the same base, and with eqi^al vertical
angles, are to one another as the products of their ddes.

86. A line ACBD is divided, so that AC is to CB as AD is

to DB. Shew that a ,:emicircle, described on CD, is the locus
of P, such that AP h io PB b& ACis to CB.
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87. If the two diagonals of a quatlrilateral, inBcribed in a

circle, be jjiven, shew that the quadrilateral is greatest, when

they are at right angles.

88. ABC is a trian<,'le, />, /i', the middle points of AB^ AC^

and PEf CD, meet in F : a triangle is drawn, having its sides

puriilU'l to AF, lih\ CF. Hliew that the linos, joining its angular

points to the middle points of its opposite sides, will be parallel

to the sides of the triangle ABO.

89. A circle rolls within another, of twice its radius : if P be

the point of contact, and A a given point of the rolling circle,

PA will be constant in direction.

90. Two circles intersect ; the line AHKB joining their

centres A, B, meets them in II, K. On AB is described an

equilateral triangle ABC, whosj sides J^C, AC intereect the

circles in F, E. FE p.oduced meets BA produce<l in 0.

Shew that as QA is to GK, so is CF to CK, and so also is 67/

to OB.

91. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and perpendiculars

are drawn from any point in the circumference to the sides of

tiie triangle. Prove that the points in which they meet the

aides are in one -raight line.

92. An isosceles triangle has one of its equal sides a mean

proportional between two sides of another triangle. If these

two sides include the same angle as the vertical angle of the

isosceles triangle, shew that the triangles are equal

93. Two triangles ABC, BCD, have the side BO common,

the angles at B equal, and the angles ACB, BDC right angles.

Shew that the triangle ^^Ois to the triangle BCD as ABia
to BD.

94. Given the straight line which is drawn from the vertex

of an equilateral triangle to a point of trisection of the base,

find the side of the triangle.

95. Straight lines Deing drawn from the angular points A,

B, C, of a triangle through any the same point, so as to cut the

opposite sides respeci.vely in a, b, c, shew that the rectangle

Abf Bi is to the rectangle Ac, Baa& Cb'is to Co.
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96. ABCD is a qnadrilateral inicrilxjd in a circle, and iU
diagonals intersect in F. Shew that the rectangle AF, Fl> is to
the rectangle BF, FC ob the square on AD \b io the square
on BC,

*

07. ABCD is a quadrilateral figure whose opposite angU'i
are not supplemental; the circle described about ABD cuts
DC in E, and the circle described about BCE cuts A E in F.
Shew that the triangle AHFIb equiangular to the triangle UCb,
and the triangle BCF to the triangle ABD,

98. ACB is i. '•Jar.glo whereof the side AC is prodiiced to
D until CD is equal to AC \ and /i/) is joined: shew that if

any line drawn parallel to AH cuts the sides ^Cf and CB, and
from the point-i of section lines be drawn parallel to DB, these
will meet AB in points equidistant from its extremities.

99. A and B are fixed points, and AC^ BD are perpendi-
culars on CD, a given straight line : the straight linos AD,BC^
intersect in E, and EF is drawn perpendicular to CD. Shew
that EF bisects the angle AFB.

100. If be the centre of a circle circumscribed iibout tlu'

tn.-.nule ABC, obtuse-angled at C, and if on OC m diameter »
circlt be described meeting AB in D and E, then either CD or
CE 8i>all be a mean proportional between the segments into
which ihey respectively divide AB.

101. The exterior angle CBD of the triangle ABC is bisected
by the line BE, which cuts the base produced in E. Shew that
the square on BE, together with the rectangle AB, BC, is

equal to the rectangle AE, EC.

102. ABCD is a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle

;

BA, CD, are produced to meet in P, and AD, BC, are pro-
duced to meet in Q. Prove that PC is to PB aa QA is to QB.

Also, shew that half the sum of the angles at P and Q is

equal to the complement of the opposite angle ABC of the
quadrila-'dl figure.

103. Hai ''ng given the vertical anelej and the ratio o.f the-.

sides containing it, and also the diameter of the circumscribing
circle, conn* t'-t the fnangle.
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104. From the centre of a given circle araw a iitraifi^ht line

to meet a given tangent to the circle, io that the negment of

the line between the circle and the tangent shall be any '*'H|uireil

part of the tangent

lOfi. Fin<l u point the iliMtiinccH of which from three given

pointH not in tho Kume Mtraiglit line are proportional to p, r/, r

rcHpectively, the f()Ur points being in the xanie plnne,

106. AB w the diameter of a circle, D any point in the

circumference, ai.J C the middle point of the arc AD. If AC,
AD, BG, be joined, and AD cut BC in E, the circle described

about the triangle AEB will touch AG, and its diameter will

be a third proportional to i^Cand AB.

107. From a given point A a variable straight line is drawn,

meeting a fixed straii^dit line in P and a point Q is taken on
it so that the rectangle AP, AQ is constant. Find the locus

ofg.

108. On a given base describe a rectangle, which shall be

equal to the diti'erence of the scjuares on two given straight

lines, any two of the three given lines being together greater

than the third.

109. If the exterior angles of a triangle be bisected by
straight lines, forming another triangle, shew that the two

triangles caimot be similar, unless they be each equilateral.

110. If ABG, A'B<y be similar triangles, and A^ A'C,

show the areas of t' e triangles are as AC to A'B'.

111. The alternate angles of a regular hexagon are joined:

shew that the area of the hexagon formed by the intersections

of the joining lines is one-tliird of the original hexagon.

1 1 2. A triangle is divided by a straight line parallel to the

base into two parts, the areas of whioii ara as 1 to 8 : how
does the straight line divide the sides ?

113. The line ^D is divided into three equal parts in the
A n.

BA as radius, and any circle cutting this is described with D
as centre. Shew that if a chord to both the circles be drawn
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from /, through one of the pointa of intorwctlon. it will ba
biaectefl by thi^ point

114. ABC ii an acute-angled trmnRle, E and F are ih«
rnuMIe po,nt« of the tides AH and AC. Shew that a lin«
druw.. from A', o<,uul to KA, -n ,„eot the baae, and another
from F, equal to FA, alao to meet it, will intersect the baM
At the linnie point.

Hence exi>l»n, how, hy folding a piece of paper «u.h a* the
-riunKe AHC, it may be shewn that the three anule. of a
triangle are equal to two right angles.

n\^r ni\!'^'
'"''''»'•• two e,,nnl trianglos having the nnglc^

JiA(, nAh e(|ual, and if they he place.l ho that JU IH arem a shaight line, .mh «1.s„ CA un.l J /> ; and if IU\ l)k\^ ..^o.
d.ur.1 to meet i-. F, prove that FA will hi.oct ('/; and also

I la 'Within a (irclo, wI.oho dian.et.-r in AH, another circlem .nHcr.hed, touch.ng the outer cirde in A, ar.l pansing
through itH centre O. From a point A, in /( H, a line VO/' i,
<
n.wn perpendicular to AJi -eting the inner circle in* O and

the out.r circle in i>, AN being .,,ual to one-sixth of ^/i

mtlo'of a'tos'
''*' '"^*' "*" ^^'^' ^"^ ^"^ '' equal to the

117. DescrilKJ a square, which sl.aij he equal .. the sum of
a given square an.) <i gi.en rectangle, a side of the given .s.n.are
be.ng greater than aalf the diflerence of the svo sides contain-mg the rectangle.

w"uuu
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In Bnnk I. Dof. 7., it l« laid down that n Pltmo Surface !•

one ill which, if any two points be Uiken, the straight line b#*

tween them lieH wholly in that surface.

Thin definttion should l)o extended by the addition of the

.olIowinfT wards, a»d if the riraight line be jtroduced^ every jtoint

in Ou part jrrodufed will lie in the plane,

Euclid professes to prove this in the first Proposition of

Book XI., which is thus enunciated : "one part of a straight

line cannot be in a plane, and another part out of the plane."

But this has been assumed again and again in the proofs of

earlier propositions ; thus, for oxainpb, va have called a circle

h plane figure, and having drawn any radius to a circle we have

assumed that the radius, produced within the circumference,

will meet the circumference.

From ti»o extended definition of a Plane Surface it follows

that a straight line, which meets a plntie, must either lie

entirely in that phin(, or meet it in one point only ; for if it

mot the plane in two points, it would lie entirely in tJje plane.

The Definitions given at the commencement of Book xi.

relate partly to Plane Surfaces and partly to Solid Fij^ures.

By a slight change in the order in which they stiinr' in the

Greek text, we obtain the advantage of arran<,'ing them in

accordance with this t ;'ofold division.

DefinitionSw

Relating to Plane Surfacsi.

I. A Plane Surface is one in which, if any two points be

taken, the straight line between thera lies wholly in that sur-

face ; and if the straight line be produced, every point in the

part produced will lie ia the plane.
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II. When a straight line is at right angles to every straight

line in a plane which meets it, it is said to be perpendicular to

the plane.

iV^ote.-Itwill be sh wn in Prop. iv. that when a straight
line is at right angles to each of two other straight lines in
a plane, which meet it, it is at right angles to every other
straight line in the plane which meets it.

III. A plane is perpendicular to a plane, when the straight

lines, drawn in one of the planes perpendicular to the common
section of the two pianos, are perpendicular to the other phiie.

IV. The inclination of a straight line to a plane is the acute
angle, contained by that straight line and another, drawn
from.the point at which the first line meets tho plane, to the

point at which a perpendicular to the plane, drawn from any
point of the first line above the plane, meets the same plane.

V. The inclination of a plane to a plane is the acute angle,

contained hy two straight lines, drawn from any the same
point of their common section, at right angles to it, one in one
plane, and the other in the other plane

VI. Two planes are said to have the sam. inclination to one
another, which two other planes have, when the said angles of

inclination are equal to one another.

VII. Parallel planes are such as do not meet one another
though produced.

Relating to Solid Figures.

VIII. A Solid is that which has length, breadth, and thick-

ness.

IX. That which bounds a solid is a superficies.

X. A Solid Anurltt is f.hat. wViinVi \a n^oAn Vw»T *i,^ ~.»_j.: ^t
cj-- — 7 • '•• ""«'>Av oy Liic liicclixig Oi

more than two plane angles, which are not in the same plane,

at one point.
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Definitions I. to X. are all that are required in the part of

Book XI. included in this work. Those which follow are

necessary to the explanation of some of the terms, which will

be found in the Exercises and Examination Papers.

XI. Similar solid figures are such, as have all their solid

angles equal, each to each, and are contained by the same

number of similar planes.

XII. A Pyramid is a solid figure, contained by planes, which

are constructed between one plane and one point above it, at

which they meet.

XIII. A Prism is a solid figure, contained by plane figures,

of which two that are opposite are equal, similar, and parallel

to one another ; and the others are parallelograms.

XIV. A Sphere is a solid figure, described by the revolution

of a semicircle about its diameter, which remains fixed.

XV. The Axis of a Sphere is the fixed straight line, about

which the semicircle revolves. .

XVI. The Centre of a Sphere is the same with that of the

semicircle.

XVII. The Diametet of a Sphere is any straight line, which

passes through the centre, and is terminated both wayd by the

superficies of the sphere.

XVIII. A Cone is a solid figure, described by the revolution

of a right-angled triangle about one of the sides containing the

right angle, which side remains fixed. If the fixed side be

equal to the other side containing the right angle, the cone is

caiied a right-angled cone ; if it be less than the other side, an

obtuse-angled cone ; and if greater, an acute-angled cone.

XIX. The Axis of a Cone is the fixed straight line, about

which the triangle revolves.

l[^I-.»^iBi1

1
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XX. The Base of a Cone is the circle, described by that side,

containing; the right angle, which revolves.

XXI. A Cylinder is a solid figure, described by the revolu-

tion of a rectangle about one of its sides, which remains ilxed.

XXJ^. The Axis of a Cylinder is the fixed straight line about

which the rectangle revolves.

XXIII. The Buses of a Cylinder are the circles, described by

the two revolving opposite sides of the rectangle.

XXIV. Similar cones and cylinders are those which have

their axes and the diameters of their bases proportionals.

XXV. A Cube is a solid figure, contained by six equal

squares.

XXVI. A Tetrahedron is a solid figure, contained by ioxa

equal and equilateral triangles.

XXVII. An Octahedron is a solid figure, contained by eight

oqual and equilateral triangles.

XXVIII A Dodecahedron is a solid figure, contained by

twelve equal pert!» ^ons, which are equilateral and equiangular.

XXIX. An Icosahedron is a solid figure, contained by twenty

equal and equilateral triangles.

XXX. A Parallelepiped is a solid figure, contained by six

quadrilateral figures, of which every opposite two are parallel.

Postulate.

Let it be granted that a plane may be made to pass through

any given straight line.

I
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t'RorosiTioN I. Theorem. (Eucl. xi. 2.)

If two straight lines mezt one auuther, a plane can be fhanm
to contain both ; and every i)la'iie containing both must coincide

with the aforesaid plane.

Let the two st. lines AC, BO meet in G.

Then a p^ane cctn be drawn to contain AC and BC.

Let any plane EF be drawn to contain ACy Post.

and let EF be turned about AC till it pass throu<fh B.

Then ".• B and C are points in the plane EF,

.-. BC lies in the plane EF. XI. Def. 1.

Also, any plane containing AC and BCmust coincide ivith EF.

For let Q be any point in a plane containing AC and BC.

Draw QMN in this plane to cut BC, AC in M and N.

Then •.' M and N are points in the plane EF,

.'. Q is a point in the plane EF. XI. Def. 1.

Similarly, any point in a plane cor taining A C, BC must lie

\n EF

;

and .•. any plane containing AC, BC must coincide with EF.

Q. E. D.

Cor. I. Hence it follows that a plane is completely determined

by the condition that it passes through tivo intersecting straight

lines.

^ H

'k
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Oor. II. A straight lineandapoint without the I^nedetennim
(I plane.

Let AB be a straight line, and C a point without AB
Draw the st. line CD to any point D in Ali.

Ihen one plane can be drawn to contain AJi and CI). XL h
.'. tone t i> J ^-i

. . yl /> and (;.

Again, any plane containing AB must contain i>,
.-.any plane containing AB and C must contain CD also.

iiut there is only one plane tiiat can contain Ali and CJt
.\ there is only one pUuvj ^ij-> .,„(| ^»

'

Hence the plane is c- npletely doteniiined!

OoR. HI. Three points, not in the same straight line, determim
a plane.

For let A, B, C be three such points (fig. Cor. 2).
Draw the straight line AB.
Then a plane, which contains A, B and C, must contain AB

ancl (/,

and a plane, which contains ylTf and 0, must contain vl B (1
Now AB and C are contained by one plane, .nd one only,

. A T> n . ^^^- 2.

^ ^, i>, C are contained by one plane, and one only.
Hence the plane is completely determined.

Cor. IV. Two parallel lines determine a plane.

For, by the definition of parallel lines, the two Hn^^ o.n ,'„

the same plane, and as only one plane can be drawn to contain
one of the lines and any point in the other line, it follows that
only one plane can be drawn to contain both lines.
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Proposition II. Theorem. (Eucl. xi. 3.)

If two planes cut one cnothcr, their coiLinon section must he,

1 siraigtit line.

Lei AB and CD be two planes? that cut one another.

Then must their common section be a straight line.

Let M and N be two points coininon to both planes.

Draw the otraight line MN.
Then •.• M and N are common to both planes,

.-. the St. line MN lies in both planes. XI. Def, 1.

A.nd no point, out of this line, can be common to both planes.

For, if it be possible, let P be such a point.

But theie can be but one plane common to the point P and

the St. line MN. XI. 1, Cor. 2.

. *. P is not common to both planes.

Hence every point in the com: -on section of the planes lies

in the straight line MN.

Q. E. D.

Note.-

Euclid,

-The Propositions which follow are numbered
•

as in
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Proposition IV. Theorem.

If a strnight line stand at right auglcn to each of two ftraioht
hues, at the point of their intersection, it must also be ai right
angles to the plane that passes through tlumi.

Let tlie St. line EF he ± to each of the st. lines AB, CD,
at Ey the pt, of their intersection.

Then must EF bc± to the plane passing through AB, CD.

Make AE, EB, CE, ED, all equal to one another,
and through E, draw, in the plane in which AB, CD are,

any st. line GEH, and join AD, CB.

Take any pt. F, in EF, and join FA, FG, FD, FC, FH, FB,
Then in a s AED, BEC,

'.' AE^BE, and DE=CE, and z AED= z BEC, I. 15.

.-. AD=BC, and z DAE= z CBE, I. 4.

Then in a s AEG, BEH,
'.' z AEG = z BEH, and z GAE = z HBE, and AE=BE,

.: GE=HE, and AG=BH. I. b. p. 17.

Then in A s AEF, BEF,
'.' AE= BE^ and EF is common, and rt. z AEF= vt z BEF,

,:AF= BF. 1.

4.'
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So also, CF^DF
Then in A8^DF,./?rF,

.
• il I> =. i>6', and ^ i''= BF, and DF= (7J'

.'.lBLF^lQBF. Lap. 18.

A'Tvio.in L^ AFO, BFH,
•.• AF^BF, and AO^-BH, and ^FAO=i FBH,

.-. FQ=^FH. I. 4.

Then in L% FEO, FEH,
\

' QE^HEy and ^i' is common, and FQ=FH,
.-./.FEG^iFEH. I. c.

..•. i^i^ is ± to Gffl.

In like manner it may be shown that FF is l to every st.

line which meets it in the plane passing throuf/h AB, CD.

/> IF i» ,;. to the plane, in which AB, CD are. XI. Dtf. -2

•p

-i

<l. I. D
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Proposition V. Theor'em.

Jf three straight liven meet all at one jmnt, and a straight

line stand at right anglex to tach of thmi at ihat ]}oint, tht. v.,a

itmight lines must be in one and the same plane.

L^'t the St. line AB be ± to each of the st. lines 5(7, BI>y

BE, at J?, the pt. where they meet.

Then must BC, BD, BE be in one ana the same plane.

If not, let BD, BE be in one plane, and BC without it, and

let a plane, passing through AB, BC, cut the plane, in which

BD and BE are, in the st. line BF. XI. 2.

Then AB, BC, BF are all in one plane.

And '.• ABisL to BD and BE,

.'. AB is± to the plane in which BD and BE are, XI. 4.

and .-. AB is± to BF, a st. line in that plane. XI. Def. 2.

Thus / J-^i* is a re. z
,

and z ABC is a rt. z
;

Hyp.

.-. z ABC= L ABF,

the less = the greater, which is impossible.

.-. BC is not without the plane, in which BD, BE are,

-,,-- J • U/*^ 2> r^ I> p r^r*£i \*y r\f\Ci *\Ti^ 4-\\i\ cin-vitrk v^loTKr^
tliiU. • • X*V'. SjJJy JJMJ ait: ixi UiltJ aii"w«. vtiv izxxtii.^^ ^ittiiv*

Q. E, D,
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Proposition VT. Tiieorkm.

If two straight Hiuh he at right angles to the savie planef they

mmt be parallel to one another.

Let the at. lines AB, CD be± to the same plane.

Then must AH he \\ to CD.

Let AB, CD meet the plan«> in the pta. B, D.

Ooin BD, and draw DE a. to BD, in the same plane. L 11

Make DE=AB, and join BE, AE, AD.

Then •/ AB is± to the plane,

.-. AB in i. to BD and BE, XI. Def. 2.

and .-. each of the z s ABD, ABE ha. rt. z .

So also, each of the i a CDB, CDE is a rt. z .

Then, in as ABD, EDB,
,' AB = ED, and BD is common, and rt. z ABD=vt. z EDB.

.'.DA = BE. 1.4.

Again, in A s ABE, EDA,
:• AB=ED, and BE = DA, and ^J5 is common,

.: L ABE = I EDA. L c.

But z ABE is a rt. z
;

,
•

,: FD^ is a ri.. l ,

and .-. ED is ± to ^I>.

Thus ^i) is± to BD, AD, CD, at the pt. where they meet,

and .-. BD, AD, CD are all in one plane. XI. 5.

But AB is in the plane, in which BD and AD are ; XI. 1.

and .
•. AB, BD, CD are all in one plane.

Then %• each of the z s ABD, CDB is a rt. z
,

AB is II to CD. 1.28.

Q. £. D.
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Proposition VII. Theorem.

// two straight line^ be parallel, the itraight hm drarmfrovtany point tu the one to any point in the other, x, in the mrm
plane with the paralUU.

Let AB and CD he parallel straight lines.
Take any pts. is,', i^' {„ AJi and CJJ.

Then must the st. line joifiing E and F be in the same plane ai
AB, CJJ.

If not, let it be without tl-.o plane, as EOF.
In the plane ABVl), in which the parallels are,

draw the st. line EHF from E to F.
Then the two st. lines EOF, EHF enclose a space,

which is impossible.
j p^^^^ ^

^

.-.the St. line joining ^ and if cannot be out of the plane,
in which the parallels AB, CD are.

.'. it is in that plane.

Q. E. D.

Note.—'We Live proved this Proposition aa Cot. xt. t-
jrrop. I.
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Proposition VIII. Theorem.

If two ttraight lines be parallel, atid one of them he at right

angles to a plane, the other mutt he at right angles *4> the sanu

plam.

u

Let AB, CD be two II at. lines,

and let one of thein^ 4 B, be i. to a plane.

Then must CD he x to the same plane.

Let AB, CD meet the plane in the pts. B, D ; and join BD;
then AB, BD, CD are all in one plane. XI. 7.

In th3 plane, to which AB is ± , draw DE± to BD,
make DE^AB, and join BE, AE, AD.

Then •.' AB is J. to the plane,

.*. eacL of the z s ABD, ABE is a rt. z ; XI. Def. 2.

and *.' BD meets the II st. lines AB, CD,
.'. I 8 ABD, CDB together— two rt. z s, I. 29.

and .'. z CDB is a rt. z , and CD is i to BD. •

Then in the h& ABD, EDB,
:- AB=ED, and BD is commor , and rt. z ABD^A. L EDB.

.'. AD=EB. I. 4.

Then m £iS ABE, EDA,
'.' AB=^ED, and AE is common, and EB^AD.

.'. L ABE = L EDA

;

I. c.

and .*. z EDA is a rt. z .

Hence ED is ± to DA, and it is ilso ± to BD, by constr.,

.'. ED is ± to the plane in wl ich DA, BD are, XI. 4.

and .'. ED is ± to DC, which is in that plane. XI. Def. 2.
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Henco ( 7> ih l to Dhl
Now V\i is I to l)H.

.: CD i« X to tho piano pHH«in(( throiiKh DE^DU, M.J.

.'. CD in X to the plutio to which AB u x

.

g. K. D.

PRorosirroy TX. Tiikoukm.

Two nlrnight Uws, which an. mch of them parnllA to the sam^.
ftra'xjht line, and not in the name plane vrith it, are paralld to
one another.

Ji

G

f£

Let AB, CD he each of them
|| to JtJF,

and not in the same plane with it.

TJmi must ABbe\\to CD.

In EF take any pt. O.

From G draw, in the phino ABEF, (ill ± to EF,
and, in the plane CDEF, GK ± to EF.

Then .• EF is ± to GH and GK,
.-. EF m ± to the plane HGK

;

and V EFh
\\ to AB,

.'. AB is ± to the plane HGK.
So also CD is ± to the plane HGK.

,'.ABi3
II to CD.

1. 11.

XI. 4.

XL 8.

XI. 8.

XI. 6.

f

Q. E, U
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1

PROPOSITION X, m

PROPOMITION X. TlIRORBM.

If tiro utraighl line* inftHnq um anolhr he paralld to tieo

atlurK, that nu'et one another, antl are not in the game plant with

the first two, the Jint two and the other two inutt contain equal

angUt,

Let the two Bt. lines AB, BC, meeting at B in the plane ABC,

be II
to the st. lines BE, Ei\ meeting at E in the plane DBF.

Then must l ABC - i DEF.

Make BA = ED, ..nd BC=EF, 1.3.

and join AJ), HE, CF, AC, DF.

Then •.• AB is = and II to DE,

.: AD is = and ll to BE. I. 33.

So also, CF is = and II to BE.

.-.^Disband || to CF,

and.-. ^Ci8 = aud||toi)7^.

Thenin As^UC, A^JP

•.• AB = DE, and BG= EF, and A0= DF,

.-. I ABC = I DEF. I- c.

Ax. 1 and XI. 9.

I. 33.

I
r*

iiffi!

n Q. B. D.
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Proposition XI. Puoblem.

To draw a straight Ime perpendicular to a given plane, from
ii gwen point mthout it.

Let A be the given pt. without the plane BH.

a is required to dr^ ^from A a st. lineJLto the plane BH.

In the plane, draw any st. line BO^
and from A draw ADi. to BC.

'

i, 12.
Then if J X) be ± to the plane, what was required is done
If not, from D draw, in the plane BH, DF^ to BG. I. 1

1

and from A draw AFi. to DE

:

*

I 12AF will be ± to the plane BH.
Through F, draw GH || to BC. j 31
Then •.• BC is ± to both AD and Z)^,

.*. BC is± to the plane -ijPZ)

;

xi 4
and G«fr is !! to BC,

.-. GH is± to the plane AFD. xi 8
Hence G'fl" is ± to the line AF in that plane ; XI. Def. 2.

and .-. ^J?'is±to 6?ir.

Also, ^if'isxto J)F, by construction
;

.
•. AFk .1 to the plane passing through GH,DE XI. 4,

that is, AF is± to the plane BH,
'

Thua from ^ a line AF is drawn ± to the plane 5JT.

9. E. F.
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Proposition XII. Problem.

To erect a straight line at right angles to a giver> planej from

a given point in the plane.

Let A be the given pt. in the given plane.

It is required to erect a si. line front Al.to the plam.

From any pt. B, without the plane, draw5C'±to it, XI. 11.

and from A draw AD || to BC. I- 31.

Then •.• AD, BC are two 11 st. lines,

of which BG is ± to the given plane,

.-. AD is J. to the plane, XI. 8.

and a line has been erected from ^ J. to the plane.

Q.S.F.

i
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Proposition XIII. Theorem. '

From the same point in a given plane, there cannot he two
straight lines at right angles to the plane, upon the same side of
it ; and there can be but one perpendicular to a plane from a
point mthout the plane.

B iC

If it be possible, let two st. lines AB, AC, be at rt. z s to
a given plane, from the same pt. A in the plane, and upon the
same side of it.

Let a plane pass through AB, AC: the common section
of this with the given plane, is a st. line, passing through
^- XI. 2.

Let DAE be the common section of the planes.

Then the st. lines AB, AC, DAE are in one plane.

And •.• CA is at rt. z s to the given plane,

.'. CA is at rt. z s to every st. line that meets it in

that plane, XI. Def. 2.

and DAE, which is in that plane, meets it

;

. . z CAE is a rt. z .

So also, z BAE is a rt. z .

.*. z CAE = L BAE, in the same plane ; which is im-
possible.

Also, from a pt., without a plane, there can be but ono
perpendicular to that plane ; for if there could be two, they
would be parallel to one another ; which is impossible. XI. 6.

Q. E. D.
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ii^ n

Proposition XIV. Theorem.

Tlan(A, to which the same straight line is perpendicular, are

parallel to one a/nother.

Let the st. line AB be± to each of the planes CD, EF.

Then must CD he parallel to EF,

If not, let them meet, and let the st. line GH be their com-

mon section.

In GH take any pt. K, and join AK, BK.

Then •.• AB is ± to the plane EF,

.'. AB is± to BK, a st. line in that plane, XL Def. 2.

and .-. z ABK is a rt. z .

So also, z BAK is a rt. z .

Hence two z s of the A ABK are together = two rt. z s ;

which is impossible. ^' ^'*

.•. the planes CD, EF do not meet when produced,

and .-. CD is 11 to EF. XL Def. 7.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition XV. Theorem.

If two straight lines, meeting one another, be parallel to two
other straight lines, which meet one another, hut are not in the

same plane with the jvrst two ; the plane, which passes through
these, must he parallel to the plane passing through the others.

Let AB, BC, two st. lines meeting one another, be H to DE,
BF, which meet one another, but are not in the same plane
with AB, BC.

Then must the plane AC he
\\ to the plane DF.

From B draw BG ± to the plane DF, meeting it in G. XI. 1 1.

Through G draw GH
\\
to ED, and GK \\ to EF. I. 31.

Then •.• BG is x to the plane DF,
.'. BGia ±to GH and GK, lines in that plane,

XI. Def. 2.

and .'. each of the z s BGH, BGK is a rt. z .

Again •.• BA and GH are both
||
to EDj

.'. BA is
II
to GH,

and .-. z s GBA, BGH together = two rt. z s.

But z BGH is a rt. z .

.*. z GBA is a rt. z .

Hence GB is ± to BA
;

and GB is ± to BC, for the same reason

;

.'. QB'va i. to the plane AC. XL 4.

Also, GB is X to the plane DF
-,

Constr.

/. the plane ^0 is ||. to the plane DF. XI. 14.

XI. 9.

1.29.
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Proposition XVI. Theorem.

If two parallel planes he cut by another plane, their common

$ection8 ivith it a/re parallel.

Let the parallel planes AB, CD be cut by the plane EFHG,

and let their common sections with it be EF, OH.

Then must EFbe\\ to GH.

If they be not 11, let them meet in K.

Then •.* EF is in the plane AB,

.'. X is a point in the plane AB.

So also, X is a point in the plane CD.

:. the planes AB, CD meet, if produced.

But they do not meet, for they are parallel

.-. EF and (rff do not meet, when produced.

And EF, GH are in the same plane EFGH.

.-. EI is II
to GH. I. Defc 26.

<}. E. D.

XI. Def. 1.

XI. Def. 1.
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Proposition XVII. Theorem.

// two straight linen be cut by parallel jdaiies, they must be
cut in the same ratio.

Let the at. lines AB, CD be cut by the
|| planes

OH, KL, MN in i\v pts. A,E,B; 'c, F, D.

Then must AE be to EB as CF is to FD.
Join AC, BD, AD.
Let AD meet the plane KL in the pt. X; and join EX XF.
Then •.• the

p planes KL, MN, are cut by the plane EBDX
.'. EX is

II
to BD. ^

XI 16
.• the

II
planes GH, XL, are cut by the plane AXFC

. A'i^'isllto^a XI 16''

• EX is
II
to BD, a side of a ABD,

.
AE is to EBaa AX k to XD; yi 2XF is

II to AG, a side of a ADC,
AXk to XD as CF is to FD. yi 2

And

Now •

and •.

Hence AE is to EBobCFIb to FD. V. 0.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition XVIII. Theorem.

7/ a straight line he 'at right angles to a ])lane, every plane,

^hich passes th/rough it, must he at right angles to that plane.

Let the st. line AB be ± to the plane CK.

TJien must every plane passing through ABhe Lto

the plane CK.

Let any plane DE pass through ABy and let CE be the

common section of the planes DE CK.

Take any pt. F in CE.

In the plane BE draw FQ ± to CE. I- H-

Then •.• ^J5 isx to the plane CK.

.'. AB is±to CE, a st. line in that plane ; XI. Def. 2.

and .-. I ABF is a rt. z .

Now L GFB is a rt. z , by construction :

.-. FG is li
to AB. I- ^^•

And AB isi to the plane CK,

.: FO is±to the plane CK. XI. 8.

Then •.• FG, a st. line in the plane DE, drawn ± to CE,

the common section of DE and CKy is ±to CK,

.\ the plane DE isi. to the plane CK. XL Def. 3.

So it may be proved that all planes, which pass through AB,

are± to the plane CK.

Q. B. D,
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Proposition XIX. Theorem.

If two planes, ivhwh cut one another, he each of them prrpen-
ilieular to a third plane, their common mlion must be perpew
dicular to the same plane.

Let the two planes AB, BC be each± to a third plane, and
let BD be the eoinmon section of AB and BC.

Then must BD he ± to the Viird plane.

If it be not, draw, in the plane AB, the st. line

DE ± to AD, the common section of AB with the third
plane;

j ^j

and draw, in the plane BC, the st. line DF j. to DC, the
common section of BC with the third plane. I. n.
Then •.• the plane AB is±to the third plane,

and DE is drawn in the plane AB^^ to the common section,

.-. DE is± to the third plane. XI. Def. 3.

So also, DF is ± to the third plane.

Hence, from the pt. D, two st. lines are drawn ± to the third
plane, and on the same side of it; which is impossible. XL 13.

.-. no other line but BD can bex to the third plane at D ;

BD isx to the third plane.

Q. E.D.
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Proposition XX. Tiikoukm.

If a solid aiigh he contained by thne plane angles, any two of

ihfvi vmst be together greater than the third.

g- S C

I,et the solid z at A be contained by the three plane l s

BAC,CAD,DAB.
Any tivo of these must be together greater than the third.

If the i s BAC, CAD, DAB, be all equal, any two of them

are together greater than the third.

If they are not equal, let BAG be that z ,
which is not less

than either of the other two, and is greater than one of them,

DAB. .
,

-

At A. in the plane passing thiough AB, At, make

lBAE^iDAB, i-j;;

and make AE=-AD, and through A'draw the st. line BEL,

cutting AB, Ai\ in the pts. B, C ;
and join DB, DC.

ThmmL^ABD,ABE,
-.' AD = AE, and AB is common, and z BAD = z BAh,

.\dB = BE. I-^;

Then •.• DB, DC together are greater than BC, 1. 20.

and DB=BE, a part of BG,

.-. DO is greater than £0.

Then in AS ^1)0,^^0,
. . AD=-AE, and ^Ois common, and DG greater thanH ,

.*. z DAG is greater than z EAC., I- 25.

Also, by construction, z DAB = z BAE,
.-. z s DAG, DAB together are greater than z s BAE,

^^0 together;
iV J^ -~ . « 7^ < r* 7) J R tnn'etViAr «rfi frr»>:nffir than Z HALf,

Again, z J5^0 is not less than either of the z s DAG, DA t>,

and .-. z J5u4C with either of them is greater than the otnei-.

Q. B. D.
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Proposition XXI. Tiikoukm.

Even, HoHd a„,,l, in mntaituul />,, plane augla, which an
together lesa than four n<jht angles.

These shall be together less than four right angles.

Take in each ot the st. lines AB, AC, AD, nuy point.
B, C, D, and join EC, CD, DB.
Then V the solid . at B is contained by the three plan*
^^CBA,ABD,DBG,

.-. z 8 CBA, ABD are to<rother greater than z DBC. XI 20
So also, I s BOA, ACD are together greater than z BCD,

and z s CDA, ADB are together greater than z CDB
.-. the six z s CBA, ABD, BCA, ACD, CDA, ADB are

together greatc- than the three z s DBC, BCD, CDB, and
are .-. together greater than two rt. z s.

Again, %• the three z s of each of the ^ s ABC, ACD, ADB
are together equal to two rt. z s, j 32

^.
the nine z s CBA, BAC, ACB, ACD, CDA, DAC, ADB,

DBA, BAD are together equal to six rt. z s ; and of v;hese
the six z s CBA, ACB, ACD, CDA, ADB, DBA, have
been proved to be together greater than two rt. z s,

and .-. the three z s BAC, CAD, DAB, whicli contain the
iolid I at Af are together less than four rt. z s.
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Next, let the solid l at A bo contanKMl by miy number of

plane i BAi\ CAD, DAE, EAF, FAB.
These mmt be together Jcm than four ri. l «,

Let the planes, in which the l s are, be cut by a plane, and

le* the common sections of it with those planes be IU\ (W,
DEy EF, FB.
Then •/ the solid i at B is contained by the three piano

z »CBA, AfiF, FBC, of which any two are together groator

than the third, XI. 20.

.-. z 8 CBA, ABFuTQ together greater than i FliC.

So also, the two plane z s at each of the pts. (7, i), E, F,

which are at the bases of the as having the common vertex A,

are together greater than the third z at the same pt, which

is one of the z s of the polygon BCDEF.
.'. uU the z s at the bases of the As are together greater than

all the z «t of the polygon.

Now all the z s of the as together= twice as many rt. z s

as there are as, that is, as there are sides in the polygon

BCDEF: 1.32.

and all the z s of tha polygon, together with four rt. z s,

together= twice as many rt. z s as there are sides in the

polygon. I. 32. Cor. 1

.'. all the z s of the as together= all the z s of the polygon

together with four rt. z s.

Ijiit au the z s at tiiC bases of the A 3 have been proved io l»e

together greater than all the z s of the polygon
;

,*. all the z s at the vertex A are together less than four rt. ^ s.

(

(i. E. D.
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Miscellaneoui Exereigei on Book XT.

1. If two straight lineii in ono plane, he eciually inclined to

another plane, they will bo equally inclined to the cumiuou
section of the two planet.

2. Two planes intersect at right angles in the line AB ; from
a point C in this line are drawn C'iJ and CF in one of the

planet, so that the angle ACE is equal to HCF. Shew that

CE and CF will make equal angles with any line through C in

the other plane.

3. ABC is a triangle ; the perpendiculars from A, J5, on the

opposite sides, meet in Z), and through D is drawn a straight

li-'e, i)erpendicular to the plane of the triangle ; if ^ be any
point in this line, shew that EA, BG ; EB, GA \ and EC, AB

;

are respectively perpendicular to each other.

4. A number of planes have a common line of intersection

:

what is the locus of the feet of perpendiculars on them from a
given point ?

fi. Two perpendiculars are let fall from any point on two
given planes : shew that the angle between the perpendiculars

will be equal to the angle of inclination of the planes to one
another.

6. If perpendiculars AF, A'F, be drawn to a plane from
two points Aj A\ above it, and a plane be drawn through A
perpendicular to AA\ its line of intersection with the given
plane is perpendicular to FF',

7. Prove that equal straight lines drawn from a given point

to a plane are equally inclined to the plane,

8. Prove that the inclination of a plane to a plane is equal

to tiio angxe wctvveeu the pcrpcndicularB to the two planes.

9. From a point above a plane t"'o straight lines are drawn,
the one at right angles to the plane, the other at right angles
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to a (ifiytn i in that plane : shew that the 8trai|j[ht line join-

ing the feetoi '
> perpendicukra is at right angles to the given

line.

10. In how many wayi may a loUd angle \m formed with
equilateral triangles and squares ?

11. Two planes are inclined to each other at a given angle.

Cut them by a third plane, so tliat its intersections with the
given planes shall be perpendicular to each other.

12. ABy ACy AD, are three given straight lines, at right

angles to one another. AE la drawn perpendicular t.. CD, and
BE is joined. Shew that BE is perpend icuhir to CD.

13. Two walls meet at any angle. Shew how to draw on
their surfaces the shortest line joining a point on one to a point
on the other.

14. Straight lines are drawn from two points io meet each
other in a given pltme. Find when th< ir sum is the least

possible.

16. If two parallel planes be cut by a third plane in the

straight lines AB, ah, and by a fourth plane in the straight

lines AC,a£ respectively, the angle jB-40 will be equal to the

angle hoc.

16. If four points be so situated, that the distance between
each pair is equal to the distance between the other pair, prove
that the angles subtended at any one point by each pair of the

others are together equal to two right angles.

17. Give a geometrictd construction for drawing a straight

line, which shall be equally inclined to three straight lines,

meeting at a point.

18. A triangular pyramid stands on un equilateral base. The
angles at its vertex are right angles. The square oa the per-

pendicular from the vertex on the base is one-third of the
square on either of tbe edges.

I

I
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? 9. If one of the plane angles, forming a solid angle, be a
right angle, and the sum of the other two be equal to two right

angles, and a plane be drawn, cutting off equal lengths from
the two edges, containing the right angle, the sum of the

squares on the three straight lines, subtending the plane

angles, will be double of the squares on the three edges, con-

taining them. '

20. If P be a point in a plane, »7hich meots the containing

edges of a solid angle in -4, J5, 0, and be the angular point,

shew that the angles FOA^ FOB, FOG are together greater

than half the angles AOB, BOCy COA. together.

r
e
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LEMMA.

If from i reaver of two unequal magnitudes oj the same
kind there be luken more than its half, and from the remainder

more than its half and on, there mv^t at length remain a

magnitude less than the smaller of the proposed magnitudes.

Let A and B be two unequal magnitudes of the same k'md,

of which A is the greater.

Then if from A there be taken more than its half, and from
the remainder more than its half, and so on ; there must at

length remain a magnitude less than B.

Take a "Tiultiple of B, as mB, greater than A ; and divide A,

by the process indicated, taking from it a magnitude greater

than its half, and from the remainder a magnitude f jater than

its half, and carry this process on till there arc t divisions,

a* d call the parts successively taken away

C, D, B, F Z
Now mB=B, B, B repeated m times,

andA is ^reater than the sura of C, D, E,...Z m in number.

Then Z, the last remainder, n. ust be less than B.

For if not, since each of the preceding remainders is greater

than Z, each of thera would be greater than B, and the sum of

C, D Z would therefore be greater than mB ; that is, A
would be greater than mB, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Q. E. K.

23
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Proposition I. . Theorem.

Similar polygom inscnhed in circhs are to one another as tha

Hqmircs nn the diameters of the circles.

Let^ABODE, FGJIKL be similar polygons inscribed in two
® s, and let iUf and GN be diameters of the ©a.

Then must polygon ABODE he to polygon FOHKL
as sq. on BM is to sq. on GN.

Join AMy BE ; FN, GL.
Then A BAE is equiangular to A GFL.

.'. L AEB = z FLG.
But z AMB= L AEB, in the same segment,
and z FNG = z FLG, in the same segment,

.-. z AMB= L FNG.
also, z BAM= l GFN, each being a rt. z

,

.'. A ABM is equiangular to a FGN,
:. AB is to BM as FG is to GN,

and .-. AB is to FG as BM is to GN.
.'. the duplicate ratio of AB to .^G*=the duplicate ratio

ofBM to GN. V. 21.

But polygon ABODE has to polygon FGHKL the dupli-

cate ratio of AB to FG. VI. 21.

And sq. on BM has to sq. on GN the duplicate ratio of

BM to GN. VI. 21.

•'• polygon ABODE h to polygon FGEKL as sq. on BM
is to sq. on GN. V. 5.

VI. 21.

III. 21.

III. 31.

VI. 4.

V. 15.

Q. E. D.
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Proposition II. Theorkm.

Circles are to one another an the squares on their diameters.

Let ABCD, EFGH be two ©s, and J5Z>, FS their

diameters :

Then must © ABGD he to © EFGH as sq. on BD
is to sq. on FH.

For, if not, sq. on BD must be to sq. or fH as © ABGD
is to some space either less than © EFGh jv greater than it.

First, if possible, let it be as © ABCJ is to a space S less

than © EFGH.
In © EFGH describe the square tFGH. IV. 6.

This square is greater than half of the © EFGH.
For the sq. EFGH is half of the square, which can be

formed by drawing straight lines to touch the circle at the

points E, FyGjH; and the square thus formed ig greater than
the ®

;

.-. sq. EFGH is greater than half of the ®,

III
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Bisect the arcs MF, FG, OH, HE at the pts. K, L, M, N,
and join EK, KF, FL, LO, OM, MH, HN, NE.
Then each of the as EKF, FLG, GMH, HNE, is greater

than half of the segment of the circle in which it stands.

For A ^^J?'=half of the O, formed by drawing a st. line

to touch the © at K, and parallel st. lines through ^ and i?*

;

and theO thus formed is greater than the segment FEK
;

.'. A EKF is greater than half of the segment FEIt, and
similarly for the other A s.

.-. sum of all these triangles is greater than half of the sura
of the segments of the , in which they stand.

Next, bisect EK, KF, etc., and form As as before.

Then the sum of these A s is greater than half of the sum of

the segments of 'ihe © , in which they stand.

If this process be continued, and the As be supposed to be
taken away, there will at length remain segments of ®s, which
are together less than the excess of the © EFGE above the
space S, by the Lemma.

Let segments EK, KF, FL, LG, GM, MH, EN, NE be
those which remain, and which are together less than the
excess of the © of the above S.

Then the rest of the ®, i.e. the polygon EKFLGMHN is

greater than 8.

In © ABGD inscribe the polygon AXBOCPDR similar to

the polygon EKFLGMHN.
The polygon AXBOCPDR is to polygon EKFLGMHN as

sq. on BD is to sq. on FH, XII 1

that is, m © ABGD is to the space S. Hyp. and V. 5.

But the polygon AXBOCPDR is less than © ABGD,
,: the polygon EKFLGMHN is less than the space S ; V. 14.

but it is also greater, which is impossible
;

.-. sq. on BD is not to sq. on FEd&®ABCD is to any space
less than © EFGH.

In the same way it may be shown that
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8(1. on FII is not to sq. on BD as © EFOII is to any space

It'SH than © ABCD.
Nor is sq. on BI) to sq. on 7\T as © AH(U> in to any space

greater than © EFdll.

For, if possible, lit it be as © ABCD is to a space T, greater

than © EFGH.
Then, inver,sel.y, sq. on FH is to sq. on BD as space T is

to © ABCD.
But as space T is to © ABCD so is © EFGH to some

space, which must be less than © ABCD, because space T is

greater than © EFGH. V. 14.

.-. sq. on FH is to sq. on BD as © EFGH is to some space

less than © ABCD ; which has been shewn to be impossible.

.*. sq. on BD is not to sq. on FH as ® ABCD is to any
space greater than © EFGH.
And it has been shown that

sq. on BD is not to sq. on FH as © ABCD is to rmy
space less than © EFGH.

.', sq. on BD is to sq. on i^'Ifas © ABCD is to © EFGH.
Q. E. D.
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jyp«r< on Euclid (Booh VI., XI., and XTT.) $et in tht

Cambridge Mathematical Tripos.

1849.

1850,

1861.

7

X^

1352.

VI. 4. Apply this proposition to prove that the rect-

angle, contained by the segments of any
chord, passing through a given point within

a circle, is constant.

XI. 11. Prove that equal right lines, drawn from a

given point to a given pkne, are equally

inclined to the plane.

VI. 10. AB is a diameter, and P any point in the cir-

cumference of a circle; AP and BF are

joined and prc/duced, if necessary ; if from
any point C of AB a perpendicular be drawn
to AB, meeting AP and BP in points D
and E respectively, and the circumference of

the circle in a point F, shew that CD is a

third proportional to CE and CF.

VI. 3. If -4, J5, be three points in a straight line,

and D a point, at which AB and BG subtend

equal angles, show that the locus of the

point D is a circle.

XI. 8. From a point E draw EC, ED perpendicular

to two planes CAB, DAB, which intersect

in AB, and from D draw DF perpendicular

to the plane CAB, meeting it in jP: shew
that the line, joining the points C and F,

produced if necessary, is perpendicular to

AB.

VI. 2. If two tr'-aigles be on equal bases, and between
the same parallels, any line, parallel to their

bases, t ii' out off equal areas from the two

triangles.
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1862. XI. 11. ABCD i^ a regular tetrahedron, and, from

the vertex A, a perpeadicular is drawn to

the uftse BCD, meeting it in : shew that

three times the square on J, is equal to twice

the square on AB.

1863. Ti. 6. If the vertical angle C, of a triangle ABC, be
bisected by a line, which meets the base in

D, and is produced to a point E, such that

the rectangle, contained by CD and CE, is

equal to the rectangle, contained hy AC and
CB : shew that if the base and vertical angle

be giv6n, the position of E is invariable.

XI. 21. If BCD be the common base of two pyramids,

whose vertices A and A' lie in a plane pass-

ing through JSC, and if the two lines AB,A C,

be respectively perpendicular to the faces

BA'D, CA'D, prove that one of the angles at

A
J
together with the angles at A', make up

four right angles.

1864. VL 16. EA, EA' are diameters of two circles, touching

each other externally at ^ ; a chord ^J5 of

the former circle, when produced, touches the

latter at C, while a chord A'B' of the latter

touches the former at C : prove that the rect-

angle, contained by AB and A'B\ is four

times as great as that contained by BC and
JB'C.

ZI. 20. Within the area of a given triangle is described

a triangle, the sides of which are parallel to

those of the given one : prove that the sum
of the angles, subtended by the sides of the

interior triangle, at any point, not in the plane

of the triangles, is less than the sum of the

angles, subtended at the same point by the

sides of the exterior triangle.

1866. VI. 2. A tangent to a circle, at the point A, intersects

two parallel tangents in B, (7, the points of

I i
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1856.

contact of which with the circle are 2), i,',

respectively : shew that if BE, CD, intersect

in F, AF is piirallfl to the tangents BD, CE.

XI. 16. From the extremities of the two parallel straight

lines AB, CD, parallel lines A a, Bb, Cc, Dd,
are dmwn, meeting a phme in a, h, c, d : prove
that AB la to CD as ah is to cd, taking the

case, in which A, B, C, D are on the same
side of the plane.

1866. VI. Uef. I. Enunciate the propositions, which prove
that in the case of triangles the conditions of

similarity are not independent.

XI. 11. Shew that the perpendicular, dropped from the

^

vertex of a regular tetrahedron upon the

opposite base, is treble of that dropped from
its own foot upon any of the other bases.

1867. VI. 19. Any two straight lines, BB', CC, drawn parallel

to the base DD', of a triangle ADD', cut

AD in B, C, and AD' in i>', C ; BC, B'G,
are joined, prove that the area ABC or

AB'C varies as the rectangle, contained by
BB\CC.

XL 16. A triangular pyramid stands on an equilateral

base, and the angles at the vertex are right

angles : shew that the sum of the perpendi-
culars on the facfcj, from any point of the

base, is constant.

1868. VI. 16. Find a point in the side of a triangle, from
which two lines, drawn one to the opposite

angle, and the other parallel to the base, shall

cut off, towards the vertex and towards the

base, equal triangles.

11. Two planes intersect : shew that the loci of the

points, from which perpendiculars on the

planes are equal to a given straight line, are

etiraiglit lines j and that four planes may be
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drawn, each passing through two of these

lines, such that the perpendiculars, from any

point in the line of intersection of the given

planes, npon any one of the four planes, shall

be equal to the given line.

1859. VI. 31. Shew that, on a given straight line, there may
be described as many polygons of different

magnitudes, similar to a given polygon, aa

there are sides of different lengths in the

polygon.

XI. 20. Three straight lines, not in the same plane,

intersect in a point, and through their point

of intersection another straight line is drawn

within the solid angle formed by them : prove

that the angles, which this straight line makes

with the first three, are together less than the

Bum, but greater than half the sum of the

angles which the first three make with each

other.

1860. VI. A. If the two sides, containing the angle, through

which the bisecting line is drawn, be equal,

interpret the result of the proposition.

Prove from this proposition and the preceding,

that the straight lines, bisecting one angle of

a triangle internally, and the other two ex-

ternally, pass through the same point.

JX 17. If three straight lines, which do not all lie in

one plane, be cut in the same ratio by three

planes, two of which are parallel, shew that

the third will be parallel to the other two, if

its intersections with the three straight lines

are not all in one straight line.

1861. VL 6. From the angular points of a paralitlogram

ABGD, perpendiculars are drawn on the

diagonals, meeting them in E, F, G, B re-

If'

I

'.Ml

a
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spectively
;
prove that EVQli ia a parallelo.

prum similar to A BCD.

ISr. XI. \2, Sliew that the shortest distjince between two
opposite edges of a regular tetrahetlron in

e(iual to half the diagonal of the square, (h--

scribed on an edge.

1862. vj. 1 Lines are drawn from two of tho angular points
of a triangle, to divide the opposite sides in

a ^'iven ratio
;

prove that the line, joining
the third angular point with the point of in-

tersection rf these two lines, either bifacts

the opposite aide, or divides it in a ratio

which is the duplicate of the given ratio.

,
XL 21. If four points be so situated that the distance

between each pair is equal to the distance
between the other pair, prove that the angles
subtended at any one of these points by each
pair of the others, are together equal to two
right angles.

1863. VI. 4. The internal angles at the base of a triangle, and
the external angle at the vertex, are bisected
by straight lines

; prove that the three points,

in which these straight lines meet the oppo-
site sides respectively, lie on one straight
line.

XI. 17. If each edge of a tetrahedron >e equal to the
opposite edge, the straight line, joining the
middle points of any two opposite edges,
ehall be at right angles to each of those

edges.

1864. VI. 23. If one parallelogram have to another parallelo-

gram the ratio, which is compounded of the

ratios of their side, the parallelograms shall

be eauianffular.

XL 12. On a given equilateral triangjle describe a
regular tetrahedron.
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186A. VI. 19. The opposite sidei, BAy CD of ft qundrilatoral

ABCD, which c;ui be inacibed in a circle,

meet, when produced, in E ; F is the point

of inteitiection of the dingonuln, und EF
meeta AD in Q '. prove that the rectuugle

EA, ^B la to the rectnngle ED, DCmAQ
is to GD.

XI. 16. In the triangular pyramid ABCD, AB w at

right angles to CD, and ,40 to BD: prove

that AD is at right angles to BC,

1866. VI. 4. ABC is an isosceles triangle ; ^^ is the perpen-

dicular from A on the base BC; D is any

point \n AE ; and CD produced meets the

side ^^ at J** : shew that the ratio of AD to

DE is double of the ratio of AF to FB.

ZII. 1. Give an outline of Euclid's demonstration that

circles ere to one another as the squares on

their diameters.

1867. VI. A. Each acute angle of a right-angled triangle and

its corresponding exterior angle are bisected

by straight lines meeting the opposite sides
;

prove that the rectangle, contained by the

portions of those sides intercepted between

the bisecting lines is four times the square on

the hypotenuse.

ZI, 21. Two pyramids are described, the one standing

on a square as a base, the othei- on a regular

octagon, the vertex of each being equally

distant from the angular points of its base
;

if this distance be the same for each pyramid,

and the perimeters of the bases be equal,

prove that the plane angles, containing the

solid angle at the vertex of the former, are

together greater than the plane angles, con-

taining the solid angle at the vertex of the

latter.

1868. VI. 2. Without assuming any subsequent proposition,

prove that the equiangular triangles m either

m
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of the flj^urei of this propoiition, ire to er ch

other in the dupUcute ratio of the sidea oppo-

site to the equal angles.

16(J8. ;. 11. Of the least an^^les, which a given line in onti

plane makes with any lino in another pla"'*,

the greatest for ditror^nt positions of th«

given line is that which nieoHUresthe inclina-

tion of the two planoH.

18Gf). XI. 20. If O be a point, within a tetrahedron Ab€l),
prove that the thrt'« angles of the solid angle,

subtended by liCD at 0, are together greater

than the three angles of the solid ac^i^le at A.

1870. VI. 16. Two straight lines are given in position, and a

,
third straight line is drawn so as to cut off

a triangle equal to a given Tiunglo
; through

the middle point of this third side in drawn
a straight line in a given direction, termin-

ated by the two given straight lin.s : prove

that the rectangle under the segments of the

intercepted part is constant.

XI. 7. In a tetrahedron each edge is perpendicular to

the direction of the opposite edge
;
prove

that the straight line joining the centre of

the sphere, circumscribing the tetrahedron,

to the middle point of any edge, is equal and
parallel to the straight line joining the CMitro

of perpendiculars to the middle point ot wat

opposite edge.

1371. VI. 2. ABG is a triangle, and lines AO, EG, CO cut

the opposite sides in D, Ey F ; if EF cut BC
in Oj prove that BD is to DC as BO is to

GO.

XI, 11. The perpendiculars from the angular points of

a tetrahedron on the opposite faces meet in a

point : prove that the necessary and sur' ent

condition for this is that the sums of the

squares on pairs on opposite edges be equal
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1878» YL 8. Draw through a point a itraiKht line, lo that the

part of it intercopted between a ((iven itmigiti

line and a givun circle may bo divided at tiiu

given point in a given ratio. Hetwuon what

limita must the ratio lie in order that a

•olution may l)t* potwible 9

. . S(). If the opposite edges of a tetrahedron be equal

tw . vnd two, prove that thf^ faces are acute-

angled triangles. Prove also that a tetra-

hedron can bo formed of any four e(|ual and

euuilui Aoute-aiigled triiuiglM.

1
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APPENDIX.
EXAMINATION PAPERS IN EUCLID

BBT TO OANDIDATBB rOB

First and Second Class Provincial Certificates,

AND TO BTUDBNTB MATRICULATINO IN THB

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO.

SECOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1871.

TIME—TWO H0UB8 A»D A HALF.

1. If two riangles have two sides of the one equal to two Bide»

of the other, each to each, and have likewise their

bases equal, the angle which is contained by the two

sides of the one shall be equal to the angle contained

by the two sides, equal to them, of the other.

2. Triangles upon the same base, and between the saice par-

allels, are equal to one another.

B. If the square described upon one of the sides of a triangle

be equal to the squares described upon the othor two
sides of it, the angle contained by these two sides is a

right angle.

i If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into

two unequal, parts, the squares on the two unequal

parts are together double of the square on half the

line, and of the square on the line between the points

of section.

6. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the rec-

tangles contained by the whole and each of the parts

are together equal to the square on the whole line.

6. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight line drawn from a poini

in one of its sidos.

7. Let A B C be a triangle, and let B D be a straight line

drawn to D, a point in A C between A and C, then, if

A B be greater than A C, the excess of A B above A
is less than that of B D above D C.

8. In a triangle A B C, A D being drawn perpendicular to the

straight line B D which bisects the angle B, show thai

a line drawn from D parallel to B C will birieet A 0.

Note.—The percentage of marks requisite, in order that a

candidate may be ranked of a particular grade, will be takeii

on the value of the above paper, omitting question 8.

li
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SECOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CEBTIFICATE8, 1872.

TIME—2J HOUR!.

I.

2.

Define a straight line, a pla7ie rectilineal angle, aright anffh,
a Qnomon. Enunciate Euclid's PoRt'nlfctvB.

If from the ends of the side of a triangle there be drawn
two straiKlit lines to a point within the triangle, these
shal' be less than the other two sides of the triangle,
but shall contain a greater angle.

8. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to anglee
of the other, each to each, and one side equal to one
side, namely, either the Bides adjacent to the equal
Angles, or sides which are opposite to equal angles in
each; then shall the other sides be equal, each to
each

; and also the third angle of the one equal to the
third angle of the other. (Take the case in which the
assumed equal sides are those opposite to equal Angles.)

*. Tn eyery triangle, the square on the side subtending an
acute angle is less than the sides containing that
angle, by twice the rectangle contained by either of
these sides, and the straight line intercepted between
the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite
angle, and acute angle. {Take the case where the per-
pendicular falls within the triangle.)

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares
on the whole line, and one of the parts, are equal to
twice the rectangle contained by the whole and that
part, together with the square on the other part.

ProTe that, if a straight line AD be drawn from A, one of
the angles of a triangle ABC, to D, the middle point
of the opposite side BC, BA X AC is greater than 2

the equilateral triangle ABC, and triangle ADB, in
which the angle ABD is a right angle, be on the same
base AB, and between the same parallels AB and CD.
Prove that 4 AD^ = 7 AB«

Prom D, a point in AB, a side of the triangle ABC, it is
required to draw a straight line DE, cutting BC in B,
and AC produced in F, so that D^ ma^ be equal to

5.

6.

7. Let

81

BICOKD CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1871.

TlMl—TWO HOCBB AND k BALt.

NoTi—Candidates who take only Book I, will oonflnethem-
PBlTes to the first eight qnef.tion8 ; thoav wJbotAfei Qaoim 1 Mitf
Rk IViU IMMI tiK> iMt %W« VWMtMMw
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8.

6.

6.

lu^) tngleti of a triangle be equal to one another, tha
sides also which subtend, or are opposite to, the equal
angles, shall be equal to one another.

If one fiide of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle

shall be greater than either of the interior opposite

angles.

The opposite side, and anglei of a paralleiu^.dm, are

equal to one another.
The complements of the parallelograms, which are about

the diameter of any parallelogram, are equal to one
another.

To describe a square on a given straight line.

Let A B C D be a quadrilateral figure whose opposite

angles ABC and ADC are right angles. Prove
that, if A B be equal to A D, C B and C D shall also

bo equal to one another.

If A B C D be a quadrilateral figure, having the side A B
parallel to the side C D, the straight line which joins

the middle points of A H and D C shall divide the
quadrilateral into two equal parts.

The straight line, which joins the middle points of two
sides of a triangle, is parallel to the base.

9. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the

square on the whole line is equal to the squares on the
two parts, together with twice the rectangle contained

by the parts.

h> an obtuse angled triangle, is the sum of the sides con-

taining the obtuse angle greater or less than uUe

square of the side opposite to the obtuse angle?
And, by how much ? Prove the proposiiiou.

e.

10

HEaOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1874.

TIMB— TWO HOURS AND THBEB-QDtBTZBB.

will confine them-
take Books 1. and

'JU-

a eivtto

NoTiB.—Candidates who take only Book I

selves to the first 7 questions. Those who
11. will omit questions 1, 2, and 3.

i. When is one straight Une said to be perpendicular to

other.

To draw a straight line perpendicular t.

straight lino of an unUmited length, li^ji

point without it.

fl. If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angS
shall be greater than either of the interijr opposite

angles,

two triangles have two angles of the one equal to ttvc

angles of the other, each to each; i^nd one sidft

Cjual to one side, namely, sides which are opposite to



If. mworK.

6.

7.

8. If p

9.

10.

11.

M^nftl anglei in each ; then shall the otbit
equal, eaoh t<> each.

What are parallel itraight line$ t

If a Btraight line, falling on two other straight line*,
make the alternate angles equal to one another, the
two straight lines shall be parallel to one another.

What is a parallelogram f

Parallelograms on equal bases, and between the name
parallels, are equal to one another.

If two isosceles triangles be on the same base, and on the
same side of it, the straight line which joins their
vertices, will, if produced, cut the base at right anglew.

Let ABC be a triangle, in which the angle ABC is a righi
angle. From AC cut off AD equal to AB, and join
BD. Prove that the angle BAG is equal to twice the
Angle CBD.
straight line be divided into two equal parts and also
into two unequal parts, the rectangle contained by
the unequal parts, together with the square on the line
between the points of section, is equal to, &c. (6, II

)

|n every triangle, the square on the side subtending an
acute angle is less than the squares on the sides con-
taimng that angle, by &o. (13, U). (It will be suf

.

ficent to take the case in which the perpendicular falle
within the triangle.)

To describe a square that shall be equal to a given rooti-
hneal figure.

The square on any straight line drawn from the vertex ol
an isosceles triangle to the base is less than the
square on a side of a triangle by a rectangle oontauifd
by the segments of the base.

•1

SECOND CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1876.

TIM*—TWO HOURS AND THRBE-QUARTEB8.

NoTT.—Those students who take only Book I. will confine
themselves to the first seven questions. Those who tatoi
Rooks I. and II. will omit the questions marked with an
asterisk (*), namely, (1) and (2).

Jf one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle
is greater than either of the interior opposite angles,
two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two
anctles of the other, each to each, and one side equal
to on? aide, namely, the sides opposite to equal anglee,
then shall the other sides be equal, each to each.

If a straight hue falling on two other straight lines make
the alte -nate angles equal to each other, these two
straigl >nes shall be parallel.

•a. If

9



'

7.

».

<0.

If ft itMiight line fall apon two parftllel itndglit linei, il

makes the two interior angles upon the some side

together equal to two right angles.

Assuming Proposition XXX IT, deduce the corollary:

•'all the exterior angles of any rectilineal figu-e,

made by producing the sides successively in the same

direction, are together equal to (our right angles."

If a straight line, drawn parallel to the base of a triangle,

bisect one of th- iides, it shall bisect the other also.

Let ABC and ADC be two triangles on the same base AO
and between the same parallels AC and BD. Prove,

that, if the sides AB and BC be equal to one anothrr,

their sum is less than the sum of the sides AD and

DC.
If a straight Una be divided into any two parts, the reot.

angles contained by the whole and each of the part*

are together equal to the square on the whole hue.

If a straight line be bisected and produced to any point,

the rectangles contained by the whole line thus pro-

duced, and the part of it produced, together with,

ttc, (6, II).

Divide a straight line into two parts, such that the inm

of their squares may be the least oossible.

1.

8.

8.

6.

6.

7.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1871.

TIMK.—THRKB HOURS-

To describe a pquare that shaU be equal to ft given rtJCti-

lineal figure
-i. xu •

i *

A segment of a circle being gtren, to dewnbe the ciroie oi

which it is the segment. ., , . . x

II the vertical angle of a triangle be divided intc two

equal angles by a straight line which also cuts the

base, the segments of the base shall have the same

ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one

another.

In a right-angled triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn

from the right angle to the base, the triangles on each

side of it are similar to the whole triangle and to one

If four straight lines be proportionals, the similar rectilined

figures similarly described upon them shall also M
proportionals.

Draw a straight lir.e so as to touch two given curcles.

Let A B C be a triangle, and from B and C, the extremi-

ties of \,ue Has, B C, let line B F and C E be drawn It

F and E, the middle points of A and A B regpe«t

\, . i

itii;



APPCITDIX.

lT«ly, then, if B P = B, A B and A C shall be equal
to one another.

8. Deicribe an equilateral triangle equal to a given triangl*.

I.

2.

8.

6.

6.

7.

8.

1.

2.

8.

6.

6.

PIRaT CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1872.

TIMB—TWO AND A HAUT HODBB.

If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of con.
tact a straight line be drawn cutting the circle, the
angles which this line makes with the liue touching
the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in th«
alternate segments oi the circle.

To inscribe a circle in i given triangle.
Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to

one angle of the other, have their sides about th«
equal angles reciprocally proportional.

Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio
of their homologous sides.

In any right angled triangle, any rectilineal figure described
,

on the side subtending the ri^ht angle is equal to the
similar and similarly described figures on the sides
containing the right angle.

Two circles cut each other, and through the points of sec-
tion are drawn two parallel lines, terminated by the
circumferences. Prove that these lines are equal.

Let A C and B D, the diagonals of a quadrilateral figure
A B C D, intersect in E. Then, if A B be parallel to
D, the circles described about the triangles ABE

and C D E shall touch one another.
Divide a triangle into two equal parts by a straight line «t

right angles to one of the sides.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 187».

TIME—THBEE HOURS.

The angle in a semicircle is a right angle.
A segment of a circle being given, describe the circle nf

which it is a segment.
Give Euclid's definition of proportion ; and prove, by taking

equi-multiples according to the definition, that 2, 3, 9,
13, are not proportionals.

Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio
of their homologous sides.

To find a mean proportional between two given straight
lines.

Through C, the vertex of a triangle A C B, which has the
wdes A C and C B equal to one anot.Vi<»«' * line C D



4miroix. ril

If drawn parnllel to A B ; and itrafght linei, A D,
D B, are drawn from A anrl U to any point 1) in I).

Pruve that the augi« A C D in Kr«aler than the angle
A DB.

T. A R C !) is a quadrilateral flgare inscribed in a circle.

From A and B, perpondiciilars A E, B P are let fall

on D (produced if necewsary) ; and from C and D,
perpendiculars (J G, D H, «re let fall on B A (produced
if necossiiry). Prove that the rectangles A E, B F and
C O, D H, are equal to one another.

I. A B C D is a quiKlrilatenil figure iusciil)(>d in a circle. The
Btraight line D E drawn through 1) parallel to A B,
cuts the sido B C in E ; and theHtraif,'ht line A R pro-

duced meets D C produced in F. I'rove, tluit if the

rectangle B A, A D be equal to the rectangle E (.% C P,

the triangle A 1) F shall be equal to the quadrilateral

A B C 1>.

i
ll

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CEuTIFICATES, 1874.

TIMB—THREE HOCBB.

1. In equal circles, equal straight lines cut u equal circnm-
fereuces, the greater, equal to the guater, and the lesi

to the less.

t. To describe a circle aboat a given equilateral and equiangu-
lar pentagon.

5. To find a mean proportional between two given straight

lines.

A. What is meant by duplicate ratio ? Write down two whole
numbers, which are in the duplicate ratio of ^ to ^.

What are similar rectilineal figures?

Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous sides.

6. In any right angled triangle, any rectilineal figure described

on the side Bubtending the right angle is equal to the

similar and similarly described figures on the sides

containing the right angle.

i. To describe a triangle, of which the base, the vertical angle,

and the sum of the two sides are given.

L From A the vertex of a triangle ABC, in which each of the

angles ABC and \CB is less than right angle, AD i«

let fall perpendicular on the base BC. Produce BC to

E, making CE equal to AD ; and let F be a point in

AC, such that the triangle BFE is ecjual to the tri-

angle ABC. Prove that F is one of the angular

points of a square inscribed in the triangle ABO,
with one of its sides on BC.



fill. APfBNDIX.

I. IM E be the pnfnt of intorRpction of the dift^onftlf of •
quadrilateral figure A BCD, of which any two oppoHite
aogles are tog»)th«r equal to two right angles. Pro-
duce HC to O, making CO equal to EA; and produce
AD to F, making DF equal to BFi. Prove that if EG
and EP be joined, the triangles EDF and ECO U9
equal to one another.

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAL CERTIFICATES, 1875.

TIMK— THREB HOnM.

1. If

9.

3.

4.

twp triangleB have two angles of the one equal to two
angles of the other, each to each, and one side equal
to one side, namely, the sides adjacent to the eqial
angles in each, then shall the other sides be equal
each to each.

From a given circle to cut oflf a segment, which shall con-
tain an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

If the angle of a triangle be divided into two equal angles

,
by a straight line which also cuts the base, the
segments of the base shall have the same ratio which
the other sides of the triangles have to one another.

The sides about the equal angles equi-angular triangles are
proportionals ; and those which are opposite to th«
equal angles are homologous sideB.

5. If the similar rectilineal figures similarly described upon
four straight lines be pre ortionals, those straight
lines shall be proportionals.

Any rectangle is half the rectangle contained by the
diameters of the squares on its adjacent sides.

Through a given point within a given circle, to draw a
straight line such that one of the parts of it intercept-
ed between that point and the circumference shall be
doable of the other.

U, from any point in a circular arc, perpendiculars be let

fall on its bounding radii, the distance of their feet if

invariable.

6.

7.

8.

MATRICULATION, 1871.

1. State the points of agreement and disagreement of the
circle, square and rhombus, with one another m
appearing from their detiiiitioas.

2. Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than thfl

third side.

Show that the sum of the excesses of each pair of side*
above the third side is equal to the sum of the ik» -

sides of tb-o tri^iuffie.



APPKHDIX. ix.

'. U the nqnarft dofloribe«l npon one of the uidee of a triftngli

be ecfual to the H(jnare df'Bcrihed on the other two
iidog of it, the angle contuined by th«He two aidea is a

right (inKle.

Id an isoHcolos trianRlo if the Hqnnre on the base be eqnftl

to three tiraea the nqiiare on either Hide the vert^al

angle is two-thirdH of two right angles.

4. If a straight line be divided into any two parts thi

square on the wholo line is oqiiiil to tho square on the

two parts, together with twico the rectangle oontained

by the parts.

Is there any dilT«'renoe between tho priiiniple of this propo-

sition and the statement (a -{- b)^ = a"^ -^ 2ab -f-
^' •

Of all the squares that can be inscribed within an-

other the least is that formed by joining the bisec-

tions of the side.

I. If a straight line be divided into two eqnal and also into

two unequal parts, the squares on tho two unequal

parts are togothcr double of the square on half the

line and of the square on the lino between the points

of section.

Does the statement respecting the equality of the square

hold for any other division of the line.

A. Equal 'itraiKht linos in a circle aro ecinally distant from

the centre ; and conversely, those which are equally

distant from the centre are equal to one another.

The lines joining the extremities of two equal straight

lines in a circle towards the same parts are parallel to

each other,

7. Wiiat is meant by the Angle in a segment of a circle ?

Define similar segments of circles.

Upon the same straight line and upon the same side of it,

there cannot be two similar segments of circles not

coinciding with one another.

i. In equal circles the angles which stand upon equal arcs,

are equal to cue another whether they be at the cen-

tres or circumferences.

If two equal circles so intersect each other that the tan-

gents at one of their points of intersection are inclined

to each other at an angle of GO" shew that

Radius of circle : line joining their centres : : 1 : x/sT
I. From a given circle to cut oft a segment that shall oontain

an angle equal to a gi<'en rectilineal angle.

In a given circle inscribe a triangle which shall have a

given vertical angle, and whose a'ea shall be equal to

a given triangle ; and shew with what limitation thif

can be done.

n

i



10.

u.

1.

a.

4.

6.

Wheu ii A eirole laid to b« imioribed in • r«otilin««

To iiiHcribe a circle in a Riven triangle.
luHfriho an Oijiiiiatural aad equiiiuguUr p«int«gon tn

given eirdie.

Sbovi how to divide a right angle into fifteen oqnal parta.

MATKICULATION, 1872.

E0N0R8.

Prom a giren point to draw a straight line equal to a girm
straight line.

Expliii-i what different oonatruotions there are in thi«
propoHition.

If a bitle of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle if

equul to the two interior uud opposito anj^les; and tlie

three interior aiiglcH of every tiiuiigle are together
equal to two right unglos.

Find the number of degrees in one of the exterior anglet

i
of a regular heptagon.

TriangloH upon the same or equal basos and between the
sanio parallels are equal to one another.

By means of these propo8itii)ns prove that a line drawn
parallel to the base of a triangle and cutting off ore-
fourth from one of its sides, will also cut off a fourth
part from the other Hide.

If a straight line be divided into two equal and also into
two une<iual parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the
Hue, and of the square on the line between the points
of section.

If a chord be drawn parallel to the diameter of a circle

and from any point iu the diameter lines be drawn to

iU extremities, the sum of their scjuares will be equal
to the sum of the squares of the segments of the diam*
eter.

To <livide a given straight line into two parts, so that the
rectangle contained by the whole and one of the parts
shall be equal to the acjuare on the other part.

Solve ttie problem algebraically. Interpret and construct
geometrically the Hccond root so obtained.

Divide a given line so tbat one segment may be a geomet*
ric mean In-tweeu the whole and the other.

Tn every tnangle, the square on the side subtending eithei
of the acute angles, is less than the squares on the
sides containing mat angle, by twice the rectangle
contained by either of these sides, and the straight



miTDIX. B
lin« lnt«ro6pt«d between the nonte Migle and the per-

pHiuliiMilHr lot full iiiiou it (rtMii thn DppositH angle.

In a trmn^'li) AHC, if .\b bo drawn to the biHeotion of DO,
t\ui dltTnrenoe b«)tw<)(in the 8i|Uiiri« on liC and twice the
nqimift un A(J iH ddublo of i\w dilToronoe between Iji^

sqiiiire on Alt, und twice tlio (tqiiaro oo Kit

f. If a HtrtiiK'bt lint* touch a circle, th» Htrni^'rit in« irAwn
front th(< uontru t<> tint point of oontuc^ ^LlkU b« per*
ponduntliir to the line touching the circle.

The locuH of intorxt'ctionH of all pairH of tangenti to a
circlo which contiiin a given unglo in a circle.

What in the magnitude of tluH angle, in order that the
circle may bo dt>ul)le the ori^iiuil f

t* The oppoHitti atiglcH of any <}uiidrilatoral figtire innorilMti

in a circle are togotluir etiuiil to two right angles.

What relation niUHt «xiHt botwoi^n tho Hido« of a qnadrila
teral in order that a ciicle may be iuBoribed in it)

Show that your relation is sulllcieut.

%t If from any point without a circle two straight lineg be
drawn, one of which cuts tho circle, and the other
toucheH it ; the rectangle contained by tho whole line

which cutH tho circle, and tho p^irt of it without the
oirclo, uhall be equal to the Hquaro on the line which
touches it.

Show that this proposition is an extension of III, 86.

From a ii;ivon point without a circle sliow how to draw
(when possiblo) a line that will be divided by that

circle in Medial section.

10. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

When is one rectilineal tigure said to be inMribed in an-
other.

11. In a right-angled triangle, if the perpendicular be drawn
from the right angle to the base ; the triangle on each
Bide of it are similar to the whole triangle and to one
anothor.

Ccnstract geometrically the roots of the equation x{a—x)

=6^ and give the geometric interpretation of the case

of equal and impossible roots that the problem may
present.

VL To describe a rectilineal figure which shall be similar to

one given rectilineal figure and equal to anothor given
feotUineal figure.

MATBIOULATION, 1878.

HonoBS.

i. If A straight line falls upon two parallel fltri>ight lines, it
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dL APPSNDn.

the exterior angle eqnal to the interior and oppo8it<t

upcn the seme side, and also the two interior angles
upon the same side together equal to two right angles.

Vary the olds'- of proof in this proposition by proving the
last statement first.

8. If a straight line falling upon two other straight lines,

makes the interior angles upon the same side together
eqoal to two right angles, the two straight lines phalJ
be parallel to one another.

Can this be inferred immediately from the 12th ftziom 1

Give the reasons for your answer.

I. Any twc sides of a triangle are together greater than the
third side.

A Btrai^'ht line is the shortest distance between two given
points.

4. In any right angled triangle, the square which is described
upon the side subtending the right angle, is equal to

the squares described upon the sides which contain
the right angle.

Any two parallelograms being described on two sides of

I
any triangle, to describe on the third side a parallelo-

gram equal to their sum.
a. To deRcribe a square that shall equal a given rectilineal

figure.

To divide a given straight line into two parts such that
their rectangle is equal to a given rectilineal figure.

What limitation must there be to the magnitude of the
given figure?

6. It a straight line drawn through the centre of a circle bi-

sect a straight line in it which does not pass through
the centre, it shall cut it at right angles ; and, if it

cut it at right angles, it shall bisect it.

Describe three circles o' given radii which e>hAll touch
each other externally two and two.

f In the above show that the common tangents meet in one
point, with which as centre, a circle may be described
passing through the three points of contact.

What proposition of 3uolid does this correspond to ?

8. If straight lines within a circle intersect in one point the
rectangle under the segments is constant.

"W 'At limitation must be made to render the converse
true ? Prove the converse when true.

9. The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed
in a circle are together equal to two right angles.

Deduce—The angle "n a semicircle is a right an^'le.

(Prop. 31 Bk. m.)
W. To describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles '

at the base double of the third angle.



APPSNDIZ. «W.

A tangent to a oirole is drawn at an angular point of an
inscribed regular pentagon, and a side produced
through that point, show that a straight hno making
equal intercepts on the tangent and the side produced,
is parallel to the tangeni at one of the adjacent angu-
lar points.

11. To describe a circle about a given equilateral pentagon.
With an angular point of the regular pentagon as centre,

and a side as radius, describe a second circle ; show
that the tangent to the first circle at a point of inter-
section of the circles meets the common diameter at a
point without the second circle.

12. In the above show that the distance from the above point
to the centre of the first circle is greater than the
diameter of the second circle.

MATRICULATION, 1874.

HDNOBB.

* •

i.

, Nob. 1 and 3 to be omitted for Senior Matriculation
|

Nob. 12 and 13 to be omitted for Junior Matriculation.
1. Parallelograms upon the same base and between the

same parallels are equal to one another.
From the centre of a circle the radii OA, OB are

drawn
,
the tangents at A and B meet in (7 ; if OC he

bisected in D and DE be drawn perpendicular to OD
meeting OB in E, then AE will bisect the figure
OBGA. *

In every triangle the square on the side subtendiag any of
the acute angles is less than the squares on the sides
containing that angle by twice the rectangle contained
by either of these sides, and tho straight line inter
oepted between the perpendicular let fall upon it frou
the opposite angle and the acute angle.

Construct a square that shall be equal to the difference
between the sum of the squares on two given straight
lines and the rectangle under these lines.

iTirough a given point to draw a straight line parallel to
a given straight line.

jfrom a given point in the circumference of a circle to
draw a chord, when possible, that shall be bisected by
a given chord.

Find the sum of (1) all the interior angles of any recti-
lineal figure

; (2) all the exterior angles.
A3, CD the alternate sides of a regular polygon are pro-

duced to meet in E,iiAG, OE meet in F, O being the
centre of the polygon, show that AF.FC—OFJTf
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6. To difide a given Btraight line into two parti, so that tha
rectangle contained by the whole and one of the parti
shall be equal to the Bquare on the other part.

11 AB he bisected in C and produced to a point D, such
that AC.CD=AD.DB, then JD is divided in C in the
manner required by the proposition.

1 If from any point without a circle two straight lines be
drawn, one of which cuts the circle and the other
touches it, the rectangle contained by the whole uue
that cuts the circle and the part of it ithout the circle
hall be equal to the square on the line that touches it.

Any number of circles pass through two given points A
and B ; shew that with any given point C in AB pro-
duced, as centre, a circle may be described cutting the
other circles at right angles, and find its radius.

/. To draw a straight line from a given point either without
or in the circumference which shall touch a given
circle.

Find the point in the line joining the centres of two cirolei
of different radii, such that if a perpendicular be
drawn through it, the tangents to the circles from any

\ point in this perpendicular may be equal.

8. The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle
at the circumference upon the same has j, that is, upon
the same part of the circumference.

If a circle be described touching one of the equal sidos of
an isosceles triangle at the vertex and having the
other side as chord, the arc lying between the vertex
and base is one-half the arc subtended by the chord.

9. If a straight line touch a given circle and from the point
of contact a straight line may be drawn cutting the
circle, the angles made by this line with the line
touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which
are in the alternate segments of the circle.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon in a
given circle.

If two diagonals of a regular pentagon intersect and a
circle be described about the triangle of which th*
greater segments are two sides, two sides of the pen.
tagon which terminate at the other extremities of
these segments are tangents to the circle at these
points.

11. To describe a circle about a given square.
Find tlie relation between the areas of the oirolei

described about and inscribed in a given square.
12. )( a straight line be parallel to the base of a triangle it

will cut the sides, or the sides produced, proportion-
ally, and if the sides or the sides produced, be out

10.
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proportionally, the straiRht line which Joina th« pointf
of section shall bo paralJHl tr. the base.

13. To find a mean proportional between two given straight
linea.

a.

3

10.

11.

13.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR MATRICULATION, 1876.

*, Junior Matriculants will omit questions 16 and 16, and
Bemor Matriculants questions 12 and lb.

1. Define the terms axiom, postulate, scholium, oorollory.
If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two

sides of the other, each to each, but the angle con-
tained by the two sides of the one greater than the
angle contained by the two sides equal to them, of the
other, the base of that which has the greater angle
shall be greater than the base of the other.

If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle
18 equal to the two interior and opposite an^jles; and
the three interior angles of every triangle are together
equal to two right angles.

Triangles on equal bases and between the same parallel!
> equal to one another.

If the square described on one of the sides of a triangle
be equal to the squares described on the other two
Bides of it, the angle contained by these two sides is a
right angle.

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, it is
a parallelogram : if the bisecting lines are equal it it
rectangular; if the lines bisect at right angles it is
equilateral.

If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into
two unequal parts, the squares on the two unequal
parts are together double of the square on half the
hne and of the square on the line between the points
of section.

Divide a straight line into two parts, so that the rectangle
contained by the whole and one of the parts may be
equal to the square on the other part,
the Algebraic solution of the preceding problem, we
obtain a quadratic equation which gives two values of
the unknown quantity. Enunciate tlie Geometucal
proposition which corresponds to the other root.

The sum of the squares on the diagonals of a parallelo-
gram is equal to the sum of the squares on the siden

The opposite angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle
are together equal io two right angles.

The straight Uiics bisecting the sides of a triangle at right
%»|[les meet in a point.

6.

7.

8,

9. In
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I

8.

18. Confltrnot a triangle, having given the middle pointi of ttdet
X4t. Describe a circle about a given equilateral and eqniangu.

lar pentagon.
16. From a given straight line to cut off any part required.
16. Similar triangles are to one another iu the duplicate ratic

of their homologous sides.

TIMB—3 Honus.

L Describe an equilateral triangle upon a given finite straight
line.

By a method similar to that used in this problem, deflcribe
on a given finite straight line an isosceles triangle, the
sides of which shall bo each equal to twice the base.

2, 11 A straight line fall on two parallel straight lines, it

makes the alternate angles equal to one auothtr, and
the exterior angle equal to the interior and opposite
angle on the same side ; and also the two iuterior
angles on the same side together equal to two right
angles.

What objections have been urged against the doctrine of
parallel straight lines as it is laid down by Euclid?
Where does the difficulty originate and what has been
suggested to remove it f

In any right angled triangle, the gquares described on the
sides containing the right angle are together equal to
the square of the side subtending the right angle.

Show, by describing a square on the outer side of one side,

and on the inner side of the other, that the two
squares thus described will cut into three pieces, so as
exactly to make up the square of the hypotenuse.

Divide algebraically a given line (a) into two parts, such
that the raotangle contained by the whole and one
part may be equal to the square of the other. Deduce
Eucl'd's construction from one solution and explain
the her.

If two straight lines within a circle cut one another, the
rectangle contained by the segments of one of them
is equal to the rectangle contained by the segments
of the other.

If, through a point within a circle, two equal straight lines
be drawn to the circumference4 and produced, thej
will be at the same distance from the centre.

Explain and illustrate the fifth and seventh definitions in
the fifth book of Euclid, and shew that a magnitude has
a greater ratio to the less of two unequal magnitudes
than it has to the greater.

With the four lines contain a-f-6, a-f-c, a—6, a—c units

respectively, construct a quadrilateral capable of flav-
ing a circle inscribed ir **

4.

6.

6.

T.
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Prore that no parallelogram can be innoribsd In a clrol«

except a rectangle ; an. that no parallelogram can be

<lescribod ftbout a circle except a rhomb.

Similar triangles are to ono another in the duplicate ratio

of their homologous Bides. How does it apponr from

Euclid that the duplicate ratio of two muguitudes ii

the same as that of their squares t

! I

FIRST CLASS PROVINCIAI. CERTIFICATES, JULY, 1876

I. (a)

(&)

t (a)

(6)

I (a)

4.

(6)

(«)

(6)

(a)

TIMK—THBEE HOUnB.

N. B.

—

Algebraic symboU muBt not be used.

The straight line drawn at right angles to the diametet

of a circle from the extrerc.ty of it, falls without th«

circle ; and no straight line can be drawn from the

extremity, between that straight line and the oircum-

ferenco, so as not to out the circle. (Ill 16.)

Draw a common tangent to two given circles. Hot
many can be drawn ? {Apollonius.)

The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure Ui

acribed in a circle are together equal to tv.j right

angles. (Ill 22.)
. .

If straight lines be drawn from any pomt on the cir-

cumference of a circle perpendicular to the sides of an

inscribed triangle, their feet are in the same straight

lino. (M. F. Jacobi.)

If the chord of a circle be divided into two segments

by a point in the chord or in the chord produced, the

rectangle contained by these segments wUl be equal h»

the difference of the squares on the radius and on the

line joining the given point within the centre of the

circle. What propositions in Euclid follow immediate-

ly from this ?

Describe a circle which shall pass through a given

point and touch two straight lines given in position.

lA^ollovius.)

To describe an isosceles triangle, having each of the

angles at the base double of the *hird angle. (IV 10.)

C-»nstruct a triangle having each of the angles at the

base equal to seven times the third angla
^

If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected by a

straight line which also cuts the base, tho segment" of

the base have the same ratio which the other sidf of

the triangle have to one another ; and, if the segments

of the base have the same ratio which the other sides

of the triangle have to one another, the straight line
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BEOOND OLABB CERTIFI0ATE8, JULY, Wt,
*-'««—THn«« H0CB8.

F 8.—Algebraic lymbola mutt not be uaed. Candidate* wh§
take Hook II will omit Queitiont 1, 2 and a, marked\

The angles at the baae of an isosoeles triangle ara
equal to one another ; and if the equal sidei ba
prodiioed, the angles on the other side of the bas«
shall be equal to one another.

Whore does Euclid require the aeoond part of thia
theorum?

If tvfo triangles have two sides of the one equal to
two sides of the other, eaoh to each, but the
angle contained by two Hides of one of thorn
greater than the angle contained by the two Pides
oqual to theiQ of the other, the base of that which
bai the greater angle shall bo greater than the
baso of the other.

V/hy tVe restriction " Of the two sides DE, DP, let
r>E be ',ae side which is not greater than the
othjr -f

If iv- trlfta^les have two angles of the one equal to
two angles of the other, each to each, an^l have
also the sides adjacent to the equal angles in each,
equal to one another, then shall the other side bo
equal, each to each ; and also the third angle of
the one to the third angle of the other. (Provt
by superposition.)

What propositions in Book I are thus proved f
If a straight line fall upon two parallel straight

lines, it makes the alternate angles equal to one
another, and the exterior angle equal to the inte-
rior and opposite angle on the same side; and
also the '.wc interior angles on the same side
together equal to two right angles.

What objection may be taken to the twelfth axiom ?

What is its converse ?

In any right-angled triangle, the square which la
described on the side subtending the right angle
is equal to the squares dbSTibed on the aidei
which contain the right angle.

Prove also by dissection and superposition.
Draw through a given point between two straight

lines not parallel a straight line which shall be
bisected in that point.

The perpendiculars from the angles cf a triangle oa
the opposite sides meet in a point.

8

16 4.

8
2

16 6.
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CHhtna the lengths of the Unet dr«%(i from Um
angles uf a trmngle to the points '^t biiMOtioii ol
the upponito !(!«, oonitrnot the triangle.

Ha ntraight line be dividf^d into two parte, the
quare ou the whole line ih equal to the sqauree
on the parti, together r/ith twice the rectangle
contained by the parti.

In every trianf<le, iho square on the lide inbtendlng
an acute angle ii leii than the iquarea on the
idei containing that angle by twice the rectangle
contained by either of theie Hid(!8, and the straight
line intercepted between the peipendioular let faU
«i it from iho orj^nait« asigle , and tiM> aeate angles
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